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BOTANICALSCIENCESTEAM
PRESENTEDBY: C,J,TUCKER
BOTANICALSCIENCESTEAM
MULTISPECTRALIMAGINGSCIENCEWORKINGROUP
APRIL14-15,1982ATORI
COCHAIRMEN:C.J.TUCKER(NASA)ANDC.L.WIEGAND (USDA)
N
MEMBERS:G.BADWHAR(JSC),B.CIBULA(NSTL),E.CRIST(ERIM),C.DAURGHTY (EARS),
R, FRASER (GSFC),D KIMES (GSFC),D, PITTS (JSC),B, ROCK (JPL),
C, SCHNETZLER(GSFC),S UNGAR (GISS/GSFC)
SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ORBITAL ABILITY TO REMOTELY SENSE
VEGETATED TARGETS WILL RESULT FROM
0 UNDERSTANDING OF ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
• APPROPRIATE SPATIAL RESOLUTION
• NARROW SPECTRAL BANDWIDTHS
e ADDITIONAL SPECTRAL BANDS
• TEMPORAL FREQUENCY OF 2-3 DAYs
EFFECTSOFTHEATMOSPHEREUPONRADIATIVETRANSFER
0 RESTRICT MOST BANDS TO ATMOSPHERIC WINDOWS
0 VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION OF AEROSOLSj DUST_ CONDENSATION
NUCLEI, ICE CRYSTALS, WATER VAPOR_ CLOUD DROPLETS, TRACE GASES, ETC, NEEDED
e RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AVAILABLE METEOROLOGICAL DATA AND ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL
PARAMETERS NEEDS TO BE ESTABLISHED
e ADJACENCY EFFECTS UNDERSTANDING NEEDED
e CONCURRENT DETAILED SURFACE MEASUREMENTS, ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS, AIRCRAFT
MEASUREMENTS_ AND SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS NEEDED,
.e POSSIBILITIES OF ATMOSPHERIC "SOUNDER"BANDS SHOUL3 BE INVESTIGATED
REMOTE SENSING
OVER A NON-UNIFORM SURFACE
/
DETECTOR /_ SUN
IDET = Io -!- iS -I- IA / I
/ °.
\ //
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ATMOSPHER _/!
........-.... • •
SURFACE:
IDET = IO + IS + IA FOR AVERAGE CONDITIONS
100% = 48% + 38% + 14% X = 0.55 _m, A = 0.1
Io--ATMOSPHERIC RADIANCE SCATTERED FROM THE SOLAR BEAM INTO THE DETECTOR
Is--THE "SIGNAL"-- RADIANCE FROM THE TARGET ATTENUATED BY THE ATMOSPHERE
IA--THE DIFFUSE LIGHT SCATTERED FROM BRIGHT AREAS TO THE DARK AREAS(ADJACENCY EFFECT)
RADIATIVE TRANSFER
A(x,y) ? v I (x,y)
APPROPRIATESPATIALRESOLUTIONFORTASKATHAND
e 10-30M FOR HIGH SPATIAL FREQUENCY COVER TYPES FOR SMALL AGRICULTURAL
PLOTS
1 500-5000 M FOR LARGE-SCALE EARTH FEATURES CONSISTANT WITH CLIMATE PHENOMENA
e TARGET SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS NEEDED
| ADJACENCYEFFECTS, "TEXTURAL" INFORMATION, ETC, WITH FINER SPATIAL RESOLUTIONS
MAJOR PLANT COMMUNITIES:
AREA, NPP, AND C  gTORAGE*
AREA PERCENTOF NPP PERCENTPLANTMASS PERCENT
VEGETATIONTYPE 106km2 LANDAREA 1015g Cyr-1 OFNPP 1015g C OFMASS
TROPICAL RAIN FOREST 17.0 11.4 16.8 31.8 344.0 41.6
TROPICAL SEASONAL FOREST 7.5 5.0 5.4 10.2 117.0 14.2
TEMPERATE EVERGREENFOREST 5.0 3.4 2.9 5.5 79.0 9.6 77%
TEMPERATE DICIDUOUS FOREST 7.0 4.7 3.8 7.2 95.0 i 1.5
BOREAL FOREST 12.0 8.1 4.3 8.1 108.0 13.1
WOODLAND AND SHRUB[AND 8.5 5.7 2.7 5.1 22.0 2.7
,_ SAVANNA 15.0 10.1 6.1 11.6 27.0 3.3
TEMPERATE GRASSLAND 9.0 6.0 2.4 4.5 6.3 0.8
TUNDRA AND ALPINE MEADOW 8.0 5.4 0.5 0.9 2.3 0.3
DESERT SCRUB 18.0 12.1 0.7 1.3 5.9 0.7
ROCK, ICE,AND SAND 24.0 16.1 0.03 0.1 0.2 0.02
CULTIVATED LAND 14.0 9.4 4.1 7.8 6.3 0.8
SWAMP AND MARSH 2.0 1.3 2.7 5.1 13.5 1.6
LAKE AND STREAM 2.0 1.3 0.4 0.8 0.02 0.002
TOTAL CONTINENTAL 149.0 100.0 52.8 100.0 826.5 100.0
_FROM" WHITTAKERAND LIKENS 1973:
SPATIAL INFORMATION CONTENT FOR RENEWABLE RESOURCES
SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF TYPICAL GROUND COVERS
tREOUIRED SENSOR SPATIAL RESOLUTION (m) ALL CROPS
WITHOUT
STRIP- FALLOW
1 10 100
100 i I I iilii i
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80 HOMES
tr
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m 70 WINTER WHEAT
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w 50 .SOYBEANSco
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:_ 30
:_ WINTER WHEAT
D 20O
10
o I
1 10 100 1,000
FEATURE WIDTH (m)
I I I I
1 100 1,000 10,000
FEATURE AREA(m 2)
ASSUMES 8x8 PIXEL AREA CONTAINED /_
(REFEI]ENCE: AgRISTARS, L.MILLER, WlTtlIN SMALLEST FEATURE DESIRED
J. BARKER AND R.WFtlTMAN , 1980) FOR ADEQUATE AREA MEASUREMENT JLB/SCC
SPECTRALRESOLUTIONIMPROVEMENTS
e NARROW BANDWIDTHS TO MAXIMIZE SPECTRAL CONTRASTS AND MINIMIZE ATMOSPHERIC
EFFECTS
I BANDS CENTERED AT -0.44,0.55,0.66,0.85,1.65,AND 2,2 pM FOR MONITORING
GREEN LEAF VEGETATION
O 3,5-3,9_M BAND FOR FIRE DETECTION AND 10,5-12,5_M THERMAL BAND FOR CLOUD
DETECTION
e ADDITIONAL RESEARCH NEEDED
O HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTRAL DATA
O DIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE DISTRIBUTION
O POLARIZATION
O 0,75-0,78_Mj1,0-1,3_M,AND OTHER SPECTRAL REGIONS OF CONTROVERSY
(I,E,, NO CONSENSUS)
O ATMOSPHERIC "SOUNDER" BANDS
WHY USE THE RED AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
IR PORTIONS OF THE SPECTRUM?
0.06
50. 0.05-
0.04-,
4S., GREEN VEGETATION PLOT 20074 I
_o.- (TOTAL DRY BIOMASS = 530 g/m 2) o.o3-
= -
3b. DRY SOIL PLOT /f-- .,,,, u.= o.olz _
o ONLY WET, \ I _.--".... _.-- _) -0.0120,
=,, \ ;---4"" -------"- ×°.o= "
t0. ............. -0.03
5. -0.04
O. I I I I I I t I J 1 I I)35 0.4O O.46 o.r,o o.r_ 0.00 0._ 0.7o 0.75 o.eo 0._ o,9o 0.95 t.oo -o.o5
WAVELENGTH (#m) -o.oe I I I I I I ; I
o.3s o.4o o.45 o_ 0._ 0.00" 0._ o.7o 0.75 o.so
WAVELENGTH (pro)
BECAUSE THE SOIL-VEGETATION CONTRAST IS AT A
MAXIMUM FOR THESE REGIONS.

RADIOMETRICANDTEMPORALRESOLUTIONREQUIREMENTS
O GOAL IS TO MAINTAIN RADIANCE/REFLECTANCE DIFFERENCES THROUGH RADIATIVE
TRANSFER FOR RANGE OF VIEWING CONDITIONS
8 DETERMINED BY ATMOSPHERIC EFFECT(S) UPON ORBITAL MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
Q TEMPORAL FREQUENCY OF 4-B DAYS NEEDED AT SELECTED TIMES
O SENESCENCE
O FLOWERING, HARVEST_ ETC,
O STRESS ONSET/RECOVERY
O "ACTS OF GOD"
Q ASSUMING CLOUD COVER PROBABILITY OF 50_ LOWERS TEMPORAL FREQUENCY TO
2-3 DAYS AT SELECTED TIMES
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.GEOLOGYTEAH
LtING TERHRESEARCHRECOl'g4EHDATIONS,.I:
o [ABORATORY.;RESEARCH
,:::,HEWHETHODSOFFIELD$AHPLIRG
:. THEORETICALHOOEL$OF HICROSCALESPECTRAL'HIX|NG
. : . . • -..
o UIILITY. OF.[HPROVEDSPATIALRESOLUTION
. HULTISTAGE:_FiELoEXPERIHENTATIONEHPLOYINGPURTABLESPECTROMETERSiA|RBORNE
ScANNERS-,AHO RBITALIHAGINGINSTRUHENTS(HACIIOSCALE.HIXING}
0 UTILITY OF IHPROVED5PECTRALRESOLUTION
•_ - DEFINE SPECTRALTHRESHOLDFORTHE IDENTIFICATIONOF SPECIFIC H|NERALSPECIES
THROUGHIGHRESOLUTION_SURVEYS.OFSELECTEDTEST_S]TES
o UTILITY OF IHPROVEDRADIOHETRICSENSITIVITY
- CONOUCTHULTISPECTRALsuRvEYSOF SELECTEDTEST S'[TESMITH VARIABLESIGNAL
OUANTIZATION(8-12 BIT)
o GEOBOTANICALREHOTESENSINGRESEARCH
- SEPARATIONOF GEOLOGICALANDBOTANICALSPECTRALSIGNATURESIN INDIVIDUAL PICTURE
ELEHENTS
- EXPERIHENTAL.LABSTUDIESOF GEOBOTANICALCORRELATIONSTHAT HOREFULLYSIHULATE
NATURALCONDITIONS
- TEST SITE STUDIESDESIGNEDTO TESTSPECIFICGEOBDTANICALHYPOTHESES
HULTiSPECTRALIHAGINGSCIENCEWORKING ROUP
GEOLOGYTEAH
OESIREUIHEASUREHENTCApABILITIESOFTHE NEXTGENERATION,OF,ORBITALIHAGINGSENSORS
. i i i i i i i i i [_ i _ ,_ ,,,o .......
............... --- ............. SPECTRALREGION..--_---.--.oo--.-. ...... . ....
(gAVELENGTH,HICROHETERS)
0.4,! ,0 ._.0-2 o0 2°0.2,5
SPECTRAL O.05um O.05um O.OZum O,_Um
RESOLUTION (selected O.Olumbands)
SPATIAL 30m 30m 30m 30mRESOLUTION
RADIOHETRIC - .......... ' ...... 1% of.the.Incoming $t9nal 7.... ............ NEDT-O.ZK
SENSITIVITY at 300K
RADIOHETRIC ' ..... - ............ RELATIVE........... ,-, .... . ...... ABSOLUTE
.CALIBRATION
MUL,TI SPEC,TRALIi _Gi _G; SC] [NCE ,WORKI _. I!.,GROUP
GEOLOGY.TEAR
NEAR;TERM:RECOV_41ENOATiONS:CONCERNINGFUTUREORBITALIMAGiNGI;:CApAB!LITIE$:'
EXPERiMENTALOBJECTIVES
J . r
o EVALUATEITHECOMBINEDUTILITYOF NARROWBAND:MULT[SPECTRALIMAGINGINBOTH THE
VISlBLE.ANDiNFRAREDFOR LITHOLOGIC!DENTIFIC,A_iON.OF.GEOLOGICMATERIAL$
o [VALUATETHE:COMBINEDUTILITY OF MULTISPECTRALIMAGING::iN/THEVISIBLEAND.INFR_EOI'
FORLITHOLOGICMAPPINGONA GLOBALBASIS
M
GROUND RULES ... :.:,
O RECOMMENDATIONSARE FIRMLYBASED ON PAST RESEARCHRESULTS
o RECOMMENDATIONSFOCUS ON DESIREDRESOLUTIONAND SENSITIVITY,NOT ON SPECIFIC
MEASUREMENTBANDS
o RECOMMENDATIONSSPECIFYGENERICMEASUREMENTCAPABILITIESDESIRED IN DIFFERENT
SPECTRALREGIONS,AND DO NOT REPRESENTA PROPOSALFOR A MONOLITHICSENSOR
o TEAM DID NOT CONSIDERTECHNICALDESIGN CHALLENGESOR ASSOCIATEDDATA REDUCTION
PROBLEMS
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GEOLOGYTEAH-
CUR EN_TLITHOLOG],CHAPP]NG:.,CAPABIL|T[ES'
0 DISCR]H|NAT[ONOF IRONOXIDESBASEDONREFLECTANCEVARIAT[ONSI]N THEV|SIBLE
• A_ NEAR]NFRARED(0.5-1,0 H[CROHETERHAVELENGTHREGION)
o DISCRIH]NATIONOFCLAYHINERAL$BASEDONREFLECTANCEVARIATIONS]N._THE
SHORTNAVE.'INFRARED(Z.O-Z.5H]CROHETER.REGION)
0 DISCRININAT]ONOF QUARTZ-BEARINGROCKSBASEDOHEHISSIVITT VARIAT[ONSIN
THETHERHAL%NFRAREO(8-12 H]CROHETERREG]ON)
o EXPER]HENTALDETECTION• OF GEOBOTANICAtSTRE$$BASEDON'REFEECTANCEVARIATIONSIN THE
VISIDLE ANDREFLECTEDINFRARED(O.5-Z.O H[CROHETER EG]ON)
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GEOGRAPHICS IENCE
CONCERN:
EARTHAS THEHOr.]EOF MArI
PURSUITS:
IDENTIFICATION,MAPPING,ANDUNDERSTANDIr.JGTHE
SPATIALDIST._.InUTION,USEArIDINTERRELATIO_.ISIIIP
OF PHENOMENA
RATIONALEFORLANDIISE/LA!II)COVER
. LANDUSE/LANDCOVERDATAREQUIREDTO ANALYZESPATIALPATTERNSANDTHEIR
DYNArIICS
- BASICEARTHSURFACEPHENOME,_IA
- SIIRFACEEXPRESSIONF CRITICALII_]TERFACEBET_EErJ[:IAr.lNDTIIEARTH
PHYSICALSYSTEM
e POTENTIALUSES:
- BASELIr]E
- TRENDASSESSMENT
- PREDICTIVEMODELS
e _IEXTSTEP:
LEVELIllCLASSIFICATION= QUANTUMSTEP
- MSS& TM SUPPORTLEVELI & If
- ACHIEVABLE
RATIONALEFORGEOMORPIIOLOGY
e GEO_'IORPHOLOGYIr.'IPACTSMArI'SUSEOFTIIEL/_rlD ..
- BASICEARTIISURFACEPI-IEr_OMEr]A
- STUDYOF FORM,COMPOSITIONA DLONG-TERMPROCESSES(DECADES)
. POTENTIALUSES:
- LANDCAPABILITYANDSUITABILITY
- ENVIRONMENTALIMPACTASSESSMENT
- PROCESSMODELS
e NEXT.STEP:
- II'ITERNALLYCONSISTENT,AREALLYEXTEI'ISIVEDATAFORQUANTITATIVE
PROCESSANALYSIS
- ACIIIEVABLE
RATIONALEFORCARTOGRAPIIY
. MAPSPRODUCTS1:25,000- 1:250,000SCALEREQUIREDWORLDWIDE
- 50PERCENTOF LANDAREAISNOTMAPPEDTOPOGRAPIIICALLYT
SCALESOF i:i00,000OR LARGER
. POTENTIALUSES:
- SURVEYANDMANAGEMENTOF RESOURCES
_o - GEO-REFERENCEDDATABASESo_
- DIGITALTERRAINDATA
. NEXTSTEP:
- GLOBALCARTOGRAPHYS STEMSMEETINGNATIONALMAPACCURACY
Ol-^,.,,_A,n_AT l:,.j,O00
- DIFFICULT
STATE-OF-THE-ART
I
e GEOGRAPHICINFORMATIOr.ISYSTEMSIJrlr;ER_EVE[.OPMENT
- REMOTESENSINGDATA
- TERRAINDATA
- ANCILLARYDATA
o LANDUSE/LANDCOVER
- LEVELI ANDIfACHIEVABLEWITHMSSA._IDTM
- LEVELIllOBTAINEDFROMHIGIIRESOLUTIONPHTOTGRAPHS
UTILIZINGLIMITEDSPECTRALREGIONS
- DYNAMICSOF PHENOMENALARGELYIGNORED
STATE-OF-TItE-ART(CoNT,)
e GEOI,IORPHOLOGY
- MSSANDTM USEFULIllDELIrlEATIrlGPHYSIOGRAPHICREGIO!_S
- HIGHRESOLUTIONAERIALPIIOTOGRAPIIYROVIDESTHEQUANTITATIVE
DATAFORPROCESSANALYSIS
,_ , CARTOGRAPHY
- MSSCANPROVIDE1:250,000HORIZOi,ITALPL NIMETRY
- TrlUNTESTED
- FI_]CAMERAS/5MRESOLUTIONPROVIDES1:50,000HORIZO_ITAL
PLANIMETRY(SKYLAB)
PRIORITIZEDSUr_MARYOF GEOGRAPHICS IErICEDATAGAPS
1, BASICSPECTROMETERDATA(r!OTEEXPERIMEr.ITS)
- SYSTEMATICVARIATIONI_]SPATIALRESOLUTION
- NARROWAVEBA;_DS;0,3- .].2,4MICRONS
- VARIOUSCLIMATICREGIMESA.,",!DENVIRONMEI'ITALCO!.]DITIOr'!S
- VARIO!ISSEASO_.!S
2, SPATIALFREQUENCYINFORrIATIONON COVERTYPES
3, ANALYZEINTERACTIONFSPATIALRESOLUTION,TARGETHETEROGEI'IEITY,
ANDSPECTRALSIGNATURESFORCOVERTYPES
PRIORITIZEDSUMMARYOFGEOGRAPHICS IENCEDATAGAPS (CoNT,)
4, DEVELOPI%NTOF CLASSIFICATIONAPPROACF_ESTHATr'IAXII"IIZEUT LITYOF
IIIGIIERR SOLUTIONDATA
5, TIMESERIESDATAACQUISITIONSWITHINCLIMATICREGIMESTO ASSESS'r',.u:OT,tl
SEPARABILITYOF COVERTYPESArIDLA!_DCOVERCIIANBES
6, ACCURATEREGISTRATIONA DRECTIVICATION
0
- G/SDATABASEDEVELOPMENT
- ANCILLARYDATAINTEGRATION
- STEREOANDOFF-NADIRDATAACQUISITIONS
7, DATAFROF.IVERYSTABLEPLATFORMSFORCARTOGRAPHICAPPLICATIO!IS
SUMMARYOF CANDIDATEEXPERIMENTS
I. LAND USE/LANDCOVER
• URBAN/SUBURBANLEVEL Ill LAND USE DESCRIMINATION
• URBANVS. RURAL COVERTYPE DESCRIMINATIONAND CHANGE
' • SURFA'CEMININGOPERATIONSDESCRIMINATION& RECLAIMATION
MONITORING
II. •GEOMORPHOLOGY
• PROCESSESINFLUENCINGPERIGLACIALLANDFORMS
• "CATOSTROPHIC"EVENTSEFFECTUPON LANDFORMS
• SEMIARIDAND ARID LANDFORMSSPECTRALAND SPATIAL
CHARACTERIZATION.AND ASSOCIATIONS
• DRAINAGENETWORKAND DRAINAGEBASIN ANALYSIS
III. CARTOGRAPHY
• CO_ARISON OF FILM,AREA-A.ND LINE-ARRAYDATA
• INTERRELATIONSHIPSBETWEENTOPOGRAPHY,SUN ELEVATIONAND
AZIMUTH,AND VIEWINGDIRECTIONAS RELATEDTO INFORMATION
EXTRACTION
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SUMMARYOF DATA REqUIRE_NT FOR EXPERIMENT
I. LAND USELANDCOVER
URBAN LEVEL III URBANVS. SURFACE
RURAL III MINING III
FIELD SURVEYS CRITICAL CRITICAL CRITICAL
SPECTRORADIOMETRY CRITICAL CRITICAL CRITICAL
COLLATERALDATA YES YES YES
HIGH RES. PHOTOGRAPHY CIR & CIR CIR
PANCHROMATICB&W
TEMPORALREGISTRATION (DYNAMICS _DYNAMICS (DYNAMICS
2 PIXELS) 2 PIXELS) 0.5 PIXEL)
RECTIFICATION YES YES YES
BASELINE SPATIALRES. 5M 5M 5M
SPECTRALREQ. ** 0.4-12.4 0.4-12.4 0.4-12.4
TEMPORALRES. TIME SERIES TIME SERIES TIME SERIES
TERRAINDATA* N/A N/A YES
SPECIALREQUIREMENTS DIURNAL DIURNAL VARIATIONIN
ACQUISITIONS ACQUISITONS LOOKANGLES
* EITHEREXISTINGDTM OR FLIGHTEXPERIMENT
*'*SPECIFICBANDS TO BE DETERMINED
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SUMMARYOF DATA REQUIREMENTSFOR EXPERIMENTS
II GEOMORPHOLOGY
PERIGLACIAL ARID CATOSTROPHIC DRAINAGE
EVENTS
FIELDSURVEYS CRITICAL CRITICAL CRITICAL CRITICAL
SPECTRORADOMETRYCRITICAL CRITICAL CRITICAL CRITICAL
COLLATERALDATA YES YES YES YES
HIGH RESOLUTION ClR NATURAL NATURALCOLOROR NATURAL
COLOR CIR OR CIR
PHOTOGRAPHY
TE_ORAL
REGISTRATION N/A N/A 0.5 PIXEL N/A
CAPABILITY
RECTIFICATION YES YES CRITICAL CRITICAL
BASELINE
SPATIAL RES. 5M 5M 5-30M 5M
SPECTRALREQ.*" 0.4-12.4 0.4-12.4 0.4-12.4 0.4-12.4
TE_ORAL RES. 3 FLIGHTS EACHSEASON EVENT DEPENDENT EACH
JUN-SEPT SEASON
TERRAINDATA* YES YES YES YES
SPECIALREQ. NOON HIGH& LOW EVENTDEPENDENT NONE
OVERFLIGHT SUN ANGLES
* EITHEREXISTINGDTM OR FLIGHTEXPERIMENT
** SPECIFICBANDS TO BE DETERMINED
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SUMMARYOF DATA REQUIREMENTSFOR EXPERIMENT"
III CARTOGRAPHY
SENSORCOM=ARISON INTERRELATIONSHIPANALYSIS
FIELD SURVEYS YES N/A
SPECTRORADIOMETRY N/A N/A
COLLATERALDATA YES YES
HIGH RES.PHOTOGRAPHY B&I4VISIBLEAND IR B&W VISIBLEAND IR
TE_ORAL REGISTRATION N/A N/A
RECTIFICATION CRITICAL CRITICAL
BASE LINE SPATIALRES. 2M 2M
SPECTRALREQ. VIS & NIR NIV & NIR
TE_ORAL RES. N/A N/A
TERRAINDATA STEREOPAIRS STEREOPAIRS
SPECIALREQUIREMENTS EXTREMELYSTABLE EXTREMELYSTABLEPLATFORM
PLATFORM
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.Land use and land cover ¢lass{ftcat(on system for
ruse with remote sensor data
Level I Level II
1 Urban or Built-up Land 11 Residential.
12 Commercialand Services.
13 Industrial.
14 Transportation,Communi-
cations,and Utilities.
15 Ir/dustrialnd Commercial
Complexes.
16 Mixed Urban orBuilt-up
Land.
17 Other Urban orBuilt-up
Land.
2 AgriculturalLand 21 Croplandand Pasture.
22 Orchards,Groves,Vine-
yards,Nurseries,and
Ornamental Horticultural
Areas.
23 Confined Feeding Opera-
tions.
24 Other AgriculturalLand.
3 Rangeland 31 HerbaceousRangeland.
32 Shrub and Brush Range-
land.
33 Mixed Rangeland,
4 Forest Land 41 Deciduous Forest Land.
42 Evergreen Forest Land.
43 Mixed Forest Land.
5 Water 51 Streamsand Canals.
' 52 Lakes.
53 Reservoirs.
54 Bays and Estuaries.
6 Wetland 61 ForestedWetland.
62 NonforestedWetland.
7 Barren Land "/1 Dry SaltFlats.
72 Beaches.
73 Sandy Areas otherthan
Beaches.
74 Bare Exposed Rock.
75 StripMinas.Quarries,and
GravelPits.
76 TransitionalAreas.
77 Mixed Barren Land.
8 Tundra 81 Shrub and Brush Tundra.
82 Herbaceous Tundra.
83 Bare Ground Tundra.
84 Wet Tundra.
85 Mixed Tundra.
9 PerennialSnow or Ice 91 PerennialSnowfields.
95 Glaciers.
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LAND USE CLASS (LEVEL)
SOURCE: WELCH(1978)
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IFOV
80 m
PARCEL
U.S.
57
CANADA 50
30
SWEDEN
JAPAN 20
THE AVERAGE URBAN LAND PARCEL SIZES IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
COMPARED TO IFOV's OF 5 TO 80 M. SPATIAL RESOLUTION REQUIREMENTS
WILL VARY WITH GEOGRAPHIC REGION.
SOURCE: R. WELCH,UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
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Classificationofgcomorphologicalfeatures(a_erTricart.1965).
Units of Time-
eorlh'$ Characteristics Equivalent Basic mechanisms span of
surface of units, with climatic controlling the perxis.
Order in kin: e.,camples units relief tence
I I0 ) continents,ocean large zonal systems differentiation of I0 _
basins controlledby earth'scrustbe- years
astronomical fac- tween sial _mdsima
tOtS
|[ lO 6 large structural broad climatic crustal movements, I0=
entities (Scandina- types(influence of asin the formation years
vian Shield. Tethys. geographical fac- of geosynclines.
Congo basin) tors on astrono- Climatic influence
micalfactors) ondissection
[[[ iO4 main structural subdivisionsof the tectonicunits hav- IO)
units(Paris basin, broad climatic ing a link with years
Jura, Massif types, but with little paleogeography;
Mass'.f) significance for ero- erosion rates
sion influencedby litho-
Iogy
[V IOz basic tectonicunits; regionalclimates influencedpre- IOs
mountain massifs, influencedprcdomi- dominantly by years
horsts. Fault nantly by geo- tectonic factors;
troughs graphical factors, secondarilyby
especiallyin rnoun- lithology
ruinousareas
limit of isostaticadjustments
V [0 tectonic irregular- local clirnate, predominanceof IO*-
ities, anticlines, intIuenccd by pat. litho[ogy and static 10_
synclines,hills, tern of relieF;adret, aspectsof structure years
valleys ubac.altitudinal
effects
V[ lO "z landforms; ridges, mesoclimat¢, predominanceof 104
terraces,cirques, directly linked to process¢._, years
moraines, debris, the landform, e.g. influencedby litho-
etc. nivation hollow logy
V[{ 10.4 microforrns; soil microclimate, predominanceof 10z
fluct=on lobes, poly. directly linked with processes, years
gonal soils, nebka, the form. e.g. laples influencedby litho-
badlandgullies (karren) |ogy
VIII I0 = microscopic, e.g. micro.environment relatedto processes
dctadsof solution and to rock texture
and polishing
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Morphometry of major climatic regions (After Pehier, z96z).
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U.S. NATIONAL r_P ACCURACYSTANDARDS
A. HORIZONTAL- 90% OFWELL-DEFINED POINTS SHALL BE PLOTTED(AT THE MAP
SCALE) TO WITHIN _ 0.5 mmOF THEIR CORRECTPOSITION, e.g.,
F_P SCALE: l:lO0,OOO
+ 0.5 mmAT MAPSCALE = + 50 m ON GROUND
THUS, 90% OF POINTS MUSTBE WITHIN + 0.5 nm ON THE MAPAND + 50 m ON THE
GROUND.
B. VERTICAL - 90% OF THE ELEVATIONSDETERMINEDFROMCONTOURS HALL BE CORRECT
TO WITHIN 1/2 THE CONTOURINTERVAL (C.I.), e.g.,
C.I. : lO0 m
THUS, 90% OF ELEVATIONSREFERENCEDTO CONTOURS HALL BE CORRECTTO WITHIN
+50m.m
ACCURACYOF GROUNDCOaIRO_.POI[JTS OBTAINED
FROMMAPSMEETINGNMAS
SCALEOr: MAP HORIZONTALRMSE CONTOURINTERVAL (C.[./3.3-S.I./2)
1:250,000 75 m 100 m 30-50 m
1:200,000 60 I00 30-50
I:I00,000 30 50 15-25
];_O,OOO 15 20 6-10
1:?5,000 7.5 ]O 3-5
4O
IFOV vs COMPLETENESS
80-
70-
60-
50-
0
t.t.
-- 40-
30
20-
I0- i
0 I I I I I
0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 I00
% COMPLETENESS
RW/UGA 1982
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THE SHADEDAREASREPRESENTCOUNTRIESORREGIONSWITH 50 PERCENTOR
LESSOFTHEIRAREAMAPPEDAT 1:100,000SCALEOR LARGERIN 1976 (UNITED
NATIONS,1976).
1:50,000and1:63,360 I:100,000 and1:126,000
_ CONTOUR INTI_AL
1:200,000and 1:?.50,000
I
CONTOUR INTERVAL
CONTOUR INTERVAL
HISTOGRAMS OF CONTOUR INTERVALS FOR TOPOGRAPHIC HAPS AT SCALES
OF 1:50,000, 1:100,000, AND 1:250,000 (UNITED NATIONS, 1976)
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GEOGRAPHIC SCIENCE WORKSHOP
MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING SCIENCE WORKING GROUP
Dates: April 28-30, 1982
Location: Mariott Hotel
711 East Riverwalk
San Antonio, Texas 78205
(512) 224-4555
SCHEDULE
I. Wednesday afternoon, April 28, 1982 Salon A
I:00-1:30pm R. Whitman Objectives of Working Group
N. Bryant Objectives of Workshop
1:30-2:15 G. Vane Background on MLA Systems.
AmmU/Am111_nand_
2:15-3:00pm R. Witmer Level III Land use/Land Cover
Classification Requirements.
3:00-3:45pm R. Welch National Map Accuracy Standards
for Planimetry and Elevation
Determination.
3:45-4:30pm J. Estes Geomorphology (Landform and Drainage
Elements Detection.)
_ oflhe Art
4:30-5:00pm F. Sabins Spatial and Spectral Resolution
for Landform and Drainage Element
Detection.
5:00-7:00pm Dinner
7:00-7:30pm J. Clark Spatial and Spectral Resolutions in
an Urban Environment.
7:30-8:00pm D. Williams Summary of TMS Results.
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8:00-8:30pm D. Quattrochi Spatial and Spectra/ Resolutions in
Strip Mine Recognition.
II. Thursday, Apri! 29, 1982 The Buoy Room
8:30-9:00am Organization of and Charge to Working Groups.
9:00am-12:00noon Break out into panels for initial discussions
on requirements and state of the art.
12:00noon-1:00pm Lunch
I:00-2:30pm Panel writeups on requirements and state of
the art.
2:30:4:30pm Viewgraph reviews on requirements and state of
the art by panel chairmen with general
discussion.
_:30-5:30pm Initial discussion on critical gaps in
scientific knowledge and definition of
candidate remote sensing experiments to
further develop knowledge.
5:30-7: 00pm Dinner
7:00-9:00pm Panel writeups on knowledge gaps and candidate
experlments.
III. Friday, April 30, 1982 Salon A
8:30-I0:00am Viewgraph reviews of knowledge gaps and
candidate experiments by panel chairmen with
genera/ discusslo_
10:00am-12:00noon Panels edit and expandupon general discussion
for workshop documentatio_
12:00noon-1:00pm Lunch
1:O0-3:00pm Panel chairmen present highlights and select
key summary tables, illustrations, and graphs.
3:00pm Executive Summary Draft
(N. Bryant and R. Whitman).
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Panel: Cartography (R. Welch chairman)
Areas of Concern: Spatial and geometric resolution requirements
for photographic/analog or digital photogrammetry from spaceborne
MLA sensors. Of particular concern are the impacts of National
Maps Accuracy requirements upon MLA system precision to determine
planimetry/orthophoto mapping and elevation at various scales
(1:250,000 to 1:24,000). An analysis of relief effects upon off-
nadir viewing should also be made.
Panel Members:
Mr. Fred Billingsley
JPL
Dr. Steven Guptill
USGS
Dr. Roy Welch
Univ. of Georgia
Dr. Albert Zobrist
JPL
Panel: Land Use/Land Cover (R. Witmer chairman)
Areas of Concern: Spatial and spectral resolution requirements
for photo interpretation and/or multispectral pattern recognition
of cultural surface cover. Of particular interest are the
recognition of man-made structures in urban and urban fringe
regions. Other topics of interest include the delination of and
detection of changes in the landscape created by man's_
activities, such as strip mines, roads and railroads, and utility
right of ways.
Panels Members:
Mr. Jerry Clark Mr. Dale Quattroehi
JPL NSTL
Mr. Leonard Gaydos Mr. Darryl Williams
USGS GSFC
Dr. Robert Holz Dr. Richard Witmer
Univ. of Texas USGS
Dr. John Jonson
Univ. of South Carolina
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Panel: Geomorphology (J. Estes chairman)
Areas of Concern: Spatial and spectral resolution requirements
for photo interpretation and/or multispectral pattern recognition
of geomorphic elements. Of particular interest would be glacial
and pariglacial landforms, eolian and coastal landforms, and
karst topography, Manmade landform elements, such as berms,
dikes, and levees should also be considered. Drainage elements
of particular interest would include perennial and intermittent
stream beds, flood plains, and alluvial fans. Manmade drainage
elements, such as canals, diversion channels, and spreading
basins should also be considered.
Panel Members:
Dr. Nevin Bryant
JPL
Dr. John Estes
Univ. California Santa Barbara
Dr. Charles Hutchinson
Univ. of Arizona
Ms. Leslie Morrissey
ARC
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Charge to Panels:
Thursday Mornin_
1. Develop a position statement on the basic scientific
rationale for the panel's areas of concern noting the
potential role future missions with improved spatial and
spectral resolution can play in supporting advancement of the
discipline.
2. Develop a position statement on anticipated requirements, and
the role for improved spatial and spectral resolution on
future mission_
3. Outline the current state of the art in the application of
remote sensing imagery (0.3-12.4 microns) to area of concerto
Use the Wednesday discussions as a point of departur_ Note
the available reference material.
Thursday Afternoon
4. Identify areas where critical gaps in our knowledge of the
potentialcontribution to be made by MLA spaceborne sensors.
5. Propose experiments that should be conducted to test and
document areas of concern regarding the potential for MLA
imaging systems. This should include synthetic and
standardized data sets, airborne, shuttleborne, and free-
flyer experiment_ Note the spatial and spectra/ resolution
requirements and repeat visit cycle requirements that should
provide the most valuable information content. Note the
probable nature of data use (i.e. digital modelling, photo-
interpretation, multispectral classification).
6. Identify research tasks that the panel feels should be
pursued to enhance near and medium range capabilities.
Recommend levels of effort (man-years, dollars) and task
duratio_ Priorltize the research tasks.
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HYDROLOGYTEAM
PRESENTEDBY: ROBERTRAGAN
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THE DEVELOPHENT AND HANAGEHEttT OF HIGH QUALITY HUI'tAN
HABITATION ON A TERRESTRIAL SCALE IS CONTINGENT ON THE
• RESOLUTION OF INCREASINGLY COHPLEX ISSUES RELATED TO THE
DEVELOPHENT AND HANAGEHENTOF A LIHITED HATER RESOURCE,
HYDROLOGY
• HYDROLOGY IS All EARTH SCIENCE CONCERNEDWITH THE
OCCURRENCEj DISTRIBUTION, MOVEMENT, AND PROPERTIES
OF THE WATERSOF THE EARTH AND THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL
RELATIONSHIPS,
• THE HYDROLOGIST MUST PROVIDE QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION
o ON THE TEMPORAL/SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF WATER FOR THE
PLANNING, DESIGN AND OPEI_TIONS/MANAGEMENT DESISION
_KING PROCESSES USING:
HISTORICAL RECORDS
REAL TIME DATA
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
SYSTEM SIMULATION
Unsatur=ted
(soil soisture) Zone
Channel Flow
Precipitation I
Overland Flow _l j
/ar__._.._._._fj-_ _ _" Saturated
Subsurface Flow System
............. Equipotential Lines
Flow Lines
tlYUROLUGICPROCESSESIN A WATERSHED
_:VAPOTRANSPI RATIO_ C PRECIPITATION
'NTERCEPTION
THROUGHFALL
OVERLAND FLOW
INFILTRATION
UNSATURATED
SOIL blOISTURE II_I'ERFLOW RUNOFFSTORAGE
GROUNDWATERRECHARGE
SA_TFD
GROUNDWATFR
STORAGE
TYPICALHYDROLOGICMODELSTRUCTURE
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QHISSION AREAS: HUNICIPAL/INDUSTRIAL HATER SUPPLY.
IRRIGATION
FLOOD/DROUGHT CONTROL
QUALITY HAINTENANCE
ENERGY
RECREATION
• PROCESSES: PRECIPITATION
SNOW PACK
\
SOIL MOISTURE
SURFACE STORAGE
GROUNDWATER
EVAPO-TRANSPIRATION
STREAMFLOH
GENERALPROBLEMS
0 CURRENT INFORMATION GATHERING TECHNIQUES PROVIDE VERY LIMITED
bEFINITION OF THE SYSTEM
• SIMULATION MODELS ARE DELIBERATELY DESIGNED TO USE LIMITED DATA
• SPATIAL/TEMPORAL DEFINITION IS EXTREMELY LIMITED
• ABILITY TO DEFINE THE STATE OF INDIVIDUAL PROCESSES IS LIMITED
• HODELS DO NOT REFLECT STATE OF THE ART KNOHLEDGEBECAUSE OF DATA
DEFINITION PROBLEMS
MAJOR PROBLEMAREAS REQUIRING
MULTI SPECTRAL IHAGING-BASED
RESEARCHTO ADVANCESCIENCE
_) • DEFINITION OF SPATIALLY DISTRIBUTED EVAPOTRANSPIRATION RATES
FOR LARGE AREAS
ql
'£ • FLOODING DYNAMICS OF WETLANDS
A • DEFINITION OF TEMPORAL]SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOIL MOISTURE
DYNAMICS IN LARGE AREAS
• DETERMINATION OF SNOWWATEREQUIVALENT
G • DEFINITION OF RUNOFF AND SEDIMENT YIELD FROM UNGAGEDWATERSHEDS
t
• DETER_IINATION OF SPATIAL/TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF STORMRAINFALL
• RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REMOTELYMEASUREDSURFACE ROUGHNESSAND
HYDRAULIC ROUGHNESSOF LAND SURFACESAND STREAM NETWORKS
C • DEFINITION OF HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES OF SOILS AND SURFICIAL
HATERIALS
p • INTERPRETATION OF ACTIVE/PASSIVE MEASUREMENTSOF,FLOURSCENCEAND
POLARIZATION OF HATER AND ITS CONTAINED SUBSTANCES
D • DETERMINATION AND MODELING OF THREE DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF WATER BODIES
c • INTERPRETATION OF SPECTRAL EMISSIVITY OF' LAND AND WATER SURFACES
c • DETERHINATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEENTEXTURE OF TERRAIN AND
THE HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE OF WATERSHEDS
O • DISCRIHINATION BETWEENSEDIMENT AND CHLOROPHYLLIN WATER
C • IHPROVIN6 THE DETERMINATION OF HYDROLOGICLAND COVER AS RELATED
TO THE MODELING OF THE RUNOFF PROCESSES
A • IHPROVING IRRIGATION MANAGEMENTS,TRATEGIES
• ROLE OF BARRIER ISLAND DYNAMICS IN COASTAL ZONE PROCESSES
A._k4_. B;,_.e_A-,M,,-_c.._,.-;¢ o- .r,,.&._/_,*,_,4,,._ /o,'--,-_-'-,
_..8--,,'_P_,Y;'°F'PJ;'
D.-_'o_',-_°1':/'t
j; _J: ol,,#-a_" P,_/_,-. ,q,.mJ ____. t /,.,,i/,,,,
S/_,_,;.[,.',,at"_,,,/2,_vq,_,._,,_. .o.* "-" • J 54
INFORMATIONSCIENCETEAM
PRESENTEDBY. FREDBILLINGSLEY
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INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
OBJECTIVES
0 HELP IDENTIFY BOUNDS OF PRACTICAL MISSIONS
e IDENTIFY DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS SCENARIOS
0 IDENTIFY AND SUPPLY THE REQUIRED ENABLING TECHNOLOGY
0 IDENTIFY AND SUPPLY THE DESIGN DATA BASE FOR PARAMETER SELECTION
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONANDDATAHANDLING
AREAS OF CONCERN
e DATA HANDLING ASPECTS OF SYSTEM DESIGN
e ENABLING TECHNOLOGY FOR DATA HANDLING
e ENABLING TECHNOLOGY FOR ANALYSIS
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
INFORMATION EXTRACTION MILIEU - POTENTIAL MODES
• SUPPORT TO INDIVIDUAL P,I,RESEARCH
0"1
oo • ORGANIZED SUPPORT. TO RESEARCH TASKS
e DESIGN OF SYSTEMATIC RESEARCH PROGRAM DATA SYSTEM
• SUPPORT TO RESEARCH DATA SYSTEM OPERATION
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
COMMON THEMES - ANALYSIS
e ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERE PROBLEMS NEEDS SOLUTION
b
e EFFECTS OF BETTER RESOLUTION (SPATIAL, SPECTRAL) PROMISING
BUT UNPROVEN
e REGISTRATION PROBLEMS WILL BE WORSE WITH SMALLER PIXELS
e OFF-NADIR VIEWING PROMISING, BUT WILL ADD NEW PROBLEMS
e GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT NEEDED TO
ALLOW ANALYSIS TASKS TO CONCENTRATE ON ANALYSIS
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
COMMON THEMES - DATA HANDLING
l PARAMETER SELECTION FOR RESEARCH SYSTEM NEEDS DATA BASE
e RESEARCH SCENARIOS WILL BE DIFFERENT THAN OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS
Q
e RESEARCH PROGRAM WILL COLLECT LARGE AMOUNTS OF DATA -
DATA HANDLING MUST BE EFFICIENT
e VLSIAND OTHER NEW TECHNOLOGIES MUST BE ADAPTED TO REMOTE
SENSING RESEARCH NEEDS
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
SYSTEM DESIGN
STATUS
0 PRESENT SYSTEM (LANDSAT) IS SURVEY-MODE WITH CENTRALIZED PROCESSING
AND ARCHIVE
0 DATA DELIVERY IS MANUAL (TAPE), SLOW
0 MINIMAL SPECIAL PROCESSING AVAILABLE
0 LITTLE DATA OTHER THAN FROM MSS AVAILABLE
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
0 SYSTEM IS EXPERIMENTAL BUT OPERATIONAL USE IS ATTEMPTED
I OPEN SKIES IMPLIES MORE DATA PROCESSING THAN OTHERWISE NEEDED
e DATA ANALYSIS HAS CONCENTRATED ON LANDSAT DATA
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
SYSTEM DESIGN
CRITICALISSUES
0 INCREASING DATA RATES WILL MAKE FUTURE SYSTEM DESIGN MORE CRITICAL
I PRODUCTION EFFICIENCIES MUST BE EVALUATED EVEN IN AN EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
I No DESIGN DATA BASE FOR FUTURE MISSION DESIGN
e DATA FORM CAUSES USER PROBLEMS, PARTICULARLY IN REGISTRATION
RECOMMENDATIONSFOR INVESTIGATION
I ALTERNATE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES NEED STUDY
e PROVIDE DATA BASE FOR DESIGN OF FUTURE MISSIONS
e INCLUDE USER INFORMATION EXTRACTION MODELS IN SYSTEM DESIGN
e PROVIDE DATA IN OPTIMUM FORM
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
DATA HANDLING TECHNOLOGY
STATUS
e DECREASING MEMORY COSTS ALLOW MORE OOMPUTER MEMORY AND THE RELATED
•
INCREASED-PROCESSING CAPABILITY
e MICROPROCESSOR CAPABILITIES INCREASING RAPIDLY
e NEW STORAGE MEDIUM (DIGITAL VIDEO DISKS) IMMINENT
e VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT (VLSI) TECHNOLOGY IMPROVING_
BUT NO DEVELOPMENTS PARTICULARLY FOR REMOTE SENSING
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
e SALES VOLUME FOR REMOTE SENSING NOT SUFFICIENT TO DRIVE THE TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
DATA HANDLING TECHNOLOGY
CRITICAL ISSUES
0 INCREASING DATA RATES WILL OVERLOAD PRESENT-TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS
0 PRESENT SYSTEM DESIGN, BASED ON MAG TAPE, HINDERS RANDOM ACCESS
0 SYSTEMS FOR HANDLING GEOGRAPHIC DATA IN INFANCY
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INVESTIGATION
e NEW TECHNOLOGIES ALLOW NEW SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS - DESIGN STUDIES NEEDED:
- CENTRALIZED VS, DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
- ON-BOARD VS, GROUND PROCESSING
- DATA COMPRESSION
- VIDEO DISK TECHNOLOGY
- VLSI
0 SPONSOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
RECTIFICATION AND REGISTRATION
STATUS
O RECTIFICATION IS REQUIRED ON EVERY IMAGE
O REGISTRATION ACCURACY GENERALLY 0,5 TO 1,5 PIXELS
0 PAUCITY OF WORLDWIDE MAPS PROHIBITS GEODETIC IMAGE LOCATION
0 INTERPOLATION EFFECTS STILL NOT GENERALLY UNDERSTOOD/ACCEPTED
I LARGE AREA MOSAICKING IS TEDIOUS
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
0 EPHEMERIS AND ATTITUDE KNOWLEDGE IS INSUFFICIENT FOR GEODETIC LOCATION
WITHOUT GROUND.CONTROL
e GROUND CONTROL OFTEN NOT AVAILABLE_ EVEN WITH MAPS
0 INTRAIMAGE DISTORTIONS (E,G,_ LANDSAT-D) PARTICULARLY TROUBLESOME
0 INTERPOLATION VARIABLY AFFECTS ANALYSIS
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
RECTIFICATION AND REGISTRATION
CRITICAL ISSUES
0 INTRA-IMAGEDISTORTIONS IN SENSOR MUST BE AVOIDED
0 EPHEMERIS AND ATTITUDE KNOWLEDGE NEED IMPROVING
0 CONTROL POINT CORRELATION NEEDS FURTHER STUDY
0 REGISTRATION OF OFF-NADIR IMAGES WILL BE DIFFICULT
0 FOR THE RELATED AIRCRAFT DATA, ATTITUDE KNOWLEDGE AND REGISTRATION
ARE SEVERE PROBLEMS
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INVESTIGATION
• DETERMINE HOW BEST TO USE CONTROL POINTS
• DETERMINE HOW TO VERIFY GEOMETRIC PERFORMANCE
O DETERMINE EFFECTS OF (VARIOUS) DATA COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES ON REGISTRATION
0 FURTHER STUDY THE EFFECTS OF INTERPOLATION
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATA
INFORMATION EXTRACTION ANALYSIS
STATUS
l LOW-DIMENSIONALITY ANALYSIS MATURING (SPECTRAL AND SPATIAL)
I HIGH-DIMENSIONALITY ANALYSIS PRIMITIVE (SPECTRAL AND SPATIAL)
O TEMPORAL ANALYSIS IS AD HOC_ AGRICULTURE PHENOLOGIC STAGE ANALYSIS
IS MATURING
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
l REGISTRATION AND DATA HANDLING PROBLEMS HAVE HINDERED ANALYSIS
EFFORTS, PARTICULARY WITH MULTIRESOLUTION DATA
e SENSOR AND DATA CHARACTERIZATIONS HAVE BEEN INCOMPLETE
e GENERALIZED MODELING TECHNIQUES ARE INADEQUATE
e EQUIPMENT DIVERSITY HINDERS INTERCHANGES
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATA
INFORMATION EXTRACTION - ANALYSIS
CRITICALISSUES
0 UTILITY OF ABSOLUTE RADIOMETRICALLY CALIBRATED DATA IS UNKNOWN
0 UTILITY OF GREATER RADIOMETRIC RESOLUTION IS UNKNOWN
0 UTILITY OF HIGHER SPATIAL RESOLUTION EXCITING BUT UNPROVEN
0 UTILITY OF MORE SPECTRAL BANDS EXCITING BUT UNPROVEN
0 HIGH-DIMENSIONALITY ANALYSIS PROMISING BUT DIFFICULT
RECOMMENDATIONSFOR INVESTIGATION
0 CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS WITH PARAMETERS EXCEEDING EXPECTED MISSION
PARAMETERS TO DETERMINE UTILITY THRESHOLDS
0 PROVIDE METHODS =OR CROSS-DISCIPLINE FERTILIZATION
0 DETERMINE BETTER WAYS OF CONVERTING ANALYSIS CONCEPTS TO SOFTWARE
0 INVESTIGATE AND CHARACTERIZE TOTAL SYSTEM INCLUDING ATMOSPHERE
I INVESTIGATE THE USE OF HIGHER-DIMENSION ANALYSIS SUCH AS TEXTURF
INFORr,BTIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
INFORMATION EXTRACTION - ENABLING TECHNOLOGY
STATUS
e GEOMETRIC OPERATIONS AND MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION (ESPECIALLY) REQUIRE
EXCESSIVE AMOUNTS OF COMPUTER TIME
e LARGE SYSTEM OPERATION IS EXPENSIVE; SMALL SYSTEMS ARE LIMITED
I SEVERAL MODERATE SIZE SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE; BASED ON GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTERS
e GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS ARE USED BUT ARE SPECIALIZED, INFLEXIBLE, AND DIVERSE
-CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
e REMOTE SENSING REQUIREMENTS NOT EXTENSIVE ENOUGH TO CAUSE SPECIALIZED
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
e SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT HAS NOT BEEN SPONSORED TO THE POINT WHICH WOULD COALESCE
THE VARIOUS AD HOC SYSTEMS
e LACK OF DATA COMMONALITY STANDARDS HINDERS THE USE OF GEOGRAPHIC DATA
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
INFORMATION EXTRACTION - ENABLINGTECHNOLOGY
CRITICAL ISSUES
I GEOGRAPHICAL PROCESSING ALGORITHMS AND THE EVER-INCREASING DATA SET SIZE
ARE OUTSTRIPPING GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER CAPABILITIES
e LACK OF SOFTWARE AND DATA INTERCHANGE STANDARDS HINDER CROSS-FERTILIZATION
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INVESTIGATION
O
0 INVESTIGATE THE POSSIBLE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE MODIFICATIONS TO ALLOW THE
USEOFVLSI
0 INVESTIGATE POTENTIAL NEW COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES SUITABLE FOR GEOGRAPHIC
(SPATIAL) PROBLEMS
e PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODULAR HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE TO ALLOW WIDER
TECHNOLOGY INTERCHANGE
0 INVESTIGATE/DEVELOP NETWORKING SYSTEMS TO ALLOW NON-LOCAL PROCESSING
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
. POTENTIAL SUPPORT MODE - SUPPORT TO INDIVIDUAL P,I,
e ENCOURAGE PIDATA COMMONALITY
e Assist PIDATA INTERCHANGE
_ e SPONSOR CROSS-DISCIPLINE RESEARCH
E,G,, ATMOSPHERE STUDIES
OBJECT SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
INTERPOLATION
REGISTRATION
OFF-NADIR VIEWING
INFORMATIO_IEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
POTENTIAL SUPPORT MODE - ORGANIZED SUPPORT TO RESEARCH TASKS
e PROVIDE .CROSS DISCIPLINE DATA SOURCES (E,G,, AIRCRAFT, SHUTTLE, ,,,
INSTRUMENTS AND FLIGHT SUPPORT)
e PROVIDE COORDINATED DATA SETS VIA GEOGRAPHIC INFROMATION SYSTEMS
e FACILITATE CROSS DISCIPLINE DATA DISTRIBUTION
e DEVELOP VLSIFOR EFFICIENT DATA HANDLING
Q SPONSOR CROSS DISCIPLINE RESEARCH (AS ABOVE)
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONANDDATAHANDLING
POTENTIALSuPPORTMODE - SYSTEMATIC DATASYSTEM DESIGN
e GATHER THE DECISION DATA BASE TO ENABLE PARAMETER TRADEOFFS
I PERFORM TRADEOFF STUDIES SUCH AS:
- ON BOARD VS, GROUND PROCESSING
- DATA COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
- OPTIMUM BIT ALLOCATION (SPATIAL VS, SPECTRAL VS,
QUANTIZATION)
- SYSTEM MODE
0 SPONSOR CROSS-DISCIPLINE RESEARCH
0 DEVELOP ARCHIVAL/RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUES
0 DEVELOP GIS, FORMATTING AND LABELING TECHNIQUES
0 DEVELOP VkSl AND NEW SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AS REQUIRED
0 DEVELOP OTHER SYSTEM-ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS VIDEO DISKS
0 DEVELOP TECHNIQUES FOR PROVIDING MULTITYPE DATA SETS
INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONA DDATAHANDLING
POTENTIAL SUPPORT MODE - SUPPORT TO SYSTEM OPERATION
• PROVIDE (AN) EFFICIENT ARCHIVAL/CATALOG/RETRIEVAL SYSTEM(S)
• PROVIDE EFFICIENT GIS,LABELING AND FORMATTING GUIDELINES
0 IMPLEMENT NEW SYSTEM DESIGNS_ WITH VLSIAS APPLICABLE
e PROVIDE SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION
IMAGESCIENCETEAM
PRESENTEDBY: KENANDO
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RECOMMENDATIONS(TENTATIVE)
- THERE IS A PRESSING NEED FOR A AIRBORNE SPECTROMETER CLASS INSTRUMENT
FOR FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN THE NEW DOMAIN (FOR REMOTE SENSING) OF HIGH
SPECTRAL AND SPATIAL RESOLUTION, ONE OR MORE AIRCRAFT SENSOR DEVELOP-
MENTS SHOULD BE INITIATED AS PART OF AN OVERALL AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENT
RESEARCH PROGRAM,
- DEVELOP AND FABRICATE PORTABLE FIELD INSTRUMENTS_ CONDUCT SUPPORTIVE
TESTS, AND PROVIDE DATA FOR RESEARCH
- CONTINUE SCIENCE STUDIES TO CONVERGE THE SENSOR DESIGN AND PROVIDE AN
IMPROVED SCIENCE BASIS AND RATIONALE FOR MLA TYPE SYSTEMS,
- DEVELOP. SPECIFIC MISSION SCENARIOS WITH FURTHER INPUTS FROM THE DISCIPLINE
PANEL AS PART OF THE FOLLOW-ON TO THE MSWIG EFFORT,
- FOSTER AN INVOLVEMENT OF A BROADER CROSS SECTION OF THE REMOTE SENSING
COMMUNITY INCLUDING UNIVERSITIES TO DEVELOP A CONSTITUENCY AND ADVOCACY
GROUP FOR THIS TECHNOLOGY,
. - CONTINUE ON-GOING ENGINEERING AND CRITICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN AREAS SUCH AS
WIDE FIELD OPTICS_ FOCAL PLANES_ AND SPECTRAL FILTER TECHNIQUES,
- DEVELOP A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE TRADES AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE
GROUND AND SPACE SEGMENT FOR STRAWMAN SCENARIOS,
GSFCMLA PROGRAMELEMENTS
o TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
- SHORTWAVE INFRARED (SWIR) HYBRID (HGCDTE) DECTOR ARRAYS
(2 CONTRACTS - $4,5M EACH)
- MONOLITHIC SWIR DETECTOR ARRAYS($950K)
- VISIBLE/NEAR INFRARED DETECTOR ARRAYS($950K)
- DESPOSITION OF SPECTRAL FILTERS ON DETECTOR ARRAYS ($100K)
- PASSIVE COOLERS ($100K)
- SPECTRAL BEAM SPLITTERS ($45K)
o INSTRUMENT/MISSIONDESIGNSTUDIES
- INSTRUMENT DEFINITION STUDIES(4 CONTRACTS, $450K EACH)
- END-TO-END SYSTEM STUDIES (4 CONTRACTS, $250K EACH)
o SUPPORTINGSCIENCE
- SENSOR PARAMETER ANALYSIS
- PERFORMANCE MODELING
o IN-HOUSECAPABILITYUPGRADE
- SENSOR CONCEPT EVALUATION
- DETECTOR ASSESSMENT LABORATORY
- CALIBRATION SOURCE DEVELOPMENT
- FIELD EXPERIMENTS
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MAPPING URBAN LAND COVER FROM SPACE
SOME OBSERVATIONS FOR FUTURE PROGRESS
Leonard Gaydos
U,S, Geological Survey
Introduction
A oefinitive work on classi£ying land use and land cover
£rom remotely sensed data is that by Anderson, Hardy, Roach, and
Witmer (1976)o They proposed a multilevel classification system
since adopted by the U,S, Geological Survey for operational
mapping of land use and land cover at Levels I and II (figure i),
The classes proposed have been compared with virtually every
attempt since to classify land use ana land cover with remotely
sensed data,
1 Urban or Built-up Land Ii Residential
12 Commercial and Services
13 Industrial
14 Transportation, Communications,
and Utilities
15 Industrial and Commercial Complexes
16 Mixed Urban or Built-up Lan_
17 Other Urban or Built-up Land
Figure 1
Most of the work on the USGS classification system predated
knowleage of requirements necessary for attempting classification
using digital data from Landsat, Though Landsat is refered to
within the paper, the remotely sensed data used to define the
mappable classes were hard-copy image products, typically aerial
photographs, not digital data, Much effort and documentation has
gone into demonstrating how Landsat digital data could be used to
achieve USGS Level II classes, Some studies have shown how some
of these e.ff:.,rts go Deyona Level II, Dut little attention has
been spent on explaining why certain Level II classes were not
mapped adequately, It is just that type of knowledge that we
need most, now that requirements for new sensing systems are
being proposed, Perhaps a look at some of the successes ana
failures of mapping land cover from Landsat digital data and a
look at _he. techniques used for image interpretation and their
relationship to sensor parameters will give us a start in defin-
ing requirements for new sensors,
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Experience With Landsat
When tne first Earth resources satellite (Landsat-l) was
launched 10 years ago, most investigators looked forward to
interpreting the visual imagery reconstructed from data acquired
by both the Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) and the more unfamiliar
Multispectral Scanner (MSS). Interpreters had learned, their
trade using aerial photographs. The first Landsat images were
interpreted in this way, and though the novelty of using data
fronl space was exciting, the results for land cover mapping were
disappointing. About all that coula be discerned for urban areas
were their locations indicated by areas on the images that had an
"electric blue" color.
It was not until some researchers investigated the digital
aata that the "electric blue" areas were separated into some
reasonable component s . Residential areas were usually found to
be separable from commercial or industrial areas. Parks, espec-
ially the distinctive golf courses used as control points, were
separated quite clearly. Some transportation lines were picked
up, not by distinctive classes, but as strings of "misclassified"
pixels stretching across the urban fabric and extending into the
countryside.
In using digital data these researchers were able to detect
aetail with the help of a computer that their colleagues couldn't
make out in the fuzzy images they viewed and interpreted optical-
ly. They also used the computer's ability to deal with spectral
data from four bands at once and separate multispectral classes
from each other by statistical methods. But these advances,
which have been responsible £or the development of the field of
digital image analysis, have tenUed to cut this breed of analyst
o££ from tne use o£ most of those elements of image interpreta-
tion developed over the years: size, shape, shadow, tone/color,
texture, pattern, site, association, and resolution (Estes and
others, 1975).
Most of the work in separating classes using the computer
has Deen accomplished using tone/color. Results from defining
and using texture as an interpretive element have been mixed, and
thus the texture element is generally not used today except in
special cases. Site has been an element used with increasing
£requency, especially with the comparison of Landsat data with
terrain, geologic, or soils data. It is only when the analyst
takes manual control, of the system and edits obvious errors in
classification t_lat ne makesuse o£ some of the remaining ele-
ments incluaing not only site, but size, shape, pattern, and
association.
So it is basically with only one interpretation element
(color) and considerable assistance from the computer that digi-
tal image analysis has progressed. Interpretation in urban areas
presents many difficulties; especially trying is the identifica-
tion of the class Residential. Spectrally this class is
exceedingly complex and close to signatures of many other
classes, In low-density areas the Residential signature becomes
confused with Brush, Agriculture, or Forestland, In high-density
areas, it becomes confused with Commercial or Industrial. In
spite of this difficulty, many have attempted to map sub-classes
of residential: older, newer, dense, sparse, wooded, etc. The
basic problem remains, Because of the diversity of man's dwel _
ling habitat, it remains beyond the Landsat MSS's best attempts
to map it adequately in all cases.
Most investigators have not tried to subdivide separate
Commercial and Industrial classes, Though the USGS system
recognizes the problem of separating, these uses when the_ are
intermixed, as in an industrial park, it does separate them in
other cases. Working in a realm where it is not possible to see
the details that aid interpretation like parking lots, railroad
siaings, stockpiles of raw materials, etc,, the digital data
interpreter collects the pavement, concrete, and rooftop signa-
tures together and presents us with a combined class. Even that
degree of generalization is sometimes confused with Water,
Shadow, Lava Flows, and Rangeland unless the analyst intervenes
using some site or shape data he can process himself.
The Transportation class is even more elusive, In the USGS
system includes communications and utilities and consists of
ma3or highways and railroads, airports, seaports, pumping sta-
tions, ana power transmission substations, Included in this
class are not only the characterizing feature, like an airport
runway, but all theassociated facilities like terminal build-
ings, parking lots, intervening land, and buffer zones. Any
spectral class could conceivably belong in this group. The
Transportation class is interpreted from photographs using size,
shape, pattern, site, and association with frequent assists frown
supplemental data for confirmation. About the most the digital
analysts can point to are linear associations of residential
pixels out in the country that define an interstate highway or
tne commercial-industrial pixels that cover a runway,
The Other Urban or Built-u R Land class usually has the same
signature as grass and barren land classes. The latter two
classes are usually not changed to the Other Urban class within
the urban area as the USGS system requires. Instead, most maps
from analysis of digital data have rangeland and agricultural
pixels peppering the urban area. Some components of this class
such as zoos, waste dumps, spillways, and ski areas are usually
missed altogether.
To sum up, though many have tried, none have succeeded in
meeting the requirements for USGS Level II classes in urban areas
using Landsat digital data, The use of digital data has produced
mixed results when compared to photo-interpretation of the visual
imagery, and interpretation has proceeded using relatively few of
the elements of image interpretation.
Requirements For Mapping Levels II and III
Cognizant of the difficulties faced in mapping Level II
classes, we shall proceed into the more speculative realm of
Level IIIo USGS Professional Paper 964 leaves development o£
Level III to interestea users motivated by their particular
needs. Some of those users have responded with Level III clas-
sification criteria. The U.S. Geological Survey conducted a
demonstration project with highly urbanized San Mateo County and
produced land use and land cover maps of the county to Level III
at 1:24,00_ scale. The classes that were mapped at this level
within the Urban and Built-up Level I class are listed in figure
2 and used as examples in the following discussion,
ii Residential iii 1 or less units/hectare
112 2 to 8 units/hectare
113 9 or more units/hectare
12 Commercial an_ 121 retail and wholesale
Services 122 commercial outdoor recreation
123 educational
124 hospital, rehabilitation or other
public
125 military
126 other public
127 research centers
13 Industrial 131 heavy industrial
132 light industrial
14 Transportation, Com- 141 highway
munications, and 142 "railway
Utilities 143 airport
144 port facility
145 power line
146 sewage
15 Industrial and Com-
mercial Complexes
16 Mixed Urban or
Built-up Land
17 Other Urban or 171 extensive recreation
Built-up Land 172 cemetery
173 parts
174 open space/urban
Figure 2
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Density of _,_"_ing units was the criterion ,.ise,_ for _b-
dividing the Residential class, Some density information can be
inferred from examination of the spectral ranges of residential
pixels, but this has been an imperfect method owing to natural
diversity of basic cover types that are integrated within the
pixel, Increased resolution should add to the ability of mea-
suring density through signature analysis, but at some. point
pixels will be focussed on individual basic land covers like
rooftops, pavement, grass, and trees, Research should be done to
determine the effect differing resolutions have on being able to
map residential densityusing spectral information alone, using
spectral and textural, and using spectral, textural, and associa-
tion, Interpretation using the latter techniques should be done
both digitally and visually.
It should be realized that although increased resolution
should improve the aDility to map residential density, it will
also demand more sophisticated digital techniques. A photo-
interpreter does not have to be taught how to use the technique
of association, He only needs an image sharp enough to recognize
the basic land cover features and his experience in knowing how
these features relate to one another in the landscape. Making
good use of improved resolution within the digital domain so we
can maintain the advantages digital data have demonstrated will
De a large challenge that will be assisted Dy findings in the
fields of cybernetics, robotics, and machine intelligence. Some
attention should be directed towards applying findings from that
body of experience towards making our pattern-recognition algor-
ithms smarter,
Separation of commercial.from inaustrial uses will be the
most difficult to achieve with imagery alone, Identification is
possible now only because of the ability of a photointerpreter to
identify objects using size, shape, and site. Piles of raw
materials, smokestacks, or railroad sidings are first noticed and
then used to recognize several buildings and intervening land as
a factory through association. Resolution has to be sufficient
to recognize those related features, but, even with the very best
resolution, digital techniques for processing those data falls
short of the ability of the photointerpreter, Some simple models
could be devised to recognize certain feature types, however.
One might teach the computer to recognize some types of commer-
cial by classifying all buildings directly fronting on the street
(if one could separate the building from the street), Or a more
complex discrimination could be attempted. The building separ-
ated from the street by pavement or concrete (probably seen
spectrally as a bulge in the street) and occupied by parked cars
during, a° weekend pass of the satellite could be assumed to be
commercial as well,
Perhaps a more fruitful technique lay in utilizing supple-
mental data such as zoning maps in a layered classifier, This
supplemental data will be more important as one dips down into
Level III so we may as well use them as soon as possible, There
comes a point when it becomes acaaemic to design a Rube Goldberg
mechanism for discriminating a shopping center from an electron-
ics research facility when everyone in town knows which is which
and when they've been on maps for years. Our challenge is in
efficiently utilizing all the data available in characterizing
the landscape not in making more work for ourselves.
The Transportation classes generally can most readily be
recognized by shape as linear features, Clas_[_ication by that
criterion has been hampered so far by brea_s in the linear
pattern, characteristic of coarse resolution. Research should be
done into seeing the effect that different resolutions have on
the continuity of highways, railways, and power lines of varying
widths and in designing algorithms to recognize these features.
Once identified, it should be possible to separate types of
transportation from one another by spectral data. Association
will be needed to group related buildings and land into the
functional class T_ansportation, Communications, and Utilities
described by Anderson. Here again, we should not overlook the
use of existing maps and data to make our job much easier.
The Other Urban or Built-up class consists mostly of non-
urban cove_ in an urban setting. This is mapped fairly well now
though most do not bother to stratify this class from the non-
urban agricultural and forest land classes. The real challenge
here with increased resolution is going to be in separating grass
and trees that are part of the fabric o_ residential neighbor-
hoods and some commercial industrial areas fromparks and vacant
land. One might even imagine a case where maximum resolution is
used to define classes like Residential, Commercial, Industrial,
and Transportation using all the tecnniques available and then
degrading the resolution so only open space above certain mini-
mu_l_ _ehs called out separately.
Other Considerations
With discussion of Other Urban or Built-up we get close to
s_J_e fundamental questions that will be confronting us as we
attempt to map Levels II and III with remotely sensed data, At
what point does a street become Transportation and cease to be
part of the surrounding Commercial class? When is a low-density
re_identi_l area considered open space? Are we mapping the
landscape as it is or as we imagine it? Can we even agree on how
it really is?
Different users will have different ideas about how it
should De done. Planners usually see the world in parcels and as
it appeaDs on zoning maps. A park isn't a park unless it has a
sign proclaiming its existence. A stream valley containing resi-
dential lots backed up to it will not exist as open space if the
property line runs all the way down hill, but will be proclaimed
as open space if property lines stop short of the stream channel.
Others who may use maps developed from remote sensing in
urban areas will see the worl_ quite aifferently. Someone inter-
ested in assessing potential energy use may want to map every
building separated by function and may appreciate a thermal look
at night to assess heat loss, Someone looking at solar energy
potential will be interested in similar classes but will have an
additional interest in topography and orientation to the sun.
Urban hydrologists are going to be concerned with the amount, and
dispersion of basic lana cover types as they differ in. their
permeability characteristics, Demographers are going to want to
know residential density and relationship to enumerated dis-
tricts. Everyone is going to want to look at change,
We have discussed the successes and failures Of mapping land
cover with the present Landsat multispectral scanner and have
presented some ideas on how Level II andLevel III class dis-
crimination might be improved with data of higher resolution and
more sophisticated interpretation methods. There has been one
underlying assumption, When multispectral data collected from
space have resolution sharp enough to photointerpret, that tried
and true method can be used to map all classes mappable from
remotely sensed data, Since the art of photointerpretation is
likely to flourish with the advent of higher resolution data from
space, at least until more sophisticated digital techniques are
developed, more research should be done to determine quality of
photointerpretation of multispectral data of various resolutions,
Throughout this discussion, resolution has been the sensor
characteristic judged to be most critical for urban applications,
There is general agreement with the recommendations of the Land
Resources Panel of the Multispectral Resource Sampler Workshop
(ORI, 1979) with the additional point that while increased reso-
lution will always help the photointerpreter do a better job, it
will not really help, and may even .hinder, the digital analyst
until more sophisticated elements of interpretation are devel-
oped, Much information on urban morphology needs to be collected
and utilized in interpretation models that include site and
association factors.
This is not to imply that other sensor characteristics are
uni_njortant for urban applications. Almost surely data in the
blue and thermal bands will be of help .in discriminating hard
surface materials and in separating urban from non-urban. Unfor-
tunately, the intense work that has been done in examining spec-
tral responses for agricultural, natural vegetation, and geologic
applications has. not been accomplished adequately in an urban
setting. While urban targets are made up of some of the basic
land covers that have been studied, some special attention should
be paid to e_amining the characteristics of these in an urban
setting,
Much less is really known about the effects of bandwidth or
quantization levels for urban applications. Again, urban appli-
cations can learn from the findings of others on these effects,
but some experiments using uroan test sites would be most desir-
able in strengthening overall conclusions,
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Conclusion
So it comes down to two overriding considerations, resolu-
tion and more sophisticated analysis techniques. Much progress
has been made in studying the urban environment from space, but
much work remains. For digital data from spacecraft sensors to
have a gr_at i._act on urban studies, data of higher resolution
must be acquired, and analysis techniques must be developed to
utilize them in ways analogoue to the act o_ the photointerp-
reter.
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PREFACE
To my knowledge, there are few, if any, references that
comprehensively describe landform or drainage characteristics in
terms of their spatial or spectral properties. To compensate
for the gaps in my own experience in this area, T consulted with
colleagues at the University of Arizona in the departments of
Geography and Regional Development; Geosciences; Soils, Water,
and Engineering; and Electrical Engineering. Except for direct
contributions by Victor Baker, I received considerable
encouragement and sympathy from this group but no resounding
consensus on recommendations. This, I feel, says much about the
difficulty of the problem.
INTRODUCTION
There have been two basic approaches to the study of
landforms and drainage, and both have relied heavily on remote
sensing. One, represented by the collected work of Baker and
ii
Holz, has focused on water and the organization of drainage
patterns. The primary goal of this hydrogeomorphic approach has
been to achieve a basic understanding of fluvial processes with
the hope of developing the ability to predict stream behavior.
The second major approach to the study of landform and
drainage has been _n terrain analysis. This subject deals with
"land" as an assemblage of linked attributes, e.g. soil and
vegetation. Terrain analysis is commonly performed to assess
land capability for agricultural or engineering purposes.
This working paper reviews some of the contributions of
remote sensing to both of these areas with the intention of
identifying characteristics that should receive future support
_n system and sensor configuration planning.
HYDROGEOMORPROLOGY
Remote sensing applications to the field of
hydrogeomorphology during the past i0 years have occurred in
three areas: fluvial morphological studies, peak discharge
modeling, and hydrogeomorphic floodplain mapping. The data
sources for these investigations ranqe from large-scale
(1:12,000) to small-scale (1:750,000) orbital photography.
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Fluvial Morphological Studies
The recent availability of orbital photography and
imagery has provided coverage of hydrological systems formerly
inaccessible or unmapped. The Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP)
has provided coverage of the central Amazon basin of South
America, affording a first view of many of the smaller rivers
i
and streams within this drainage system. The photograph_ from
this joint project allowed the identification of floodplain
limits, abandoned channels, changes in land use and vegetation,
and settlements, all of which are important in assessing
variability and change in hydrological systems (Holz et al,
1979). Another study of drainage system characteristics used
ASTP products to measure channel patterns, width, meandering,
sinuosity, and relative age of channel features (Holz and Baker,
1979). A problem encountered with this data source is the
difficulty in obtaining accurate measurements of sinuosity since
the imagery is oblique.
Modeling Peak Discharge
i
Morphometry involves the measurement and quantification
of morphological features of the earth's surface. An important
and comparatively recent application of morphometry to the
subfield of hydrogeomorphology involves the measurement of
landforms related to drainage with an objective of predicting
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peak discharge and, indirectly, the extent of flooding for an
area.
The "upstream" approach to hydrogeomorphology, in large
part, is based on the relationship of discharge to both
transient and permanent controls, the latter of which include
hydromorphic _eatures of the landscape (Baker, 1976).
Parametric modeling of these features has revealed the
importance of two fundamental parameters -- dralnage density and
basin magnitude -- in the relationship.
Both of these parameters can be derived directly from
photography using automated digitizing and computer processing
techniques to translate them into usable form. While the
orbital photography provides less information on low-order
streams, it is still useful for evaluating the magnitude of the
basin and for identifying higher-order stream segments (Baker,
Holz and Patton, 1975).
Despite the demonstrated power of morohometric
measurements in predicting discharge, the application has been
given relatively little use, owing in large part to:
I. The tedious task of measuring parameters such as
drainage density, bifurcation ratio, and stream order;
2. Difficultles of data acqulsition and variable
resolution of data sources such as maps, photographs, and
imagery; and,
3. Subjective errors of judgment resulting from manual
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interpretation (Baker, Holz and Hulke, 1974).
Peak discharge modeling of watersheds involves the
collection and derivation of relationships between streamflow
and characteristics of the drainage system such as channel
density, order, drainage basin area, and relief. One study
identified 995 flrst-order streams, gullies, and segments within
a 3.4-square-mile area using conventional large-scale (1:13,000)
black-and-whlte aerial photography (Patton and Baker, 1976). A
a
more detailed investigation compared both medium- and
large-scale black-and-white and color infrared photography
(1:48,000 and 1:123,000, respectively) for drainage parameters
including presence of standing water, land use change, alluvial
surfaces, erosion and soil change, bedrock exposures, and
first-order stream frequency (Baker, Holz and Hulke, 1974). The
results of this study indicate that the scale is less critical
than the use of color infrared rather than black-and-whlte
photography. The investigators identify only one less
first-order stream on the small-scale (95) than on the
medium-scale color infrared photography (96), but can discern
only 84 first-order channels on the medium-scale black-and-whlte
photography.
A more intensive comparative investigation used
conventional large-scale photography (1:20,000), with Skylab
EREP 190A/B imagery (1:750,000 and 1:500,000, respectively), to
determine drainage area, Strahler stream order, Shreve
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magnitude, and number of segments by order (Baker, 1976). This
investigation reveals that resolution is more critical between
the orbital photographs in identifying stream parameters, since
the investigators identify only 14 first order streams on the
smaller-scale photography in contrast to 44 on the larger'scale
photography. The latter is nearly as effective a data source as
conventional topographic maps. A major problem encountered with
orbital photography is the determination of relief, a critical
parameter in the discharge model (Baker, Holz and Patton, 1975).
Flood Hazard Mapping
Remote sensing data also have been used for
"down-stream" evaluation of flood hazard by mapping abandoned
river features and vegetation indicative of terrain that is
rarely flooded (Baker and Holz, 1978). The utility of
geomorphic mapping of flood hazard zones lies in its potential
use for statewide or regional planning activities to provide
interim flood hazard information before detailed hydrological
studies at a local scale. The immediate deficiencies of these
techniques include improved spatial resolution of imagery,
increased coverage frequency for flood-effect assessment, and
evaluation of morphometrlc measurements and their relationship
to discharge in cllmat[c and physiographic realms outslae of
those already tested.
One study used small-scale (1:116,000) color infrared
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photography to define a flood hazard area based on the
identification of channel forms, regional flood lines, and
texture of sediments (Baker, 1976). This same study also
revealed the observable extent of flooding from pre- and
post-event image comparison using 1:123,000 high-altltude
photography and 1:750,000 Skylab photography. This method of
multitemporal analysis also has been used to estimate recurrence
intervals of flooding (Baker, Holz, and Patton, 1975).
Other surface features have been used to evaluate
flood-prone areas on aerial photography. One study, using high
altitude color infrared photography, identified vegetation that
is typlcally found in floodplains (Baker and Holz, 1978). This
method, which requires extensive field support for data
verification, is valuable prlmarily in arid areas having
comparatively sparse vegetation.
TERRAIN ANALYSIS
¢
Terrain analysis (also variously known as land
classification and integrated survey) and remote sensing have
been closely linked since the concept first was applied
extensively in Australia. Major publications on terrain
analysis (Stewart, 1968; Mitchell, 1973; and Thie and Ironside,
1976) have dealt extensively with remote sensing techniques.
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Recently, a book was published dealing specifically with remote
sensing and terrain analysis (Townshend, 1981).
A number of projects covering a large part of the
earth's surface have been done (for example, Perrln and
Mitchell, 1970). Rowever, techniques for mapping terrain have
been and are criticized for the subjective ways in which units
are sometimes recognized (Rutchlnson, 1981). As a result, a
recognized sub-branch of terrain analysis has focused on the
development of quantative landform Darameters (Mabbut, 1968).
Quantitative criteria for describing landforms, developed for
use with aerial photography, range from very detailed (_arry,
Heglnbottom and Cowan, 1968_ scale of 1:5,000) to very gross
(USAWES, 1959; scales of 1:400,000 to 1:5 million). Generally,
these criteria were developed for rural development planning or
military applications and thus have had a limited distribution.
Quantative assessment of terrain variables for specific
applications use many of the same features identified for
hydrogeomorphologlcal studies. One application used remote
sensing to assess trafficabillty in remote areas for off-road
vehicles. The parameters used include surficlal geology,
percent of area permanently waterlogged, tree density, and
micro-relief. Conventional aerial photoqraphy at 1:31,680
provided data for the first three parameters, while 1:6,000
scalewas needed for accurate assessment of the last two
parameters (Schreier and Lavkulich, 1978).
A secondary data input to this system was from Landsat 1
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digital data. Bands 4 and 7 are used to contrast vegetation and
water cover, improving the overall mapping of trafficability
(Schreler and Lavkulich, 1979).
Land classification in the broadest sense involves
delineating areas in which a recurring pattern of topography,
soils, and vegetation occurs. Remote sensing is demonstrated as
a data source for structural characteristics of the
topographical factor by aiding to identify stream frequency and
various "ecological" factors, including vegetative cover (King,
1970). Both relief:frequency (R:F) and relief:density (R:D)
curves were employed in defining land systems in a subsequent
study, with frequency and density characteristics obtained from
1:125,000 photo mosaics. The relief was determined
stereoscopically from 1:60,000 stereopairs (King, 1972).
Land classification also has involved modeling of
terrain features such as structural characteristics of
diastrophic forms (fault systems and their orientation),
drainage frequency, and channel patterns of width, length,
variability, and sinuosity (Spelght, 1977). These parameters
were successfully derived from 1:40,000 aerial photography over
a remote area of Papua, New Guinea. The author cites a 20-meter
limit of resolution, considered to be adequate for the scale of
the study of an area of 5,000 square kilometers.
Because of the limited applications, restricted
distribution, and various scales employed in most of these
studies, no summaries of criteria have been prepared. Although
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there is increasing contact between groups involved in terrain
analysis (witnessed by the international meetings held in
Bratlslava, Czecholslovakia, in 1979 and Veldhoven, The
Netherlands, in 1981), it is unrealistic to expect a consensus
on landform parameters.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The recurring theme presented here is that there is
little consensus on or guidance for the measurement of landform
parameters and, as a result, that it is difficult to recommend
specific spatial and spectral resolutions without extensive
background research that attempts i) to synthesize work done on
quantitative descriptions of landforms, and 2) to determine
regional variation in selected quantitative parameters.
The Committee on Earth Sciences of the Space Science
Board, National Research Council, has struggled recently with a
set of similar problems in developing recommendations for
acquiring of orbital imagery for use in monitoring geomorphic
processes. The Committee's conclusions were as follows:
I. The program of future research must achieve a
balance between existing, proven sources of data and the
development of of space-measurement systems employing
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techniques proven useful in the laboratory.
2. Digital topographic data must be acquired for all
land surfaces as a primary means to determine the
morphology of the continental crust.
3. The determination of morphology can best be achieved
with a comblnation'of this topographic data and digital
imagery in the visible and near-infrared wavelengths.
Digital radar imagery also can provide considerable primary
information on landforms.
4. A global program of orbital observations is needed
for comparing hydrological systems.
5. Orbital sensors must obtain a ground resolution of
30 meters or less, and a frequency of coverage of two days
to one week _o provide detail for process mapping.
6. On scientific and strategic grounds, a coordination
of space, airborne, and ground investigation measurements
is indispensable for a global program.
7. NASA must continue to periodically review the
development of instruments and measurement techniques to
insure that current applications needs are being met
(National Research Council, Space Science Board, Committee
on Earth Sciences, 1982).
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Clearly, these recommendations are intended to guide
policy and the general direction of research and program
development, rather than to serve as a basis for system design.
Without additional groundwork, it is unlikely that we can do
much better.
General Recommendations for Further Work
Both approaches to the study of landform and drainage
would benefit by improvements beyond the 30-meter resolving
capability of Landsat D. Optimal resolution values for I)
detecting low-order streams, 2) monitoring erosion, and 3)
identifying vegetative cover are likely to vary from region to
region. To determine these values, it is recommended that:
i. An exhaustive literature search be performed in the
general and restricted publications describing specific
parametric terrain analyses;
2. Field studies of selected watersheds be conducted in
several different climatic regions to estimate optimal
resolution for different environments; and,
3. An effort of international scope be made to define
those attributes of landforms and vegetation that may be
evaluated by photolnterpretation, and a formal descriptive
technique adopted to facilitate systematic improvement in
techniques of mapping or extrapolation (Speight,1977) .
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ADDTRACT
Evapotranspiration is the process in which water in the
liquid phase is extracted from the soil and transferred to the
atmosphere in the vapor phase. This transfer can occur as
evaporation directly from the soil surface or transpiration from
plant leaves. There are three things require_ for the process to
occur: I) energy (580 cal/gm) for the change of phase of the
water; 2) a source of the water, i.e. adequate soil moisture in
the surface layer or the in the root zone of the plant; and 3) a
sink for the water, i.e. a moisture _eficit in t_e air above the
grounG.
Remote sensing can contribute information to the first two of
these conditions by proviaing estimates of Solar insolation,
surface albedo, surface temperature, vegetation cover, and soil
moisture content, in addition there have been attempts to
estimate precipitation and shelter air temperature from remotely
sensed data. The problem remains to develo_ mezhods for
effectively using z_ese sources of information to make large area
estimates of evapotranspiration.
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INTRODUCTION
Evaporation and transpiration (evapotranspiration or ET)
estimates are required for several purposes, includin_ irrigation
scheduling, water balance calculations, run-off prediction and
me_eoroloLical ana climatological studies. Long-term estimates of
evapotranspiration may be made using water balance methods, as in
lysimetry or evaporation pans, or at a larger scale in river
basins, ilowever, there is considerable uncertainty in these
measurements, particularly for short time periods, and it is often
difficult to generalize the measurements to large areas. Many
areas do not have any hydrologic measurements and for these areas
Thornthwaite (1947) suggested an empirical approach to estimate
long-term evaporation from routine meteorological observations,
principally monthly mean temperature. Penman (1948) derived a
more p_ysically-based expression which uses standard
meteorological data to estimate potential evapotranspiration.
Trois was for a short grass cover with an adequate water supply.
This moeel has served as the theoretical basis for most of the
currently used models, iiowever their application is still limited
to locations where standard meteorological data are available. In
principle, rez,otely sensed measurements, offer methods for
extending these models to much larger areas including those where
data nay be sparse. Although no method is as yet operational the
utility of such measurements is sufficiently great Zo encourage
further work.
To understand better how remote sensing may contribute it is
instructive to examine first the basic energy and moisture balance
equations.
Energy and Moisture Balance
The energy balance of a soil or ve£ezazed surface is 6overne_
by a conservazion equation. In the absence of precipitaZion or
advection, we may write
Rn + G + II + LE = 0 (I)
where Rn is the net radiation flux, G the soil heat flux, and h
the,sensible heat flux and LE .the latent heat flux in the
atmospheric boundary layer. The latter is the product of the
_: and the latent heat of vaporization of waterwater vapor flux, ,
per unit mass, L.
The net radiation flux is the sum of the incoming and
outcoin_ short and long wave radiation fluxes:
q
[: = ( 1 - _._) :-_s + eL ([{I. - _-5'c ) ( 2 )
where Hi is the incomin 6 short-wave radiation and R L is incozlin6
long-wave radia_ipn, o_is Zhe shorZ-wave soil/crop reflectivity or
albedo, eL is _he long-wave emissivity, 0-- is the Btefan-Boltzrnan
constant and Tc is the soil surface temperature in Eelvins.
The soil heat flux is related to the temperature gradient in
the soil dT/dz and to the thermal conductivity
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This relationship leads to a form of the diffusion equation
d(,A_'Z/dz)/dz = Cv d'_-Id-_ (4)
where C V is the volumetric heat capacity of the soil. This
equation may be solve numerically to give a temperature profile in
the soil, taking either Tc or G as the upper boundary condition
and some known temperature at a given depth in the soil as, the
lower boundary condition.
The sensible and latent heat fluxes may both be estimated
from the transport equations. The sensible heat flux li may be
expressed as
= (T .- " )/r.. (S)
where ? is theair density, Cp is the specific heat of the air and
r_ is the aerodynamic resistance. The latent heat flux may be
exFressed as
where _ is the psyohrometric constant, e_ is the atmospheric vapor
pressure in the boundary layer, e_ is the saturated vapor pressure
at the temperature To, and r5 is the stomatal diffusion
resistance to water vapor transport.
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Equations (2), (_), (5) and (6) are a mathematical model of
the surface energy balance in terms of the soil surface
temperature and a set of meteorological measurements, which at
least in principle, are measured or estimated routinely. The
energy and moisture fluxes are intimately related because the
latent heat flux L_ives the az_ount of water evaporate_ and
transpired.
One formulation of potential evapotranspiration that lends
itself to remo_e sensing inputs is that developed by Priestly and
Taylor (1972). They obtained for saturated surfaces
Lz :c<[s/(s - Q)
where s is the slope of vapor pressure versus temperature curve,
and o< is an empirical evaporation constant which they determined
to be I.26. Barton (1979) and Davies and Allen (I975 ) have
modified the result for unsaturated surface by treating G<,as a
function of she surface layer soil moisture. _arton used airborne
microwave radiometers to remotely sense soil moisture in his study
of evaporation from bare soils and grasslands.
Remotely Sensed Measurements
Several types of remotely sensed observations may be made by
measuring _he electromagnetic radiation in a particular wavebana
either reflected or emitted from _he earth's surface. The
incoming solar radiation can be estimated from satellite
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observations of cloud cover primarily from _eosynchronous orbits.
For clear sky concitions, the surface albedo may be estimated by
measurements covering the entire visible and near-infrareu
wavelengths, while measurements at narrow spectral bands can be
used to determine vecetative cover. The surface temperature can
be estimated fro_ measurements at thermal infrared wavelengths,
i.e. the I_.5 to 12.5 micron waveband, of the emitted radiant flux
and from some estimate of the surface emissivity (for actual
surfaces e is usually close to unity). The microwave emission and
reflection or backscatter from soil, primarily for wavelengths
between 5 and 21 cm, is dependent on the dielectric properties of
the soil which are strong functions of the soil moisture content.
There are uncertainities in the determination of soil moisture
values from microwave measurements introduced by factors such as
surface roughness and vegetative cover but it appears that
microwave methods can estimate the soil moisture content in the
surface 5 cm layer of the soil with 4 or 5 levels of
discrimination.
Remotely sensed measurements may be made from a variety of
piatforms. Operational work is largely conducted using
satellites, which offer repetitive coverage but suffer from
reduced spatial resolution con_pared to aircraft. Currently only
visible ano infrared data are available from satellite. Aircraft
platform, s are i_ri_iarily used for experin_ental stuuies because of
the Lreater control possible.
Applications of Remotely Sensed Measurements
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In recent years there has been much progress made in the
remote sensing of a number of parameters which can contribute to
the estimation of evapotranspiration. These include: surface
temperature, surface soil moisture, surface albedo, vegetative
cover, and incoming solar radiation. There has been little
progress made in the direct remote sensing of the atmospheric
parameters which affect evapotranspiration such as: surface air
temperature, water vapor gradients, and surface winus. Thus
approaches for evapotranspiration estimation using remotely sensed
data will have to work around these missing data.
The evaporation from the soil surface is directly related to
the vapor pressure difference between the surface and lower
atmospheric boundary layer, and the water supply in the soil.
Assuming that there is a suitable supply of water in the soil, the
most important controlling factor is the difference [e_ - e s ] in
equation (6), which is largely determined by the corresponding
_em_era_ure difference. Thus there is a strong relationship under
certain conditions between the canopy and air temperature
differences and the evapotranspiration rate. This comparison of
canopy and air temperatures has been used to detect crop water
stress for irrigated crops in the southwestern part of the United
States ana these relationships have been described in a series of
papers from the group at the US Water Conservation Laboratory in
Pl_oenix (Jackson et al., 1981 and references cited _herein).
Estimates of the net radiation from geostationary satellite
data are used by Kanemasu (1902) in _ Priestly-Taylor type of
equation to estimate evapotranspiration. The resulting moisture
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flux is then used to drive a water balance model for predicting
crop yields. They also used Landsat multispectral data to obtain
vegetation indices.
A more complete but less practical approach is that aaopted
by Goer(1980), [_osema et al. (1978), and Carlson (19_I), amongst
others, in which1 the energy balance (equations I - 6) is modelled
and t_le moisture balance is inferreU from the heat flow in the
soil. Equations (2), (4), (5), and (6) can be manipulated to
obtain an expression for the surface energy balance in terms of
the surface temperature and a set of meteorological measurements
which, at least in principle, are measured or estimated routinely
The initial estimate of the soil/crop surface temperature T will
almost certainly not satisfy the continuity requirement of
equation (I) because of numerical simplifications and so it is
necessary to use an iterative numerical optimization technique to
ensure that the condition in equation (I) is satisfied. The
technique may be adapted to give estimates of the surface
temperature T C at every time step at which routine meteorological
observations are available. The gergra (Soer, 1980) model uses a
Businger-Dyer (Eusinger et ai.,1971 and Dyer, i967) approach to
estimate ¢he turbulent diffusion resistance r_. This gives r_
as a function of wind velocity and the stability of t_e
atmospheric boundary layer just above the surface. A simple
emgirical parameterization of the stomatal resistance _ and an
explicit finite _ifference soil'heat flux model are used.
The Tellus _:odel (ilcsema, et al., 157_) is somewhat similar
|
except that the model is calibrated against both a daytime and a
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nlghtime surface temperature. A Newton-Haphson numerical
integration scheme is used to optimize two parameters: the surface
relative humidity , effectively related to the resistance to water
transport across the surface boundary layer, and the thermal
inertia of the soil. The finite difference scheme uses an
expanding _rid with thinner soil layers near the surface (Kosema
et al.,1978). This model has been used to create look-up tables,
which were used with airborne thermal infrared surface temperature
data and albedo estimates to _ive maps of cumulative daily
exapotranspiration (Dejace et al., 1979). Other studies (Gurney
1978) have shown that the TerGra and Tellus models £ive results
relatively close to those estimated or measured by other means.
Carlson (1981) developed a similar model, with a simple soil heat
flux component. Using satellite data from the Heat Capacity
Mapping Mission he obtained reasonable results under non-stressed
conaitions from vegetated surfaces. Elkin_on and i{o_(1981) used
an approach based on the Tergra model to estimate
evapotranspiration, ilowever _hey usd a simple set of inputs ,
estimating net radiation from the Brunt equation and the other
boundary conditions from routine meteorological observations taken
at nearby standard weather stations. Their results are
sufficiently encouraging to suggest that the simplifications whict_
I
[ i
would be required for an operational approach are indeed possible.
Bernard et a1.(19_I) in a simulation study have examined the
use soil moisture estimates from a radar to calculate
evapotranspiration rates. The microwave estimates of the surface
soil moisture were used as the upper boundary condition in a water
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balance model. The study provides a good indication of the
utility of microwave soil moisture sensing for estimating
evapotranspiration.
A more physically based and realistic model has been
developed by Camillo and Dchmugge (1951). Both energy and
moisture fluxes are modelled. The space-time dependence of
temperature and moisture content are described by a set of
diffusion type partial differential equations, and the model uses
a predictor/corrector method to numerically integrate them,
yielding both moisture and temperature profiles in the soil as
functions of time. The model was used to simulate energy and
moisture fluxes under field conditions using data from Phoenix,
Arizona. The qualitative agreement between the observations and
the model was very good, indicating that the model is a reasonably
accurate representation of the physical processes involved. A
further example of the use of the model is given in Gurney and
Camillo (1982). This model, because it simulates the moisture
profile explicitly in addition to the temperature profile,
requires an initial moistureprofile. At least in principle this
may also be derived usin_ remotely sensed microwave measurements.
As the model is most sensitive to changes in the surface soil
temperature and soil moisture, which is that part of the profile
accessible to t_e microwave t_ermal infrared n:easurements, this is
a very realistic application of remotely sensed data. If it is
possible to take initial conditions from remotely sensed
measurements and the boundary conditions either froz_ routine
meteorological observations or remotely sensed measurements, the
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estimation of actual evapotranspiration from remotely sensed
measurements becomes feasible.
There are various other measurements which have either been
suggested as inputs ¢o evapotranspiration estimates or in
princiI_le could be used as additional model inputs. Multispec%ral
information may be used to estimate the health of vegetation and
the biomass (Tucker, 1980, Holben, et al.,1980, and Kanemasu,
1982) and hence to give an indication of the evapotranspiration
rate.
The major problems with all remote sensing methods of
evapotranspira¢ion are: I) the process of transpiration is still
not well understood and parameterized for structured crops such as
cereals or complex vegetation_ such as trees; 2) in the presence
of vegetation the surface temperature Te estimated by a thermal
infrared sensor is at an unknown level within the vegetation; and
3) the most appropriate use of microwave observations of surface
soil moisture in the presence of vegetation needs to be
determined. }'or the future we expect that the most practical
method will probably use a multi-spectral approach including
reI_etitive observations at the visible, near and thermal infrared,
and microwave wavelengths. This will afford the possibility of
estimating solar insolazion, surface vegetazive cover and/or
albedo, surface temperature, and surface soil moisture from
remotely sensed data and incorporating them into models of the
type _escribed here.
AC KNOW LEDGEMENT
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II. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
STUDYSUMMARY
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the findings of the study and to
present specific conclusions and recommendations that can be drawn from this
work. A detailed analysis of six case studies has been performed to investi-
gate the cost effectiveness of using Landsat obtained land use data as
opposed to conventionally obtained land use data in hydrologic modeling.
Five of the six case studies are Corps of Engineers Expanded Flood Plain
Information (XFPI) investigations carried out by Corps Districts throughout
the United States. The other test basin is one that is used as a training
site for courses in hydrology and flood plain management presented by the
Hydrologic EnglneeringCenter (HEC) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in
Davis, California. For each case study information was collected on the
methods and costsassociated with obtaiping land use information by conven-
tional means for use in the hydrologic modeling phase of the XFPI reports.
In addition, information on costs and procedures was also obtained for devel-
oping the required land use information based on a methodology that relies on
Landsat imagery. This study compares these costs and develops a:procedure
to investigate the relative effectiveness of the two alternative means to
acquire land use data needed for the hydrologic modeling.
The cost of obtaining the conventional land use data is shown to range be-
tween $3,000 - $16,000 for the six test basins. The corresponding resultant
cost associated with obtaining the land use information based on Landsat
imagery are $2,000 - $5,000. Thus, from a pure cost standpoint the Landsat
approach for gathering land use data has a cost advantage in some cases. The
nextaspect investigated in this study is the relative effectiveness of each
approach.
Based on the criteria developed during the course of this study for evaluating
the various measures, the overall results of the effectiveness analysis show
that the differences between the relative effectiveness of the conventional
and Landsat methods for obtaining land use for hydrologic modeling purposes
for each of the six test watersheds are insignificant. Therefore, the con-
ventional approach is not generally more effective than the Landsat approach,
nor is the Landsat approach generally more effective than the conventional
approach.
This effectiveness analysis is not performed under the most ideal conditions.
The emphasis has been placed on the effectiveness of conventional and Landsat
methods for developing land use data for hydrologic analyses. All of the
conventional studies, except Castro Valley, were part of an XFPI study which
developed land use information for additionalpurposes. The Landsat land use
development was only carried out to be applied to hydrologic analyses. How-
ever, the analysis of effectiveness is carried out with these differences
taken into consideration as much as possible.
From the cost comparison and the fact that each method, conventional and
Landsat, is shown to be equally effective in developing land use data for
hydrologic studies, the cost effectiveness of the conventional orLandsat
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method is found to be a function of basin size for the test watersheds
analyzed. Castro Valley, a watershed of 5 square miles is definitely cost
effective using the conventional method. Trail Creek with its 12 square
mile area and the fact that the conventional cost may be underestimated, is
a borderline case. The remaining watersheds show that the Landsat method is
cost effective.
COST EFFECTIVENESS CONCLUSION
The total cost effectiveness analysis shows that there exists a point near
I0 square miles in study area size where the conventional and Landsat
methods depart as to their cost effectiveness. As a general conclusion, the
cost effectiveness study, although limited in its number of test watersheds
and performed under other than ideal study conditions, shows that for
developing land use information for use in hydrologic studies the conven-
tional method is cost effective for watershed study areas containing less
than I0 square miles and that the Landsat method is cost effective for areas
containing more than I0 square miles.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Several additional specific conclusions and findings can be extracted from an
analysis of the work performed in this study. They are grouped into two
major categories as follows:
Study Findings
• This study presents conclusions based on six case studies and
its validity depends entirely on the relatively small sample,
however, previous research concurs with the findings of this
work;
• Conventional land use classification costs per square mile
of study area decrease as area increases;
• Land use classification costs by the use of satellite imagery
for basins the size of those in our study is not highly de-
pendent on the size of the basin;
• If existing land use data are scarce the cost of obtaining
new land use data are much higher for conventional tech-
niques than by Landsat means;
• The cost for HEC to perform Landsat based land use clas-
sification were nearly identical to the contracted costs
for the same work;
• For large basins and large storm events hydrologic models
are relatively insensitive to land use classifications,
however, for small basins and/or small storms the model
results (flows) become very sensitive to the land use
employed;
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o Use of the Landsat classification approach requires some special
skills which are not presently standardly available in all techr
nical offices dealing with hydrologic studies;
• Landsat imagery does not presently have the resolution required
to do detailed land use classification for use in flood damage
surveys or have the resolution needed to represent small areas
with very diversified land uses;
• For detailed flood plain studies it would appear to be a cost
effective approach to use Landsat derived land use for hydro-
logic calculating and to supplement this land use data with
more detailed information in the actual flood plain area for
use in economic analyses; and
o It is not feasible to attempt to develop a cost/benefit analy-
sis of the incorporation of Landsat derived land use informa-
tion into hydrologic modeling studies with the sparseness of
existing case studies and the wide variation in the data and
study circumstances encountered.
Findingsfor Future Studies
• A complete definition and analysis of the two land use
approache_ is presented which should aiddecision makers
in selecting one method for use in their work;
• For a complete evaluation of the application of one of
the methodologies a potential user should not just look
at the results of this study but should look at all the
individual measures of effectiveness and their relation-
ships to the users exact needs;
• For a given project the measures of effectiveness and
their relative weights could be quite different than
those presented in this study and should be evaluated
more nearly on a case by case basis;
o For the Landsat methodology the cost to classify any
portion of a satellite scene is close to being the same
as classifying the whole scene. However, ground truth
and verification costs would increase. Nevertheless,
it would still be advantageous to do the whole scene
and save the results for other potential users;
• If the user community is required to directly bear the
costs of the operation of the Landsat system, the cost
of obtaining land use data from satellite imagery will
increase;
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• The use of grid cell data bank types of data management
systems will likely increase in the future and the Landsat
methodology for land use classification is highly com-
patible with this system;
• The improved resolution of Landsat-D will improve and
expand the use of satellite data in hydrologic studies
and possibly environmental and economic studies;
• Development of different classification techniques than
those commonly used now along with new enhancement pro-
cedures may improve land use classification of satellite
data, thus making its use in hydrologic studies even
more desirable;
• Potential long term users should consider that there is
no guarantee that the satellite will last its expected
life or that its subsequent replacement is inevitable;
• There appears to be a great untapped potential for use
by agencies, in addition to the Corps of Engineers, of
Landsat derived landuse information in conjunction with
grid cell based data management systems, particularly
those involved in planning and hydrology;
• A large potential for the use of satellite imagery
seems to exist in other facets of water resources
management in addition to flood plain hydrology; and
• Additional data from other case studies should be col-
lected and added to that in this report to further
solidify the findings of this work and hopefully lead
to even more detailed conclusions.
Subsequent sections of this report detail the various phases involved in the
cost effectivenessanalysis.
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High Resolution Impacts on Private Consulting
1. Introduction
The impact on the private consultant is much the same as the impact on
the public sector whether federal, state or local. Basically, because an
environmental engineering firm such as CDM which deals in hydrology and other
water resources project is hired by the public sector to perform certain studies
for two reasons: 1) the particular agency or office does not have the expertise
or 2) they do not have the staff to carry out the job within the time frame
necessary.
The consultant, however, is not bound by the contractor, in all cases,
to do a job a specific way. He has the leeway to develop and suggest methodolo-
gies for performing specific tasks. After all he is a "consultant" and he gets
paid for his professional advise and opinions.
Therefore, in order for the consultant to provide the best service to his
clients, he must be aware of the new technologies, their •capabilitiesand limi-
tations. In fact, hemust know the results of this workshop's objectives, espe-
cially the current state of knowledge.
2. Present System Uses
In the past much of the consulting work has been associated with the use
of data classified into land use categories for hydrologic, environmental and
economic (damages) analyses. Land use data from Landsat, and from aerials,
existing maps, field surveys, etc. have been compared for their cost effec-
tiveness in several studies. Other areas of image use are for locating existing
features such as lakes for inventory, dump sites for hazardous waste studies,
rock formations and drainage patterns for reservoir site studies and fractures
for analyses of carbonate aquifer systems. Multispectral imaging can be used
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for preliminaryevaluationof lake qualityand _Itrophicstate,locationof high
erosionpotentialareas (of specialconcernwould be where sedimentis intro-
duced intoa reservoireffectingits volumeand water quality),dischargeplume
studies,determinationof circulationpatternsin coastalareas for temperature
and qualitystudies,and developmentof roughnesscoefficientsfrom land cover
for wave crest analysisin coastalflood studies.
3. Implicationsof High ResolutionImaging
There are two types of impactswhich presentthemselves: a) higherreso-
lutionprovidinggreaterdetailof the "sameold parameters"and b) totallynew
informationwhich may producenew parametersand new relationshipsfor a variety
of studiesincludinghydrologicstudies.
a. Same Old Parameters- Higher resolutioncan aid in most all aspectsof
the acquisitionof the "sameold parameters"by providingthe detail necessary
to more accuratelydefinethe data base. In many cases, however,greaterdetail
is not always necessary(but new parametersand relationshipsmay be!).
As an exampleof the same parameters,considerresidentialland use.
Presentlymany classificationtechniquesor attemptshave only one residential
category. In the hydrologicanalysisof smallwatershedsthismay be inadequate
and thereforethere is a need for distinguishingamong low,medium and high den-
sity residential.Higher resolutionwil allow the classificationof other land
use subcategorieswhich would be beneficialto the study of small urban
watersheds. The abilityto classifymany subcategoriesof major land uses will
also allow the user to veiw the data based on his needsand he will not be at
the mercy of limitedor inappropriatecategories. Higher resolutionwill also
aid in the analysisof streamchanneland adjacentareas. In the past Landsat
data provedto be adequatefor hydrologicstudiesof largerwatershedbut did
not have the resolutionfor floodplain surveysfor damagestudies. Greater
resolutionmay then allow satellitedata to be used for hydrologicand economic
studies. High resolutioncan provideus with a better look at the same thing.
But what about lookingat somethingnew?
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b. New Parameters- Privateconsultantsare like everyoneelse, they do
not especiallywant to do more of the same in greaterdetail. New horizonsare
what stimulatethe privateconsultantand hewants to be involvedin new scien-
tific researchand development.The questionis, whetherthe new measurement
capabilitywill allow us to developnew parametersand subsequentlynew rela-
tionshipsfor many types of applications.Will we still be lookingat land use
categoriesand curve numbersor will new hydrologiccomponentsand new modeling
techniquesgrow out of the new scientificinformation?If new data evaluation
and modelingmethodsare to be forthcoming,the privateconsultantcan provide
an enormousservicewith his backgroundin mathematics,computerscience,engi-
neeringand his knowledgeof the practicalneeds for a safe and clean environ-
ment. New informationcan be appliedto hydrologicstudies,howeveranother
field in which the consultantis highlyinvolvedis water quality. Another
questionis whetherthe high resolution,spatialand spectral,will aid in water
qualitystudies. As with hydrology,new parametersand new model techniquesmay
be developedas a resultof the data acquired. The privateconsultantwill be
calledon to providehis services.
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SUMMARY OF HYDROLOGIC MODELING
INTERESTS IN REMOTE SENSING
Background
Remote sensing of geographic information can be separated into two general
types of technology: (I) point measurement on the ground and (2) spatial average
measurements from aircraft or satellites. Both of these technologies require
data transmission facilities to communicate the data observations at the col-
lection point to the data analysis center.
Point measurements (e.g. rainfall, streamflow, soil type, land use, evap-
oration, etc.) have been the basis for virtually all hydrologic modeling data
to date. The physical processes represented by the models are usually averages
over some increments of time and space. Spatial averages are approximated by
as many point measurements (aerial photos for some parameters) as warranted by
the study budget and objectives. Satisfactory results have been obtained when
the necessary data are available.
A critical parameter in all hydrologic flood models is the status of the
soil moisture at the beginning of a storm. Dry soil conditions can render a
major storm virtually harmless. Wet soil conditions can make even minor storms
dangerously productive in flood runoff. Some models, particularly operational
flood forecasting models, endeavor to estimate the current soil moisture
conditons through a mathematical accounting of spatially averaged point
measurements of previous precipitation, infiltration, and evapotransipiration,
and the runofffrom a basin. These models, termed "continuous" simulation models,
compute the theoretical soil moisture conditions (usually some index thereof)
for the current status of the system. They are "ready to go" when new
precipitation occurs.
Other models, particularly flood analysis models, operate only for "single"
flood events. They utilize soil moisture parameters but the values of those
parameters must be prescribed by the user as input to the model. If soil
moisture conditions are not known at the beginning of a storm, they can only
be approximated as one observed the runoff (streamflow) produced by the storm.
Both "continuous" and "single event" models can have a very detailed
representation of the runoff processes in a watershed. The continuous models,
while theoretically superior (more complete representation of the hydrologic
processes), are usually much more expensive to calibrate. The expense is in the
data preparation, computer time, and analysts' time. Single event models,
on the other band, can be quite nexpensive to calibrate.
The previous discussion is limited to flood forecasting and designing
flooding control measures. Hydrologic analysis for other purposes (e.g.,
water supply) may require an assessment of streamflow over long period of time.
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Current Uses of Remote Sensing in Hydrology
Many different forms of land-based point data collection stations are in
use today. The principal types of data collected are precipitation, streamflow,
temperature and snow depth. The data are transmitted by land lines, microwave
and/or via satellite.
Spatial-average measurements (form aircraft or satellite) of hydrologic
processes are much less commonly used. Land cover for use in hydrologic modeling
has been successfully determined from satellite imagery (NASA Water Control ASVT).
In that ASVT, the Hydrologic Engineering Center used land cover, as determined
from LANDSAT imagery, to establish SCS curve number runoff parameters in four
watersheds across the U.S. Conventionally determined land use and resulting
curve numberswereused to estimate flood frequency curves from design storms.
When LANDSAT land cover was substituted into the methodology, there were no
significant differences from the frequency curves determined using conventionally
determined land use. Although hydrologic land use determination by satellite
has been effectively demonstated, it is still not routinely used in hydrologic
studies. "
Ground-based radar measurement of relative rainfall intensity over
watersheds has been used in operational flood forecasting. Cloud-top temperatures
and densities have been used to infer rainfall potential but not in operational
flood forecasting sense. The extent of flooded areas has also been measures by
aircraft and satellite. Aircraft have also been used to make detailed measurement
of stream/river cross sections and other topographic features.
Desired Uses of Remote Sensing in Hydrology
The two most important hydrologic variables, precipitation and soil moisture,
are probably the most poorly measured on a spatial-average basis. Better and
more timely information on the precipitation input to and soil moisture status
of a watershed would make major improvements in the current flood forecast
capabilities.
Existing sensors for soil moisture (passive microwave and gamma by aircraft)
need field testing for utility in hydrologic modeling. They should be tested
for a variety Of field conditions including terrain types and ground cover.
High altitude aircraft and satellite sensor systems should be developed.
Corps Applications
There is an immediate need for such improved flood forecasting techniques
at existing Corps' flood control reservoirs. Better forecasts will allow better
reservoir operation and reduced flood damage. There would also be a considerable
savings in the calibration effort required for the continuous flood forecasting
models. That is, the current soil moisture could be obtained directly from
aircraft/satellite measurements (near real time) and save the analysis effort
required to compute the soil moisture condition before a storm. The foregoing
is true both in the calibration and operational aspects hydrologic model usage.
-'._ __?_
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The USDA-ARS Hydrology Laboratory is investigating remote sensing techniques
for measuring hydrologic parameters and variables. Current research deals
with runoff Curve Numbers (CN), evapotranspiratlon (ET), and soll moisture.
CN and ET research utilizes visible and infrared measurements and soll
moisture investigations focus on the microwave region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Previous studies have involved visible and near infrared data in
estimating the percent of impervious area.
CN research is a_med at developing and evaluating methods for using remote
sensing for the USDA-SCS. The role of remote sensing in the SCS procedures is
shown in Figure i. It is essentially an alternative source of land cover
information. However, Sources such as Landsat also have the advantage of a
computer compatible format.
Whether or not remote sensing will eventually play an operational role will
depend upon its cost-effectiveness. Improved spectral and spatial measurements
will influence the effectiveness side of these tradeoffs.
Curve number accuracy is limited by the number of land cover categories that
can be reliably defined, which in turn depends upon the available spectral
bands and the spatial resolution. In this application, the accuracy can be
evaluated by the expected error in estimating the CN of the basic modeling
unit, a subwatershed. Conventional methods are assumed to have a small
constant error as shown in Figure 2. Investigations have shown that when
using Landsat data the error depends upon the subwatershed size and decays as
it increases. Figure 2 shows that if the decision criterion was error the
user would not choose Landsat for areas less than S in size.
Improved spectral and spatial measurements should shift the error-subwatershed
size relationship down as illustrated in Figure 2. Under these conditions,
remote sensing is advantageous at a smaller subwatershed size S'.
Our research has not considered the questions of what spectral information
could improve the procedure and how improved spatial resolution would affect
accuracy. The reason for this is that we arefocuslng on making the best use
of existing data sources. However, these problems are important and could be
studied using laboratory and/or small scale experiments. Research on these
subjects would be similar to the problems involved in crop discrimination and
urban land cover studies. At this state it is not possible to say whether
spectral or spatial measurement improvement is more valuable.
Aside from the question of the best spectral hands, studies are needed to
evaluate the temporal features of remotely sensed data. Classification and
analysis for CN depends upon the time of year. However_ studies to identify
optimal conditions have not been conducted. Also, the use of multl-date data
has not been adequately investigated.
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Other problems that should be considered which significantly affect the
utility of remotely sensed data in quasl-operatlonal applications, such as CN
estimation, are data calibration and registration. Information extraction
will always be limited by calibration. It seems that procedures could be
developed to make this more quantitative. CN estimation, as illubtrated in
Figure I, involves the combination of several data bases, remotely sensed land
cover being ore. Accuracy'and reliability depend upon registering these.
Reliable and easy to implement procedures for ground registration would be
useful. Also, since all data bases are ultimately referenced to the USGS
topographic maps, why not obtain the data at a matching 1"24,000 spatial scale?
Another topic of interest is the estimation of the percent of impervious area
directly from remotely sensed data without intermediate land cover
classification. Based upon .available Landsat bands, procedures for doing this
have been developed. One example is shown in Figure 3. Studies to determine
the optimal spectral bands have not been conducted and would be useful.
Relationships between the expected error and the size of the study area have
been developed based upon Landsat data bases, however, the effect of spatial
resolution has not been investigated.
Current research in ET estimation employs an energy and moisture budget
approach for the interpretation of thermal infrared data as acquired by the
NOAA operational satellites. The I.I kilometer spatial resolution of the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer prevents field by field evaluation of
moisture characteristics and thus has potential utility only for regional
scale ET assessment. Aircraft data should be acquired and analyzed to
ascertain the significance of improved spatial resolution in the analysis of
thermal infrared data.
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THE ROLE OF _LTISPECTRAL SCANNERS AS DATA SOURCES
FOR EPAHYDROLOGIC MODELS
(For Discussion at the MISWC Hydrology Workshop, April 26-28, 1982)
by
Rebecca Slack and David }{ill
Models are used by scientists with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
as aids to understanding the complexities of natural phenomena, their interactions,
and the impact of man's activities. AS environmental controls become more expen-
sive and the penalties of judgment errors become more severe, models as analytical
tools must be increasingly efficient and accurate. Construction, execution, and
improvement of any model requires large amounts of accurate data. Unfortunately,
current modeling capabilities exceed most available data bases. For this reason,
scientists are studying the potential of remote sensors to provide environmental
data over large areas of the world. Environmental models, such as those used by
EPA, are usually based on physical, chemical, and biological parameters. Although
many parameters may be used as input, model response is largely determined by a
small subset of key parameters which must be complete and quite accurate. Remote
sensing must contribute to these key parameters efficiently and cost-effectively
if it is to play an important role in environmental modeling.
Most modeling efforts in the EPA are carried out at the three Environmental
>_nitoring Systems Laboratories (EMSL) or at one of a number of smaller research
laboratories across the country. All remote sensing is handled by either the
Environmental Photographic Interpretation Center (EPIC) at Warrenton, Virginia,
or at its parent laboratory, the EMSL at Las Vegas, Nevada. EPIC's main emphasis
is photo acquisition and interpretation while multispectral scanner and satellite
data interpretation as well as MSS research is at Las Vegas. EMSL-LV o_s a Daedalus
1260 ll-channel multispectral scanner. Thus most projects involving the acquisition
of remotely sensed data for modeling have involved E_L-LV. A few of these projects
were for providing input data for a specific model, but most have resulted in the
demonstration of the feasibility of obtaining parameters which could be used in
modeling. Examples of such projects are as follows:
• A study by D. D. Frank and S. M. Lieu of Hydrocomp, Inc. (contracted by
EPA) specifically compared data derived from Landsat with conventionally
derived data as input into the model, Hydrological Simulation Program -
FORYR_N (HSPF). HSPF was designed to simulate hydrologic and water
quality processes in natural and man-made water systems. One set of
water quality parameters was calculated from Landsat data using trans-
formation functions that relate land use classes to pollutant loading
rates and potency factors (number of pounds of pollutant per ton of
sediment). Another set of parameters was derived using conventional
field methods. Simulations were then run, and outputs from the two
sets of data were compared. Output included hydrologic response such
as overland flow, interflow, and baseflow, and water quality criteria:
annual loading of sediment, biological oxygen demand, ammonia, and
orthophosphates. The Landsat-derived data performed at least as well
as the conventionally-derived data and had many advantages, not the
least of which was an estimated cost savings of 30 to 50 percent.
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• EMSL-LV derived and mapped Water quality parameters at Flathead Lake,
Montana, using the Daedalus 1260. Comparative water quality data were
collected concurrently with the flight times. Best subset multiple
linear regression analysis showed strong correspondences between the
MSS values and the conventionally-derived values. Quantitative, digi-
tal maps of surface temperature, total phosphorus, nitrate nitrogen,
total suspended solids, and transparency were then produced for the
entire lake by parallelepiped classificationof regression transformed
_S data. These maps will be used to characterize the distribution of
turbidity plumes within Flathead Lake and to predict the effect of in-
creasing urbanization in the Flathead River basin on the lake's trophic
state.
• EMSL-LV is currently working together with EPA researchers in Corvallis,
Oregon, to evaluate the effects of acid rain in the Adirondacks. MSS
data are being studied as a possible source of parameters needed to
model the buffering capability of lakes. Among water quality parameters
and relationships being evaluated are runoff, pH, transparency, total
suspended solids, and phytoplankton. Overflights using the Daedalus
1260 have been made and preliminary results appear promising. A report
is expected to be released next sprin_.
• An extensive four-phase study using Landsat data was done on Lake Champlain,
Vermont. -Phase I addressed classification of Landsat MSS data for classifi-
cation of water quality parameters including chlorophyll a. Phase II extended
the classification of those parameters to other lakes in the state. Phase
III used the Daedalus MSS to produce digital images describing classifica-
tion of aquatic vegetation in lower Lake Champlain and adjacent land Cover
types. Phase IV, being undertaken by the University of Vermont, is examin-
ing the rest of the water quality in the rest of the state's lakes using
a multidate approach.
t A combination of Landsat MSS data and contact-sensed data along with multi-
variate statistical techniques were used to successfully classify the trophi¢
status of 145 lakes in Illinois. Five trophic indicators (chlorophyll _ ,
inverse of Secchi depth, total phosphorus, conductivity, and total organic
nitrogen) were transforemd into two multivariate indices. These indices, as
dependent variables, and the four Landsat bands, as independent variables,
were utilized in regression models to cluster the lakes into trophic rankings.
• Appalachieola Bay is one of Florida's greatest shellfishing areas. Problems
with shellfish contamination and toxicity from non-point source runoff keep
reoccurring during the past several years. Water quality sampling using a
standard grid pattern was very labor intensive and required extensive inter-
pretation. Dr. Jack Hill, now with Louisiana State University, when study-
ing the runoff and flow patterns within the Bay using Landsat data, concluded
that the sampling Sites could be more efficiently located. When sampling
sites were relocated according to flow patterns, suspected contaminants
and the effects of runoff from clearcutting were more precisely located.
This type of approach, keyed into water quality models, and limited ground-
truth sampling could prove very useful for environmental assessments of
complex estuaries.
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These projects are just some examples of how MSS data have or could meet
hydrologic modeling input needs. Remote sensing is also being studied as a
promising tool in related areas such as the detection of leachate from landfills,
algae blooms, septic tank failures, wetlands clearing and drainage, identification
of ac£ds from bases stored in barrels using thermal sensors, and identification
of organic carbons and chlorophyll a using a laser fluoresensor.
To advance the use of remote sensing, EPA should encourage the use of current
technology for water quality studies by establishing or accepting standards that
relate water quality parameters to remotely sensed data. Since this has not been
done, the states have been reluctant to use remote sensing because they were un-
certain EPA would accept the data as valid. Under the present Administration,
however, the states are encouraged to develop and implement their own unique
programs including water quality standards. If remote monitoring can meet the
state's criteria, then that state can now decide for itself whether or not remote
sensing is a sensible, economical approach.
Application of remote sensing would be helped by a greater awareness of its
capabilities on the part of EPA and the state pollution control programs. They
need to be educated as to its potential as a tool for water quality planning, and
as a tool is how it should be presented -- not as a panacea. Remote sensing can
best be used as an extension of field sampling by using regression models --
not as a replacement for field sampling.
Several remote sensing research projects could potentially serve as "spark-
plugs" for stimulating greater remote sensing application in EPA, but the Agency
has very limited resources for additional projects at this time. The only program
receiving increased funds is hazardous waste.
Research projects tlmt would be useful are:
• Establishing a unified data base by taking already established techniques
and conducting corresponding studies in different physiographic regions of
the country. A lack of standardization in present studies prevents EPA
from knowing what MSS channels and what hydrologic parameters can be expected
to be useful in different regions. Techniques for dealing with regional vari-
ations need to be developed.
• Identification of optimum scamlers for identification of hydrologic para-
metems over various parts of the country. This information should be
taken in consideration in planning for future satellites.
• Scanner missions could be included aboard the space shuttle. Vast amounts
of hydrologic data using different sensors could be collected and then
studied to determine the optimum.
• • Data for time series models could be provided by continuous monitoring
from satellites in synchronous orbit. Perhaps the system could be pro-
grammed to flag water quality anamalies.
• Hultidate studies would greatly benefit if atmospheric calibration was
improved. Atmospheric calibration is perhaps one of the greatest problems
encountered in doing any type of multidate study.
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• Refinement of land cover classification would enhance the use of satellite-
derived information. For example, pesticide pollution is an area of maJoz
concern. Since pesticides are often very organism specific, refinement of
agricultural classification (crop type, for example)has significant poten-
tial in modeling risk analyses for evaluating pesticides in a given area.
• Another possible study would be to consider the effects of accuracy gains
in the es£1mation of basic watershed characteristics. Just how sensitive
are water quality parameters to changes in watershed Characteristics? For
example, how does a change in land use in the basin affect the dissolved
oxygen?
• How accurate must hydrologic parameters be? if the sensitivities of hydro-
logic parameters were known, remote sensing could be more accurately evalu-
ated as a tool.
Multispectral scanners have provided parametric data that either have been or
can be used in environmental models, but their full potential is far from being
recognized. The future of MSS as a tool lies in researchers' ability to instill
an awareness of its capabilities to those people who work in the realms of practical
application. To do so, MSS data must be readily available, cost-effective, and have
an established accuracy level.
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High Resolution AnalysisJ./
C. J. Robinove
The purpose of this statement is to explain in general the possibilities
for the use of high resolution analysis in the field of hydrology and Water
resources. High resolution analysis is considered here to mean high spectral
resolution, not high spatial resolution.
The current state of knowledge of high spectral resolution analysis in
hydrology is meager. Spectrocopy for the identification and measurement of
the c:oncentrationof constituents in water is highly developed for laboratory
use a:ndis capable of measuring the concentration of many substances in
wate_ at levels of micrograms and nanograms per liter. Remote measurement
of the quality of water has, to date, involved only measurement of sediment
concentration by reflected light, measurement of chlorophyll and phaeopigments
(Nimbus CZCS), and the measurement of fluoresence with the Fraunhofer Line
Discriminator (FLD). The FLD can detect fluorescing substances in water at
levels of less than one part per billion of Rhodamine WT equivalents but
is not diagnostic of chemical species.
I have not considered here the use or development of high spectral
resolution methods in other disciplines such as geology (rock discrimination),
agricultural or natural vegetation, soils, or cultural features. Identification
and discrimination of such features by high resolution analysis can be
done, and improved upon, and inferences on the hydrologic characteristics
can then be made. High resolution spectral analysis in those fields does
not give direct hydrologic information.
This is an informal statement of problems and recommendations
prepared for the Hydrology Workshop of the Multispectral Imaging Science
Working Group, April 26, 1982.
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Critical 9aps in scientific knowledge that need to be filled before
new technology can be evaluated involve the spectral response of water,
substances dissolved and suspended in water, and substances floating on
water. A major example is the sensing of oil on water. Mapping and
monitoring of oil slicks has been done in the visible, near infrared,
thermal infrared, and ultraviolet regions of the spectrum, and it is clear
that the most complete mapping can be done in the ultraviolet region.
Ultraviolet sensing has been done only from aircraft at altitudes of lO00
meters or less because of the attenuation of ultraviolet radiation in the
atmosphere which severely limits its sensing at higher altitudes and
precludes its use from satellite altitudes. Is there a way around this
problem? Is there a way of measuring the ultraviolet reflection at the
surface from satellite altitudes? This gap in knowledge may well be worth
filling.
Witzig and Whitehurst (1980) have reviewed the use of Landsat MSS data
for the trophic classification of lakes. A copy of their paper is attached.
This excellent review points out that there is a serious lack of sensors
that can measure the fundamental reflectance of water. It seems likely
that the use of high spectral resolution sensors in a reasonable number of
narrow bands may be able to sense reflectance or emission characteristics
of water and its contained materials that will be correlatable with the
commonly used water-quality variables. It seems unlikely that remote
sensing instruments can be built that have detection sensitivities for
dissolved constituents in water that are as low as those that are now
achieved with laboratory instruments. Nevertheless, the ability of
remote sensors in airborne or spaceborne platforms to survey large areas
rapidly and synoptically may outweigh the lack of sensitivity to individual
constituents.
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Candidateremotesensin_experimentsshould be conductedboth empirically
and on the basis of testingof hypotheses. An exampleof an empirical
experimentwould be the use of the ThematicMapper (or the airborneTM
simulator)to view water bodies in varioustrophicstates to determineif
the previouslyunavailablebands are useful in characterizingtrophic
state.
Experimentsto test hypothesesmight involvesuch hypothesesas "the
backscatteringof light from sedimentparticlesin water is dependentupon
the composition,size, and concentrationof the particles."
Experimentsshouldalso be made in an empiricalway to determineif
the fluorescencecharacteristicsof substancesin water are diagnosticof
the type and concentrationof the substances.
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The technologicalalternativesavailableto experimentwith problems
of sensingwater qualityare (1) to use existingremote sensinginstrumentation
in an empiricalmode and (2) to developnew instrumentsto either test
hypothesesor to conductempiricalexperiments. Goldbergand Weiner (1977)
in their paper "Feasibilityand technologyfor making remotemeasurements
of solutesin water" (copy attached)recommendconstructiDnof a Raman
spectrometerwhich could "... rapidlymap the concentrationof many
water solutes,even in water bodies that are difficultto access by ground."
This suggestionshouldbe evaluatedin light of developmentsin the 5 years
since their paper was published.
Goldberghas informedme recentlythat the advances in optical
multichannelanalyzersand in Fourierand Hadamardtransformmethodsin
spectroscopymay now make it possibleto build a remote reflectance
spectrometerwith equivalentof severalhundrednarrow bands which could be
used for empiricalexperimentsin remotemeasurementof water quality.
Attachedis a paper by Marshalland Comisarow(1975),"Fourierand Hadamard
transformmethodsin spectroscopy"whichoutlinesthe advantagesof these
techniquesover the commonlyused spectrometric(or multibandremotesensing)
techniques.
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The technological developments required are involved in the use of
available methods and instruments developed for other purposes (such as
optical multichannel detectors) for water,quality sensing. Consideration
should be given to utilizing such instruments initially in the laboratory
and later in the field for empirical studies of water-quality characteristics.
No specific information extraction research is proposed for the
extraction of information from multispectral data. Developments in Fourier
transform spectroscopy should be investigated for their applicability.
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Drainage Basins/Soil Moisture Uses for Visible Infrared Data
Some form of visible infrared data is essential to the use of remote sensing
for appraisal of watershed drainage areas and for the estimation of soil moisture.
It is, however, difficult to conceive of significant advantages in either area
of application that will result from improved spatial resolution of these data.
Improved spectral resolution, on the other hand, may provide better mapping of
the characteristics that we need for drainage areas and for agricultural areas
where soil moisture is estimated.
Visible-infrared data in the past have been used both in a qualitative and
quantitative sense to make preliminary assessment of watershed characteristics.
Quantitative evaluation of drainage area, aerial extent of snow cover, topography
or slopes, stream channel numbers and land use have been common tools for
practicing hydrologists for years. Some of these characteristics are more readily
quantified with digital data and modern processing techniques. With the exception
of the extent of snow cover these watershed characteristics are all relatively
stable with time.
Three major characteristics of much greater importance to watershed
hydrologists are: i. Mapping of the hydrologic character of surface soils,
i.e. infiltration rate, hydraulic conductivity or storage capacity; 2. Mapping
soil moisture; and 3. Mapping of water content of snow. 5_ppLng any one of these
will require the use of microwave systems, however, none of these can be adequately
mapped by microwave over significant areas of _he land without supplemental
visible-infrared data.
An attempt has been made'to modify or adjust microwave data over vegetated
areas by use of classification or a biomass estimation to provide ir_proved
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2estimates of soil moisture, Figure 1 from a recent study by S. Theis. A
simple biomass estimator, the perpendicular vegetation index (PVI), was found
more useful overall than a 100% correct classification of five vegetation types.
The biomass estimation is used in this study as a surrogate measure of the water
content of the vegetation--the actual parameter that is adding confusion to
the microwave energy from the surface soil water mix. We show this figure to
illustrate that the visible-infrared information required to make this estimation
is an absolute requirement.
When acceptable soil moisture measurement can be made in a time series, the
remote sensing classification of soils becomes a possibility. Using information
from two models, one for soil moisture profile definition [Hiilel] and one for
passive microwave emission [Schmugge], it can be shown that time series changes
in emissivity can be used to indicate the hydraulic character of soils,
Figure 2. To accomplish this classification a precise and reasonably accurate
estimate of soil moisture is required, therefore, we must have the visible-
infrared data available if significant portions of the land surface are to be
classified as to soil type.
Both the soil moisture and soil classification will most likely be limited
to cells greater than 5 x 5 km in size. There is, therefore, little likelihood
that improved spatial resolution would improve the results. In the Theis study,
the thematic mapper simulator from JSC was used to calculate the biomass. In
addition, data from the ii channel scanner on the C-130 and data from Landsat
were available for a portion of the study. There was some indication that better
spectral resolution improved the estimate of biomass.
The third significant need for remote sensing of watersheds, the estimation
of snow water content, requires a different array of microwave sensors and
most likely will require different visible and infrared data. It is evident
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3that extension of the range in the near infrared provided in the thematic
mapper will provide the opportunity to separate clouds and snow cover. It
is not, however, evident that any significant improvement in snow area
estimation will come from improved spatial resolution.
Improved spatial resolution will provide the hydrologist with improved
data on very small watersheds (I km 2, or less) . This may aid some small area
research efforts of an academic nature but the results from hydrologic studies
of small areas cannot necessarily be extrapolated to larger areas.
Generally, it would appear that Lmproved spatial resolution will not be of
value to the watershed hydrologist while better spectral resolution at selected
frequencies may improve estimates needed in this work. It is evident from
the Theis study that there are several options for selection of bands from the
Thematic Mapper to provide an acceptable biomass estimate. These could be
selected to also be of value to snow mapping and water quality requirements
thus minimizing the total data volume needed.
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THERMAL INFRARED RESEARCH
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
J. L. Hatfield
University of California - Davis_
R. D. Jackson
USDA-ARS, U. S. Water Conservation Laboratory
The Past
In recent years much attention has been given to utilization of thermal
infrared measurement for application to agriculture and hydrology. A portion
of this interest hasarisen because thermal infrared measurements are relatively
easy to make with sensitive, portable infrared thermometers. The use of IR tem-
peratures in agriculture and hydrology is based on the energy balance equation,
pCp (Ts - Ta) + pep [es (Ts) - ea]
Rn =
ra y ra + rs
where Rn is the net radiation, p the density of air, Cp the specific heat capa-
city of alr, Ts the surface temperature, Ta the air temperature at some height
z above the surface, ra the aerodynamic resistance calculated at the height z,
y the psychrometric constant, es (Ts) the saturation vapor pressure at Ts, ea
the actual vapor pressure of the air, and rs the surface resistance to water
vapor flow. This and other forms of the energy balance have been utilized to
estimate evapotranspiratlon or crop stress.
The thermally driven energy balance equation has been used to estimate ET
and stress over small'areas within a field as well as large areas. Bartholic et
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al (1970) first showed how evapotranspiration using temperature measurements
could be predicted , he later expanded this concept to use aircraft date
(Bartholic et al, 1972). This approach has been modified by Brown and Rosenberg
(197S) and most recently by Soer (1980). Unfortunately, there has not been an
evaluation of these appr0aehes over a complete growing season of any one crop or
over a_y large region. Stone and Horton (1974), Blad and Rosenberg (1976) and
Heilman andKanemasu(1976) have provided limited evaluations and showed how and
where potential problems may lle in the application of these methods. These
methods may provide a real-time application of soil moisture through soil
moisture balance models utilizing evapotranspiration.
Jackson (1982) presented a thorough review of the use of thermal infrared
to detect crop stress. The research history of thermal IR techniques is fairly
recent. Tanner (1963) was one of the first to suggest that infrared thermometry
could be used to detect moisture stress. Since that beginning three different
approaches to detect stress have been reported. Fuchs and Tanner (1966) pro-
posed that water stress could be assessed from a comparision of canopy tem-
peratures from the field in question to that of a well-watered area of the same
crop. Wiegand and Namken (1966) proposed that canopy-air temperature (Ts-Ta)
differences would be indicative of water Stress. Aston and van Bavel (1972)
later proposed that the variability of surface temperature would be indicative
of moisture stress and would increase as the crop extracted water.
Recently, Clawson and Blad (1982) found that when the temperature of a
field in question was 1.0°C above awell-watered plot and irrigation was applied
the yields were reduced. However, there was also less water applied to these
plots, thereby producing a water savings in comparison to the yield reduction.
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Clawson and Blad (1982) also proposed that a variability greater than 0.7°C
would indicate the need for irrlgatlonln corn and found that this value would
only be valid when the canopy cover was nearly complete. Hatfleld (unpublished
data) in a study of spatial variability in grain sorghum showed the variability
along a I00 m transect within three different irrigation treatments. A clear
relationshi_between the variability along the transect and the amount of water
extracted from the soll profile was not evident. It wasencouraglng that the
points along the transect were random, indicating that one could sample randomly
within a field regardless of the soll moisture level. It is still necessary to
define the optimum pixel size for satellite sensors.
Most research has been directed toward the utilization of measurements of
Ts and Ta and expressed as Ts - Ta. Idso et al (1977) and Jackson et al (1977)
showed that the midday measurement of Ts and Ta and the resultant difference
could be summed and related to crop yield and soll water extraction. These
models exhibited a linear relationship between crop yield and the stress-degree-
days (SDD). Hatfield (1982a) found it was necessary to incorporate spectral
measurements as a measure of potential harvestable yield in order to account for
the yearly variation in growth and yield-stress relationships. Recent research
has shown that other environmental variables are necessary to include in that
use Ts - Ta measurements to better detect crop stress. Idso et al (1981a) found
that Ts - Ta in a well-watered crop was linearly related to vapor pressure defi-
cit. As the vapor pressure deficit increased the Ts - Ta value decreased.
They also proposed that the upper limit of canopy temperature above air tem-
perature would be independent of vapor pressure deficit. A plant water stress
index calculated from these lines was related to leaf water potential
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(Idso et al, 1981) and to soll moisture extraction (Hatfield, 1982b). Before
this method could become operational, the validity of the upper and lower base-
line would have to be evaluated for a variety of species and cultivars.
Hatfield (1982) found there was an exponential relationship between the plant
water stress index and available water extracted from the soll profile. Jackson
(1981), however , cautioned that changing rooting volume and ground cover would
have to be accounted for in these relationships. This aspect needs continued
research before any method can be applied over a growing season.
Jackson etal (1981) suggested another approach utilizing midday measure-
ments of Ts and Ta along with net radiation and vapor pressure deficit. From
these data, a crop water stress index was calculated and is related to the ratio
of actual to potential evapotransplration. They showed this index to follow the
water extraction patterns in wheat very closely. Slack et al (1981) used these
same variables in a regression model to relate (Ts - Ta) to water extraction in
corn for Minnesota but since this model is based on regression analysis it may
not be applicable to large areas or remote sensing platforms. This approach
however, does include the environmental parameters of energy balance with local
adjustment factors. These types of relationships need to be compared with the
theoretically based evapotranspiration crop water stress index models to
determine if a locally adjusted stress indices may be more useful than the more
theoretically based models. This would be particularly true in the estimation
of soll water status within individual fields for the purpose of irrigation
scheduling.
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All of the approaches discussed up to now have been based on daily
readings. The lack of a satellite platform wlth a resolution applicable to
agriculture will have to posses a temporal resolution of a few days. In an
attempt to evaluate the temporal resolution of remote acquired data, Vielra
and Hatfield (1982) have analyzed the temporal behavior of air temperature and
surface temperature over bare soil. Bare soil was chosen for this study in
order to eliminate the effect of the changing ground cover present in a growing
crop. Standard geostatistical analyzes were preformed on data sets from 1977,
1978 and 1979 and involved the analysis of the temperal features of each
parameter. In all years, the data were collected daily from January through
June. It was found that bothair and surface temperature became independent
regionlallzed variates after a lag of 5 days. These analyses were made on the
residuals from a 10-day smoothedaverage because of the lack of second-order
statlonarity in the original data. The importance of this finding reveals that
if estimates are to be made of surface temperature from an ancillary meteorolo-
gical parameter such as air temperature a resolution of 5 days or less is
needed. When cross-variograms were calculated for air and surface temperature
the data for the three years fit the same models. This suggests that, for bare
soil, surface temperature could be estimated from air temperature for a period
up to 5 days. This type of relationship needs to be evaluated for a growing
season with changing ground cover to determine if similar models could be deve-
loped and they would be applicable over a range of conditions and locations. It
is possible that the temporal resolution may even require more detailed sampling
than the 5-day values found for the bare soil cases;
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There have been several attempts to compare ground-based thermal infrared
measurements with those from aircraft sensors. One study applicable to this
discussion was reported by Hatfield et al (1982) in which comparisons of air and
ground measurements were made over a large agricultural area in California. It
was found that the comparisons were within I°C when the field was recently
irrigau== and bare or was completely covered with vegetation. Bare, dry soll
surfaces exhibited the largest differences between the aircraft and the ground-
based measurements due to sampling problems. In a subsequent study over bare
soil, it was found that surface temperature was random along both north-south
and east-west transects within a field as was surface soil moisture. This
suggests that random sampling could successfully be used to compare ground-based
measurements to aircraft provided that samples could be taken that would be com-
parable to the minimum resolution onthe aircraft. Bare soll studies on surface
temperature along a transect following an irrigation showed that the surface
warmed as it dried but did not exhibit spatial structure. This effect was noted
with both an 8 and 20° fov hand-held infrared thermometers positioned in a nadir
direction i m above the surface (Vauclin et al, 1981). Soil moisture was also
random along' lls transect. It is difficult to extrapolate these data to
satellite platforms but it does suggest that additional work is needed on the
variability of thermal infrareddata within agricultural fields in order to
fully evaluate the aspect of pixel size relative to agricultural management.
Future Directions
Thermal infrared data provide a surface measurement which is directly
related to the energy balanceand hence the energy exchange of the surface. In
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order to fully utilize this measurement it will have to be combined wlth other
spectral data, the visible, near-infrared and and microwave portions. These
data must be collected in a time resolution sufficient to detect changes in the
agricultural or hydrological systems and at aspatial resolution with enough
detail to sample within individual fields. The most stringent requirement is
that the data be read__ly available to the user by the most rapid means of com-
munication possible_ Jackson (1983) proposed that a high altitude powered plat-
form (HAPP) would be necessary to provide these data for agricultural
management. Before we can begin to design this type of system we need to
further our body of knowledge in several areas.
I) Evaluation of the spatial resolution necessary for thermal infrared
measurements to be incorporated into evapotransplratlon models to
accurately estimate field and regional evapotransplratlon or measure
crop stress.
2) Evaluation of methods to estimate crop stress and hence yield over
large areas and different cultlvars within a species to determine if a
generalized model could exist.
3) Investigate the temporal resolution adequate for detect of stress
or inclusion into evapotransplratlon models.
4) Evaluation of ancillary parameters which could be used to estimate
thermal infrared measurements to fill in between acquisition times.
These techniques would have to be evaluated over large regions to
determine if the same or even similar models exist.
5) Evaluate the errors which would be introduced into estimates of
soll moisture status from the use of remotely sensed data compared to
standard meteorological measurements.
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These experiments are only a few which are necessary to further our
knowledge of the use of remotely sensed data for agricultural management. We
need to increase both our basic understanding of remotely sensed
parameters as well as the application of these data in management decisions. To
accomplish this we must continue both our ground-based, aircraft, and satellite
programs.
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Litholoqic Units Through Analysis of Visible,
flear-infrared,and Hid-infrared I1easurements*
by
Lawrence C. Rowan
U.S. Geological Survey
Reston, Virginia 22902
Abstract
One of the main objectives of geological remote sensing is to develop
techniques for mapping litholoqic units and determining their compositions.
During the past 10 years, research has been dominated by analysis of visible
and short-wavelengthnear-infrared (0.4 to 1.3 micrometers) spectral reflec-
tance because of the worldwide availability of digital Landsat Multispectral
Scanner (MSS) images. Although MSS images have proved to be very useful for
discriminating and mapping lithologic units, as well as structural features,
specific mineralogical information is generally limited to Fe3+ minerals,
collectively referred to as limonite. Lithologic discrimination and identi-
fication can be improved markedly by analyzing measurments made in the 1.5 to
2.5 micrometer and 8 to 14 micrometer regions.
As used here, discrimination refers to the separation of lithQlogic units
but without adequate information for determining their mineral contents.
Identificationis used appropriatelywhere analysis of remote measurements
permits the placement of specific boundaries on the mineral composition of a
lithologic unit; the range of the boundaries may be broad, but geologically
significant or, more rarely, quite narrow and specific.
This manuscript has not been reviewed and is not approved for publication.
In the visible and short-_lavelenqth wear-infrared region, discrimination
of litholoqic units may he direct in well exposed areas or indirect where
variations in vegetation cover reflect underlying lithologic differences; this
paper is concerned with direct measurements. Direct lithologic discrimination
is generally accomplished through analysis of albedo or spectral reflectance
variations. The albedo of terrestrial rocks and soils in this wavelength
region is determined mainly by the abundances of opague minerals and
carbonaceous material both as surface coatings and within the rock; texture is
of secondary importance. In some well exposed regions where seasonal rains
occur, differential moisture content of lithologic units causes albedo
differences that permit discrimination of units that are inseparable when they
are dry. In spite of the limited mineralogical information that is available
directly thorugh albedo analyses, many lithologic units can be distinguished
and mapped over large areas. The value of this type of lithologic information
increases as knowledge about the areas increases through field and literature
studies.
Because of the unique spectral reflectance of limonite and the common
association of limonite with hydrothermally altered rocks, analysis of Landsat
MSS images has been used as the basis for compiling alteration maps of areas
as large as I° x2° quadrangles and as small as individual mining districts.
However, this approach to alteration mapping commonly requires extensive field
checking, because methods for distinguishing between supergene limonite and
limonite produced through normal weathering of mafic and opague minerals in
MSS imaqes has not been developed. In •addition, non-limonitic altered rocksO
are not consistently distinctive in HSS images.
The 2.2 micrometer channel was proposed• and selected for inclusion in the
Landsat D Thermatic Mapper (T_i) in order to overcome the above mentioned
limitations of the MSSchannels for mapping altered rocks. Numerous studies,
particularly the Geosat test case studies, have demonstrated the value of this
spectral channel for mapping altered and other OH-bearing rocks. However, in
the East Tintic. Mountains, Utah, some altered rocks lack a prominent 2.2
micrometer absorption band, and some limestone exposures have avery intense
2.33 micrometer C03--absorption feature which gives rise to considerable
ambiquity between the occurrences of carbonate rocks and altered rocks having
an OH-absorption band. Lithologic studies in this area are complicated
further by the presence of carbonate rocks having only a very subtle CO3--
absorption feature and unaltered argillaceious rocks that display a prominent
OH-absorption band. These results indicate that TM images will greatly reduce
the extent of field checking in mapping altered rocks and aid in discrimi-
nating other rock types, but lithologic identification will be hampered by
several ambiguities.
Lithologic identification could be improved substantially by acquiring
and analyzing high spectral-resolutionimages in the 1.5 to 2.5 micrometer
region. Preliminary analysis of Shuttle Multispectral Infrared Radiometer
(SMIRR) and high spectral-resolutionairborne measurements show that, given
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some general knowledge of the types of rocks present, several minerals can be
identified, including aIunite, jarosite, kaolinite, montmorillonite, and
carbonates. As these studies progress, I believe that other minerals will
prove to be identifiable, and discrimination of subtle lithologic variations
should be possible in high spectral-resolution images.
High spectral-resolutionimages recorded in the visible and short-
wavelength near-infrared region might also be useful for identifying and
mapping variations among Fe3+ minerals in altered rocks. Evaluation of MSS
color-ratio composite images of the Goldfield, Nev., mining district suggested
that subtle color variationswere related to local differences in the FE3+
mineralogy in the altered rocks. These color variations were attributed to a
higher tISS6/7 ratio for hematitic rocks than goethitic rocks. Alternatively,
these color variations may be due to a small shift in the position of the
crystal field transition band centered near 0.92 micrometers. Studies
conducted by S. Sommer (Mobil Oil) and Wm. Buckingham (Gulf Research) have
documented that a 24 nanometer shift of this absorption band towards shorter
wavelengths is induced by a 33 percent depletion of Al in the acidic
environment of hydrothermal alteration.
The mid-infrared (8 to 14 micrometer) region has considerable potential
for providing lithologic information that compliments the information
available in the shorter wavelength regions. Studies conducted in the East
Tintic Mountains, Utah, using _IASA24-channel scanner images show that
silicate rocks can be distinquished form carbonate rocks, _hich results in
identification of the latter rock type. In addition, distinctions among the
silicate rocks, including quartzite, quartz latite and latite, were possible
apparently due to differences in quartz content and, hence, the depth of the
reststrahlen band; silicified altered rocks were also discriminated from the
other altered rocks. Use of these images alone resulted in some ambiguities,
but most of these problems were resolved by using data acquired in the 1.5 to
2.5 micrometer region.
Thermal inertia analysis provides another, independent means of narrowing
the mineralogical boundaries for many rock types. Studies using aircraft and
satellite measurements in the 8-14 micrometer region show that limestone and
dolomite can be discriminated because of the higher thermal inertia of
dolomite. Similarly, quartzite and ultramafic rocks are distinctive from most
other rock types owing to their high thermal inertias. Also, studies
conducted by K. _atson (USGS) using Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCMM) data
of southwestern Arizona show that the thermal inertias of the igneous rock
units are measurably different, indicating a finer discriminationcapability
than previous laboratory data suggests. A particularly surprising and
intriquing result of this HCMM study is the correspondencebetween lithologic
variations and night-time temperature differences in the central Appalachians
where vegetation cover is nearly 100 percent.
Inteqrated analysis of hinh spectral-resolution .reflectance, moderate
spectral-resolution emittance, and thermal inertia measurements should permit
identification of most exposed rock types and a level of discrimination that
is difficult to achieve through conventional mapping methods. Ideally, an
airborne system should be desiqned for acquiring the necessary imagery
simultaneously.
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RADIOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS IN REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS
Alexander F. H. Goetz
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109
Introduction
All sensor systems designed to acquire quantitative data undergo radio-
metric calibration. The following discussion describes the types and poten-
tial accuracies of calibration as well as the needs for calibration in the
practical application of sensors. The recent and ongoing experience with the
Shuttle Multispectral Infrared Radiometer (SMIRR) will be used as a reference.
Definition of Terms
Calibration is defined as the process by which the output of a sensor is
related to the input stimulus. In radiometers and radiometric imaging systems
using detectors that translate incoming photons into electrical signals, an
amplified output voltage is calibrated in terms of measured spectral radiance
in watts m-I sr -I Um-[. The uncertainty of this measurement is dependent on
the calibration source and the stability of the detector-electronlc sensor
system. The sources of spectral irradiance are lamps calibrated by the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards (NBS) to a standard of spectral radiance such as a
high temperature graphite blackbody. The lamps provide a specified spectral
irradiance at a given distance from the filament. The absolute accuracies in
irradiance under NBS conditions range from 1.4% at 350 nm, i.i % at 800 run and
1.2% at 1600 nm (Slater, 1980). However, international comparison of spec-
tral-irradiance measurements in the 300 - 800 run range reveal inconsistencies
as great as 6.5% (Gillham, 1977).
Although absolute calibration is necessary for establishing standards of
comparisons among systems, the present-day requirements for remote sensing of
the earth are best served by understanding a spectral sensing system in terms
of relative calibration.
Relative calibration means that the output of a sensor under a varying
input stimulus maintains the ratio between input and output in all spectral
bands. In other words, the spectral character of the reflectance or emittance
curves is maintained to the accuracy required for proper interpretation, but
the absolute values are not necessarily known. Relative calibration is more
readily achieved than absolute calibration and more important for the inter-
pretation of remote sensing data.
Detector response can be either linear or more often non-llnear wlthres-
pact to variation in irradiance. Within a sufficiently small range of irrad-
lance values, depending on the detector type, the output (O) can be described
in terms of the input (I) and two constants (a,b) by O = al + b. _¢er a lar-
ger range of values, a series of linear approximations must be used or a power
curve of the form O = aIc + b where c is usually greater than 0.5 and less
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than 2. Silicon detectors and photomultlplier tubes have inherent linear res-
ponses over a large dynamic range while detectors such as HgCdTe used in sen-
sors for wavelengths beyond i _m are notoriously non-linear.
Radlometric sensitivity defines the minimum amount of scene contrast that
can be detected by a sensor. Signal-to-nolse ratio is another term used to
describe the same sensor quality. Present-day practice is to define system
sensitivity in terms of the minimum detectable change in reflectance, nEAp or
nolse-equlvalent change in reflectance for the reflective portion of the spec-
trum, and nEAT or nolse-equlvalent change in temperature in the mid-IR.
Sensors
The analysis and interpretation of earth-looklng data today largely ig-
nores the question of calibration. Data are received from the appropriate
agency on computer tape in the form of digital numbers (DN) and they are
assumed to be relatively calibrated and linear with respect to frradiance.
Papers published on interpreted results do not reveal whether the authors were
aware of the nature of the calibration or the consequences of any possible
miscallbration. The reasons for this are two-fold.
I. Interpreters have a blind faith in the sensor builders.
2. The variability in the irradiances measured due to atmospheric scat-
tering and absorption, surface slope uncertainty, the inhomogeneities
in the surface reflectance or emittance, and the uncertainties in
interpretation are much greater than the inaccuracies introduced by
faulty calibration.
The blind faith in sensor builders is not misplaced. However, to an
interpreter who would llke to assure himself that his faith is well placed,
precious little data are available on calibration procedures and the results
of calibration for the spectral imaging systems in use today. An exception is
the Landsat MSS (NASA, 1976).
Aircraft scanners in general have reference blackbodles or calibration
lamps that provide data at the end of each mirror rotatlonor scan. These are
useful to set amplifier gains and for comparison among data taken at different
times. In most cases engineering measurements are ignored by the interpre-
ter. An exception is the use of thermal scanners to determine radiometric
temperatures of surfaces. Here high and low temperature blackbodles scanned
during each mirror revolution are set to bracket the temperature range to be
measured. A single ground temperature measurement is then sufficient as a
reference for low-flylng missions over a restricted area.
In all cases the relative response of the detector to an inputstlmulus
must be calibrated and the output llnearized either internally to the instru-
ment or the departures from linearlty available in an accessible calibration
report.
SMIRR
As an example of one calibration procedure, the Shuttle Multispectral
Infrared Radiometer (SMIRR) will be discussed (Goetz and Rowan, 1982). It was
calibrated with an irradiance standard traceable to an NBS standard (Goetz and
Brownell, 1982). The standard consists of a hemisphere containing two, I000 W
quartz-lodlde lamps. The hemisphere is coupled with a cone capped with an
etched fused-silica face plate. At the base of the cone, in front of the hem-
isphere exit port is an iris to control the face plate illumination and there-
fore the irradiance. During calibratlon runs the output of the hemisphere
calibrator is measured with a spot photometer containing a standard traceable
to NBS. The relative spectral output was measured with a calibrated spectrom-
eter over the range 0.4 - 2.5 _m. The estimated error in absolute irradiance
is 10% while the relative error is probably less than 5%. In comparison the
relative calibration using internal reference lamps •showed a 10% variation in
system response during the flight of SMIRR aboard Shuttle in November 1981.
During the three years of intermittent laboratory calibration measurement, the
system response decreased by 25% presumably due to detector degradation. The
above demonstrates that a one-time, absolute calibration of a sensor is not
sufficient and that a continuous relative calibration is necessary if high
precision measurements are desired.
Data Interpretation
The necessity for calibration or lack thereof in the interpretation of
natural surfaces can be drawn from the experience and the present-day under-
standing of the process of extracting information from airborne and spaceborne
spectral scanners.
The image interpreter is primarily interested in the quality of the image
and whether a combination of spectral images will yield the desired identifi-
cation or at least discrimination of the units of interest. Scanner images
should be free of "striping" which means that there should be no variations in
response from one image line to the next. With multiple detectors, such as
the 6 per band in the Landsat MSS, striping can be'a problem if the response
curves of the detectors are not matched. The matching can be obtained by
accurate relative calibration.
Accurate spectral reflectance curves from a radlometer or an imager are
only possible if relative calibration has been carried out. The effect of the
atmosphere can be modeled, but normally more parameters need to be known than
can be acquired. Therefore the interpreter, for instance in the case of
reflectance measurements, is forced to pick a calibration point on the ground
and normalize the surrounding data to this point. This procedure has been
used with success in the preliminary reduction of data from SMIRR in Egypt
(Goetz et al, 1982). Ground samples were collected and measured in the labor-
atory. The laboratory spectra were used to normalize the data and remove the
atmospheric effects. • By this means several hundred km of ground coverage
could be investigated and spectra obtained. The resulting spectra were inter-
preted on the basis of the relative inter-band spectral values giving charac-
teristic shape to the curves. The absolute reflectances were of little
•interest since the surface topography, the major source of overall brightness
variations, was unknown.
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_le use of ratio images (Rowan et al, 197_) immediately obviates the need
for absolute calibration but relies on a linear or known detector response.
Other techniques such as principal component analysis, in which the maximum
contrast is sought for display of an individual scene, does not require know-
ledge of sensor characteristics but makes the assumption thatthe detector
responses are linear (J. Conel, personal communication).
conclusion
The interpretation of spectroradiometric information from multispectral
sensors to present-day levels of accuracy requires thorough instrument cali-
bration, primarily to determine the response (non-linearity) of the detector,
spectral bandwidth and relative response among the spectral bands. Absolute
calibration is of value for intercomparison of instruments but does not con-
tribute significantly to data interpretation.
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On Optimum Design o_Remote Sensing and Data Analysis Systems
• James E. Conel
Harold R. Lang
Concept of an "optimum" scanner
Improvements in the application of remote sensing methods to geologic and
geobotanic problems are likely to occur with development of future sensor
systems along the following "optimal" lines. The optimum remote sensing
system (I) gathers spectral radiance data at the highest spectral resolution
possible, (2) over the greatest spectral interval feasible, and (S) at the
highest areal resolution obtainable. The limits in any case are engineering
questions that cannot be answered by geologic arguments _. The spectral
sampling should be to the extent possible statistically unbiased, which is to
say equal sampling of all wavelength intervals. Other fundamental problems
are: (I) design of statlstical separation (clustering techniques), (2)
classification schemes (discrlminant function), (S) linear reduction methods
(principal component or canonical variate) and (4) principles of data
display. Applications to particular geologic problems benefit from model
studies, which are either: (I) empirical, or (2) deterministic connections
between geologic _eatures of interest (llthology, alteration) and the
obse_¢able remote sensing variable (spectral reflectance).
Areas of future research
To answer this broad array of problems, future researc_ should be
directed at (I) engineering studies to improve instrument performance, i.e.,
the spectral resolution, photometric accuracy and spatial definition of
scanner systems, (2) engineering studies to improve the manipulation or
handling of data flow, (3) statistical studies to provide optimum methods for
reduction, separation and classification, (4) acquisition and analysis of
geologic, and field and laboratory reflectance data to provide a sound basis
for interpretation which will lead to a classification of geologic materials
based on thelr spectral reflectance characteristics (such a classification
must exploit the rock/soil/vegetation system), (5) systematic utilization of
color display devices to maximize the number of (Just noticeable) differences
between Spectral groups, i.e., transformations that maximize separability both
statistically and perceptually.
Specific Recommendations
Designation of specific band widths, number of bands, radlometrlc
precision, and spatial resolution are presently the result of slte/problem
specific observations made with available sensor systems. The following
comments are primarily the result of research conducted at 5 JPL/Geosat test
sites (2 uranium, and 3 oil and gas sites):
(I) 1-15 m data provides information that may be used to produce the
1:24,000-48,000 maps which are most useful to exploration geologists.
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(2) Utility of multispectral dat_ improves significantly with topographi c
information. Future multispectral sensor systems must assign elevations
(1-3 m range) to every pixel. Ibis requires conventional color
photography, stereo multispectral data or some other integrated system
(stereo radar, laser sounder, etc.).
(3) Radiometric precision of 1% is usually sufficient for geologic
•applications. _his requires only 7 bit rather than 8 bit data.
(4) A strong aircraft observation program ensures rapid engineering and
geologic testing of new scanner concepts. The proposed AVIRIS system is
an efficient candidate research device for starting such a program.
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POTENTIAL OF MULTISENSOR DATA Ah_ STRATEGIES
FOR DATA AQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
Diane Evans and Ron Blom, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California 91109
BACKGROIR_
Registration and simultaneous analysis of multisensor images
have been found useful because the multiple data sets can be
compressed through various image processing techniques to
facilitate interpretation. This also allows integration of
other spatial data sets, such as geophysical data, in a
geographical management approach.
Multisensor image sets have been used for discrimination
and, to some extent, characterization of geologic units. In
the San Rafael Swell, Utah study area, coregistered Landsat
and Seasat images provided better discrimination of geologic
units than Landsat or Seasat data alone, due to the
complementary effects of the compositional inferences
possible from the multispectral data, and the textural and
roughness data from the radar (Blom, et al., 1981). In
other studies, coregistered Landsat and radar images of
Death Valley resulted in less ambiguous discrimination of
alluvial units based on albedo variations in Landsat images
and roughness variations in the radar images (e.g. Daily,
et al., 1978).
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New techniques are being developed to analyze multisensor
images that involve comparison of image data with a library
of attributes based on the physical properties measured by
each sensor. This results in the ability to characterize
geologic units based upon their similarity to the library
attributes, as well as discriminate among them. Refinement
of the attributes-library concept may also make it possible
to extract intrinsic physical properties from the images,
such as dielectric constant and surface roughness in radar
images. Once the physical properties can be extracted from
the images, other applications for the multisensor images
become possible, for example, 1) to use radar images to
correct visible and near IR and thermal IR images for
effects of surface roughness, and 2) to use near IR images
to estimate vegetation cover in order to isolate the effects
of partial vegetation cover from intrinsic surface
properties in other images.
DETERMINATION OF DATA REQUIREMENTS
There are several studies that will provide information on
ways to optimize multisensor remote sensing. Continuation
of analyses of the Death Valley and San Rafael Swell image
data sets will provide some insight into tradeoffs in
spectral and spatial resolutions of the various sensors.
The San Rafael Swell data set consists of coregistered
Landsat, Seasat and HCMM images. The southern portion of
the swell was also covered by the Shuttle Imaging Radar
(SIR-A). Part of the SIR-A image has been digitized and
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registered to the coregistered Landsat/Seasat/HC_{ images.
SIR-A images provide more information about small scale
surface roughness properties of the units than Seasat
because of the larger incidence angle (50 degrees compared
to 23 degrees for Seasat). Thus, the SIR-A image provides
complementary tonal information to the Landsat/Seasat
combination described in Blom, et al. (1981). However, the
resolution of SIR-A was lower than Seasat (40 meters
compared to 25 meters for Seasat), and the effect of this
lower resolution on texture analysis will have to be
assessed.
The Death Valley coregistered data set consists of Seasat
and Landsat images, as well as aircraft L-band and X-band
radar images, and 11 channel VIS-NIR and thermal inertia
images. This represents a wide range in both spatial and
spectral resolution that can be analyzed. However, these
data were obtained at different times, which could introduce
some ambiguous results.
It will be very valuable for future multisensor experiments
to acquire calibrated images with near-coincident coverage
and comparable pixelsizes. It will then be possible to
reduce the number of variables, and determine optimized
resolution for a combination of sensors. The results might
indicate that if one sensor has an optimal resolution for
discriminating a given rock type, it may be possible to
relax the resolution constraints on the other sensors.
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GEOLOGIC UTILITY OF IMPROVED ORBITAL MEASUREMENTS
A. R. Gillespie
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
From a geologist's viewpoint, the most important use of orbital cameras
is probably to provide spatial or contextual information in remote areas.
_lis information may be extracted even from broad-band, single-channel images
•.. p=ov£ded that the spatial =esolutlon is adequate for the problem at
hand. Presently most of the globe has been recorded at 80 m/pixel (Landsat
MSS); which is roughly equivalent to a scale of 1:125,000. This is clearly
inadequate for some purposes; for example, Holocene or late Quaternary.
tectonic studies require the identification and measurement of fault-offset
features as small as I0 m, or even less. In a recent study of the Red River
Fault in southern China the Landsat MSS images were sufficient to locate the
main trace of the strlke-slip fault, to identify its sense of displacement,
and even to measure its cumulative late Cenozoic offset (5-6 km_. Using
Landsat RBV and SIR-A (shuttle radar_ images, with twice the resolution, it
was possible to cecognize that a minor trace of the fault, inconspicuous on
the MSS data, was the one on which recent offset had occurred, and was the one
which was seismically dangerous. Using 1:50,000 BW aerial photographs,( ~ 2 m
resolution) geomorphic features on this new fault were obvlous--but even at
this scale the smaller feature_ (e.g., inflections in ravine walls) necessary
to establish the level of activity were inconspicuous. Thus an increase of
resolution of as much as two orders of magnitude could be use_ in tectonically
active areas of the world--especlally in China and Russia, where conventional
_erial photographs are difficult to obtain.
The second most useful kind of information is topographic, usually
provided by stereoscopic images. Most present-day orbital systems do not
produce such data, but where stereo images are available they have proven
valuable--even with the small base/helght ratios of Landsat. Any future
satellite system designed to satisfy general geologic requirements must be
able to produce stereo images, preferably with large base/height ratios of 0.5
or more.
Stereoscopic images are sufficient for most geologic applications
involving only photo-lnterpretation, but the geometry may not be adequately
controlled for geodetic measurements without auxiliary information. During
the design of Stereosat it was recognized that although subtle topographic
relief could be detected during visual inspection of stereo pictures, it was
difficult to measure (resolve). Thus an instrument such as a scanning laser
ranger, which would permit accurate and precise measurements at elevations,
would have considerable application to geologic studies. Of particular
interest in remote sensing would be precise topographic slope information,
necessary for the reduction of thermal images and for the removal of
photometric effects from all images.
The Landsat program was designed to give periodic coverage of the same
scenes at the same local time. This is advantageous for agricultural studies,
but not for most geologic studies. For geologic purposes it would be useful
to have coverage at different illumination geometries instead. Low sun angles
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are advantageous in regions of low relief where topography must be accentu-
ated; high sun angles ace desirable in areas of high relief or when multi-
spectral data ace to be collected. Thus for geologic studies, a different
polar orbLt than that of Landsat might be appropriate.
One of the main benefits of the remote sensing program to date has been
the extended spectral sensitivity of electronic scanners. For geologists,
this is important because it allows inferences of the composition of rocks in
the scene to be drawn from the data directly, rather than from contextual
clues. The current crop of sensors provides more channels and narrower
spectral windows than those of the previous decade, and this welcome trend is -
likely to continue. Narrow-band sensors at 2.2 _m and multi-channel thermal
scanners seem to be the most interesting at the moment, be former permit the
recognition attd distinction of different clays--an ability required in mineral
exploration, but one which may also prove valuable in the relative dating of
late Quaternary sediments. Multi-channel thermal images have been used to
construct maps showing relative concentrations of silica at Tintic, Utah.
This permits remote sensing to be used in the mapping of sedimentary facies as
well as compositional variation in plutons, and may mark the advent of a new
era of sophistication in geologic applications of remote sensing.
1_e need for data of high spatial and spectral resolution places a severe
burden on the design and operation of the satellite. There are probably two
useful approaches: (I) to fly numerous small, inexpensive, instruments
designed for different special purposes; and (2) to fly a single complex
instrument which may be programmed to select appropriate spectral channels and
spatial characterlstics. Such a flexible system could entail on-board data
processing to minimize the transmission of unneeded data.
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MIDDLE IN,fARED REMOTE SENSING FOR GEOLOGY
Anne B. Kahle
California Institute of Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, CA 91109
. Introduction
The middle infrared (MIR) portion of the spectrum available for geologic
remote sensing extends from approximately 3 to 25 _m. The source of energy is
thermal radiation from surface materials at ambient terrestrial tempera-
tures. The spectral range of usefulness of the region is limited by both the
amount of energy available and by transmission of the energy through the
atmosphere. At terrestrial temperatures the maximum black body radiation will
be somewhere around i0 to Ii _m, dropping off sharply to shorter wavelengths
and less sharply to longer wavelengths (see Fig. I). The best atmospheric win-
dow lies between about 8 and 14 _m with poorer windows between 3 and 5 _m and
between 17-25 mu (see Fig. 2). The region between 3 and 5 _m is further com-
plicated by overlap with the reflected solar radiation which is dropping
rapidly in intensity but still has some contribution in this region. Thus the
8-14 region is by far the easiest spectral region to use and has received most
of the effort to date. Fortuitously, this is also a spectral region contain-
ing diagnostic spectral information on the silicates.
Remote sensing of the earth in the middle infrared is Just on the
threshold of becoming a valuable new geologic tool. Topics which still need
to be studied include I) the uses and limitations the 8-14 _m region for
distinguishing between silicates and non-silicates, for distinguishing among
the silicates, and for recognizing other rocks or minerals, 2) a theoretical
and experimental understanding of laboratory spectra of rocks and minerals and
their relationship to remotely sensed emission spectra, and 3) the possible
use of the 3-5 and 17-25 _m portions of the spectrum for remote sensing.
Use of the 8-14 B region
The recent work at Tlntic with multispectral MIR scanner data has demon-
strated that there is significant geologic information which can be obtained
from surface spectral emissivity data acquired by remote sensors. It was
shown that in certain cases even minor differences in rock type could be dis-
tinguished, i.e., quartz latite/quartz monzonite could be distinguished from
latite/monzonite. At the same time there are numerous excellent collections
of laboratory transmission and reflection spectra of minerals and rocks along
with explanations of the source mechanisms of the observed spectral fea-
tures. Fig. 3 through 6, from Hunt are representative. Fig. 3 shows spectra
of some silicates and their dependence upon crystal structure. Fig. 4 shows
spectra of some non-silicates. Fig. 5 is a diagram summarizing locations of
spectral features including Christiansen peaks, transmission minima, and the
processes responsible for their origin. In Fig. 6 are shown the spectra of a
few common rocks It is clear from these figures that rocks and minerals
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possess abundant spectral features under idealized laboratory conditions. _ne
basic problem is to determine exactly _lat can and cannot be achieved with
remote sensing. Because of the difficulties (discussed in the next section)
in relating laboratory transmission and reflection data to emission of natural
surfaces, it is not possible to accurately predict the specific capabilities
for rock type discrimination which can be realized. Field and aircraft data
collection programs need to be undertaken along with both theoretical and
experimental laboratory work in emission spectroscopy.
Crude spectra have been derived from the six channels of multispectral
aircraft data at Tinti¢, and field spectra have been acquired with the Port-
able Field Emission Spectrometer (PFES). Both data sets indicate that the
spectral differences are at least as much due to variations in the intensity
of the spectral feature as to variations in the position of the bands. See
Fig. 7. The bands decrease in intensity and shift to higher wavelength with
decreasing quartz content of the rocks in a manner similar to laboratory
spectra. Further PFES data taken in the Southern California batholith show
these same effects.
A new aircraft scanner, the Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner
(TIMS), is now complete and undergoing testing. This instrument has six mid-
infrared channels: 8.2-8.6, 8.6-9.0, 9.0-9.4, 9.4-10.2, 10.2-11.2 and 11.2 to
12.2. The choice of bands was dictated by instrument constraints, atmospheric
effects and laboratory and field / measurements of spectral signatures of
rocks. Data acquisition with the new TIMS aircraft scanner should begin this
summe r •
Laboratory data
The most complete set of laboratory spectra of rocks available for the
MIR are the transmission and reflection of spectra of Hunt and Salisbury.
Their transmission spectra were obtained using two different sample prepara-
tion techniques, the conventional method of the powdered specimens being com-
pressed in KBr pellets, and by deposition of thin layers of fine particles
onto a mirror. The principal Christiansen peaks appear in the spectra of the
deposited particles (with the particles on the mirror in air), but not in the
spectra obtained from the samples in the KBr pellets. However, apart from
this difference, most of the absorption features are similar. The reflection
spectra measured using polished rock surfaces, which should more closely
approximate emission spectra, display significant differences from the trans-
mission spectra. Emission spectra, which would be the most applicable to
remote sensing of emitted radiance are more difficult to measure and interi
pret. In order to be able to measure emissivity, the sample must be at a
higher temperature than its surroundings, which creates unnatural temperature
gradients. Most of the differences between the spectra obtained in the
various modes have been shown both theoretically and experimentally to be
dependent upon such variables as particle size, surface roughness, packing
density, and the near-surface temperature gradients.
Hunt measured emission spectra in the laboratory of some rock samples
collected at Tintic. Although he stated that there were still some problems
to be resolved with his experimental procedures, he felt the data were illus-
trative of the problems involved. His emission spectra are shown in Fig. 8,
along with transmission spectra of the same samples run by K. Baird, using the
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KBr pellet method. O_ this work Hunt wrote, "It is obv[ou_ that only general
agreement exists between transmission and emission spectra for these particu-
lar samples and that the agreement is better at longer wavelengths than in the
I0 _m region. Ehese preliminary data are presented to emphasize the need for
both experimental and theoretical studies to define the spectral characteris-
tics of emission from geologic materials under natural conditions. Of imme-
diate importance is the need to develop appropriate methods for simulating the
natural environment in the laboratory and using the data acquired to develop
models to relate the spectral emission behavior to the fundamental properties
of geologic materials."
Use of the 3-5 and 17-25 _m regions
Not much work has been reported which attempts to use the 3-5 _m region
for spectral remote sensing of the earth's surface. Referring to Fig. 2, one
sees that there is good atmospheric transmission between about 3 and 4.2 _m
and then again from 4.5 to 5 _m, and data from this wavelength region have
been used for determination of the surface temperature. Laboratory spectral
data, in this wavelength region, however, show a paucity of diagnostic spec-
tral features of rocks and minerals. There is a very strong molecular water
band at 2.94 ;_ which is present in the spectrum of any mineral with adsorbed
water. Hovis claims that there are strong carbonate features near 3.5 and 4.0
_m and that the sulphates and nitrates have a number of strong bands between 3
and 4.5 _m. However, examination of several collections of mineral spectra
shows only a relatively weak carbonate band at about 4.02 _, a few weak
chlorite features between 3 and 4.4 _m, and relatively weak gypsum bands at
4.48 and 4.72 !Jm. Most mineral spectra shown in these collections are com-
pletely featureless from 3 to 5 _m. Hydrocarbons and vegetation may have
important spectral bands in these wavelengths but little data is available in
the literature. Perhaps, therefore, laboratory studies directly explicited
toward the feasibility of using this spectral region for geologic remote sens-
ing, are warranted.
This spectral region is further complicated by overlap with the reflected
solar radiation which must be taken into consideration at the shorter wave-
lengths. The exact wavelengths where both sources of radiation must be con-
sidered will vary with the amount of incoming solar radiation (dependent
primarily on solar angle) and amount of emitted radiation from the surface
(dependent primarily on surface temperature).
m
In the 17-25 _m region, numerous diagnostic spectral features exist.
Feldspars have extremely characteristic stretching bands between 15 and
20 _m. Mafic minerals also have stretching bands in this region. Above 20_m
deformation and bending modes for numerous minerals exist. However, the in-
tensity of emitted radiation in these wavelengths is low (see Fig. I) and the
atmospheric transmission is very poor (less than 10%) (Fig. 2).It appears that
the 17-25 _m region of the middle infrared does not hold much promise for
geologic remote sensing in the immediate future, until and unless more sensi-
tive sensors become available.
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Flgure Captlons
i. Black body emission for various temperatures.
2. Atmospheric transmission.
3. Midinfrared transmission spectra of some silicate minerals.
4. Midinfrared transmission spectra of some non-sillcate minerals.
5. _he location of features and the types of vibrations that produce the
spectral signatures of silicates in the midinfrared.
6. Midinfrared transmission spectra of a few common rocks.
7. Midinfrared field emission spectra.
8. Quartzite (left) and clay (right) transmission and emission spectra. E-IO
is quartzite; E-29 is a quartzite rock with a heavy iron stain; E-38, a
silicified rock containing halloysite and quartz; E-55, B-clay altered
from latite; E-63, opalized quartz.
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INTRODUCTION
Infrared spectroradiometer survey results from recent
flights over the Marysvale, Utah, district show that hydro-
thermal alteration mineralogy can be mapped using very rapid
and effective airborne techniques. The airborne spectroradio-
meter system is able to detect alteration mineral absorption
band intensities in the infrared spectral region with very
high sensitivity. The higher resolution spectral features
and spectral differences characteristic of the various clay
and carbonate minerals are also readily identified by the airborne
infrared instrument allowing the mineralogy to be mapped as
well as the mineralization intensity.
The Marysvale survey shows very conclusively that high
spectral and radiometric resolution systems can perform mineral
exploration and mapping functions that have not been possible
by any other means. The airborne survey methods acquire much
more and comprehensive data than can be obtained by ground
sampling and mapping techniques, and the mapping can be ac-
complished in a matter of days. As an exploration technique,
the airborne infrared spectroradiometer is the most sensitive
system available. For mapping and developing known mineral
properties, the airborne application can save considerable
time and expense.
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Previous flights by the newly developed infrared
spectroradiometer system were designed for quick recon-
naissance of several scattered sites in western Neavada
(Collins, Chang and Kuo, 1981). These flights were very
successful in showing the 2.0 to 2.5 micron infrared spectral
properties of various hydrothermally altered sites and
other sites of unaltered clay and carbonate lithologies.
The present survey over Marysvale marks the first time that
a detailed grid survey has been flown over a mineral site
using a high spectral resolution infrared system. The present
results show that airborne surveys in rectangular grid pat-
terns will provide very good coverage and allow accurate
mapping of geologic terrain.
The Marysvale site was flown on October 9, 1981 in a
grid pattern as shown in Figure i. The flight traverse
pattern in this case was designed to cover earlier ground
traverses by the U.S. Geological Survey. The aircraft was
flown at 2000 feet above the terrain and at ii0 miles per
hour.
The airborne sFectroradiometer acquired data in two spectral
windows. In the visible and near IR the instrument acquired 512
channels of data in the 350nm to 1.0nm region at 1.3nm bandwidth
in each channel. The infrared data wasacquired in 64 channels
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between 2.0 micron and 2.5 micron. The bandwidth is 8nm in the
infrared region. The data are acquired in 20 meter square
fields of view in a contiguous sequence along the ground
track. Storage is on digital tape. The data are calibrated
in radiance received at the front aperture. Data proces-
sing and analysis are done on the computer.
Survey Site
The Marysvale district is in south western Utah. It is
one of the major volcanic centers that surround the Colorado
Plateau. The exposed rocks are mostly oligocene to miocene
volcanic flows and tuffs with some quartz monzonite and
granite intrusions (Kerr, 1968). Hydrothermal alteration
has resulted in heavy alunite mineralization with surrounding
kaolinite and montmorillonite. Metalic mineralization is gold,
silver, base metals, uranium, and molybdenum.
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ALTERATION AND MINERALOGIC MAPPING
The alteration in the Marysvale region has been mapped
both for mineralization intensity and mineral type. The in-
tensity is measured with respect to the total absorption
intensity in the mineral bands. This absorption intensity
can be measured in several ways such as by taking the ratio
of bands inside and outside the absorption feature, or by
integrating the energy within the absorption band window.
These techniques have the disadvantage that, in data taken
over natural terrain, there are many spectral and intensity
variations that are not related to the mineral bands.
The Marysvale data were analyzed using techniques specially
developed for high spectral resolution aircraft data. Spectral
variations in the data are recognized using a "waveform
analysis" technique in which the spectral curves for each field-
of-view measurement in the radiance/wavelength domain are trans-
formed into a series of polynomial terms using the Chebyshev
method. The appearance of various absorption features in the
data along the aircraft traverses is seen as a change in the
polynomial terms. This technique has proven more _eliable
and noise free than other analysis methods.
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The results of the mineralization intensity analysis
are mapped on the aerial photo mosaic in Figure i. The
mineralization intensity along each aircraft traverse is
mapped in color with yellow and red the most intensly altered
areas, as measured by the strength of the mineral bands.
The areas mapped in orange show moderately strong absorption
features. The areas mapped in brown have weak but still very
obvious mineral features. The areas mapped in blue show no
mineral features or very weak ones. These areas are considered
background.
The mapping results show four hydrothermal cells in the
survey area. The outer contours enclose the zone of weak to
moderate mineralization as mapped in brown and orange. The
inner contours with cross hatching mark the more intensly
altered areas mapped in yellow, red, and orange. The more
intensly altered zones in each cell are well defined areas
within the larger zones of alteration. The mapping results also
show that the alteration within each site is quite pervasive.
Alteration Intensity Analysis
The waveform analysis results used to determine the mineral
absorption band intensities are shown in Figure 2. These data
are from aircraft traverse 5 (Figure I), which runs north-south
through the largest alteration cell in the center of the survey
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PHOTO-MAP INDEX
ALTERATION INTENSITY MAP
MARYSVALE_ UTAH
COLOR PATTERN EXPLANATION
YELLOW _ Very Strong Clay
Alteration
Strong Clay AlterationRED
__ Moderate Clay Alteration
ORANGE
I I Weak Clay Altaration
BROWN
BLUE No Clay Alteration
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Figure 2. Waveform and mineral analysis along traverse 5. The upper
waveform analysis results quantify the clay absorption
intenstity along the traverse, with the most intense zone
near measurement 120. The lower curve shows the spectral
position of the clay feature, which can indicate the dif-
ference between kaolinite and alunite.
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area. The traverse is about four miles long; running from
the top of the survey site, through the alteration zone for
about two miles, and through background areas of no alteration
for the last two miles.
The data in Figure 2 are from 360 measurements taken in
sequence along the aircraft traverse each measurement is a 64
channel infrared spectrum of the type shown in Figure 3. Each
measurement is made up of the integrated energy, in radiance,
reflected from a 20 meter square field-of-view. Waveform
functions 5/1 and 3/2 are sensitive to the clay absorption bands.
Function 3/2 is used mainly to measure the clay band intensity,
while function 5/1 is an indicator of carbonate versus clay
features. The 5/1 function when low indicates clay absorption
in the 2.15 to 2.2 micron region.
The waveform function 3/2 is very sensitive to the inten-
sity of the clay absorption features. Higher values indicate
more intense absorption. The values of waveform function 3/2
show moderate to weak clay mineralization between measurements
one and 70 in Figure 2. This area is mapped in orange and brown
for the first 3/4 of a mile of traverse 5 on Figure i. Between
measurement 70 and 115, the function 3/2 values are low indicat-
ing no alteration. This area is mapped in blue.
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RIRCRRFT
INFRRRED SPECTRR
MRRYSVRLE TRRVERSE-5
Spectral measurements along traverse 5. The numbers in the lower right
corner identify the measurement number. These numbers correlate with
the.x-axis scale in Figure 2. The spectra show the differences in
alteration intensity and mineral species.
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From measurement 115 to 180, the waveform results indicate
strong alteration. This section of traverse 5 is mapped in red
and orange. After measurement 180 the data show no alteration
minerals along the traverse. This "background" area haswave-
form function 3/2 values well below those over the altered zone.
Spectral Data
Eventually the computer analysis will also include pattern
recognition of various mineral spectra based on a stored library
of reference curves. This technique, however, will require an
extensive data base of known curves, which is now being as-
sembled from the survey data. At present the analysis of air-
craft infrared data includes visual inspection.
Selected infrared spectral curves from traverse 5 are shown
in Figure 3. The spectra are measured in 64 channels between
2.0 and 2.5 microns. The numbers in the lower right corner of
each diagram indicate the measurement number along the flight
path. In Figure 3 the spectra are from measurements 20, 66,
130, and 160 along the traverse. These numbers can be related
back to the flight line measurement in Figure 2 and to the
mapping in Figure i.
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The two spectra labeled weak alunite and weak kaolinite
are from the beginning section of traverse 5, which is mapped
in brown and orange in Figure i. This is the northern section
of the hydrothermal cell where the alteration appears weaker.
The mineral bands, as can be seen in Figure 3, are less intense
in this zone of the alteration cell. The spectra from measure-
ments 130 and 160 show strong absorption features between 2.15
and 2.20 microns. These measurements are from the zone in
Figure 2 with high waveform function 3/2 values and low function
5/1 values. The spectra are from the areas mapped in red in
Figure i, and where the traverse crosses the strongly altered
zone in the southern part of the hydrothermal cell.
Mineral Mapping
Identification of mineral species can be accomplished
using infrared spectral data providing that the instrument
spectral resolution is sufficient to resolve the spectral features
that distinquish the various minerals. The 8nm band width of
the airborne system is quite adequate to allow mineral identifi-
cation. This identification at present is being accomplished
by comparison of the airborne results with known laboratory
measurements (for example Hunt, 1979) andwith airborne surveys
over known terrain (for example Collins, Chang, Kuo, 1981).
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PHOTO-MAP INDEX
MARYSVALE_ UTAH
MINERAL MAP
COLOR PATTERN EXPLANATION
YELLOW V//_ Alunite
RED _ Kaolinite
ORANGE I I' Mixed Alunite
and Kaolinite
CHERRY RED _ Montmorillonite
BLUE ' _I Clay plus Gypsum
GREEN I' J Alunite/Kaolinite
plus Gypsum •
VIOLET Kaolinite/Montmorillonite
plus Jarosite?
BROWN __' Kao linite/Montmoril lonite
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Figure 4. Mineral map of Marysvale, Utah. The various hydrothermal alteration minerals
are mapped in each of the four cells.
The results of the mineral identification and mapping are
shown in the map overlay of Figure 4. The mineral mapping was
done only within the hydrothermal cells. The mainhydrothermal
mineralogy of alunite, kaolinite, and montmorillonite occurs in
a very interesting pattern that is well defined by the infrared
spectral mapping.
The alunitic zones are mapped in yellow with single cross
hatched pattern, and the kaolinitic zones are mapped in red with
single cross hatching pattern. The montmorillonite zones are
mapped in cherry red with double cross hatching. Some smaller
areas that contain other minerals as well are mapped in other
colors and patterns, as explained in the index for Figure 4.
The other minerals appear to be gypsum and possible jarosite
or chlorite. Ground measurements and sampling are required to
establish this mineralogy.
The alunite and kaolinite infrared spectral properties
can be seen in the spectra of Figure 3 from traverse 5. The
kaolinite clays have a well defined doublet absorption band
with the minimum at 2.2 microns and a shoulder feature at 2.17
microns. The alunite band has a strong minimum at 2.1 to 2.18
microns and is generally broader than the kaolinite band. The
variations in the position of the absorption minima along traverse
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5 are shown in the lower diagram of Figure 2. The _pper hori-
zontal line through the wavelength value of 2.20 microns, and
labeled kaolinitic, marks the wavelength position of the kao-
linite minimum. The lower horizontal line through 2.18 microns
marks the approximate limit of the minimum shift in alunite
spectra. The mineral determination is done within the limits
of significant alteration intensity as indicated by the wave-
form function 3/2 values (vertical boundary lines). The data
in Figure 2 have been smoothed in the flight direction. This
brings out the general trend in alteration. The point-to-point
variation in mineralogy is greater than is indicated by the
curves in Figure 2. The finer variations would be useful in
mapping specific sites on a much more expanded scale.
The mineralization in the two larger, eastern, cells occurs
in a well defined pattern of three alunite "core zones" with outer
zones of kaolinite. Two of the alunite zones fall within the
zones mapped as intense alteration in Figure 1. The largest
alunite zone occurs in the northern section of the larger central
cell. The mineralization appears less intense in this area.
In summary the two eastern hydrothermal cells show a more or
less central zone of intense alteration with alunite zones co-
inciding with the more intense mineralization. A third zone of
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alunite does not correllate with the most intense alteration.
The two eastern cells are current molylbdenum prospects.
The two western cells show a different mineralogy; which
is dominantly montmorillonite, or a similar clay. This pre-
liminary classification of montmorillonite from the spectral
data requires ground sampling for initial correllation of infra-
red spectral properties as measured from the air. The spectral
data are shown in the following section. The pattern of distrir
bution of montmorillonite indicates that the western cells, at
the surface level, are zones of lower temperature alteration.
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INFRARED SPECTRAL DATA
Inspection of the infrared spectral data shows conclusively
that there are very distinct and consistent differences in the
high spectral resolution features of the alteration minerals.
The following data show these spectral features of the Marysvale
site. Many additional and distinctive spectral properties have
been observed over other sites (Collins, Chang, Kuo, 1981).
These results from the airborne infrared spectroradiometer
surveys indicate that a wide variety of information is available
in applying this survey technique.
The spectral curves from traverse G are shown in Figures
5, 6, and 7. The spectra in Figure 5 are from the first 40
measurements where the traverse crosses the medium to strongly
altered zone of kaolinite and alunite on the east edge of the
eastern hydrothermal cell.
The spectra in Figures 6 and 7 are from traverse G across
the central hydrothermal cell. The traverse is broken because
of the offset in the photo mosaic. Traverse G is the straight
east/west traverse that begins as the second traverse up from the
southeast corner of the hydrothermal cell. The lower traverse
crosses G near traverse 5. Traverse G extends the farthest west
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Figure 6. Spectra from traverse G where it corsses strong alunite and kaolinite
mineralization in the central hydrothermal cell. Spectra labeled
strong doublet appear to be a mixture of kaolinite and alunite. These
areas are mapped in orange on the mineral map.
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Figure 7. Spectra from the intensly altered zone of the central hydrothermal cell.
The kaolinite and alunite bands are strongest in this zone. In addition
to the minimum shift in the alunite band, there is a widening of the
shoulder between 2.10 and 2.15 microns.
and is the southern most traverse at the southwestern corner
of the hydr0thermal cell.
The spectra in Figure 6 show a predominant strong doublet
of mixed kaolinite and alunite. This area is mapped in orange
(Fi& :e 4) at the southeast edge of the hydrothermal cell.
The traverse then passes into an area of strong kaolinite map-
ped in red. A spectrum from this zone is shown in Figure 6,
measurement 140.
Traverse G crosses the eastern side of the intensly altered
alunite Zone (Figure 4) in the area of measurements 175 and
180. These spectra are shown in Figure 7. Near measurements
200 and 204, (Figure 7), the traverse crosses one of the zones
in which the kaolinite bands are noticeably more intense than
in other kaolinitic zones. These areas are mapped in yellow
in Figure i.
The infrared spectral features of the other traverses through
the two large eastern cells are very consistent and similar to
the spectral features shown for traverse G.
Outside of the two eastern cells, the spectral properties
change markedly. The spectra in Figure 8 are from the background
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Figure 8. Spectra from the first half of traverse 9, which crosses background
terrain of no alteration. The spectra show mostly very weak 2.2
micron clay bands.
area in the southern half of traverse 9. This area is mapped
in blue in Figure i. The spectral features in these areas
are predominantly very weak clay bands. Spectrum 90 shows a
strong shoulder at 2.25 microns and no clay bands.
The spectra in Figures 9 through 12 show a very different
alteration pattern and mineralogy. These data are from the
two smaller western hydrothermal cells. The mineralogy in these
cells is very mixed, but mostly a clay mineral with a strong
2.21 feature that appears to be montmorillonite. The spectra
in Figure 9 are from traverse ii along the eastern section
across the smaller alteration cell. The spectra show a mineral
with strong absorption at 2.25 to 2.3 microns. Jarosite has a
strong band in this region (Hunt, 1979) Ground measurements
and sampling are required, however, to establish the correlation.
This zone also shows some strong kaolinite (spectrum 18). Spec-
trum 21 shows the strong 2.21 micron feature of montmorillonite.
In this spectrum the long wavelength shoulder is suppressed and
there are weak features at 2.25 and 2.35 microns. This appears
to be gypsum mineral mixed with the clay. Stronger gypsum can
be seen in Figure 12. Figure 10 shows measurements along traverse
9 where it crosses traverse 10 at measurements 176 and 177. In
this area there appears to be mixed strong jarosite and strong
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Figure 9. Spectra from the section of traverse 11 where
smaller of the two western alteration cells.
very mixed mineralogy.
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Figure 10. Spectra from traverse 9 where it crosses the smaller western
alteration cell. Spectra 176 and 177 are from the area where
this traverse crosses traverse 11. The spectra are similar
to spectra 14 and 15 in Figure 9.
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Figure 11. Spectra from the western section of traverse 11 where it crosses
the western most alteration cell. The mineralogy appears to be
uniformly montmorillonite clay.
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Figure 12. Spectra from the western section of traverse 11 where it crosses
the western most alteration cell at the northern end. The
mineralization appears to be uniformly montmorillonite clay with
a mixture of gypsum.
montmorillonite. The smaller cell is characterized by a very
mixed mineralogy including the montmorillonite clay and the
"jarosite" mineral with the strong 2.25 to 2.30 micron bands.
Traverse ii continues to the west where it crosses the
center part of the western most alteration cell in the area of
Big Rock Candy Mountain. This section is mapped as solid
cherry red in Figure 4. Typical spectra from this section of
traverse ii are shown in Figure" ii. The spectra show medium
to strong 2.21 micron montmorillonite bands. The alteration
intensity in this section is mapped as alternating medium to
strong intensity in Figure i. Spectrum 146 in Figure ii shows
the typical background signal where the traverse crosses out of
the alteration zone.
Traverse 12 crosses the northern edge of the western most
alteration cell. The spectra in Figure 12 show again quite
uniform montmorillonite with some mixed gypsum. The northern
half of this alteration cell is distinctive in showing uniformly
medium to strong montmorillonite alteration.
The spectra in Figures 13 and 14 are from traverse 10(B)
tcross the southern section of the western most alteration cell.
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Figure 13. Spectra from the southern section of the western most alteration
cell. The mineralogy in this zone is distinctly kaolinite with
a mixture of the "jarosite like" mineral.
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Figure 14. Spectra from the southern section of the western most alteration cell.
The mineralogy is distinctly kaolinite with some alunite. A mixture
of gypsum is present in some of the kaolinite areas.
This zone of the cell is distinctly different from the northern
zone. There is no montmorillonite mineralization. The mineral-
ization is predominantly very strong kaolinite with some very
strong alunite. The gypsum and "jarosite like" spectral features
are superimposed on some of the kaolinite spectra. The southern
part of the cell, then, is a zone of kaolinite/alunite mineral-
ization similar to the two eastern zones with the exception of
gypsum and the "jarosite like" mineral mixture.
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CONCLUSION
The airborne infrared spectroradiometer, at 8nm spectral
bandwidth, functions very effectively in mapping the intensity
and species of minerals with bands in the 2.0 to 2.5 micron
region. The 8nm bandwidth is a critical factor in this ap-
plication because it is near the lower limit of the natural
bandwidths of the mineral features. With less spectral reso-
lution, the capacity to identify specific minerals would
rapidly disappear. Survey tests at 16nm bandwidth show that
much of the resolution is already lost. At 8nm bandwidth, how-
ever, we achieve an optimum spectral resolution of the infrared
mineral bands with still wide enough bandwidths to also achieve
very good signal to noise ratio.
The survey over Marysvale shows that detailed airborne
mineral mapping can be achieved repidly over large areas. This
type of mapping has been very difficult in the past using ground
techniques. The airborne technique can substantially improve
exploration effectiveness and reduce the costs and time involved
in initial site evaluation and development.
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EFFECTS OF SPATIAL RESOLUTIO_'T
Michael Abrams, JPL
I. Introduction
Studies of the effects of spatial resolution on extraction of geologic
information are woefully lacking. This writer was unable to find even a
single systematic, quantitative study bearing on this problem, though there
has been a never-ending hue and cry for better spatial resolution. Figures of
10-30 m are often mentioned, with little substantive evidence to support these
demands. However, pieces of various reports do have bearing on this subject,
and they will be discussed as appropriate.
Spatial resolution effects can be examined as they influence two general
categories: detection of spatial features per se; and the effects of IFOV on
the definition of spectral signatures and on general mapping abilities.
II. Detection of Spatial Features
Mapping of lineaments and curvilinear features from remote sensing images
has been one of the most widely pursued uses of these data. Lineaments can be
manifestations of faults, fractures, and joints which may be of geologic
significance. Or they may be caused by fortuitous topographic alignments or
by a wide range of culturally-related phenomena, such as roads, fence lines,
etc.
Lambert and others (1975) examined detectability of lineaments on Landsat
images (80 m resolution), Skylab SI90A photography ( 40 m resolution) and
Skylab SI90B photography (~20 m resolution) for the area of Alice Springs,
Australia, and compared these to faults shown on a 1:250,000 scale geological
map (Table I).
Table i. Number of faults identified
Source >10km <lOkm Total
Map 26 39 65
Landsat 48 26 74
SI90A 48 4 52
SI90B 72 71 143
Two to three times as many faults were identified from the 20 m data compared
to the 40 or 80 m data. Similar results have been reported by other investi-
gators •
The two features which are improved by better spatial resolution are:
i) detection of short lineaments, which may represent joint systems. Landsat
data at 80 m do not have the necessary resolution to detect any but the
grossest Joint patterns; 2) fine structure of large lineaments which have
.
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co,np!ex surface expression. Again, Landsat is inadequate for detectin_ these
features. The Landsat Follow-on Working Group (Billingsley and others, 1976)
concluded that the 30 m resolution of Landsat-D would provide a large improve-
ment in the ability to map lineaments.
Mapping of geomorphic features is another area where spatial resolution
is a critical factor. Billingsley and others (1976, p. 111-17) reported that
the threefold increase in resolution of Landsat-D compared to Landsats I, 2
and 3 would "significantly improve the capability to map glacial (individual
drumlins, isette lakes, eskers), fluvial (drainage boundaries, meanders,
terraces, fans), desert (dune types) and permafrost (pingoes, polygonal
ground) features, which • are marginally observable or below the limits of
detection on earlier Landsat imagery."
III. Definition of Spectral Signatures and Mapping Abilities
Measurement of spectral reflectance characteristics is accomplished at
widely varying scales, ranging from laboratory analyses of i cm 2 powders or
chips, to km size areas from orbital scanners. Conel (1982) examined the
effects of spatial resolution at three different IFOV's: 1 cm2, 200 cm2, and
225 m 2. Spectral reflectance curves for a variety of rock types in the 0.45
to 2.45 _m region are shown in Figures i and 2. Figure i depicts hemispher-
ical reflectance curves obtained in the laboratory for 1 cm 2 samples using a
Beckman UV 5240 Spectrophotometer. Figure 2 depicts: a) the upper and lower
range of Portable Field Reflectance Spectrometer (PFRS) in situ measure-
ments. These spectra are normalized bi-directional reflectance measurements
of a 200 cm 2 area on the ground; and b) image spectra from the NS-001 Thematic
Mapper Simulator. These data •were calibrated to reflectance using ground
control measurements; the IFOV of the instrument is about 15 m (225 m 2
area). The laboratory measurements display sharp, well-defined absorption
features characteristic of the samples" mineralogical composition. Cutler
unbleached (#i), for example, has bands at 0.9, 1.4, 1.9, 2.2 and 2.35 _m due
to the presence of ferric iron, water, water, kaolinite, and carbonate
respectively (confirmed by X-ray analyses). Besides the absorption features,
the general shapes of the curves and overall brightnesses provide diagnostic
information relating to composition.
Field acquired reflectance data for these same materials reveal several
effects of increasing the IFOV of the measurement. The most obvious effect is
the inclusion in the 200 cm 2 IFOV of a wider variety of materials than is
represented by a tiny laboratory sample. In addition to rock materials, such
materials as soil and vegetation contribute their spectral properties to the
measured spectrum. Only rarely do the two measuring systems observe the same
materials. A major effect is to reduce the intensity of absorption bands in
many cases. There is a fair similarity between the Beckman and PFRS spectra
for Wingate, bleached; Kayenta; and Upper Chinle Sandstone. Cutler Formation
PFRS represents samples of both bleached and unbleached Beckman samples; Moss
Back MBR, Chinle PFRS curves include the three types of Beckman Moss Back
samples. PFRS curves show absorption bands at 2.35, 2.2, 0.9, and 0.65 _m.
All of these features are seen in the Beckman curves, though not all are
present in any individual curve. The effect of increasing the IFOV is to
average and include a greater diversity of materials. In the PFRS curve for
Navajo Sandstone, the 2.2 _m band is not visible; the area sampled in the
field included some dry vegetation and soll which tend to mask this feature.
Increasing the resolution one step further is crudely shown by the
aircraft scanner image spectra on Figure 2. For most of the rock ty?es, the
Image spectra fall within the range of PFRS values. The Cutler formation
shows the effects of the inclusion of a significant vegetation component in
the spectral signature - albedo is depressed and falls below the range of PFRS
measurements, which excluded piEon-juniper prevalent on this rock type. Again
the same types of effects are seen going from the ground (20 cm 2) to aircraft
(225 m 2) as from laboratory (I cm 2) to the ground. More heterogeneous
materials are included in the field of view, contributing a mixture of spec- s
tral signatures to the reflectance measurements.
Mapping capability is probably the bottom line for remote sensing.
Landsat data with 80 m IFOV are usable to produce maps equivalent to 1:250,000
geological maps. Landsat-D resolution (30 m) is expected to allow mapping at
i:I00,000 scale (Billingsley and others, 1976). Systematic studies of reso-
lution for mapping are scarce. Vincent of GeoSpectra Corp. used 7.5 m IFOV
aircraft scanner data to produce spatial resolution simulations of different
IFOV°s. An area near Knoxville, Tennessee was overflown, and false color
infrared composites were produced. Figure 3 shows: (i) quick-look 7.5 m data,
(2)10 m, (3) 20 m, (4) 30 m, (5) 40m, and (6) 80 m simulations. It is
instructive to examine the appearance of small roads, houses, fields, and
treed areas as a function of spatial resolution. At I0 m they are all
visible. At 20 m, there is little loss of detail. At 30 m, small streets are
less clear, individual houses can no longer be resolved; fields and treed
areas are still distinct and boundaries between them are still detectable. At
40 m only the larger streets are detectable; houses are unrecogizable; field
boundaries are starting to break down, though some are visible. At 80 m,
individual fields are no longer detectable; only the largest roads and
building complexes are discernible.
Abrams and Brown (1982) compared Landsat data to high resolution aircraft
scanner data over the Silver Bell copper deposit in Arizona; the scanner data
were acquired at 12 m resolution, and were then degraded via computer proces-
sing to 20 m and 80 m resolution. Figure 4 shows the same strip of area for:
(i) 12 m scanner ratio composite data, (b) 30 m degradation, (c) 80 m degrada-
tion, (d) Landsat 80 m false color infrared composite, and (e) Landsat ratio
composite. At 12 m resolution, small drainages, cross-cutting dikes and roads
on the dump are visible. At 30 m these features are barely visible; and by
80 m, they are indistinguishable. The detail visible on the degraded 80 m
resolution aircraft scanner image is the same as on the Landsat image.
At about 1:125,000 scale, the 80 m data appears grainy, as the individual
pixels are about 0.5 mm in size. At 1:50,000 scale, the pixels are about
1.5 mm each, and the images start to become unusable due to the appearance of
grain due to the large pixel size.
The 30 m data at 1:50,000 scale is similar in appearance to the 80 m data
at 1:125,000 scale: the pixels are starting to be discernible. At higher
enlargements, no additional information is visible; the pixels merely get
larger.
This little exercise, perhaps provides some quantitative feel for the
useful scale of various resolutions; i.e., digital data can be displayed at a
sacle of 1500 X the IFOV in meters. With sophisticated image processing, this
can probably be increased by a factor of 2.
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IV. Recommendations for Future _#ork•
It is obvious that there is a crying need for detailed, systematic
studies of effects of spatial resolution on information extraction. These
studies should be cond6cted over a wide variety of geological terrains, and
examine a range of problems. The field of geology encompasses many subdisci-
plines, each of which has its own requirements for the scale of information
necessary to address key problems. Global or continental tectonics needs data
at scales on the order of l:lOxl06. Geological mapping is done at various
scales, from 1:250,000 to 1:2,000. Resolution requirements are grossly dif-
ferent: 50-100 m may be adequate for small scale mapping; ~I m resolution for
detailed mapping. Therefore, the requirements are to a large extent problem
or site specific. Nevertheless, detailed studies of the effect of decreasing
resolution on information content should be done.
Similarly, the effects of resolution on spectral signatures should be
systematically studied. One experiment would be to examine a heterogeneous
area, measuring spectral reflectance at increasingly larger FOV's (Perhaps
using the PFRS in a helicopter). Characterizing the resulting mixed signa-
tures and developing satisfactory methods for estimating components would be
fruitful.
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EFFECT OF ALUMINUM SUBSTITUTION ON THE
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INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial remote sensing makes extensive use of multispectral
imagery. Geologic units or terrains frequently are found to be
delineated in false color representationsor band ratio images.
Generally, ground truth is required to identify dominant minerals and
rock types in a particular unit. In some cases, regional rock types are
known, and spectral units can be correlatedwith known spectra from
laboratory experiments.
Iron oxides and oxyhydroxides are a class of minerals important in
remote sensing applications. Spectra of supposedly pure iron oxides and
oxyhydroxides are prevalent in the literature, although usually the
compounds studied are not well-characterizedas to chemical purity,
particle size and shape, and other factors which may affect their
spectral behavior. In addition to pure compounds, it is also important
to know the extent impurity-ion substitution in these minerals affects
their spectral properties. In the natural environment, aluminum
substitution for ferric iron is likely to occur. Summer and Buckingham
(1981) report that the near-IR crystal field band of hematite and
geothite shifts to longer wavelengths with aluminum substitution. On
the other hand, Evans and Adams (1980) concluded that aluminum content
does not have a significant effect on the reflectance spectra of
synthetic gels containing ferric iron and aluminum. We report here some
results of our study of the changes in the spectral properties of
hematite due to aluminum substitution.
EXPERIMENTAL
Our approach was toconduct parallel synthesis of hematite and
aluminous hematite under nominally the same conditions so that in as
much as possible, aluminum content was the only variant in the starting
materials and procedures. Briefly, two solutions were prepared from
iron and aluminum sulfate salts; one had Al/Fe = 0 and the other AI/Fe =
0.25. Addition of excess base caused a precipitate to form. After
repeated washings with neutral water, they were hydrolyzed in neutral
water at _100 C. The precipitateswer_ again washed, then dried in
air, and finally heated in air at N560 C.
The diffuse reflectance spectra were recorded on a Cary-14
configured with a 9-inch diameter integrating sphere.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The diffuse reflectance spectra of the two powders are shown in the
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figure for the region between 0.35 and 1.20)xm; they are labeled
according to the Al/Fe ratio. They are very different in their spectral
signatures; visually, the Al/Fe = 0 powder is a very dark red while the
Al/Fe = 0.25 powder is tan. The spectral features for the Al/Fe = 0
powder correspond to those for hematite, and X-ray diffraction confirms
this phase. The near-IR based minimum for the Al/Fe = 0.25 powder is
shifted longward by about 0.02,_m and is much more shallow; this powder
is amorphous to X-rays so we cannot confirm the phase by this method.
The longward shift of the band minimum is in agreement with Sommer and
Buckingham (1981). The AI/Fe = 0.25 powder is considerably more
reflective shortward of N 0.55Au_where the AI/Fe = 0 powder is very
strongly absorbing. This is important since the visible slope and the
red shoulder are often used in the construction of false color and band
ratio images.
In conclusion, our studies confirm the findings of Sommer and
Buckingham (1981) that the reflectance spectrum of hematite can be
modified (very strongly for our case) by aluminum substitution. Thus,
the aluminum content of target media should also be considered as a
variable in the interpretationof their spectral properties.
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VISIBLE AND NEAR-IR SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE OF GEOLUGICALLY IMPORTANT MATERIALS
A SHORT REVIEW.
Robert B. Singer
Planetary Geosciences
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics
_.._25 Correa Rd.
.-tc_ r..._tu, HI 98022
INTRODUCTION ttnrough oriented crystals. The reiation-
ships among data taken in these various
A number of extensive surveys of the ways are not totally understood, and must
reflectance properties of geologically be considered for each applieaton.
interesting materials exist in the litera-
ture. The purpose of this paper is to pro-
vide a short review and to serve as a SOURCES OF SPECTRALFEATURES
resource for readers interested in further
details. Excellent review papers have been I) Charge Transfers and Conduction Bands.
_ritf.en by Adams (1975) and Hunt (1977).
A library of reflectance spectra of many A charge-transfer feature is generated
phases was published in a series of papers when incident radiation is of the proper
by Hur:t and Salisbury (1970,1971) and energy (wavelength) to cause an electron
_unt eta!. (1971, 1973a, b,,', 1974). While to hop between neighboring ions. Common
khe utility of these data is somewhat lim- ion pairs include FeS+-_O e- and Fea+-,Fe _+.
it.edby the lack of chemical and/or other Absorption bands of the former are cen-
characterizations of the samples, this tered ku the near_U.V. (relatively high
series of papers prov_.des a good starting energy) and are quite intense, while the
point for more detailed studies. Spectra latter occur between 0.55 and 0.B0 /zm
obtained in the field of plutonic igneous (somewhat lower energies) and are less
rocks bave been published by Blom eft intense (Burns etal.,1976).
at.(1980). Burns (1970) and Burns and
Vaughan (1975) provide detailed discussion For some materials, particularly sam-
of some of the physical mechanisms which [conductors, visible or near-IR photons
control spectral reflectance, have enough energy to boost electrons into
a conduction band, where they are no
A note of caution is appropriate at this longer bound to a specific ion. Sulphur
point: the researchers referenced above and sulphur compounds are examples.
obtained their data using different equip- They have a steep absorption edge in the
ment, Uiumination geometries, and sample visible, with high reflectance at longer
preparations. A discussion of some grain wavelengths (lower energies) and strong
size and geometry effects is provided by absorption at shorter wavelengths (higher
Adams and Feliee (1967). In general the energies).
measurements of Adams are diffuse
reflectance of powders, those of Hunt and 2) Crystal Field Absorptions.
his co-workers are bidirectional
reflectance off powders, those of _Iorn et Crystal field absorptions are intraelec-
eL are bidirectionai reflectance of natural ironic events in which anion electrons are
rock surfaces, and those of Burns are excited into a higher energy orbital by
mainly transmission of polarized light incident radiation. Orbital energy levels
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are modified by electrostatm repulsion Adams (1974) demonstrated a strong
from the surrounding anions. Different empirical relationship between center
crystal stxuctures, with varied cation site position of these two bands and pyroxene
symmetries and catlon-anion distances, composition. Cations occur in pyroxene in
have different "crystal fields" which con- 6-fold coordination with oxy. gen in t_¢o
trol the location, strength, and width of separate mineraiogic sites: a relatively
the absorption bands. Most important undistorted site (MI) and a more highly
crystal-field absorptions are due to ele- distorted site (M2).
ments in the first transition series, most
notably ferrous iron, in somewhat dis- Figure la shows the spectrum of an
torted octahedrai coordination with oxy- orthopyroxene in the hypersthene range,
gen. Many of the Fe z+ crystal field bands Enee (Singer, 1981). The two major bands
are relatively broad and occur near i/_m. are centered near 0.92 and 1.87/zm. The
A detaileddiscussion of mineraiogic appli- Fe2. preferentiallyoccupies the more dis-
cations of crystal fieldtheory is provided torted (and thermodynamically more
by Burns (1970). stable) M2 sites (Burns, 1970). With
increasing iron content in orthopyroxenes
3)VibraUonai_hsorpUons. I.0 ''"I'_"I'"_I''''i_
Stretching and bending vibrations of I [ e "__q
molecular bonds have discrete excitation O._
energies, corresponding to specific Orthopyroxen
wavelengths of radiation. This fundamen- 0
tel mode for most bonds of geologic
interest (SI,AI,Mg to oxygen)occurs at _i li_ll li_i_ -
wavelengths beyond the near-infrared, _D 0.4
with overtone absorptions too weak' to &)
observe in this spectral region. While the _ 0.2
fundamentals for OH (near 2.75 /lm) and _ - "-
Hz0(n ar3and6#m) are alsobeyond this _ I IIII ['r
region,variousovertonesand comUna-U 0.0 _tl,,,,I,,,,I,,,,I,,,,I _
tions can be prominent in the near-IR. ,=_ _
Overtones and combination vibrations of t_ 0._ -- J_
the C-0 bond are also seen in the near-IR _ " Clinopyroxene -
for carbonate mincrais. These various 0.6 --
absorptions will be discussed further in -
theonte_tofspecificminerals.Ane=el- il ,-,,,i
lent discussion of vibrational spectral D.4 __/j_/_
features can be found in Hunt (1977).
DISCUSSIONBY MINERALorouP 0.2
Z_p_esof,'efiecta,_cesp '.ctraof 0.0 ,,',I,,,l,,,I
various mineral groups are presented 0.5 1.0 1.5 Z.0 Z.5
here. Unless otherwise noted, spectra are
of particulate samples observed with a wavelength in /zm
bidirectionalinstrument.
both absorptions shift to longer
1) Pyroxenes wavelengths. The reflectance dropoff from
the red to the U.V.ismost likelycaused by
The Prominent spectral characteristic FEZ.-,0z- charge transfers. The narrow,
of most pyro_-enes isthe oceurance of two weak bands superimposed on this slope
ferrous iron crystal-field absorptions, one are spin-forbidden Fe z+ crystal-field
near 1 /_m and the other near 2 jzm. absorptions.
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The spectrum of a diopsidic-augite eli- provided by Burns (1970_,. With increas-
nopyroxene (Wo41,En51,Fss) is shown Ln Fig- ingly fayalitic composition all three
ure lb (Singer, 1981). The sample con- absorptions shift to sUghtly longer
rains small amounts of Al, ri, and Fe _.. The wavelengths and increase in depth, with a
two prominent crystal-field absorptions larger proportional increase of the should-
are centered near 1.03 and 2.31 #m, con- ers, leading to an overall broadening of the
sistent with the Adams (1974) relationship, absorption envelope, especially on the long
Ctinopyroxenes have cation sites analogous wavelength side (Burns, 1970; Hunt and
to orthopyroxenes, but Caz+ preferentially Salisbury, 1970; Adams, 1975).
fills the more distorted MP. sites, hacreas-
hng the occupancy of the less distorted M1
sites by Fe_+. These changes and the 3) Phylosilicates
modified crystal structure account for the
occurance of clinopyroxene absorptions at The dLstinguishing characteristics of
longerwavelengths than for orthopyroxene layered silicates are relatively sharp,
_;ndcause _ differentdependence of band asymmetric bands in the near-IR caused
location on composition (Burns et el., by structural OH and often molecularHz0.
1972; Adams, 1975). The shallower band As discussed above these are overtones
and combinations of stretching and bend-located near 0.65/zrnisprobably eitheran
Fe_'+-_Fe a+ charge transfer or a-crystal- ing vibrationalmodes which have funda-
field absorption caused by a small amount menials further in the infrared. Absorp-
of chromium, lions near 1.9 #m are due to a combina-
tionofthe H-0-H bend and the asymmetric
2) Olivine 0-H stretch, and are therefore indicative
of adsorbed molecular water. Absorptions
The spectrum of an oli_'inewith compo- in the 1.4 /_m region arise from 0-H
sitionFos_ isshown in Figure 2. The three stretch in molecular water and/or struc-
overlapping Fe=+ crystal-fieldabsorptions, rural OH. Band in the 2.2 - _.4 #m region
located at 0.86,1.06,and 1.33#m, are diag- are attributedto combination overtones of
nestle for this mineral. The weaker side structural OH stretches with lattice
bands appear as shoulders on the more modes, and therefore are dependent on
intense central absorption. Assignments the cation present. For di-octahedralclay
of these components to specificcrystaIio- minerals (At3. bearing) a bax_doccurs near
graphic sites and electronictransitionsis 2._ /_n, with a weaker band frequently
present near 2.3 #m. For trt-oetahedral
minerals (Mg _. bearing) analogous absorp-
1.0 i iltiiit'llli.L ! tionsappear near 2.3 and 2.4#m.
0._ 1 Figure 3a is the spectrum of a
montmorillonite (a di-octahedral smectite
? 0.46 __4 clay). Smectites generally contain a large
0. amount of physically adsorbed molecular
He0 n interlayer ites,and the efore havea prominent bsorp ion ear 1.9/_m. Th
band near 1.4 /_m arises from both this
molecular water and the structural OH in
0 ._ the clay structure. The weaker band near
2.22 pm isdue to the At -OH combination
0.0 I_lJll II Jill I IIIII I IIII mode discussed above. The reflectance
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 f Uo.towards longer wavelengths is the
wing of more intense water absorptions
wavelength in ftm further in the infrared. The very weak
structure and reflectance dropoff ha the
via abe refl olv0t t=0 c 1/27/.82 _.ry near-IR and the visible is due to a few
ir abe refl ely01 t=0 c 1/28/B2 percent ferric iron in this sample.
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The spectrum of a tri-octahedraI smec-
hke "YiLh Fe 3+ substituting for mosL of the 1.0 h)'Oi ili i I i i i i-t ,,, i , il i i_AIs+, known as nontronite, is shown in Fig'
ture 3b. The 114 and 1.9 ]_m bands are the 0._ asame as discussed above. The longerwavelength band is shifted slightly com-pared to the montmorillonite, to 2.3 /zm, 0.6
because of the change in cation in coordi- t-/*'-V _ /'%vx _-
nation with the structural OH. The three 0.4 b'
bands at 0.44, 0.63, and 0.95 /zm are _-
crystal-field absorptions of the ferric iron, 0 2 _"and the steep slope in the visible is caused "
The spectrum of kaolinite, a non-
smectite di-octahedral clay, is shown in 0.8 _ __-
Figure 3c. Like montmorillonite this
mineral has aluminum in octahedral coor- 0,6
dination with oxygen and hydroxyl, but
lacks the interlayer water sites of the _ 0.4
smectites. Accordingly, kaolinite displays
characteristic OH and AI-0H bands near
1.4 and 2.2 ]_m, but lacks a well developed _ 0,2 m
molecular water band near 1.9 pzn. The -_ _ ,
physical adsorption of a small amount ,-* _ , _l_'J-_lll I
molecular water to the fine-grained clay _ - --V _
particles. _ 0
._zgure 3d shows the spectrum of ser- 0 6 _ C
pentine, the tri-octahedral (Mgz. bearing) " -
analog of kaolinite. Like kaolinite it -
displays OH absorptions at near 1.4 and 0.4: --- ---_
beyond 2.2 Izm, but has only a very weak : -
signature of pysically adsorbed water. The 0.2 _
spectrum in the 2._ to 2.5 _zm region is
somewhat complicated, showing at least 0o0 -,I,,,, I,,,, [,,, 1[,,,I[_
three distinct bands; ] have not studied -'i'"'l'"'l'"'l'"'l 1
this sample in great enough detail to pro- -__ _.___,._---..___ -
pose an explanation. O,
Minerals in the mica family generally 0.
show OH absorptions near 2.2 ]zm and t--
beyond, and sometimes alsothe 1.4/zrnOH 0.4: _'-band, although Adams (1975) suggests that
sometimes iron absorptions are intense
enough to mask the 1.4 _m band. The 0,2 _I_'3
molecular water absorption at 1.9 #m is F' I,,,, I,,,,, ':1, [1! I,,,,
absent or very weak. 0.0
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
wavelength in
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4) Amphiboles .-:-_-T-_ .-_._y-.-y-_q_-_ .---_
Amphiboles are hydoxylated double _ _-
i i.itT
chain minerals somewhat analogous to the I ___'__/,o OL,COCLASE[A;o I
pyroxenes (single chain, non- - ,',
hydroxytated). The general shape of the [ _
spectrum is often low in the visible and _1['/'/._.,/"_NUES_E -j
very near-IR due to iron absorptions, with
a dramatic increase in reflectance to a
spectrum peak near 1.8 to 2.0/_m. The 1.4
• °r / \
/am OH band is sometimes visible, i_-" 1 _ °
apparently largely masked by the iron
absorptions. A double or single absorption .. ,_, f .T.._
due to the combination of hydroxyl _ ]
stretching modes and lattice modes is gen- _o [ X_,o SAN,O,N_
-- [tynlhthC]
erally promient at 2.3 to 2.4/_m. This faro- _
ily of minerals has not been studied in
detail by our research group. The reader
is referred to Hunt and Salisbury (1970) _,
and Adams (!975) for examples and more
in-depth discussion. _ ]
5) Feldspars _/ _
L / Fig. S
While pure feldspars are spectrally very [1//]
neutral, naturally occuring samples gen- I/j (erally exhibit spectral features due totrace amounts of Fe_. or Fes., as well as o._ ,.o ,._ _.o 2._
liquidwater inclusions. Generally K-spar wAvELE._r._..,
accepts Fe_+ substitution in aluminum
sites, while plagioclase more readily
aecomodates Fe_-.in calcium sites(Adams, 6) Oxides and Hydroxides
1975). Examples are shown in Figure 5, Iron oxides and hydroxides are ubiqui-
which was copied from Adams (1975). tous on earth and are a major source of
Trace Fez. gives plagioclase a broad color in rocks and soils.A few of the more
absorption in the 1.1 to 1.3 /zm region. common types are reviewed here.
There is an apparent relationship between
the position of this absorption band and Hematite,aFeeOa,(Figure 6a) has Fe "q+
the albite/anorthite ratio of the pla- ions in octahedral coordination with oxy-
gioclase. K-spars tend to show a weak gem Goethite, aFeOOH, (Figure 8b) also
band at 0.88 /_m and a relatively sharp has Fe _. in octahedral coordination,
absorption edge in the visible, both caused although with different site distortions and
by trace Fe s. (Adams, 1975). Because of oxygen ligands (OH-), resulting in a
the great transparency of most feldspars, different crystal field. Common to all
these features are generally masked in reflectance spectra of fine-grained ferric
mixtures with other minerals; the Fe 2+ pla- oxides is strong absorption in the visible
gioclase band is often visible as a weak region coupled with rather high
shoulder on the long-wavelength side of reflectance in the near infrared. The
the i /_m pyroxene band in basaltic asem- greatest contributors to this visible
blages, if there is no olivine present to absorption are a pair of Fe z*-* 02-
hide the feldspar signature, charge-transfers centered in the near I/V
at 0.34 and 0.40 /_m (Loe} er et al.,1974).
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Both l_ematite and goethite display band
:;aturatton at and belo;v 0.4/_m. The long
.vavelength band edge of the charge- I .0 LII I IIII I I ,(J_ill t I"1 '11111.l
_.rans,e,'s extends thro,_gh the visible and _' ' / _"-"_J_:
into the very near infrared. Superimposed 0.8 /on this band edge are spin-forbiddencrystal-field absorptions of Fes*. Depend- 0.6
ing on the re]at.ive positions and strengths Asome of these absorptions appear as _"
shoulders or inflections on other band 0.4
edges. There Is a sharp unresolved doub-
b_t located at 0.53 #m in hematite and 0.45 0.2
.mingoethite.Thelongwavelengthpeel- 0
lion ofthisabsorption in hematite coupled 0. $_ i iILl I I I I I I I I I I I I III I
IIIIIII
with the strong charge transfer lead to a I I I I I I I_,
distinctive fiat [o_ reflectance profile _
throughout most of the visible,accounting _J 0.8 _--_."
for the intense red coloration. Ingoethite _ ___t.his crystal-field absorption occurs at a _ 0._ B
•_hurter wavelength and with less intensity. _
leading to the characteristic yellow to
orange color. A second crystal-field _=_ 0.4
absorption occurs for crystalline ferric
oxides centered near 0.62 to 0.64 pxn. In _ 0._
pure goethite this band is well defined; for
superimposed on the edge of the combined " i''''l'''' [[[ [l[l
bands discussed above. A third crystal-
field band produces a reflectance 0.8 _-- l=i_, 6minimum at wavelengths as short as 0.86 -
!zm for hematite to 0.89 #m or longer for 0.6 _ --_
goethite. - "
Magnetite, Fee04, (Figure 60)is very 0.4 _--
opaque but does exhibit a shallow, broad - C -
_bsorption near I /_Tt and a general 0.2 _--
increase in reflectance with increasing - I . -
wavelength. The l #m band has been attri- 0.0
buted to ferrous iron, while the continuum
optical absorption has been attributed to 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
high rate very intense charge transfers
between Fe 8. and Fe z. (Adams, 1975). The wavelength in /_m
effect of opaque minerals in mixtures with
other minerals will be discussed later.
the strongest absorption occurs at a
7) Carbonates. wavelength of about 2.55 /_m, while the
next strongest is centered near 2.35 /zm.
The spectral properties of carbonates A number of additionalweaker overlones
are discussed in some detailby Hunt and occur at shorter wavelengths. An ongoing
Salisbury (1971). In this spectral region research project in our group isto investi-
the observed absorptions occur longward gate the systematics and uniqueness of
of about 1.6/zm and are overtones or corn- carbonate absorption features. The cai-
binations of various modes of the CO_- cite and dolomite examples presented
ion. As demonstrated by Figure 7a, acal- here, for instance,are distinguishableby
cite spectrum, and Figure 7b, a dolomite, slightdifferencesin the wavelengths of the
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but interpretetionis stillnot straightfor-
1.0 j= - { _ ward. The deconvolution of clay and car-
0. _ emphasis inour current research.
0.6
0.4 _-- _ mXTUaZSOFMmZRALS
L0.2 F i g. 7 _._ Large scale mixing of multiple spectralcomponents, where discrete patches of
!I I_ surface materials are centimeter size °r
I Illl I llll [llll Ill' "' larger, can be accurately treated with a0.0 I'"'l'"'l""l'"'
_ imple addit ve or "checkerboard" model
__ (SingerandMcCord, 1979). However,inti-oflunar
0._ mate mixtures of several mineral com-
ponents produce a net reflectance spec-0.6 trum that is considerably more compli
cated than a simple additive or multiplica-
0.4 tire combination of individual spectral
characteristics. Investigations
- - analog mixtures (pyroxene, plagioclase,
_) 0.2 -- "-: and an opaque) have been published by
:t l,,,, l,,,, l,,,, l,,, l_ Pieters (1973) and Nash and Conel (1974).0.9
l iiililillllllllllll i j- Examples of laboratory mineral combina-_1
- lionsinvolvingtwo pyroxenes and a pyrox-
0._ _" "-_ ene and olivine have been presented byAdams (1974,1975). Some discussion of
qualitative and quantitative analysis of
0._ spectra for mineral mixtures is also pro-
vided by Adams (1974,1975),Gaffey (1976),
recently Singer (1981) presented results
for laboratory mixtures of pyroxenes,
O. 2 olivine, and iron oxides. A few representa-
0.0 I iiii I iii I Iiiii I iiii tive.exampleswillbereviewedhere.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 Figure9 shows the resultsof a seriesof
weight-percent mixtures of the olivine and
wavelength in _m the clinopyroxene discussed earlier in tl_s
paper. The maximum band depth or con-
vibrationalfeatures. Both these samples trast in the spectral reflectance of
show littleabsorpton in the visible,which powders occurs when the grain size is
indicates that they are relativelyfree of about one optical depth (Adams and Fel-
color producing contaminants such as ice, 1987). Here the overallmore opaque
iron. clinopyroxene is closer to that condition
than isthe olivine,and therefore the spec-
Figure 7c is the spectrum of a half- ira of mixtures are dominated by pyrox-
and-half mixture of lqne grained calcite ene characteristics. Because the band
and montmorillonite. Itcan be seen that minima near 1 pm for these two minerals
in thisparticularmixture the clay spectral are close,there isUttlechange in the loca-
features mask most of the carbonate lions of the mixture band minima. The
bands. Mixtures using coarser carbonate shape and width of the total absorption
grains retain the features of both phases, envelope, however, change dramatically as
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G,e olivine sidebands are masked by Theoretical modeling of the spectral
increasing pyroxene content. With pyrox- properties of mineral mixtures has
ene contents of 50Y, and greater the main advanced substantially in thu last year or
indication of olivine is the depression or two. Johnson (1982) has developed a corn-
shoulder centered near 1.3/zm. putational scheme, based on the
reflectance theory published by Hapke
. , .... , . : • • , .... , .... , • (1931), which yields reasonable approxi-
0.8 mations to the measurements of Singer
(1981). At this stage the model works
somewhat better for materials of similar
0.8 extinctioncoefficients,such as olivineand
pyrox_ne, than it does when one com-
e
o.4 ponent is an opaque, such as olivineand
7s% o, magnetite.ine +
0_ Another mixing geometry t.hat is rou=
finely encountered in the field is that of
omo.4 surface weathering or coatings on rocks.
<z _ ,,/ This problem is currently being investi-
I- _ 50% Olivine + gated for application to Mars as well as the
o
m0.: Clinopyroxene e rth. IniLiai work shows that thin coiored,=4
/_ coatings,such as those bearing Fe s+, exhi-ee
,_o.4 / _..,/ bit wavelength dependent transmission
_" _ / and do not completely hide the spectral
o " V characteristics of the underlying rock_0.2i _ss%O_|V_o_yc_xene (Evans et al., 1981: Singer, 198P.). Labora-
__ tory work is now in progress to facititate
too.4 t more quantitative modehng of this
_ reflectance geometry.0.2 100% CIInopyroxene
0.4 / _ 0.8
o.2 Fig. 8 o.7
• t . , , , ! .... ! .... j . . , , I _0.6
0.0 0.5 1.0 _.5 2.0 2.5 <z
WAVELENGTH (/.Lm) I-O
_.o.5
M.
¢U
example of a mixture with an opaque _0.4An
phase isdemonstrated in Figures 9 and 10. Zo , ,
The albedo and spectral contrast of olivine o_" /'_/ o,,,_o._.,._M.o..,,,
islowered drasticallyby admixture ofeven _o.a
o
a sm l amou t of magnetite. However, as
shown in Figure 10. the characteristic o.2
olivine spectral shape is recognizable even rs_ o,,,_..s_,,,,,_,,,
in a half-and-half mixture. This behavior, _ fso_ o_.5-0_,.,,_,t.
which holds for pyroxenes, clays, and o.1 __ ,o0_M._.,..
other phases with diagnostic spectral -" -
features, demonstrates the desirability of 0.0 ...... , ......... , .... , .
high precision and low noise in remotelv 0.5 1.0 _.s 2.0 2.5
sensed data. . WAVELENGTH(Fm)
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PRIORITIES FOIITHE Ft. _:_:;
At presenl laboratory investigationsof
mineral and rock spectral behavior, while REFERENCES
incomplete, outstrip our abilityto make
high quality remote observations in the Adams, J.B., Visible and near-infrared
real world. This is not to say that there diffusereflectancespectra of pyroxenes as
isn't need for continuing laboratory applied to remote sensing of solidobjects
research; ! _-ou!d,however, suggest two in the solar system, J. Geophys. Res., 79,
4329-4336, 1974.
...... i .... i .... i .... i .
1.0 100%Olivine Adams, J.B.,Interpretation of visibleand
near-infrared diffuse reflectance spectra50% Olivine + 50% Magnetite tu
_0., __./_ O.lOz_ of pyroxenes and other rock forming
< minerals, in Infrared and Raman Spec-
oe w troscopy of Lunar and Terreslrial
,._ h Minerals, edited by C. Kerr, Jr., Academic,
tu re
,,=o.4 o.0s _ New York, 91-I 16, 1975.
-> x k4ams, J.B., and A.L. Feline, Spectral
00.2 reflectance 0.4 to 2.0 microns of silicate
,0.on rock powders, J. Geop,%ys. Res., 72 5705-
o.o 'o'.s .... 11o.... 1'.s.... 2'.o.... 2'.s' 5715, 1967.
WAVELENGTH (p.m)
Blom, R.G., M.J. Abrams, and H.G. Adams,
complementary research directions which Spectral reflectance and discrimination of
could over the next few years greatly plutonic rocks in the 0.45 to 2.45 micron
enhance our abilities in geologic remote region, J. Ceophys. Res., _5, 2638-2646,
sensing: 1980.
I) Perhaps the most important labors- Burns, R.G., Mineralogical Applications of
kory research now is to refine our qualita- Urys¢al-Fietd Theory, Cambridge Univer-
tire and especially our quantitative models sity Press, New York, 1970.
of how mineral signatures combine to pro-
duce "real-world" spectral properti.es. Burns, R.G., R.M. Abu-Eid, and F.E. Hug-
This work is essential to the sophisticated gins, Crystal field spectra of lunar pyrox-
capabilities for which we are all striving, enes, Prec. Lunar Sc£ Conf. 3rd, 1, 533-
543, i972.
P.) More on the technological side, we Barns, R.G., and D.J. Vaughan, Polarized
need to refine our remote observing inch- eiectronic spectr_, in Infrared and Raman
niques in terms of more complete spectral Spectroscopy of Lunar and Terrestrial
coverage, higher spectral resolution, Minerals, edited by C. Kerr, Jr.,Academic,
better data precision,and more accurate New York, 39-68,1975.
calibrationand atmospheric correction.
Burns, R.G.,KIM. Parkin, B.M. Loe_ er, I.S.
Lvung, and 1_M. Abu-Eid, Further charac-
terizationof spectralfeatures attributable
to titanium on the moon, Pron. Lunar Sc_
Conf. 7th. 2561-2578, 1976.
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SPATIAL AND SPECTRAL RESOLUTION h_CESSARY _R
REMOTELY SENSED VEGETATION STUDIES
Barrett N. Rock
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
The following is an outline of the required spatial and spectral resolu-
tion needed for accurate vegetation discrimination and mapping studies as well
as for determination of state of health (i.e. detection of stress symptoms) of
actively growing vegetation.
A. Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution required for accurate vegetation discrimination
and mapping is directly related to the complexity of the canopy being stu-
died. A relatively homogeneous canopy (crop plantings, conifer forests con-
sisting of one or two species, etc.) requires less spatial resolution for
accurate mapping than does a more heterogeneous canopy (conlfer/hardwood
mixes, multiple species of hardwoods, etc.) which contains greater scene
variation. The Lost River NASA/Geosat test site in eastern West Virginia
(ridge and valley province of the Appalachians) represents one of the most
complex areas for vegetation discrimination and mapping available in the
United States.
The Lost River test site is heavily forested (approximately 80%), repre-
senting a typical eastern mixed deciduous/evergreen (Oak-Hickory-Pine) cover
type. The non-forested areas of the sites are generally u_der cultivation
(lawns, pastures and field crops such as corn or hay) and thus surface reflec-
tance data are totally dominated by vegetation. The vegetation cover occur-
ring at Lost River is typical of the entire ridge and valley portion of West
Virginia.
As a product of the recently completed NASA/Geosat study, highly accurate
supervised vegetation classifications for the Lost River area have been pro-
duced. A total of seven forest tree classes (species or species associations)
are recognized with approximately 90% accuracy of class assignment. Data used
to produce these images are from Johnson Space Center's NS-001 airborne scan-
ner (Thematic Mapper Simulator), acquired with an instantaneous field of view
(IFOV) of 15 m (ii m resolution over center of the field). A recent over-
flight (October, 1981) has provided NSTL Thematic Mapper Simulator data for
the same area acquired with an IFOV of 30 m. In terms of accuracy of vegeta-
tion discrimination, these data provide a background for assessing the degree
of spatial resolution required for a given level of accuracy.
Degradation of NS-001 Lost River data (15 m IFOV), using a low-pass, 3 x
3 filtering produced data corresponding to that acquired with approximately 45
m resolution. A vegetation classification, produced using these degraded data
and the same training areas used for the 15 m data, proved less than
optimal. Although the produced image was never field checked, considerable
loss of usablelnformation resulted in less precise (i.e. detailed) vegetation
discrimination and mapping than is possible with the 15 m data. Clearly, 15 m
spatial resolution represents an upper limit necessary for accurate analysis
of a heterogeneous vegetation canopy,
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In study of crop type and maturation as well as stress symptoms in.plants
growing over mineralized soils (containing heavy metals such as copper, lead
and zinc), good success (Collins, 1978; Collins et al., 1981) has been
achieved using a 500 channel spectroradiometer with an 18 m IFOV. This spa-
tial resolution allows for detection of the so-called red-shift of .007 to
•010 _m in the chlorophyll absorption band in homogeneous cro_ canopies (this
red shift has been related to metal-lnduced stress).
Based on these results and the degree of accuracypossible in vegetation map-
ping at the Lost River test site, using 15 m resolution, it is my opinion that
an instrument delivering spatial resolution ranging from i0 to 15 m is
required for accurate geobotanlcal study in the future. While improved
spatial resolution may be possible, I am of the opinion that the increased
amount of data made available is likely unnecessary and may in fact create
additional problems related to excessive amounts of data (varying reflectance
data from separate portions of a slngle tree crown, for example) leading to
amplification of scene "noise."
B. Spectral Resolution
Broad-band spectral data (NS-O01) for the Lost River test site are avail-
able for two phenologlc periods; September (near the end of the growing season
for woody species) andOctober (period for fall foliage display, selected to
afford maximum species discrimination data). NS-001 bands 3 (0.63 - 0.69 _m),
4 (0.76 - 0.90 _m), 5 (1.00 - 1.30 _m), 6 (1.55 - 1.75 _m) and 7 (2.08 - 2.35
_m) are the most useful in providing accurate vegetation discrimination and
classification of forest species and species associations using October loll-
age display data.
The analysis of NS-001 spectral data acquired over the Lost River test
site provides insight into the utility of these broad-band data in mapping
densely vegetated terrain. _he work of Harold Lang (at JPL - Final Geosat
Report) shows that based on an evaluation mf interband correlatlonmatrices,
principal components analyses, and stepwlse dlscrlminant analyses for the
supervised vegetation classifications produced for the Lost River study, in
order of decreasing utility for vegetation discrimination, the four most
important NS-001VNIR bands may be ranked in the following order: band 6 (1.55
- 1.75 _m), band 3 (0.63 - 0.69 _m), band 5 (I.00 - 1.30 _m), band 4 (0.76 -
0.90 _m). The somewhat surprising absence of the bands at 0.45 - 0.52 _m
(band i) and 0.52 -0.60 _m Coand 2) is attributed to their high positive
correlation with the 0.63 - 0.69 _m band. The high ranking of the 1.00 - 1.30
Bm band is significant, since data will not be acquired in that wavelength
range by the Landsat-D _M. NS-001 bands at 0.52 - 0.60 _m (band 2), 0.63 -
0.69 Bm [band 3) an_ 0.76 - 0.90 _m [band 4) were of considerable value in the
process of vegetatio# discrimination and mapping since they may be used to
produce images whlc_mlmic aerial CIR photography, an image format with which
field botanists andphotointerpreters are familiar.
Certain spectral regions, when studied with hig h resolutlon, are seen to
contain a great many fine spectral features that may well provide useful data
for improved vegetati0n discrimination studies. Based on laboratory studies
(reflectance data from the Beckman 5240 spectrophotometer) the 0.80 to 1.30 _m
region contains the greatest amount of fine spectral structure (both reflec-
tance and absorbance features; note Table i), data which relate to leaf struc-
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ture. Rhe 1.50 to 1.75 pm and 2.00 to 2.40 _m regions also contain fine spec-
tral structure, in this case relating to leaf moisture content (Gausman e___t
al___t.,1978; Tucker, 1980) and thus, state of health (senescence vs. active
growth). Table I lists areas of fine spectral structure in the VNIR, SWIR,
and TIR, which will be of use in both vegetation discrimination and stress
detection.
According to the work of Collins et al. (1981) and others, the spectral
region most affected by mineral-induced stress lles between .550 _m and .750
pm, with the symptomatic red-shift occurring on the far wing of the red chlor-
ophyll absorption band centered at approximately .680 pm (principal absorption
peak for chlorophyll-a molecules associated with the photosynthetic light
trap). As stated previously, the red-shift consists of a .007 to .010 _m
shift of the chlorophyll shoulder to slightly longer wavelengths (.690 to .700
_m).
In the study of phenologlc changes (ontogenetlc or maturation stages),
crop plants such as corn, wheat, and sorghum demonstrate a similar red-shift
in the chlorophyll-a absorption band (Collins, 1978). The red-shlft (again
•007 to .010 pm) occurs along the entire length of the absorption wing, but is
most pronounced on the chlorophyll shoulder centered at about .740 pm (ranging
from .700 to .750 pm). In both cases (mineral-induced stress and progressive
maturation) the red-shlft may be related to a decrease in chlorophyll produc-
tion.
The instrumentation used by Collins (1978) in his study of crop canopies
was an airborne 500 channel spectroradiometer with .0014 pm spectral resolu-
tion, collecting data in the .400 to I.I00 pm spectral region. Collins noted
that the red-shift can be measured with .010 pm-wide spectral bands centered
at .745 _m and .785 pm. _hese two bands plus one Centered at .670 pm provide
enough information to identify a variety of crop plants as well as detect the
symptomatic red-shift. Tucker and Maxwell (1976) have demonstrated that wide
spectral bands of .050 pm or more do not provide adequate information in the
700 to 750 Pm range for detection of the chlorophyll absorption edge.
C. Summary
Good success has been achieved in vegetation discrimination and mapping
of a heterogeneous forest cover in the ridge and valley portion of the Appala-
chians using multispectral data acquired with a spatial resolution of 15 m
(IFOV). A sensor system delivering I0 to 15 m spatial resolution is needed
for both vegetation mapping and detection of stress symptoms.
Based on the vegetation discrimination and mapping exercises conducted at
the Lost River site, accurate products (vegetation maps) are produced using
broad-band spectral data ranging from the .500 to 2.500 pm portion of the
spectrum. In order of decreasing utility for vegetation discrimination, the
four most valuable NS-001VNIR bands are: 6 (1.55-1.75 pm), 3 (0.63-0.69 _m),
5 (1.00-1.30 _m) and 4 (0,76-0.90 _m). Spectral data acquired in the 1.00-
1.30 pm range is essential. Finer spectral detail from certain wavelength
regions (0.80-1.30 pm, 1.50-1.75 _m, and 2.00-2.40 pm) will supply additional
useful information for vegetation mapping and monitoring, provided that 10-15
m spatial resolution is possible.
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TABLE I- FINE STRUCTURE OF PLANT
SPECTRA IN THE VNIR, SWIR AND TIR
Type of
Wavelength (_m) Feature Value
.440-.500 Absorbance Detection of changes in chlorophyll/carotenold ratios
(related to stress).
•650-.700 Absorbance Detection of chlorophyll states as well as tannin and
anthocyanln content. Initial stress detection.
•700-.750 Reflectance Senescence detection. Dead or dormant vegetation.
.800-.840 Absorbance Possibly related to leaf anatomy and/or state of hydration.
•865 Reflectance Height of feature may be useful in species discrimination.
•940-.980 Absorption Shifts in this minor water absorption band may be useful in
species discrimination and determination of hydration state.
1.060-1.100 Reflectance Shifts in peaks may be related to leaf anatomy and/or
morphology. May be useful for species discrimination.o_
1.140-1.220 Absorbance Shifts in this minor water absorption band may be useful in
species discrimination and determination of hydration state.
1.250-1.290 Reflectance Height of this feature very useful for species discrimination
of senescent forest species. A ratio of this feature with the
one at 1.645 pm offers a good indication of moisture content
and thus stress.
1.630-1.660 Reflectance An indication of moisture content of leaf. May also be an
indicator of variation in leaf anatomy. May be useful for
species discrimination. An indicator of leaf moisture
content when used as a ratio with the 1.270 _n data above.
2.190-2.300 Reflectance An indicator of moisture content. May also be of value in
species discrimination.
3.000-5.000; Reflectance Little is known concerning the value of thermal IR data in
8.000-14.000 the study of vegetation. This is an area that n_ds
further study.
Analysis of Lithology - Vegetation Mixes in Multispectral Images
John B. Adams1, Milton Smith I, Jill D. Adams2
I) Departmentof GeologicalSciences
2) Departmentof Botany
Universityof Washington
Abstract
Discriminationand identificationof lithologiesfrom multispectralimages
becomemore challengingwith increasingdensityof vegetativecover. Although
hyperaridareas such as partsof the Saharahave virtuallyno vegetationa
greaterpart of the earth'ssurface,includingmuch of the WesternU.S., shows
reflectancefrom somemixtureof rock/soiland veqetation. Rock/soilidentifi-
cationcan be facilitatedby removingthe componentof the signalin the images
that is contributedby the vegetation. Conversely,in some studiesit is
desirableto isolatethe vegetationsignaland to suppressthe rock/soilsignal.
Work to date suggeststhat at least for someareas unmixingtechniquesprovide
uniqueand usefulinformation.
Our approachreliesheavilyon the resultsof laboratorystudiesof the
spectralreflectanceof minerals,rocks,weatheringproducts,soils,and vege"
tation. We have developedmixingmodels to predictthe spectraof combinations
of pure end members,and have testedand refinedthosemodels using laboratory
measurementsof realmixtures. Modelsin use includea simplelinear(checkerboard)
mix, granularmixing,semi-transparentcoatings,and combinationsof the above.
We also rely on interactivecomputertechniquesthat allow quick comparison
of the "spectrum"of a pixel stack (in a multibandset)with laboratoryspectra.
To make these comparisonswe recalculatethe laboratoryspectrato the values
that would be expectedif the samplewere being viewedby the imagingdevice.
Solar,atmospheric,and instrumentalcorrectionsare applied. This approachhas
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been used successfullyto identifylithologiesin VikingLanderand Orbiter
images,and usingLANDSATimages.
There are two main objectivesof the pixel-by-pixelspectralanalysis. First
a rapidcheck can be made of the laboratoryspectrafor correspondencewith pure
materialsor mixtures;and their distributioncan be displayedon the image by
alarminglike pixels. Second,whetheror not there is correspondencewith any
laboratoryspectra,the "pixelspectra"can be analyzedand classifiedaccording
to their rankingas end membersor as part of a mixtureof end members. Displayed
on the image these data show uniqueunits (rock,soil, vegetation,mixes, etc.),
and the mixing relationsbetweenunits. In idealcases where a continuousgrada-
tion existsbetweenend membersA and B, the proportionsof the mixturesof A and
B can be contouredon the image. We have studieda LANDSATimage of part of the
WesternDesertof Egyptwhere there is continuousspectra]mixing betweendark
lag chert and lighterdriftingsand. Pixelsthat fallon the mixing line between
A and B can with some confidencebe assignedthe percentagesof spectraof the
two contributingcomponents(chertand sand)even thoughneithercomponentis
spatiallyresolvedby LANDSAT.
The spectralresponseof green vegetationis more complex. There are, of
course,importantdifferencesbetweenspecies_n both pigmentaland leaf/stem
surfacecharacteristics.In additionthe architectureof the plant (arrangement
of leaves,stems,etc.) and the multi-layerednatureof a plant communityintroduce
factorsof shadingand shadowwhich when coupledwith the reflectanceof
detritalcomponents,often make the signaturesof plant assemblagesdifficultto
interpret.
Workingwith field and laboratoryvegetationdata and LANDSATMSS images in
two semi-aridareas,Arizona (TucsonMtns.)and Hawaii (MaunaKea-MaunaLoa saddle),
we find littleevidenceof simplemixingof vegetationand the rock/soilsubstrate.
That is, changesin vegetationdensitydo not usuallyinvolvesimplechangesin
the proportionsof spectralcomponentsA and B (vegetationand rock/soil)seen in
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the images. Insteadimage analysis,confirmedby field work, typicallydefines
severalvegetationand rock/soilzones that are spectralend members. These do
not mix appreciablywith one another,even thoughthe type of rock/soilis
constantthroughoutthe image. These observationsare consistentwith ecological
theory. For example,plant densitychangeswhich often followaltitudinalor
moisturegradientstypicallyare accompaniedby changedin numbersof speciesor
in the relativeproportionsof those species.
• To isolate(and possiblyremove)the spectralsignatureof vegetationrequires
an understandingof the typesof vegetationpresentin an area, as well as an
estimateof the percentcover. This maybe a difficult"task,dependingon how
much is known about the area in the imagethat is being studied. Given some
knowledgeof the likelyvegetationtypes and their distributionin an area we can
isolatethe vegetationsignalafterworkingthroughan interativeprocessthat
progressivelynarrowsthe model (speciesand percentcover) for a vegetationzone.
The steps are: first,to definethe zone (spectrallyuniqueend member that does
not mix with other zones);second,to model in the computerthe compositespectral
signatureof the vegetation(whichdoes involvemixturesof the spectraof the
vegetationspecieswithin the zone);third,to model the percentcover of the vege-
tation. With field data and laboratoryspectraon the main kinds of vegetation
that occur in altitudinalzones in the TucsonMtns. and on Mauna Loa we can re-
constructthe complexvegetationsignal. In these areas a limitedfield traverse
providesdata that allowscorrectanalysisof large surroundingareas. With
propermodelingof the complexvegetationsignalwe can then isolatethe component
from the rock/soiland more readilymap lithologies_
The techniquesdescribedhere have been developedusing LANDSATMSS data. We
concludethat futureadvancedmoltispectralimagingsystemswith manyband-passes
will greatlyfacilitateidentificationof rock/soiland vegetation,and will sub-
stantiallyimprovethe reliabilityof mixingmodels. At the same time the increased
data loadwill force the use of selectivestrategiesfor discriminating,identifying
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and mapping, and wil_ make less attractive "brute force" approaches for classifying.
We propose that spectral mixing techniques will become increasingly useful as
the instrument technology advances.
9O
GEOLOGIC UTILITY OF IMPROVED ORBITAL MEASUREMENT
CAPABILITIES IN REFERENCE TO NON-RENEWABLE
RESOURCES
H. Stewart, S. Marsh
The following is an abbreviated attempt at defining spectral and
spatial characteristics for future orbital remote sensing systems. These
conclusions are based on the past decade of experience in exploring for
non-renewable resources with reference to data from ground, aircraft, and
orbital systems. This turns outto be a difficult task in that the final
decisions concerning discriminabillty of features and basic interpretability
are really subjective decisions. In terms of spectral bandselectlon, we
have extensive laboratory spectroscopy data to point our decisions.
Spatial Resolution Requirements
Based on the experience of the Geosat test case program as well as
the Aircraft Thematic Mapper Group Shoot, we have gained a good deal of
experience in non-renewable resource areas using various scanner systems
at various groundresolutlons. Using the approximate thematic mapper
bands as they will be seen on Landsat D as a spectral case, we can make
comparisons from original 10 meter resolution data using the 24 channel
scanner or thematic mapper simulator (NS001) up to any resolution simply
by a pixel averaging method. For our discussion, we will use two principle
areas of investigation. A structural interpretation in a basin area for
hydrocarbon exploration, and a discrimination of altered areas in the
Guprite district in Nevada.
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Hydrocarbon Basins
The first case is really a subjective decision based on examination
of several basins using remote sensing data with ground resolutlonsof
from 8 meters to 80 meters. There are obviously many variables involved
in mapping structural elements which may or may not contribute to their
identification. Lineaments in particular may be detected by any or all
of several attributes including changes in slope, physical offset, changes
in soll or rock material, changes in soll moisture, or changes in vegetation
cover, Then correspondingly different scanners or radar systems more or
less sensitive to these attributes will do a highly variable Job in
discriminating them. Fortunately, there seems to be a basic ability of
the eye-mind system to integrate pixel displays into a smooth image, Which
based on the general scale of intra basin lineaments, seems to be optimal
at about 20 meter resolution. Based on experiences from 1:50,000 scale
images and looking at examples at 10, 20, 30, and 80 meter resolutions;
30 meter resolution is quite nearly as interpretable as i0 meter resolution
while a reduction of resolution to 80 meters loses considerable information
This conclusion should be quantified if possible.
Goldfield (Cuprite Area)
An example of the spatial resolution requirements for the accurate
delineation of alteration zones can be presented from a study of the Cuprlte
mining district in western Nevada. Figure 1 (from Abrams and others, 1977)
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demonstrates the successful discrimination of silicxzied, opalized,
and argillized rocks employing i0 meter resolution 24-channel scanner
data. Figure 2 is a nearly equivalent color ratio composite (1.6/0.48,
1.6/2.2, 0.6/1.0 = g,r,b) employing 30 meter resolution airborne thematic
mapper (ATM) data. Though the color rendition with the ATM data at 30
meters is not identical, under close study the discrimination and mapping
of the three alteration zones is nearly equal. Figure 3 is the same ATM
data after having averaged the pixels to 90 meter resolution. At this
resolution accurately distinguishing the opallzed and siliclfled zones is
far more difficult, and our ability to recognize the argilllzed zone is
severely reduced, as the geologic environment is less clear.
Nevertheless, recognition of the separate alteration phenomena at Cuprite
is still possible, if not as accurate at 90 meter resolution. This obviously
re-lnforces the importance of the 1.6 and 2.2 bands to improved mapping of
surface mineralogy even at poor spatial resolutions.
Spectral Resolution Requirements
The value of improved spectral resolution to non-renewable resource
exploration can be enormous. Our objectives are improved discrimination of
vegetation stress, lithology, and soil type and identification of specific
surface mineralogy. Exploration for base metals and hydrocarbons can be
facilitated by the recognition of: i) vegetation stress caused by abnormal
soll mineralogy or gas content as opposed to normal environmental water stress;
2) recognition of surface carbonates or gypsum; and 3) identification of specific
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alteration iron-oxides Qr hydroxides (goethite, limonite, jarosite, hematite)
and clays (alunite, sericite, kaolinite, montmorillonite, pyrophyllite,
chlorite). However, to accomplish these goals future scanners must be at
the forefront of technology in filter and detector development.
Based upon our objectives and current technology an ideal scanner
system is proposed with approximately 50 nanometer resolution in the visible,
I00 nanometer resolution in the near-Jr, and 2000 nanometer resolution in
the thermal infrared. Table !_llists the bands of this ideal system. These
proposed bands are based upon our previous experience with high spectral
resolution field and airborne systems. However, detailed simulation studies
employing these or other bands must be performed and studied if our next
generation system is to be designed intelligently.
For geologic purposes, we tend to lean toward a C band ( I0 cm) radar
to provide optimal information on texture variability which could be related
to rock type discrimination. Based on experience with X band systems, L
band systems and the radar equation, maximum variability in back scatter
energy return vs wavelengthradar vis-a-vis erosional geometry of sedimentary
surfaces points toward the need for maximum sensitivity to particle size variations
around 2-3 cm. which would correspond to a C band radar. Naturally to define
geologic surfaces for topographic information using radar systems we need
variable look angle. The Seasat experience illustrated the utility of a
small angle off Nadir (-_23°) as being very effective in topographically
flat areas. For mountain areas, we need larger angles (-_70"). Unfortunately
the middle range at 45" while providing faithful information on geometry
is almost useless for texture information, or small scale slope variability.
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oTable I
Channel Bandwidth (nm) Objective
i 400-450 Iron-oxide minerals
2 450-520 Iron-oxide minerals
3 520-600 Spectral response
4 630-690 Spectral response
5 680-730 Vegetation stress
6 760-900 Vegetation vigor
7 850-950 Iron-oxide minerals
8 I000-1300 Igneous rock types
9 1550-1750 Spectral ratioing
10 2050-2150 Clay minerals
11 . 2100-2200 Clay minerals
12 2200-2300 Clay minerals
13 2300-2400 Clay minerals
14 8000-10,000 Thermal/Sillcates
15 10,000-12,000 Thermal/Sillcates
16 C Band Radar Texture/Geometry
tunable at _25@/70 e
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@CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING FUTURE SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS
Gary L. Raines
U.S. Geological Survey
Denver, Colorado
April, 1982
Considering future satellite systems, I believe there are
three general areas of importance that will produce significant
results. These three areas are (i) refinement of spectral data
in the .4 to 2.5 um region, (2) systematic research in spatial
resolution, and (3) better data for geologic structural studies.
My bias in selection of these three areas is my primary interest
in the application of remote sensing to mineral exploration.
These three areas are clearly interrelated; therefore research
in one will contribute to the other two.
The area of better data for structural studies is probably
the simplest area of the three. Two types of data would clearly
contribute in a major way to this problem, radar and stereoscopic
data. The radar data should be available in digital format, but
this is probably not critical for the stereoscopic data, which
could be photographic. It is not clear to me that radar has any
great advantage over steroscopic images or photographs in the
visible and near infrared except in areas of cloud cover. There-
fore I would place higher priority on steroscopic photographs or
images.
The spatial resolution area is a more complex problem. Part
of the complexity has to do with differing perceptions of the
rationale for using satellites as opposed to aircraft systems.
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In my opinion, the major rationale for using satellites is for
synoptic coverage under essentially identical conditions. The
importance of this is demonstrated in the large regional
structures and subtle lithologic variations that have been easily
observed with Landsat images.
The significant question is basically what new geologic
insights might be derived from coarser resolution data that can
only be obtained from satellite systems ; as opposed to can
satellite systems replace aircraft systems? An interesting
example is the structural features being reported on by Ken
Watson with HCMM 0.5 km resolution images. An underlying problem
is that increased resolution increases the data volume geometric-
ally; this significantly hinders one's ability to study large
areas. Furthermore, the mixing rules are not well understood;
so it is not a trivial matter of numerically degrading high
resolution data to lower resolution data. Thus, systematic re-
search is needed to access the utility of various spatial resol-
utions in order (i) to determine the trade-offs and (2) to •access
the utility of these differing perspectives.
The third area, refinement of spectral bands in the .4 to
2.5 um region is possibly the most beneficial area. The Landsat
and TM data have resulted from and stimulated a tremendous
increase in our knowledge of spectral •properties. As a result
of these data it is now possible to map geologic materials
that were at best very difficult to differentiate in the past.
New avenues of attack are now open in solution of such a broad
spectrum of geologic problems that the full significance is just
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beginning to be accessed. However, significant spectral differ-
ences are possible using higher spectral resolution. Several
important differences that should be practical to measure are
the following: hematite/goethite/ferrihydrite, alumite/
kaolinite/montmorillonite, carbonate, sulfates, and possibly
ferrous absorption bands.
A part of the problem in accessing and refining present
capability and future potential is the lack of well calibrated
data. The problem of calibration is hindering present research
in understanding the results that have been obtained and the
problems that have been encountered. Calibration has the poten"
tial of significant refinement in potential and should be con-
sidered for future systems.
Finally, mineral stress in vegetation has been demonstrated
by Bill Collins to produce a small shift on the infrared plateau
near .7 um. This offers the potential for mapping mineralized
areas in heavily vegetated terrains. Much research is needed on
this problem. Important areas are the following: (i) is there
an optimal season, (2) is there a species dependancy or is this
a universal property of chlorophyll-bearing plants, (3) what
exactly causes the phenomenon, (4) are there ways to map this
phenomenon in image format, and (5) can such minor differences
be detected from space or only from lower altitude aircraft? I
believe this to be of critical importance because extensive land
areas are covered with dense vegetation and are e_sentially un-
explored for mineral deposits, and there is no reason to expect
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these areas to have less mineral potential than the more arid,
better explored areas of the world.
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A NEXT-GENERATIONMAPPINGSPECTROMETER
R.B. Singer, Planetary Geosciences,
University of Hawaii
The followingrecommendationsrepresentmy view of the desirable
characteristicsfor a remote-sensinginstrumentfor aircraftand
orbitaluse, as wasdiscussedat theMultispectralImagingScience
WorkingGroup,GeologyTeam (CalTech,April20-21,1982). I make
no particularclaimto the originalityof these ideas,nor can I
say that this summaryrepresentsthe concensusof the entireteam.
These are my thoughtson the matter,followingthat veryproductive
%
meeting.
I) General
The ideal instrumentwould be basedaroundtwo-dimensionaldetector
arrays,siliconfor the visibleand very-nearinfrared(0.4to 1.0
microns)and InSbor PbS for the rest of the near-infrared(outto
about 2.6 microns). Spectralinformationwould be dispersedalong
one axis. Thus one exposureor framewould simultaneouslyrecord
a full spectrumfor each pixelin a row perpendicularto the ground
track. The instrumentshouldbe "smart"and versatile,with extensive
pre-processingcapabilityprogrammablefrom the ground.
2) SpatialResolution
The generalconcensusof the teamwas that currentLandsat
resolution(about80m)was not adequate,but that 30m would be
quiteacceptable,withoutleadingto a serlousdata-rateproblem.
From the standpointof deconvolvingspectralendmembers,as
discussedby John Adams,the smallerthe pixel,the more successful
we are likelyto be in applyingsimplemixingmodels.
' 3) SpectralResolution
Spectraldispersionshouldbe designedso that individualarray
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elements provide a resolution of about 1% (_). This resolution has
been demonstrated to be useful and/or necessary for identification
and discrimination of certain geologically and agriculturally
important features. Retention of all spectral elements for eech
pixel would lead to problems with on-board data storage and transmission.
Because the instrument would be computerized, however, data from
selected spectral elements could be averaged or deleted, as programmed
by the users for specific measurements. It seems likely that a
repertoire of "standard" combinations of averages and deletions,
optimized for different groups of users, could be developed based
on experience from laboratory and field work as well as from hands-on
experience with the actual instrument(s).
When used in a mode where only information in certain bandpasses
is retained, it would probably prove useful to record a complete
spectrum for at least the track directly below the instrument, and
possibly also for a track on each side, near the extremes of coverage.
This detailed spectral informationwould help resolve possible
ambiguities in regions of abbreviated spectral coverage, and might
alert researchers to interesting spectral features which would otherwise
have gone unnoticed.
4) Signal-to-Noiseand Data Precision
These are really two different issues which were somewhat
confused during part of the meeting. Signal-to-noise,or sensitivity,
is a property of the detector and its associated analog electronics.
My opinion is that we should shoot for a S/N of 100 for surface
materials with 10% reflectivity (typical of many basalts, for instance).
This corresponds to an uncertainty of only 1.0% of the measured signal,
which would provide excellent interpretabilityof mafic mineralogy.
If this goal cannot be met due to engineering realities, 2-3% noise
for these dark materials would be servicable. A noise level of 5%
(S/N = 20) or worse would seriously compromise our ability to interpret
mineralogy or even discriminate among low albedo surface materials.
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By "dataprecision"I referto the numberof bits used to
digitize,process,store,and transmitthe observedinformation.
Experiencewith Landsatand variousplanetarymissionshas shown
that 8 bit (256)or lessis not satisfactoryfor digitilization.
A minimumof 10 bits (1024)is requiredto meet the requirements
discussedabove,and thisonly sufficesif the signalfroma
perfectlyreflectivetargetis carefullymatchedto full scale. I
would suggest12 bits (4096)for digitizingthe detectorsignal
becauseit providesreasonablemarginfor scalingwithoutlosing
informationat eitherthe highor low end. The processingstep
I envisionas servingtwo purposes: averagingand dumpingof channels
as discussedabove (3),and applyingsometypeof compressionscheme
to the 12 bit data. While I am not familiarwiththe detailsof data
compressiontechniques,the engineersheretellme that a clever
schememight requireas littleas 8 bits,or at most 10 bits,for
onboarddata storageand transmissionto groundstations.
5) Calibrationand AtmosphericCorrections
I am willingto agreewithAlex Goetzthat absolutecalibration
of the sensorsystemisnot necessary. We don'treallyneed numbers
in units suchas watts/squaremeter. However,knowledgeof the
responseof the variouschannelrelativeto eachother,and as a
functionof time, is very important.We needto be able to make
directcomparisonsbetweenthe remotelysensedobservationsand
laboratoryand fieldobservations.The greatdifficultyof
calibratingLandsatdatato reflectancesubstantiallylimitsits
utilityfor compositionalmapping. I disagreewith the opinionput
forthat the meetingthat it is not worth keepingalbedoinformation.
Many peopleare used to thinkingin termsof ratio typeanalyses
primarilybecausethis is requiredfor Landsatdata. It would be
a shameto not calibratenew instrumentswell enoughto provide
albedomeasurements.
The firsttype of calibrationrequiredis to lookat solar
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illuminationeitherthrougha diffusivefilteror off of some
standardsurface. In eithercasethe calibrationdeviceshouldbe
coveredwhen not in use to reducedeterioration.(Thissortof
calibrationhas of coursebeenusedon many spacecraftinstruments.)
The nextaspectOf calibrationis to havean effectivecomputational
way of removingatmosphericeffects,primarilywater absorptions,
from the data. A numberof groupshavecome almostsimultaneously
to the ideathat somekindof real-timeatmosphericsoundingfrom the
spacecraftis highlydesirable. Iris not clearyet whetherdata in
the visibleand near-IRwill suffice,or whethertherewill need to
be a few separtechannelsfurtherin the IR specificallyfor this
purpose.
The lastmajor aspectof calibrationis to developcertain
areas (or materials)in the observedregionsas knowncalibration
standards. Traditionallythisis done by samplingand laboratory
measurement.Basedon our experiencecomparinglaboratorysamples
to measurementsof the sameunit in the field,I feel thatcertain
unitsor areasare to heterogeneous,on a scaleof centimetersto
meters,to be characterizedby laboratorymeasurementsof small
samples. For these typesof areasfieldmeasurementsfrom the
ground(alaPFRS)or aircraft,usingartificialcalibrationstandards,
are likelyto be muchmore useful.
6) Miscellaneous
A numberof peopleat the GeologyTeam meetingexpressedthier
frustrationat not being ableto locatein the field the positionof
singlepixelsin Landsatdata. It was suggestedthat a broadband
very high spatialresolutiondata set be obtainedconcurrentlywith
multispectralobservations,preferablyusingthe same optics. This
soundslikea desirablefeaturebut I do not have a feel or how
difficultit might be to implement.
It was also suggestedthat topographicinformationbe collected
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by the new instrument, either through laser ranging or radar. This
would allow a fairly accurate removal of photometric and shadowing
effects, and therefore would be a great aid during analysis of the
multispectral data. Again, I do not know how feasable this might be,
but it should certainly be considered.
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DETECTIONOF SMALLTHERMALFEATURESBY MEANSOF TWO-BANDRADIOMETRY
Hugh H. Kieffer, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Ariz.
Simultaneousradiometryin the 3-5- and 8-12-umbands can be usefulin
estimatingthe temperatureand area of thermalfeaturesthat are smallerthan
the spatialresolutionof the radiometer. This technique,which has been used
for forestfire detectionis now being usedto study geothermalfeatureson
the volcanoesof the CascadeRange. Observationsin both these bands were
obtainedof Mount St. Helensduringthe 1980eruptivesequenceand, during
1981,of many other activevolcanicareas;typicalresolutionwas 2 to 5 m.
Many geothermalfeaturesare smallerthan this spatialresolutionand yield
unrealisticallylow temperaturesin both bands.
The abilityto invertthe brightnesstemperaturesin these two bands to
the temperatureand areaof a small featuredependson the nonlinearityof
radianceas a functionof temperature. The relativelystrongnonlinearityof
the 3-5-umband between0 and 100°C,incomparisonwith the 8-10-umband,
allowsusefuldeterminationof the temperatureand area of subpixelsources
when thermalcontrastsare greaterthan about 30°C. This conditionis
commonlymet for small ventswhere steam reachesthe surface.
Measurementsof geothermalareas shouldbe made at night to avoid the
sensitivityof the 3-5-u_ band to reflectedsolar radiation. Thistechnique
is limitedby the necessaryass_ption that the smallhot sourceis
isothermal. Most atmosphericeffects,apart from localizedwater vaporor fog
from the geothermalfeatureitself,can be removedby usingobservationsof
adjacent unheatedgroundto determinethe relative atmospherictransmissionin
the two bands. For scenesin which the naturalvariationof radianceis much
greaterthan the systemnoise (as in the Cascadesurvey),simultaneoususe of
these two bands yields a manyfold increase in the system's sensitivityto
small heated areas.
The U.S. Forest Service has developed a real-time airborne system based
on this principle that processes data from the 3-5- and 8-12-_mbands and
triggers on differences in brightness temperature. This system has been
tested on small controlled ground fires and s used in an operational mode to
direct firefighting efforts.
Q
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APPENDIXV
WORKINGPAPERS
IMAGESCIENCE.AND INFORMATIONSCIENCEWORKINGROUPS
MULTISPECTRALIMAGINGSCIENCEWORKINGROUP
REGISTRATIONWORKSHOPREPORT
H. K. Ramapriyan
NASA/GSFC
I. INTRODUCTION
The followingis a brief reporton the NASA Workshopon Registrationand
Rectificationheld in Leesburg,Virginiaduring November17-19,1981.
Sponsoredby NASA Headquarters,the workshopwas attendedby over a
hundredrepresentativesfrom NASA and other governmentagencies,
universitiesand privateindustry. The purposeof the workshopwas to
examinethe state-of-the-artin registrationand rectificationof image
data_forterrestrialapplicationsand make recommendationsfor further
researchin these areas.
The workshopwas organizedinto plenarysessionpresentationsand
panel/subpanelmeetings. There were three panels-Registration,
Rectificationand Error Analysis-withseven subpanelsas shown below.
.........f o Registration- Image Sharpness,FeatureExtraction,Inter-Image
Matching
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o Rectification- RemappingProcedures,ResamplingFunctions
o Error Analysis- Error Characterizationand Error Budgets,Methods
of Verification
Initially,presentationswere made on user's needs,space and ground
segmenterrors,and systems. Representativesfrom each of the subpanels
providedtutorialpresentationson their respectivetopics. Separate
subpanelmeetingswere held to identifythe state-of-the-artand make
recommendationson furtherwork needed in each of the subareas. These
recommendationswere then presentedto the members-at-largeby the
respectivesubpanelchairmento pursuitgeneraldiscussions. Next the
subpanelsreconvenedand reworkedthe recommendationsaccountingfor
inputsfrom the members-at-large,The resultsof these meetingswere
again presentedin a final plenarysession.
The followingis a summaryof the informationgatheredduring the work-
shop. It is not meant to be comprehensive. It will probablynot provide
equal emphasisto all the topics covered. It is, rather,a condensation
of my notes fromthe workshopand the informationfrom a numberof
referenceshandedout. The list of handoutsreferredto in preparingthis
report is given in SectionIX. A more completebibliographyon
registrationwill be availablewith the detailedworkshopreport (to
appear in Spring1982)
II. USER'S NEEDS
The requirements of the users are dependent on the discipline and
applications. The following disciplines were represented at the workshop
with corresponding applications:
1. Land Use, Land Cover and Hydrology:
a. Generation of land use and land cover maps
b. Merging with ancillary data in a geographic information
system
c. Finding the effect of land use on hydrological budget
d. Estimation of water usage via modelling
e. Identificationof residentialland use.
2. Agricultureand Forestry
a. Foreigncrop forecasting
b. Domestic crop acreage estimation
c. Forestry information
d. Rangeland evaluation
3. Geology
a. Structuralmapping
b. Materialtype identification
c. Linearmapping
d. Generationof small (quadranglesize) and large
(state/countrywide) mosaics
e. Hydrologicalstudies
f. Comparisonof mosaicswith topographicmaps
g. Monitoringtemporalchangesin vegetationfor soil type
informationand soil erosion.
h. Albedo monitoringin arid lands
i. Land slide/erosionpotentialmapping
4. Oceanography
a. Sea-icedynamicsand ice-flowtracking
b. Ocean patternanalysis
c. Motionmeasurements
d. Biologicalestimates
5. Meteorology
a. Severe stormsprediction
b. Measuringatmosphericmotion and cloud growth
c. Generationof time-lapsedisplays
d. Cloud height estimation
Typical requirementsindicatedby the users are:
1. Accuracy
a. It is sufficientif the "system"(i.e.,the centraldata
distributionfacility)perfoms as well as the users
themselvesdo, so that the users can avoid spendingthe
effort in registeringtheir images.
b. Root-mean,squarederrors of less than one pixel are
satisfactoryin applicationsinvolvingextractionof
summarydata for polygons.
c. Many Landsatusers are satisfiedwith fittingthe data to
standardmaps at 1:250,000or 1:500,000scale (implying
errors less than 127 or 254 meters at more than 90% of
the locations).
d. Errorsof less than .5 pixel at (90% of the location)
for temporalregistrationand digitalmosaickingare
satisfactoryfor most applicationsin geologyand
meteorology.
e. For applicationsinvolvingvisual interpretation(for
example,making linearsfrom large area mosaics)errors
of the order the "widthof a pencilline" ( 1.5 pixels)
are acceptable.
f. One forestryapplicationinvolvingcombinationof Landsat
data with other data for regionscontainingirregular
featuresrequiredan absoluteaccuracyof 20 meters at more
than 95% of the locations.
g. It is necessaryto have 50% of the "multitemporalenergy"
from the same groundarea. This impliesthat (in the
absenceof rotationalerrors)the shift in the X (or Y)
directionshouldbe less than or equal to (J2-1)/_'2=
.29 pixels.
2. Other
a. The "system"shouldprovideinformationon image geometry,
such as listingsof groundcontrolpoints.
b. The "system"should providemore qualityinformation.
c. Softwarefor transformationof coordinatesfrom one
projectionto anotherand a convenientmeans of converting
from geodeticto image coordinatesand vice versa should
be available.
d. The imagesshouldbe rotatedto north to facilitate
inclusioninto geographicinformationsystems.
e. Pixel sizes which are multiples(and submultiples)of
50 meters are preferred.
f. For oceanographicapplications,a well organized,easily
accessiblefile of coastlineand landmarksis useful.
g. Applications-specific,ratherthan data-source-specific,
packagingof techniquesfor users is needed.
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It is to be noted that there were no user-expressedneeds for band-to-band
registration. It was assumedthat this was easily satisfiedas in the
case of LandsatMSS and was considereda non-problem. Also, some of the
needs were obviouslytemperedby the user'sperceptionsof the
capabilitiesof the presentLandsatsystems.
There are at least two recentquantitativestudiesaddressingthis topic.
The first, by Swain (1980)uses simulatedThematicMapper data sets using
aircraftmulti-spectralscannerdata. Classificationaccuraciesare
evaluatedfor varioussimulatedband-to-bandregistrationerrors. It is
found that a misregistrationof .3 pixel causes a classificationchange of
over 10%. The secondstudy,by Billingsley(1981)treats band-to-bandand
multitemporalregistrationsimilarly. Using a first order analysisand
modelingthe multispectralclassificationprocess,this study concludes
that the differencebetween.3 and .5 pixel errors in registrationare
insignificantand greatergains will be realizedwith increasedspatial
resolutionthan with increasedregistrationaccuracyat a given
resolution.
Ill. SYSTEM ERRORS
Several presentationswere made regardingthe sourcesof distortionsin
imagesfrom varioustypes of sensors. The sensorsconsideredwere space-
and air-bornescanners,SyntheticApertureRadar and MultispectralLinear
Array. Of primary_interestis the error remainingafter correctingfor
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known/measuredsystem-induceddistortions. This representsthe error that
can only be removedusing ground controlpoints.
In the presentationby Ungar, examplesof simulatedaircraftscanner
errors,their effectson images,and the correctionof those errorswere
shown. However,no quantitativeestimatesof the residualerrors after
systematiccorrectionswere given (even though in an experimentwith
ground controlpointsand systematiccorrectionsan RMS error of .29 pixel
was obtained at a pixel size of 30 meters).
The main sourcesof error in such "SystematicCorrections"are the
uncertaintiesin measuringephemerisand attitudeof the spacecraftand
the alignmentof the sensor relativeto the spacecraftbody. The present
Landsats (up to 3) use the GoddardSpacecraftTrackingand Data Network
(GSTDN)for derivingthe ephemerisdata. Theaccuracy of the attitude
measurementsystem is .1 degree. The initialoperationof Landsat-Dwill
use GSTDN for ephemeris. Even thoughthe operationalpost-processingof
the ephemerisdata can reduce the error to I05m (Root-SumSquaredof
along-track,across-trackand radial1Cerrors), the ground processingis
designedfor the worst case errorsof 510 meters associatedwith two-day
predictsof orbit data. It is expectedthat with TDRSS in operation,the
RSS error will be reducedto 90 meters and with the Global Positioning
System the error will be furtherreducedto 12 meters (l_with 4
satellitesin view) to 60 meters (with poor visibility). The presentation
on GPS indicated,however,that the ephemerisdata may be intentionally
degradedto greatererrorsthan indicatedhere. The attitudemeasurement
accuracyon Landsat-Dis .01 degree. Table I shows the approximateerrors
in the systematiccorrectiondata for Landsats.
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Tests on SeasatSAR processinghave indicatedthat systematiccorrections
leave residualerrors in the neighborhoodof 200 meters.
Note that the errorsremainingafter systematiccorrections,even with the
better ephemerisand attitudemeasurementsanticipated,are greaterthan
acceptableas indicatedby user'sneeds. This clearly impliesthat some
amount of groundcontrol(or relativecontrolfor multitemporalregis-
tration)will be requiredat least for _he foreseeablefuture.
IV. GEODETICERRORS
Given that it is necessaryto use ground controlto achievethe required
geodeticaccuracy,it is relevantto examinethe availabilityand accuracy
of geodeticdata throughoutthe world. Presentationson geodeticdata
indicatedthat within the U.S., the geodeticcontroldata were quite good
with datum points known to within 15 meters (absoluteaccuracy)(per
NAD27)and expectedto be known to within .5 meters (per NAD83). The
estimatedabsoluteaccuracyin the worldwidegeodeticdata, however,was
200 meters. Also, the data are generallynot availabledue to security
classificationand the availabledata are not current. It may well prove
that, for many of the non-U.S,areas,the satellitedata will provide
better mappinginformationthan currentlyavailableand relativeregis-
trationwill be the best that can be expected.
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The U.S. Nationalmap accuracystandardscall for "errorsof less than
0.02" (90%) at any scale smallerthan 1:20,000. This is equivalentto
approximately12.2meters at the scale of 1:29,000used for the 7 1/2
minute quadranglesheets. This means that many of the controlpointsused
for geodeticregistrationcould be in error by as much as 0.4 pixelsat
the TM resolution. Therefore,to achievethe desired1/2 pixel accuracy,
(i) all the other proceduresused in registrationmust have a tight
subpixel error budget,and (ii) unlessthe errorstend to compensateeach
other the accuracymay not be achievable.
V. REGISTRATION
The tutorialpaperson registrationaddressedthe issuesrelatedto
automaticmatchingof imagesand the preprocessingneeded to achieve
better results. Preprocessingsteps useful for manual determinationof
controlpoint coordinatesfrom a displayedimage are: enlargementusing
cubic convolution,least-squaresestimationfor given (or assumed)
modulationtransferfunction(MTF) and noise characteristicsand other
enhancementsto sharpenthe image. Even though enlargement,as a
preprocessingstep,may be useful in automaticmatchingof local image
areas, it has not been used much.
The most common approachto image matching is to:
(i) Store a local patch (controlpoint chip) from a reference
image in a controlpoint library
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(ii) Extract a neighborhood,from the registrantimage, large
enough to assure inclusionof the controlpoint chip
(iii) Preprocessthe chip and the neighborhoodusing gradient
filtersand/orbinary edge determination
(iv) Computea "correlationsurface"to define the match between
the chip and neighborhoodfor all integralpixel displace-
ments of the chip.
(v) Find the integralcoordinatesof the locationof maximum
correlation.
(vi) Interpolatethe correlationsurfacearound its maximum using
a linear or quadraticmodel and estimatethe fractional
coordinatesof the correlationpeak.
(vii) Repeat the procedurefor severalpatchesand find displace-
ments betweenexpectedand actual locationsof match.
(viii) Find a globalmappingfunctionto fit the registrantimage
to the referenceimage.
Studieshave shown that matchinggradientor edge images,rather than grey
level imagesdirectly,is more likelyto succeedespeciallyin cases of
multitemporalscenes. It is importantto suppresscloudlyareas prior to
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matching and techniquesexist to find matches in slightlycloudy
neighborhoods.Variouscorrelationmethodshave been used includingFast
FourierTransforms,binary "AND" and bit counting,SequentialSimilarity
Detection,etc.
Generally,criteriaare needed for automaticrejectionof controlpoints
so that the final mappingwill not be affectedby erroneousmatches. The
usual creteriaare: peak threshold,primaryto secondarypeak ratio,
offsetmagnitudethreshold,errors in least squaresfittingto find the
globalmapping function.
Since controlpoint correlationis a computationallyintensiveprocess, it
is desirableto minimizethe number of controlpoints required. The
number of controlpoints necessaryto achievea given registration
accuracydependson the accuracywith which their individuallocationsare
known, their distributionand the accuracyto which the physicalmodel
used to describethe imagingprocessis known.
The above image-matchingprocedureassumesthat the local patchessuffer
only translationalerrors. This is a reasonableassumptionover small
neighborhoodsof multitemporalsatelliteimagery. However,for matching
aircraftimages or multisensorimageswhere local distortionscan be
significant,or for direct "full-imagematching"other techniquesare
used. Of note in this regardare (i) findingaffine distortionsin the
Fourierdomain and (ii) least-squaresestimationof the coefficientsof a
parametricdistortionmodel.
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Vl. RECTIFICATION
The problems associated with handling large quantities of image data and
the fidelity of resampled digital images were the major topics considered
by the rectification panel and its tutorial presentations.
Alternatives to representing "output space to input space" mapping
functions are: direct functional method gridded approximation, dope
vectors and combinations thereof. The direct functional method is
suitable only for simple transformations applied to small images (for
example, affine transformation and images less than I000 by 1000). The
more commonapproach is to use a gridded approximation taking advantage of
the low spatial frequency of the mapping functions. The functions are
fully evaluated over a very sparce grid. The mapped coordinates for
non-grid points are computed by suitable interpolation using the nearest
grid-points. Whenthe distortions are functions of a single variable (for
example, the non-linear mirror velocity profile on the Landsat MSS, or the
earth skew offsets and sensor readout delay) they can be stored in "dope
vectors" and used as table-look-up corrections to computed coordinates.
When high-frequency corrections are present (such as jitter on Landsat-D
TM) it is necessary to use combinations of the above methods.
Data handling is a significant problem in the rectification of images.
For example, the rotation of a 2340x3240 MSSimage by 14.4 degree (the
approximate angle to orient to North a Landsat 3 image at 35 degree
latitude) requires 835 lines of input image to generate one line of
Output. The problem is worse with TM images where the nominal line length
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is 6176 pixels. It is for this reasonthat the ground processingsystems
for Landsathave chosen not to orientthe imagesto North, but use a fixed
angle from North for all imagesof a given scene such that the buffer size
for resamplingis minimized. In general,it is necessaryto segmentan
input image,resampleand reassemblethe output image. The strategiesfor
doing this are varieddependingon the hardwareconfiguration.
Geometrictransformationsinvolvingsmall anglesof rotation can be
treatedas separableand the horizontaland verticalresamplingcan be
performedindependentlywith no significantdifferencein the output image
values. Separabletransformationsalso have the potentialof being
implementedwith intermediate90 degree rotations(or transpositions)for
which efficientmethodsexist.
Nearestneighbor,bilinear,cubic convolution,sin x/x interpolation,
spline interpolation,and least-squarederror with respectto a desired
point-spreadfunctionare among the approachesto derivingthe resampled
output images.
The advantagesand disadvantagesof these methods are discussed
sufficientlyin the literature. The cubic convolutionmethod is used in
the groundprocessingsystemsfor Landsatdue to its balancebetween
performanceand computationalcomplexity.
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VII. VERIFICATIONANDVALIDATION
The error analysis panel was concerned about the procedures for
characterizing the errors as well as verification and validation of
geometrically corrected products. It was indicated that in the present
production system for Landsat images there was insufficient verification
of geometric accuracy.
Verification can be a labor-intensive process depending on the extent of
output images to be checked. Geodetic accuracy of an image can be
verified by converting the geodetic coordinates of selected points within
a scene to image coordinates, displaying neighborhoods of these points,
comparing them with maps, and checking whether features on the map and the
image overlay as expected. The tools needed for this are identical to
those for building a Control Point Library. The task is simplified if
sections of maps are available in digital image format.
Verification with such digital maps (and verification of registration of
two images) can be performed by using flickering displays. Registration
can also be verified automatically by correlation of several test segments
from the reference image with the corresponding segments of the resampled
image registered to it. Such a procedure would, however, be insensitive
to high frequency distortions.
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS
The reco_nmendationsmade by the variouspanelsand the members-at-large
can be summarizedunder three major headings:
1. Verificationand Validation: It is necessaryto have a capabilityto
verify achievedregistrationaccuraciesand validatetechniques
appropriateto a given sensor using simulations. It is necessaryto
define the amountof qualitycontrolrequiredand to design a systemwhich
permitsefficientverification.
2. AdvancedRegistrationSystem: Advancedconceptsin registrationsuch
as sensorswith inherentregistrationaccuracy,pointablesensorswith
selectable/multipleresolution,on-boardprocessingfor registration,and
"creation"of a few very accurate,possibly"active"ground controlpoints
per orbit shouldbe studied. Analyst'scapabilitiesshouldalso be
enhancedthrough interactiveterminalswith image enhancementand
manipulationsoftware,especiallyrelatedto remappingto various
projections. Such softwareshould be modularand transportable.
3. UniversalControlPoint Library: A controlpoint librarysystem
shouldbe developedwhich receives,verifiesand enters data from various
sources. The libraryshouldbe applicableto severalsensors. It should
provideworld-widecoverageand have a databasemanagementsystem
permittingdistributedinput/outputaccessto users. Potentialuse of
non-imageformat "controlpoint patterns"shouldbe considered.
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MAPSAT COMPARED TO OTHER EARTH-SENSING CONCEPTS*
Alden P. Colvocoresses
U.S Geological Survey
National Center-MS 522
Keston, Virginia 22092 USA
ABSTRACT
During 1980 ITEK Corporation in conjunction with TRW conducted a feasibil-
ity study of a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) proposed satellite system known as
Mapsat. Mapsat differs from other proposed systems as follows:
o It does not involve existing constraints such as transmission through the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System or the 705-km orbital alti-
tude of Landsat D.
o It retains the orbit and basic transmission system of Landsat i, 2, and 3.
o It involves three- as well as two-dimensional mapping with up to three
spectral bands.
o It is designed for simplified (one-dimensional) data processing, long
life, and overall cost effectiveness.
The ITEK study has established feasibility, so it is now appropriate to
compare Mapsat with other candidates for an operational Earth-sensing
mission. The task of defining the operational system rests with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the Department of Commerce.
However, the USGS as a major user agency has a large stake in any such system.
Moreover, many Earth resource agencies throughout the world in the fields of
geology, hydrology, and mapping look to the USGS as the key U.S. Government
organization to represent their professional interests. Thus the USGS pro-
poses Mapsat as an operational Earth-sensing system.
BACKGROUND
On September 21, 1966, Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall announced
the creation of the Earth Resources Observation Systems program to study the
harth, its natural resources and environment from space. Secretary Udall and
U_uS Director %_illiam Pecora proposed an appropriate satellite system and
_ASA responded by building, launching, and operating the Landsat series.
Since 1966, the USGS through its EROS program has played a key role in the
development and utilization of Earth-sensing systems. Moreover, the EROS Data
Center of the USGS is the U.S. sales facility that distributes Landsat data on
a global basis. The USGS has actively encouraged the Earth-sensing concept
with the expectation of the evolution of an operational system. However, no
government agency, until recently, has had the authority to define an Earth-
sensing system other than for experimental purposes, and this is one reason why
no operational system has evolved.
On November 16, 1979, Presidential Directive NSC-54 was issued. It
assigned the n_nagement responsibility for civil operational land remote sen-
*Pre6ent_d-a{'th6SFffte_nth International Symposium on Remote Sensing of
Knvironh,=**t, Ann Arbor, MI, May 1981.
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sing activities to NOAA of the Department of Commerce. While the governmental
responsibility for operational systems has been assigned to NOAA, the USGS and
other concerned agencies should make vital contributions to define such opera-
tional systems, which according to NSC-54 should be based on Landsat technology.
For nearly 9 years Landsat satellites (originally designated ERTS) have
been imaging the Earth from space. The Landsat program is well documented
(1,2,3) and has established remote sensing from space as a recognized disci-
pline throughout the world. The latest Landsat (Landsat-3) carries return beam
vidicon (RBV) cameras of 30-m resolution* as compared to 80+ m for Landsat-i
and -2; even so, Landsat is a relatively low-resolution system and is thus limi-
ted with respect to making detailed studies of the Earth. Moreover, Landsat
lacks the stereoscopic mode essential to the delineation of elevations of the
Earth's surface. The acceptance and use of Landsat products clearly indicates
that there is a need for a truly operational Earth-sensing system, and that
this need is considered to be global and not restricted to any one country or
group of countries. Whether or not the United States develops a truly opera-
tional system depends on many unanswered questions. It should be noted that
several foreign governments (France, Japan, Germany, India) and agencies
(huropean Space Agency, United Nations) are considering the development of
an operational Earth-sensing satellite system or systems. From all indica-
tions some such system will evolve during the 1980's. Because of the high cost
involved, it is hoped that such systems will be international in nature--per-
haps similar organizationally to the global communications systems--rather
than each interested country developing its own system.
Landsat D (4,5) is scheduled for launch during 1982, but because of its
limitations (very low production capabilities for Thematic Mapper data, and
no stereo capability) the USGS does not view Landsat D as an operational
system or even as an operational prototype.
On December 3, 1980 NASA issued a request for proposal (RFP) for an MLA
(multi_pectral linear array) Instrument Definition Study (6). The MLA des--J-
cribed is "to potentially support an Operational Land Observation System
(OLOS)." Awards, not to exceed $450,000 each, are called for by the RFP.
Four successful proposers (Ball Bros., Honeywell, Eastman, and Hughes) were
announce_ on April 7, 1981, and the study is expected to be of 6-months dura-
tion after awards are made. This study addresses linear array technology,
but _o_s not include the geometric constraints of a mapping satellite that
to many, including the USGS, should be an integral part of an operational
system. The _*LA study calls for two "short-wave" infrared bands (1.55 to
1.75 um and 2.08 to 2.35 um) However, the cost and complexity of recording
such bands with solid-state linear arrays plus their limited use to date,
make them unlikely candidates for flying on any operational system during the
19b0's. /
SYSTEMS COMPARISONS
There are two primary modes for imaging the Earth--by aircraft in the
atmosphere and by satellites in space. For single-country coverage the air-
craft mode probably holds the economic edge, but for global coverage satellites
have a definite advantage. Many of today's problems related to ener%y, natural
_6-_6£_'£666fJ£1on as used herein refers to the effective resolution element
which is defined as th_ instantaneous field-of-view of the sensor element
coupl-ed with the _stimated spread function of the sensing and primary proces-
sing system.
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and cultural resources, and the quality of environment are clearly of a global
nature. Thus iT man is to properlyunderstand and monitor both the natural
and manmade occurrences on this planet he must utilize a space system.
The options related to space sensor systems fall into three groups, namely
film cameras, electro-optical systems, and microwave radars. Film cameras
represent a proven technology_ especially for topographic mapping, but they
are not suited for the multispectral continuous monitoring of the Earth so
successfully demonstrated by Landsat. The third group, microwave radars, are
needed where illumination limitations or atmospheric opacity preclude the use
of optical sensors that use the Sun as their imaging energy source. This
leaves electro-optical sensors, which again subdivide into three groups; vidi-
cons (TV), opto-mechanical scanners, and solid-state detector arrays.
Vidicons are represented by the RBV's of Landsat l, 2, and 3 and the
opto-mechanical scanners by the MSS of Landsat i, 2, and 3; the Thematic
Mapper (TM) planned for Landsat D and/or D'; and the conical scanner flown
on Skylab as experiment S192. The vidicons are relatively poor radiometers
and, therefore, not well suited for multispectral applications. The opto-
mechanical scanners of Landsat utilize oscillating parts which create geo-
metric problems and are subject to mechanical failure. The conical scanner
of Skylab moves in a simple uniform rotation, but the processing of conical
data, as opposed to the linear data of the MSS and TM, poses problems which
have weighed against this type of imaging system. However, it is interesting
to note that a new type of laser scanner, designed for the mapping of shallow
sea areas from aircraft uses the same conical scanning system (7).
The sensors remaining to be considered are the solid-state detector ar-
rays (8). They can be fabricated in either a two- or one-dimensional config-
uration. The two-dimensional form can, in theory, produce an instanteous image
similar to that of a frame film camera, except that each element is discrete
and normally quantified in digital form. However, a continuous imaging system
which is devoid of the discontinuities created by framing cameras is highly
desirable, and such continuous imaging can best be obtained by one-dimensional
(linear) array sensors_
The advantage of solid-state linear arrays for a space sensor system are
manifold. A few of these include: light weight, low power use, long sensor
life, no moving parts, high geometric fidelity, compatibility with stereo sys-
tem and one-dimensional processing of data. These advantages all add up to
high cost effectiveness, an essential element in the consideration of any oper-
ational system.
Two of the advantages of linear arrays warrant amplification--namely
stereo compatibility and one-dimensional processing. Landsat's inability
to provide adequate stereo coverage and thus provide for the delineation
of height is a serious deficiency. Elevation data are required for an ever-
increasing list of applications, and for most of these applications, elevation
data in digital form are required. Digital elevation data (digital terrain
data, digital elevation models) geometrically define the Earth's surface
in three dimensions and in a form from which the following types of products
can be computer generated:
o topographic contours and topographic derivatives such as slope maps,
profiles, drainage areas, and elevations of key points or areas.
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o relief depiction under any desired condition of illumination, vertical
exaggeration, or perspective. This has obvious application to those geo-
scientists concerned with the size, shape, and distribution of Earth
surface features. This relief depiction capability also permits terrain
data to be stored on-board an aircraft or other platform where it can be
correlated with "live" radar response and thus used in the automation
of navigational systems.
o terrain aspect correction algorithms to normalize radiometric responses
distorted by slopes and thus aid in the automated classification of the
Earth's surface and its cover.
o cartographic products composed of or derived from two or more data sets
of which one is elevation data.
Equal to the stereo capability in importance, is one-dimensional data proces-
sing. Existing systems involve two-dimensional storage and analysis of data.
A Landsat image for example (one band) involves about i0,000,000 picture ele-
ments (pixels), and a thematic mapper image (one band), nearly 100,000,000
pixels. Data processing has been the Achilles' heel of all remote sensing
systems, including photographic systems from which data compilation, particu-
larly in the stereo mode, is both slow and costly. With linear arrays it is
possible to reduce data processing from a two- to one-dimensional problem,
and this applies to the stereo as well as the monoscopic mode.
Thus, linear arrays were selected as the logical sensor design for an
operational system, but there are two major limitations which must also be
considered. The first limitation is detector calibration, since thousands of
detectors are involved for each waveband. No two detectors respond identi-
cally and thus the radiometric calibration of a linear array is a sizeable
task. If one demands very fine radiometric precision to a fraction of a
percent, linear arrays are not the answer. However, the sensing of any spe-
cific feature or phenomenom on the Earth's surface _enerally involves "noise"
from various sources which add up to a few percent of the signal itself.
It is believed that linear arrays can be calibrated to within one percent
of expected signals, and this should be adequate for general purpose remote
sensing of the Earth.
The second limitation is that available detectors and optics limits wave-
band response to about 1.05 um. Longer waves generally require cooled detectors
and reflective rather than refractive optics and, moreover, the available ener-
gY in the I to 5 um range (short-wave infrared) is quite low. Recording the
5arth's response in that range is both costly and technically difficult. It
is known that certain vegetation and rock types, under suitable condition6,
will give unique signatures within this range but the overall utility of such
sensing has yet to be established.
MAPSAT
Mapsat is the result of a USGS effort to define an operational Earth-
sensing system. It is based on Landsat technology, and includes the following
concepts:
o Global coverage on a continuous basis.
o Open data dissemination in reasonable time and at reasonable cost.
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o Variable resolution, swath-width, stereoscopic and multispectral
capabilities.
o Capability of l:50,000-scale image mapping with a 20-m contour inter-
val.
o Continuity with respect to Landsat-l, -2, and -3 including the same
basic data transmission and reception system.
o Cost effectiveness including one-dimensional data processing.
Details relative to Mapsat are covered in other papers (8,9,10) but a few
points warrant elaboration.
o Mapping geometry. The name Mapsat implies a mapping system, but this does
not mean its primary function is to serve the mapmaker. Disciplines such
as geology, hydrology, agriculture, geography, and engineering, to name
a few, require multispectral data in accurate mappable form. Raymond
Dideriksen (written commun., 1976) of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service
has stated, "Until the geometric accuracy and resolution are greatly im-
proved we cannot consider Landsat or LFO (Landsat Follow-On) to be competi-
tive cartographic tools when compared with either high-altitude photography
or cameras such as those that were demonstrated in Skylab." Here a Depart-
ment of Agriculture spokesman is calling for a space system of higher
geometric fidelity and resolution, and it is hard to conceive of any other
serious user to whom geometry is not important. Geometric precision, which
is essential to the cartographer, is also the key to an operational Earth-
sensing system, and thus the name "Mapsat" has been applied. The products
envisaged from Mapsat are by no means limited to conventional planimetric
and topographic mapsbut include thematic displays and other products
which can be derived from digital elevation data.
The high geometric fidelity of Mapsat is achieved by defining a space-
craft and sensor system having virtually no moving.parts and very precise
position and attitude determination. The sensor system is based on rigid
solid-state linear arrays rather than mechanical scanners such as used on
Landsat. Moreover, the antennas are defined to remain rigid as are the
solar panels during periods of data acquisition.
o Resolution and data transmission. Mapsat is designed to use up to three
spectral bands at various resolutions and swath widths. Areas requiring
high resolution may be so covered with an effective resolution element as
small as lO-m. Fortunately areas requiring such relatively high resolution
are generally of limited extent. The selection of the spectral band and
stereo combinations would also depend on the type of area to be covered.
However, a limitation on the data _ransmission rate is considered essential.
By using on-board data compression techniques and data storage, and minor
modifications to to the existing Landsat receiving stations to increase
their capacity, the existing S-band Landsat transmission system should
be adequate. However, a single centrally located receiving station, such
as near Sioux Falls, S. Dak., would reduce the number of data tranmissions
and thus improve the efficiency of the system for coverage of the conter-
minous United States.
o Spectral bands. The Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) uses four basic
spectral bands. A fifth thermal band was added on Landsat-3 but failed
soon after launch. Of the four MSS bands, two are in the near infrared
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and are largely redundant. In order to optimize data acquisition against
demonstrated practical use, the two near-infrared bands have been consoli-
dated into one for Mapsat. The three bands selected are a blue-green (0.47
to 0.57 _m), a green-red (0.57 to 0.70 u m) and a near-infrared (0.76 to
1.05 _m) band. While the importance of a thermal band is recognized, it is
considered suitable for Mapsat, which records reflected solar energy. The
thermal emissions from the Earth's surface can best be measured before dawn
and afternoon to separate the Sun's effects. Thus a sun synchronous satel-
lite other than Mapsat is needed for thermal sensing.
o Stereoscopic capabilit/. As previously stated, the delineation of the
Earth's surface in three dimensions is essential for many uses, and Mapsat
will be able to do this at two different base-height ratios (0.5 and 1.O)
depending on the type of topography involved.
o One-dimensional data _rocessin 9. One attribute of solid-state linear ar-
rays is that they generate one-dimensional streams of data. For a single-
optic vertically oriented sensor system this is easy to see, but for the
stereo mode the generation of one-dimensional data is rather difficult to
visualize.
The two dimensions of image acquisition and processing are normally
defined as x (direction of forward motion) and y (cross-track direction).
For any given Mapsat optic the y component is fixed by the linear array it-
self and all data sets are generated in what is basically the x direction.
In space it is also possible to define two or more sets of linear arrays
using two or or more sets of optics looking forward, vertical, and/or aft
to create stereo imagery. Moreover, it is feasible (i0) to control the
spacecraft so that corresponding detectors in two separate optics will
track each other as the satellite circles the Earth. This creates epipolar
planes which produce one-dimensional (x direction) sets of stereo data. If
one assumes that such data will correlate (the same image points identified
and located on the two data sets by their radiometric signature) then data
processing in stereo as well as monoscopic mode is greatly simplified and
can in fact be automated. In so far as is known linear arrays provide the
only defined sensor system that can generate the epipolar planes in space.
For precise n_pping ground control is needed, however, with the expec-
teu stability and positional accuracy expected of Mapsat, such control need
o_ly be and spaced on the order of 1,O00 km along any given ground track.
The correlated data can be processed by automated means and thus can pro-
vi_e the basis for an automated mapping system. The proper implementation
of this concept would _reatly reduce data processing time and costs.
un April 3, 1980, the USG5 awarded a contract to ITEK Corporation
(with TR_ as _ubcontractor) for a feasibility study of the conceptual design
for an automated mapping system (_lapsat). _TEK's final report (i0) confirmed
the feasibility of the Mapsat concept, and clearly indicates that if the U.S.
Government decides now to move ahead on Mapsat, such a satellite could be
launched in the 1986-88 time frame. Moreover, the system can be built and
operated for a 7-year period at an estimated cost of $215,000,000 (1979
dollars). This figure is considered highly reasonable and cost effective
when compared to other proposed systems and to the value of the expected
products.
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CONCLUSIONS
Parameters for Mapsat were first published in April 1979 (9). Since then
some modifications have developed as a result of the recent feasibility study.
The basic concepts have now been validated and the following conclusions
reached:
o The orbital parameters of Landsat I, 2, and 3 are considered optimum
for an Earth-sensing satellite, and the Landsat data tranmission system,
with minor modifications, is considered adequate.
o solid-state linear arrays promise to simplify the problem of mu!tispec-
tral imaging of the Earth from space.
o The epipolar plane condition can be achieved with a properly designed
Larth-sensing satellite, and this will permit the delineation of the
third dimension of height using linear arrays which produce one-dimen-
sional data flows. Moreover, this condition will permit the automated
processing of stereo data into topographic information.
o An Earth-sensing satellite can now be b6ilt with virtually no actuated
parts and thus achieve a very high stability, expected long life, and
increased cost effectiveness as compared to existing and other proposed
systemS.
o ITEK's report indicates first launch could be as early as 1986 and at a
reasonable cost.
In light of these considerations the USGS proposes that the Mapsat con-
cepts be developed into an operational Earth-sensing satellite system.
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Abstract
Throughout the world, topographic maps are compiled by manually operated
stereoplotters that recreate the geometry of two wide-angle overlapping
stereo frame photographs. Continuous imaging systems such as strip
cameras, electro-optical scanners, or linear arrays of detectors (push
brooms) can also create stereo coverage from which, in theory, topography
can be compiled. However, the instability of an aircraft in the atmosphere
makes this approach impractical. The benign environment of space permits
a satellite to orbit the Earth with very high stability as long as
no local perturbing forces are involved. Solid-state linear-array sensors
have no moving parts and create no perturbing force on the satellite.
Digital data from highly stabilized stereo linear arrays are amenable
to simplified processing to produce both plauimetric imagery and elevation
data. A satellite, called Mapsat, including this concept has been
proposed to accomplish automated mapping in near real time. Image
maps as large as 1:50,000 scale with contours as close as 20-m interval
may be produced from Mapsat data.
Background
The geometry of stereo mapping photographs, whether taken from aircraft
or satellite, is well known and documented. Transforming such photographs
into topographic maps is a relatively slow and expensive process that
for many critical steps defies automation. Compared to an aircraft, a
satellite offers the unique advantages of much greater stability and
uniform velocity.
Utilizing these advantages, a sensing system in space can now provide
imagery of mapping quality, even though a continuous electro-optical
imaging system is used instead of a mapping camera with its inherent
high geometric fidelity. The next generation of space sensors will
include solid-state linear arrays (fig. I) that involve no moving
parts. By continuous imaging with very high geometric fidelity they
will permit, at least in part, the automated mapping of the Earth
from space in three as well as two dimensions. The fundamental difference
between conventional and continuous stereo methods is illustrated
by figure 2.
* Approved for publication by Director, U.S.G.S.
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At least four papers have been published that relate directly to automated
three-dimensional mapping. In 1952, Katz (1) showed how height
measurements could be made with a stereoscopic continuous-strip camera.
The geometry of such a strip camera and stereo linear arrays is basically
the same. In 1962, Elms (2) elaborated on the strip camera concept
and indicated its advantages over frame cameras as a possible component
of an automated mapping system. In 1972, Helava and Chapelle (3) described
the development of instrumentation by which a conventional stereomodel
can be scanned using the epipolar-plane* principle, and thus reducing
image correlation from a two-dimensional to a basically one-dimensional
task.
In 1976 Scarano and Brumm (4) described the automated stereo-mapper
AS-IIB-Xwhich utilizes the epipolar-scan concept and one-dimensional
digital image correlation described by Helava and Chapelle. Thus the
concept of reducing pbotogrsmmetric_data stero correlation from two
to one dimension is well established. The cited literature, however
does not describe the possibility of imaging the Earth directly in
stereoscopic digital form suitable for one-dimensional processing.
Beginning in 1977 a serious effort to define a stereo satellite or
Stereosat (5) was undertaken by NASA. The Stereosat concept calls for
linear-array sensors, looking fore, vertical and aft, but its principal
objective is to provide a stereoscopic view of the Earth rather than
to map it in automated mode. There are other ways of obtaining stereo
imagery with linear arrays. The French SPOT (6) satellite can look
left or right of the track and thus achieves stereo by combining imagery
from nearby passes of the the satellite. NASA's Multispectral Linear
Array (MLA) concept (7), as so far defined, calls for fore and aft
looks through the same set of optics by use of a rotating mirror.
However, neither the SPOT nor NASA's ,_[LAapproach are considered
optimum for stereo mapping of the Earth, as neither is designed to
acquire data in continuous form.
Mapsat Geometric Concept
Linear arrays represent a relatively new remote sensing concept. Five
papers on this subject were presented at the ASP/ACSM annual convention
during March 1978 (8,9,10,iI,12). These papers concentrated on detector
*An epipolar plane is defined by two air or space exposure (imaging)
stations and one point on the ground.
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technology and the application of linear array sensors in a vertical
imaging mode. Welsh (13) recently described the geometry of linear arrays
in stereo mode, although his error analysis for such a system is based on
measurements made from images.rather than com_utations based on the digital
data.
By combining the technology of linear arrays, the concept of epipolar-
plane scanning, and the experience gained from Landsat and other space
sensing systems, Mapsat was defined (14), and its proposed parameters are
listed in Table I. The ,Vmpsat concept was the work of several individuals,
but perhaps the single most important contribution was that of Donald Light
(verbal communication), then of the Defense Mapping Agency, who first
suggested that epipolar planes, as described by Helava (3) and used in the
AS-IIB-X plotter, could be achieved directly from space and that topographic
data might then be extracted in real time. There are several feasible
configurations by which linear arraysensors can continuously acquire stereo
data. It was decided that the system must permit selection from the three
spectral bands, provide for two base-to-height ratios of 0.5 and 1.0 and
be compatible with the epipolar concept. Figure 3 illustrates the
configuration selected to accomplish the stereoscopic as well as monoscopic
functions.
Acquiring stereo data of the Earth in epipolar form directly from space is
the fundamental geometric concept of Mapsat. The epipolar conditions
shown in Figure 4 implies that five points--the observed ground point P,
the two exposure stations SI and S2, and the two image detectors _ and a_--lie
in a single plane. If this epipolar condition is maintained as the satellite
moves along its orbit, every point P observed by detector fi in the forward
looking array will also be observed subsequently by detector a_ in the aft
looking array. Thus image correlation can be obtained by matching
the data stream from detector f_ with that from aL--a one-dimensional
correlation scheme. This description applies equally to the use
of the vertical with either the fore-or aft-looking array but involves
a weaker (0.5) base-to-height ratio than the described use of the fore
and aft arrays (base-to-height ratio of 1.0). In practice the data streams
from more than one detector may be involved since there will normally be some
offset in the path of a given pair of detectors. Moreover under certain
conditions, correlation may be improved by a limited expansion of
_he correlation function to two dimensions.
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Because each detector array is looking at a different portion of the
Earth at any given time, Earth rotation complicates the epipolar
condition. As shown in figure 5, this complication can be overcome
by controlling the spacecraft attitude. This description is obviously
simplified; further complications involve such factors as the ellipsoidal
shape of the Earth, variations in the orbit, spacecraft stability,
and even very large elevation differences. The spacecraft position and
attitude must be precisely determined by such systems as the Global
Positioning System (GPS or NAVSTAR) and frequent stellar referencing.
Satellite attitude control involves gyros and inertial wheels, and,
when a satellite is free of perturbing forces created by moving (actuated)
parts, attitude can be maintained for reasonable periods to the arc-second.
Of course, the sensing system must retain precise geometric relationship
to the attitude control system. Defining the correct satellite attitude
and the rates in yaw, pitch, and roll to maintain the epipolar condition
requires precise mathematical analysis. Two independent analyses, one
by Howell of ITEK (15) and the other by Snyder (16) of U.S.
Geological Survey, confirm Mapsatts geometric feasibility, and a
U.S. patent has been allowed on the concept. Table 2 indicates the
maximum deviations fromthe epipolar condition caused by the various
expected error sources. This table is based on a half orbit (50 minutes)
which covers the daylight portion to which imagery i8 basically timited.
Attitude rate errors _ould be considerable if only corrected once every
50 minutes but, as.the table indicates, 10muinute intervals based on
stellar reference reduce the errors to a reasonable amount. Ten-minute
stellar referencing using star sensors as described by Junkinset el.,
(17), is considered reasonable. Computer programs have been developed
that result in the epipolar plane condition being maintained as long as
adequate positional and attitude reference data are available and properly
utilized. Figure 6 illustratesthe simplicity of elevation determination
in an epipolar plane which is the key element of Mapsat.
Obviously, the Mapsat concept can b_ effectively implemented only if
stringent specifications regarding orbit, stability, reference, and sensor
systems are met. Table 3 lists the Mapsat geometric requirements as defined
to date, and each is considered to be within the state of the art.
Happing Accurac_
By meeting the geometric requirements indicated and achieving stereo
correlation, the resulting map accuracy is compatible with scales as large
as 1:50,000 and contours as close as 20 m interval based on U.S. National
Map Accuracy Standards. Reference 15 covers this analysis in some detail.
Such accuracies result from the indicated geometric requirements and the
following factors:
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o Linear array detectors are positioned with sub-micron accuracy.
o Optical distortion effects, when accounted for by calibration,
are negligible.
o Atmospheric refraction, because of the steep look angles, is of
a very low order and is reasonably well known; air-to-water
refraction is also known where underwater depth determination
is involved.
o Relative timing, which is referenced to data acquisition, is
accurate to within the microsecond.
o Digital stereo correlation, where uniquely achieved, provides
three dimensional root-mean-square (rms) positional accuracy
to within half the pixel dimension.
These considerations result in relative positional errors for defined
points of only 6 to 7m (rms) both horizontally and vertically. This
vertical accuracy requires the 1.0 base-to-height ratio. Such accuracy is
adequate for the mapping indicated but assumes that control is available
for reference to the Earth's figure. As indicated by ITEK (15) and the
author (19), control points of 1,000 km spacing along on orbital path will
be adequate for such a purpose. Where no control exists the absolute accuracy
of the resultant maps, with respect to the Earth's figure, may be in rms
error by 50 to 100 m although their internal (relative) accuracy remains
at the 6 to 7 m rms level.
Stereocorrelation
The determination of elevations from stereo data requires the correlation
of the spectral response from the same point or group of points as
recorded from two different positions. In the aerial photography case
these two positions are the camera stations, whereas with linear arrays in
space the two recording positions are constantly moving with the satellite.
In the photography case, correlation is achieved by orienting the two
photographs to model the acquisition geometry. Once this is done, correlation
can be achieved by the human operator, or the image stereomodel can be scanned
and correlated by automated comparison of the signal patterns from the two
photographs. A system such as the AS-11B-X (3,4) generates one-dimensional
digital data in epipolar planes from the model. In theory, epipolar data
should be correlated much faster than that from a system that must
search in two dimensions to establish correlation. In practice, the automated
correlation of digital data has been only partially successful; and, as Mahoney
(18) has recently pointed out, correlation by either manual or automated systems
is still a slow and costly process. To date, no one has acquired original sensor
data in epipolar form. Thus, no one can really say how well such data can be
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automatically correlated, until a satellite such as Mapsat is flown.
Simulation using digitized aerial photographs or linear-array stereo-sensing
of a terrain model are relevant experiments worth conducting. However, they
will provide only partial answers, since the degree of correlation will depend
on the area involved. The characteristics of the Earth's surface, coupled
with related conditions, such as the atmosphere and Sun angles, are highly
varied; which means that the degree of correlation will also be highly varied.
This problem does not imply that the Mapsat concept has not been validated.
Having stereo data organized in linear digital form is of obvious advantage
to create the three-dimensional model of the Earth's surface. Many areas
will correlate in one-dimensional mode, others will require two-dimensional
treatment, and still other areas may not correlate at all. By properly
defining the satellite parameters and data processing, the correlation
function can be optimized and raised well above that obtainable fro_
wide-angle photography systems. For example, digital data can readily be
modulated to enhance contrast or edges that make up the patterns on which
correlation depends. Photography can also be modulated, but it is far more
difficult (and less effective) than digital-data modulation, as film lacks
the dynamic range and sensitivity of solid-state detectors. Mapsat will
acquire data in an opt_num form for automated correlation, which will expedite
the precise determination of elevations and create digital elevation data
that are becoming a basic tool for many disciplines.
Ac_uisltion Modes and Products
As previously described (i¢), Mapsat is designed to be operated in a wide
variety of modes. These include variation in resolution (10-m elements
on up), spectral bands, swath width, and stereo modes. Such flexibility
permits optimum data acquisition without exceeding a specified data-
transmission rate that is now defined at ¢8 megabits per second (Mb/s).
The Earth's surface is highly varied, and data product requirements are
likewise highly varied. By varying the acquisition modes and, in turn,
producing a variety of products, the data management problem becomes
complicated as compared to existing systems such as Landsat which produces
only two basic types of data. However, solving this data management problem
is a small price to pay for a system that can meet a wide variety of
requirements for remotely sensed data of the Earth. Only four primary
products are expected from Mapsat as follows:
(a) Raw-data digital tapes from which quick-look images can be
displayed in near real time.
(5) Processed digital image _apes callbraned both radiometrically
and geometrically to a defined map projection. Such data will be
two-dimensional (planimetric) but describe the Earth's radiance
(brightness) in multispectral form as is now accomplished by
Landsat Multispectral Scanner tapes.
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(c) Processed digital tapes, again calibrated both radiometrically
and geometrically, but which now describe the Earth's surface
in three dimensions (topographically) with an associated radiance
value. Such tapes are, in effect, digital elevation data sets of
the Earth's surface.
(d) Standardized images, both black-and-white and in color, which
include geometric corrections and radiometric enhancements. Such
corrections and enhancements will be of recognized general value
and of a type that can be performed without undue delay or
excessive cost. The images would also be of standardized scale.
From these four basic products, a wide variety of derivatives can be made which
include the following:
(a) Black-and-white and multicol0r image maps and mosaics at scales
as large as 1:50,000, or even 1:25,000 (1:24,000) where map accuracy
standards are not required.
(b) Thematic displays and maps involving such subjects as land cover
and land use classification.
(c) Maps which depict the Earth's topography by such means as contours
(as close as 20-m interval), slopes, elevation zoues, shaded relief,
and perspective display.
Conclusion
Mapsat will not meet all anticipated remote sensing requirements, and
it will in no way replace those air-photo surveys required to meet mapping
requirements for scales larger =hat 1:50,000 and contour intervals of less
than 20 m. What it will do, is provide a precise three-dimensional
multispectral model of the Earth at reasonable resolution and in digital
form. Moreover, the satellite will record the changing responses of the
Earth's surface as long as it is in operation.
Mapsat can be built today at what is considered to be a reasonable cost
(15) as it is based on available components and technology. Moreover,
it is designed for simplified operation and data processing. Assuming that
an operational Earth-sensing system will be flown, surely Mapsat is a
deserving candidate for such a job.
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Mapsa_ Parameters.
o 0rbi_--Same as Landsa_ 1, 2 and 3- (919 km al_)..
o Sensor--Linear Arrays--Thre_ optics lookin_ 23 °. forward,
vertical and 23 ° arc. Three spectral bands:
blue- green 0.47 - 0.57" urn-
red 0.ST - 0.70 um
near IIt 0.76 -- 1.05 urn,
o Swat:h--130 km or por'...ton_ "..hereof_
o ResoluLion--_arlable--Down _o I0 m element.
o. Transmlssion--S (or X) band._compa:ible wICh Landsan recelve:s,
modified for daCJ¢ ra_es up. 1:o 48 Mb/a..
o ProcessinEP-_e dimensional, £ncludin_ s_ereoo
TABLE 1
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Xaps.a.tIEp1pq14rt:on41tlon
HaxtmumPevlat!on(±) In H41fOrbit--(50 H!nqte_)
(HetersOnl_h¢l_roqnd)
Case I. Verti¢4] plus Ca_e 2, Fore and
For or Aft--B/H, 0,5 Aft--B/H = 1.0
o Optimumcondition; 1,3 m 0.3 m
o Attitude errors (yaw and p!tch) of;
IO 4rc second_ 0,7 |._
_ 100 arc seconds 5.0 12
_ Att|_ude rate errqrs of;
lo-_deOo/Sec. 11(e)* e2(4)_,
10-_ deg./sec. 110 (22)* 230 (46)
0 Elevation differences Of:
I_000 m 2,3 0,5 •
lo,ooo m 22 1._
( ) Values obta!ned by 10 m|nut@rather thpn 50 minute stel!ar
reference |nterva|z,
Mapsac. Geometric Ke_ulremencs
o Positional Decermlnaclon of Sacelli_e---10 co 20 m_I/ in
all _hrae.axes.
o Poin_In E Accuracy---Wi=hin_z/0.._° of vea'zical..
o Poin_InE DecarmlnaEion--Wich/n _z/ 5 co i0 arc seconds
o SCabili_/ of SaCelli=e--KocaciomLl races-within _z/10-4
d e_=ees/s e_ond.
ii r_. (1_)
2._/ vecT' l_gh p_l_.b:l.Lf._/' (3_)
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GROUND
SWATII
¥' DUfCTORS
~ OPTlC5
. ALONG TRACK
MOTION
liNEAR ARRAY IMAGING MOPE
CONVENTIONAL VS,, CONTINUOUS STEREOIMAGING MQDES
Direction focal planes, approx. 30 cm Lon8
off giighC
Mapsa_ Sensor ConfIEura_ion Cno_ _o scala).
O_Lcs" A_ B, and C are _ Ei_Ld pa_T of the sa_elliTe.
0p_c B senses _he sam_ sEz-lp60 seconds afce_"A;
optic C, 120 seconds after A. Any combination af
A+ B, and C p_oduces stereo. Optics A and C are
of about. 10X 1onset focal lenETh _o provide
cesolunlon Compatible w___h optic B.
_GUaE 3
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LINEAR ARRAY8
DETECTOR-,a i DETECTOR-fi
Sz-OPTICAL.- ,L
CENTER AT tz .',ENTERAT ti
R
PLANE
_INTERSECTIONOF EPIPOLAR
PLANE AND GRQUND
,PSAT CONI
/ /
/
/ /
/ //
Mapsat Ep_polar-Acqulslt_on Geome_rM
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Haps_atEp|polar Plane Geometr_
Elevation difference a_ a
function qf time
d2
V t
Z2
l
1.
"c tum
V = satellite velocity (constant) ke K = constants
t l, t 2 = time to stereo |mage pqtflt_ i And 2 hi -= H - ZI = , _ k;d] = , - _.V.t l
dl = V-tl dist. moved to acquire stereo ha = "- Z 2 = H - k.d2 = " - k.y.t2
d2 = V.t2 data of _tnt-s | and 2 hz -.hi = K.(t2- ti)
H =satel]lte altitude _hove datum (constant)
and 2above ddtum Ah, At = olevatlon and time differences,hz, h2 = elevation of points } points 1 an4 2
Zz Z2 = distance from orbit to points } #qd _
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DESIGN TRADEOFFS FOR A MULTISPECTRAL LINEAR ARRAY (qLA) _NSTRUMENT
_ram M. qika
Santa narbara Research Center, Goleta, CA
Abstract
The heart of the _LA design problem is to develop an lnstru_aent coeceot which concurrent-
ly provides a wide field-of-view _ith hlQh resolution, spectral separation with orecise
band-to band reoistration, and excellent radiometric accuracy. Often, these requirements
have conflicting design implications which can only he resolved by careful tradeoffs that
consider performance, cost, fabrication feasibility and development risk. The key design
tradeoffs for an _LA instrument are addressed in this paper, and elements of a baseline
instrument concept are present6d.
Background
The NASA Landsat program has been thoroughly successful to date, based on the imagery
produced by the Multispectral Scanner. Currently, with spacecraft integration underway for
the Thematic Happer protofliqht instrument, the second qeneratton of Landaat is apDroachinq
fruition. In light of these developments, the _esi_n ehallenge for a third-oeneration _LA
sensor is to conceive an instrument that will provide extraordinary benefits chat are well
worth the development cost.
The strength "of the MLA concept emanates from the pushbroom Imaqe-formatlon aooroach ,
which offers some fundamental improvements over oDto-mechanlcally scanned Instrumehts. A
dramatic advantage of the MLA sensor is the increased dwell time that can be used to improve
slgnal-to-noise, spectral resolution and spatial resolution simultaneously. The deslqn
latitude in all three parameters is such that only the optical blur circle need constrain
the spatial resolution. Thus, an outstanding optical deslan Is required to exololt the
pushbroom approach. However, hluher resolution by itself is a modest Justification for a
new development program. To fully realize the potential benefits of the MLA concept, the
instrument design must he mechanically Simple, with a minimal number of movina Darts.
Otherwise, the promised reliability advantage of the pushbroom approach may not be achieved.
Moreover, the instrument must provide excellent spatial (band-to-band) registration and
radiometric accuracy, as well as minimum geometric distortion. Spectral remistration amd
geometric fidelity are essentlal for accurate color-composlte imagery. Object-space rea_s"-
tration is also extremely impor=ant for successful crop assessment and classification, since
the precise radlometric accurac; required for this task is significantly degraded by mlsreq-
istration. That is, radiometric performance and band-to-band registration ar_ cross-coup-
led. With inherent band-to-band registration at the instrument, a large segment of the user
community might be served by data that Come directly from the spacecraft, or _ith a minimal
amount of expensive and alma-consuming ground processing that delays delivery of data to the
customer. This capability is pivotal for many applications, such as crop-yield assessment
or evaluation of transient-pollutlon phenomena, where the utility of Landsat data declines
sharply with time.
Quantitative performance goals have been establlshed for MLA by the NASA Goddard Smace
Pllgh= Center, which has been guiding MT.A desiqn studies at several eo_panies, including
SBRC. X These design objectives, summarized in Table I, serve as a point of departure for
the tradeoffs discussed in the following sgctlon.
Table I. MLA Design Objectives
Spectral _ands Z,OV A SNR I ?laid-of-View I 15" Cross-Track(um) fm) (min) MTFB 1-20 IFOV In-TrackL
1. 0.45 - 0.52 10-15 73 )0.30 Spectral-_and <20 IFOV In-Track Separation
2. 0.52 - 0.60 10-15 149 >0.30 Registration (qands I * 6)
3. 0.63 - 0.69 10-15 126 )0.30 ¢0.I IFOV Pixel Posttl0n
4. 0.76 - 0.90 10-15 168 >0.30 t0.2 IFOV Parallelism within
5. 1.55 - 1.75 20-30 54 )0.30 Bands (I-4) and (5, 6)
6. 2.08 - 2.35 20-30 77 >0.30 z0.5 IF_J _arallelism
Bands (5, 6) W.R.T. (I _ 4)
Notes: A. Detector IPOV at 705 km,
Altitude Pointing Nodes: t30" Cross-Track
B. At Nyqulst Frequency 0, _26" In-Track (Stereo]
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Table 1. qLA Desian Objectives [Continued)
RADIOMETRIC ACCURACY _- 5% A_SOLUTE W.R.T. NBS STANDARDS
1% RELATIVE INTERBAND
0.5% RELATIVE INTRABAND
DATA COMMUNICATION 2 , 150 MBPS via TDRSS
I x 100 MBPS DIRECT DOWNLINK
SPACECRAFT INTERFACE COMPATIBLE WITH MUTIMISSION ._P&CECRAFT
(MMS) , STS LAUNCH
Design tradeoffs
The system-level tradeoffs, which translate mission requirements into a baseline in stru"
merit configuration, establish the basic design parameters and deslqn philosophy for the I(LA
instrument. The heart of the MLA design problem is to develop a design aoDroach that embo-
dies •he following features:
I. Wide fle!d-of-vlew with high resolution
2. Spectral separation and precise band-to-band registration
3. Stereo and cross-track pointing modes
4. Radiometric accuracy
5. On-board signal/data processing
6. High reliability - minimum number of moving parts'
Any one of these objectives might be straightforward to attain, but it is challeng_ng to
pro,vide all these features in a single instrument, because these requirements have _-onfllc-
tlng and interdependent design implications. For example, the optical design strongly In-
flueDces the spectral separatlon-registratlon technique, the stereo/cross-track pointing
method and the design of the on-board calibration source. Before delving into _he details
of th_se hardware tradeoffs, we shall begin by presenting the flrst-order sizing parameters
for the instrument.
Instrument sizin G
Detect(_r pitch, optical focal length, aperture size and integration time ar_ the basic
parameters _hat determine the physical size and radlometric performance of the--Instrument.
These numbers follow directly from the IFOV, _F and SNR specifications. Since detector
technology is the dominant feasibility driver for the NLA instrument, detector size and
density constraints are a good place to begin the sizing analysis. For a given ground-samp-
ling interval and IFOV, the focal length (and instrument size and cost) is red_ced in direct
proportion with detector pitch and size. Althou_h SNR is degraded as detector.slze is de-
creased, this is not s driving constraint on KLA where ample dwell time is available to
build SNR. Therefore, the smallest detector size and pitch, consistent with acceptable
processing yield and cost, are desirable for MLA.
Once the optimal detector pitch is selected, the focal length" is immediately determined
from IFOV and sampling interval requirements. Then, the optloal aperture size (and hence
f-number) is chosen to meet KTF and SNR requirements. This Instrument-sizing procedure is
illustrated in Figure I. These sizing tradeoffs lead to an instrument with 12 um square
detectors on 15 _m centers (bands I to 4), 705 mm focal length, a 190.5 _ aperture dlame-
ter, and other parameters as shown in Table 2. Additionally, the 705 mm focal length yields
a fortuitous relationship between dlmeneioms on the ground and on the focal plane: Im on
the ground corresponds to I ,m on the focal plane (for the 705 km orbit).
I REaUHqF_£11T
Figure 1. Inatrtment sizing proet_lur9
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Table 2. System Parameter _ue_ary
Aperture Diameter 190.5 _m
_ocal Length 705 mm
f/No. 3._
IFOV at 705 km 12m f1?.0 urad) Bands I - 4
25m (35.5 urad) _ands 5, 6
Sampling Interval ISm {21.3 urad) _ands I - 4
30m (42.6 urad} _ands 5,
Number of Detectors 61,440
Data Ra_e (Uncompressed) 208-570 MRPS
Configuration tradeoffs
The sizing parameters established above set the s£aae for confiauration tradeoffs. _his
section summarizes the _rincloal packaginu ¢onslderatlons, i_entifies the _ost oromlsinq
candidate, and presents the rationale for that selection.
The overall instrument confiuuration appears to be most strongly Influenced by the
following factors, listed in the order of their importance to the selection process:
I. Stereo mode implementation
2. Cross-track mode implementation
3. _adiative cooler field-of-view
4. Spacecraft structural integration
Three generic configurations are possible, with optical systems whose princioal axes are
oriented along the orbital t_ack, cross track, and nadir directions. Fiqure 2 illustrates
these alternatlves, and the _elative me_its and flaws of each approach are also noted in the
figure.
ST[RIO MODE ! CROSSTlU,C[ RAOlAnV| COOLER ]_AL'I[CRAFT
IMPLEMENTATION ._ Ikl_.EMERTAnOtl JlIIPLICATIOKS IRTI[GRATI011 ¢OMM[fITS
A I II C 0
II. j'[ T
_ • POOR l'r_rTORAt
_" i ""/_" -- / ..3o* COU_mCT0
ALOIIG TRACK • CRO$3I_OOUCT OF
IqERTIA OIFIrlCULT
TO MIIIImZl[
• EASIERTO TEST
TH&II (I)
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_'__
- • SlLECTED FOB
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PU_L
• IIIII_OR| LARGER
TWAll |_
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figure 2. Configuration .tradeoffs
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Configuration number three {with the optical axis in the cross-track direction), when
coupled with an optical design havina a convenient entrance-pupil location, was selecte_.
This configuration provides an excellent combination of simplicity and compactness_ arti-
culated radiators, rotating sensors, oversized mirrors and other undesirable features are
absent.
Optital desian tradeoffB
Performance requirements in the areas of pointing capability, field of view {FOV], reso-
lutio_ spectral coverage, radiometric accuracy and s_ectral reqistration are hiahly coupled
and contain important implications for the MLA optical form. As presented in Table 3, a
variety of additional optical system characteristics strongly affect the design of other MLA
subsystems. For example, a flat focaJ plane will greatly facilitate detector-array assembly
and alignment. The use of a relayed optical form will improve stray light rejection and
simplify on-orbit detector calibration. The optical form should permit compact system pack-
aglnq consistent with MMS payload capabilities, and fabrication and alignment tolerances
must be realistic in order to guarantee satisfactory on-orbit optical-system resolution.
An unobscured system with adequate performance margin will simplify scaling to sensors with
improved resolution, and an all-reflective telescope will permit future inclusion of LWIR
spectral bands. Minimal geometric distortion-will reduce post-processlng requirements for
some applications. Finally, telecentr{_it_(normal incidence for all chief rays in the
field of view) is an extremely important feature, since it eliminates angular variations in
coating performance {for dichrolc and spectral-bandpass filters).
Table 3. MLA Optical System Desired Characteristics
Desired Feature Motivation ]
i
|
Flat Focal Plane Simollfied alignment and assembly for FPA detectors
Telecentricity Low focal Diane angles of incidence, simplified"
spectral separation, uniform filter performance
Relayed OPtical Form Intermediate image: simplified on-orbit cal_bration
and stray light rejection
Real Entrance Pupil Reduced Stereo mirror size
Unobscured Aperture Improved optics MTF
Compact Packaging Maintain compatibility with MMS
Feasible Optical System Simplify sensor integration, reduce risk
Tolerances
Al_Reflective Telescope LWIR growth capability
Performance Margin Simplify scaling to 10m/20m system
•Minimal Geometric Reduced post-processing requirements
Distortion
A variety of telescope design forms have been considered for use in the ML_ sensor.
These optical designs have been evaluated against the set of performance regu{rements and
desired features listed above. The design form options considered for MLA are depicted in
Figure 3. The various Schmidt designs and the four-mirror telecentric system are the prin-
cipal design candidates. However, the Schmidt approaches have serious flaws rangina from
non-telecentricity and curved focal surfaces {for some variants), to unfavorable pupil loca-
tions and intractable pointing-mirror sizes. For a complete exposition of the key tradeoff
issues, the reader is directed to Reference 2_
The four-mirror telecentric design (Figure 3.1-5c) has been selected as the MLA optical
system baseline because of its excellent csmbination of optical performance an(] desirable
features. Main advantaqes of this form are its real entrance pupil, intermediate image,
flat focal plane, and telecentrlclty. The folded version of this telescope provides cow,act
packaging, and image quality {10-12 _rad 801 blur diameter in band 3) is better than MLA
specifications. Moreover, this all-reflectlve design has an unobscured aperture. Althouoh
the as-designed optical perfcrmance of this system is outstanding, fabrication feasibility,
alignment sensitivity and on-orblt alignment stabiIity are also important. Each of these
issues has been addressed in depth, as discussed in Reference 2. This work has shown that
the four-mirror telecentric system is a thoroughly workable design for MLA. gughes has
demonstrated {with hardware) a similar four-mlrror system with off-axis aspheric elements,
and the measured performance of this system is as predicted for the design. A key factor in
achieving the designed performance for these systems is a Hughes-developed computer-aided
optical alignment method which ensures optimal alignment of the mirrors and permits relaxa-
tion of figure tolerances.
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Pigure 3. Telescope desion alternatives
Spectral seoaration and registration
The requirements for spectral separation and band-to-band reqistratlon are siqnlflcant
considerations for the MLA instrument. The spectral-separation approach has imollcatlons
that ripple through the system, in the areas of optical design, detector packaqlnq, coollna,
structural design and signal/data p_ocessing.
Two fundamental points of departure for selecting a spectral-separation approach hlnqe o,
the desirability of maintaining true object-space reaistratlon and on the loSatlon of the
visible-near infrared (VNIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) focal Dlanez. The ke_ tradeoff
in achieving soectral registration centers on how the detectors are mounted. The mountlna
of the detectors is affected by the choice between the two different Dhilosophles for remis-
tration of the MLA bands; time delay between oarallel rows of detectors or soectral beam-
splitting of the incoming enerqy.
The time-delay approach leads to a misreqistration of 0.2 IFOV at the edg6 of the field
of wiew, even with ideal (constant focal length) ootlcs. Thus, object-space reqlstratlon is
not achieved, and extensive corrective data processinq would be reaulred to oro<]uce the
registered imaqery needed for many applications. Therefore, a beamsDlitter utilizinm dl-
chroic filters has been selected, as illustrated in Fiqure 4. This aoproach provides coin-
cident images in all six bands.
The pre_erre,i tilted-plate beamsplitter approach leads to the next ma_or tradeoff; to
mount all the detectors on a common substrate and cool the entire assembly or to cool only
the two SWIR bands. If only the SWIR bands are cooled then they must be reeistered with an
ultra-low hysteresis mount or servoed Int6 a position of remistratlon wlth the vislble de-
tectors. Cross-track registration becomes another issue because the cooled detectors may
have a coefficient of expansion that is large enough to misregister detectors alo,g the
length of th_ array relative to the corresponding warm VNIR arrays. _or these and other
reasons it appears that cooling all the detectors on a con_aon, isothermal substrate mini-
mizes misregistration due to structural compliance and differential thermal effects.
Radiometric accuracy and calibration tradeoffs
Achieving the required radlometrlc precision for MLA raises several important issues
regarding detectors, signal-processlng, and Calibzatlon approach, quch of the radlo_etrle-
accuracy issue hinges on the performance of the detectors, particularly for the SwlR bands,
so this is a good place to begin the discusqlon. The detector material and temperature
directly affect radiometric performance because responslvlty and 1/f noise (which are mater-
ial and temperature dependent} Influence SNR and calibration frequency. _oreover, the sel T
ectlon of a SWIR detector material is tightly coupled to other asoects of the instrument
design, since the operating-temperature requirements influence the cooler size, mechanical
layout and spectral-realetratlon approach.
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Fiqure 4. Bea:splitter concept
The preferred spectral-sep•ration/reqistr•tion approach, with a six-band coloc•td, iso-
thermal for•l-plane assembly, poses some temperature restrictions, if reasonably-sized radi-
ative coolers are employed. Specifically, • complete six-band for•l-plane assembly requires
on the order or 5W of cooling capacity, including the parasitic heat loads du_ to oable_,
supporting structures, an_ the like. With • tr•ctably-slzed radiator, say with •n area of
0.2 m 2 , focal-plane temperatures as low •s 155K are achievable. In this operatlng-temper•-
ture regime, the detector material of choice is HgCdTe. Palladimu sillclde, another candi-
date detector material,.requires a much lower,temperature (circa IIOK) and has poor respon-
sivity. However, if the I/f noise properties of HgCdTe introduce radlometrlc-drlft errors
that must be corrected by frequent• recalibratlon -- or even a chopper assembly -- then the
attractiveness of the isothermal-FPA approach and HgCdTe SWIR detectors comes-lnto ques-
tion.
The crux of this issue is the potential requirement for •n opto-mechanical chopper.
Incorporating a chopper would violate the no-movlng-parts design _hilosophy of MLA. While
an MLA instrument without a chopper would still have movable polntlno mirrors, the fundamen-
tal imaging oper•tlon of the instrument would not depend on any rotating, or oscill•tlnq
components. Indeed, if a chopper were necessary, the entire issue of a scanned versus push-
broom instrument would merit reexamination, since the perceived reli•billty •dv•nt•oe of the
pushbroom design might be eliminated. In addition to the severe reliability issue Inclusion
of a chopper would reduce SNR in proportion to the effective tr•nsmlssion los• caused by
periodic blanking of the detectors.
In view of the pivotal nature of this issue, • comprehensive analysis of drift and 1/f
noise was undertaken. This analysis was verified by measured data, and the results of this
work indicate that drift in the SWIR (as well as the VWIR) bands will be leas than O.OSt of
full scale during an orbital oerlod when EqCdTe detectors •re oPerated •t 175K. This drift
level is well within the GSFC radiometric-accuracy specification. The predicted drift £s
also well below the even More stringent - O.2t uniformity required to •void cosmetic defects
(striping) in the imagery. Thus, a chopper mechanism is unnecessary.
Other tr•deoffs •ffectlng r•diometric accuracy, including the design an_ location of
calibration sources, the precision of A/D quantiz•tion •r_ subsequent on'board calibration
correction, have also been addressed.
Instrument concept
The design tradeoffs outlined •bore have led to the instrument conce_t illustrated in
Figure 5. This figure is a photograph of a full-scale mockup fabricated at SBRC as •n aid
for visu•llzlnq the key elements of the instrument. Figure 6, which is • cut•way dravinq
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corresponding to the mockup photo, reveals the internal details of the sensor. The mockup
does not show the instruments' covers or stereo mirror module, and these additional items
are depicted in Figure 7.
Plgure 6. HLA instrument cutaway view Figure 7. MTA instrument wlth covers
and stereo module
The telescope and beamsplltter have been described in the preceding section; hiahllghts
of other subsystems are presented below.
Focal plane assembly
The baseline focal-plane design consists of six color bands arranqe_ in stairstep fashion
as dictated by the beamsplltter design. The focal plane is modular at the band level, with
each assembly electrically independent of the others, as illustrated in Figure 8. thus, the
band assemblies can be functionally tested separately and in parallel. With special tool-
Ing, the detector modules are precisely located on a substrata, and these completed band
assemblies in turn mount to a monolithic staircase structure which has diamond-machlned
mounting surfaces that provide the required positioning accuracy for the detector arrays.
The staircase is thermally coupled to the radiative cooler via two redundant heat oipes.
Although the focal-plane temperature is controlled at 175K, the cooler has sufficient design
margin to achieve temperatures as low as 155K with the nominal 5W total heat load, as dis-
cussed earlier.
On the focal plane, bands I through 4 employ silicon photodlodes, while qaCdTe photor]i-
odes are used for bands 5 and 6. The two SWIR detector arrays each consist of 6,144 detec-
tors, and the four VNIR detector arrays each have 12,288 detectors. Each of the six band-
level assemDIies are composed of preclsely-butted modules. To read out all the more than
60,000 detector signals, each mOdule has a corresponding multiplexer (qUX). Tn the VNIR
binds, the MUX and detector array are a monolithic unit. In the SWIR bands, a hybrid struc-
ture is used: qgCdTe detectors with a silicon Pt13xchip.
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Figure 8. Focal plane assembly
ElectronLcs
The existence of a large array of detectors and simultaneous signal output .fro_ many
modules pose significant oroblems in signal processinq, such as speed and reliability. An
attractive solution is a highly distributed hardware design, involving many replicated elec-
tronic systems vorking in parallel. For the purposes of signal processing, the focal plane
was organized into 48 sections, or "slices," each containing its own independent processing
chain. Each slice consists of the aforementioned output multiplexing devices, as well as
associated analog-to-digital converters, and digital signal processinq circuits. This dis-
tributed approach is the key to meeting reliability objectives vhile fulfilling the high-
speed signal-processing requirements £or MLA. The architecture provides additional benefits
in terms of low power dissipation with correspondingly simple ther=al control; qoreover,
the parallel approach yields thoroughly tractable data rates through the siqnal-processinq
chain illustrated in Figure 9.
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figure 9. Distributed signal processing from FPA to output
The processing starts at the VPA, with the first-level multiplexing. Under the supervi-
sion of ten timing and control (TC) circuits, all 48 FPA slices are processed simultaneous-
ly. ?tom the FPA, signals enter the detector signal processor (DSP), where ten-bit A/D
conversion is performed in an interleaved fashion that obviates the need for buffer memory.
Under microproqram control, the DSP/_: provides the variable-rate timing for different
orbits.
The digital sianals from the DSP can be transmitted unc_pressed at full ten-bit resolu-
tion from the 705 _ orbit. However, at the lower orbits (283 and 47D k_n), the short detec-
tor sample time leads to data rates that exceed TDRSS capacity. Therefore, in a4dition to
detector gain an4 offset correction, the programmable signal processor (_PSP) provides data
compression. _electable compression _o_es include standard differential oulse co_e ,_lu)a-
tlon (DPCM) as well as a Hughes-developed advanced DPC_ (ADPCM), which combines OPCq with a
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predictive coder. ADPCM viii provide lossless data compression for _any scenes. Various
quanttzatlon modes are available which take advantage of the ten-bit R/D converter preci-
sion. eor example, one mode allows increased precision over a reduce_ dynamic range. Prom
the PSP, the 2.3 to 6.3 MHz parallel _ata (depending on the orbit) enter the cutout format-
ter where they are organized for serial transmission. _dditionally, there is a cortland
processor which orchestrates control anti telemetry for the entire instrument.
On-board calibration
The on-board calibration concept includes a controlled calibration source at the interme-
diate image plane between the folding mirror and the secondary mirror, a movable solar dif-
fuser that can be positione_ in front of the entrance pupil, and a backup collimator located
within the stereo-mirror module. The location of the source allows for system calibration
from the secondary mirror to the video output, while the solar diffuser provides an end-to-
end calibration reference that also enc_apasses the mirrors that precede the controlled
calibration source. However, the reflectance properties of these mirrors will change slow-
ly, so relatively-infrequent solar calibration will be adequate.
The principal on-board calibrator is a cylindrical inteqratinq source (CIS), which con,
sists of a metal cavity with thirty Incandescent lamps distributed along the length of the
cylinder. The interior of the cavity, which has a diffuse surface coatinq, serves to aver- .
age or "integrate" the lamp illumination,pc that nearly uniform radiance appears at the
exit slit. During calibration, the folding mirror near the intermediate Image Diane Is
rotated so that the CIS illuminates the focal-plane assembly (FPA). A closed-loop silicon-
photodiode sensor circuit controls the CIS at six disdrete light levels, which are obtained
by activating different numbers of lamps.
The principal design tradeoffs for an MLA instrument encompass the opto-mechanical lay-
out, spectral separation/registration approach, detector selection and siqnalTprocessin q
architecture. These tradeoffs led to an instrument concept employing a four-mirror-telecen-
tric telescope, coupled with a six-way beamsplitter, an isothermal focal-plane assembly and
highly distributed signal processing. Key features of the concept Include ob_lect-space
registration of all six spectral bands, stereo and cross-track pointing via compact mirrors,
and a small overall envelope compatible with the multlmlssion spacecraft.
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High density Schottky Barrier IRCCD sensorsfor SWIR applications at intermediate temperature
H. Elabd, T. S. Villani
RCA Laboratories, Princeton, NJ 08540
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Abstract
Monolithic 32 x 64 and 64 x 128 palladium suicide (Pd2Si) interline transfer IRCCDs sensitive in the 1-3.5 pm spectral band have been
developed. This silicon imager exhibits a low response nonuniformity of typically 0.2-1.6% rms, and has been operated in the temperature
range between 40-140K.
Spectral response measurements of test Pd2Si p-type Si devices yield quantum efficiencies of 7.9% at 1.25/am, 5.6% at 1.65/am and
2.2% at 2.22/_m. Improvement in quantum efficiency i._expected by optimizing the different structural parameters of the Pd2Si detectors.
The spectral responseof the Pd2Si detectors fit a modified Fowler emission model. The measured photo-electric barrier height for the Pd2Si
detector is "-0.34 eV and the measured quantum efficiency coefficient, C], is 19%/eV.
The dark current level of Pd2Si Schottky barrier focal plane arrays (FPAs) is sufficiently low to enable operation at intermediate tem-
peratures at TV frame rates. Typical dark current level measured at 120K on the FPA is 2 nA/cm z.
The Pd2Si Schottky barrier imaging technology has been developed for satellite sensing of earth resources. The operating temperature
of the Pd2Si FPA is compatible with passive cooler performance. In addition, high density Pd2Si Schottky barrier FPAs are manufactured
with high yield and therefore represenLan economical approach to short wavelength IR imaging.
A Pd2Si Schottky barrier image sensor for push-broom multispectral imaging in the 1.25, 1.65, and 2.22/am hands is being studied. The
sensor will have two line arrays (dual band capability) of 5 [ 2 detectors each, with 30 gm center-to-center detector spacing. The device will
be suitable for chip-to-chip abutment, thus providing the capability to produce large, multiple chip focal planes with contiguous, in-line
sensors.
Introduction
The ambitious goals charted for the next generation of space-borne sensors challenge the state-of-the-art in solid state imaging
technology. Next generation satellite surveillance and earth resources sensors will call for visible and infrared focal planes with thousands of
detector elements, attendant high fill-factors, and low blemish densities. The requirements are further compounded for infrared focal planes
by the desire to operate these large arrays with passive cooling at intermediate temperatures of 120-140K.
The Schottky barrier infrared technology is now at a level of demonstrated performance and maturity that makes it an attractive choice
for next generation space-borne sensors. This technology is suitable for Earth sensing applications where moderate quantum efficiency and
intermediate operating temperatures are required. Palladium silJcide (Pd2Si) infrared charge coupled device, IR-CCDs, can operate between
40 and 140K and are sensitive in the short-wave infrared band (1-3.5/am), whereas platinum silicid¢ (PtSi) IRCCDs, require cooling below
90K but are sensitive in both SWIR and thermal bands (1-5.5/am). (A paper on PtSi IR-CCDs is presented in the IR Sensor Technology
Session of this conference).
The main advantage of this infrared sensor technology is that it is fabricated using standard integrated circuit (IC) processing techniqu_
and commercial IC grade silicon. It is therefore possible to construct high yield Schottky barrier area and line arrays with high density
designs and large numbers of blemish-free elements (>8000). A second principal advantage is that Schottky detectors provide inherently high
uniformity. Typical photorespons¢ non-uniformity is on the order of 0.5% RMS for Pd2Si detectors. This high uniformity reduces the
complexity of electronic compensation, and indeed obviates the need for compensation in many imaging applications. The sensor also
exhibits high dynamic range, inherent blooming control, and high linearity at low, as well as, high illumination levels.
The Pd2Si technology has been evaluated for NASA Multispectral Linear Array sensor applications.* This IR-CCD technology is well
matched to the operational requirements of the MLA instrument. [l,2,3|
Schottky barrier sensor technology
The Schottky barrier detector is a photon detector, which utilizes the internal photoemission of "hot '_ carriers (holes) from metal or
metal sJlicide electrodes into silicon for the detection of optical radiation. Fig. ! depicts the energy band diagram for the Schottky baxrier
junction with a simplified one dimensional demonstration of the hole emission process. The back illuminated Schottky barrier detector
• operates in the spectral window between the band gap of silicon (Eg) and the barrier height (_ms). Photons with energies between the
bandgap and the barrier height
EG > h='> _ms (I)
will be transmitted through the silicon substrate and will be absorbed in the metal electrode of the junction. The photon energy will increase
the potential and kinetic energies of some hole carriers within the metal electrode. Holes traveling in a direction almost normal to the
interface with energies larger than the barrier height have a high probability of emission into the silicon substrate.
*Pd2Si testing and MLA sensor studies funded in part by Ball Aerospace Systems Division as part of the BASD "Multispectral Linear Array
Instrument Definition Study", NASA GSFC Contract NAS5-26590, March 1982.
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To enhance the number of photocarriers injected in the substrate for a certain Schottky barrier height, it is important to thin down the
silicide layer to below the attenuation length of the photoresponse, improvement in the injection efficiency is usually achieved with thin
silicide layers typically in the range between 20-100A. Tile improvement is the result of reflections of excited carriers by the back surface at
the silicide-dielectric interface, minimal reflection of incident radiation at the silicon-silicide interface and enhanced optical absorption
within the attenuation length by the multiple pass induced by an aluminum reflector.
.The barrier height determines the cut-off wavelength O,c), dark current (JD). maximum operating temperature {Tmax) , quantum
efficiency (Y) and the responsivity (R) of the Schottky barrier detector at low temperature according to the following equations:
Xc = 1.24/Oms microns (2)
JD = A*T2e'q ¢'ms/kT A/cm 2 (3)
Tma x _425 _ms K (4)
(for JDmax = 10.7 A/cm 2)
Y = C1 [hv-_ms]2/hv electrons/photon (5)
R = C1 [1 - _kms _,/I.24]2 A/W (6)
where _ms is the barrier height in eV, A* is the Richardson constant, T is the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin, q is the electronic
charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, Cl is the quantum efficiency coefficient of the modified Fowler emission model, hv is the photon
energy and X in the wavelength in microns.
There is a trade-off between the maximum operating temperature and the cut-off wavelength as shown in equations (2) and (4). The
maximum operating temperature is C/dculated from equations (3) and (4)'assuming a dark current density of 10-7 A/cm 2, estimated from
typical thermal imaging dynamic range and dark current shot noise considerations. This trade-off is demonstrated in Table I for different
silicide electrodes. Fig. 2 is a graphical representation of this trade-off. The locus of the maximum operating temperature for different
wavelengths may be approximated by Xc Tmax ~ 527. Pd2Si arrays with a 3.5 vm cut-off wavelength can operate up to 145K, whereas two
types of PtSiarrays with 5.5/am and 6.0/am cut-off wavelength have maximum operating temperatures of 90K and 85K respectively. NiSi, WSi2,
and TiSi2 Schottky barrier detectors have cut-off wavelengths around 2.5/am and maximum operating temperature in the range between 180
and 200K. Extended long-wavelength spectral response can he achieved at temperatures below 77K by using lrSi electrodes or shallow barrier
lowering p-type implants.
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Fig. I. Energy band diagram. Fig. 2. Maximum operating temperature of variousSchottky Barriertechnologies
Detector and FPA responsivities
The detector responsivity model (equation 6) corresponding to the modified Fowler emission is shown to fit the measured spectral response
of PtSi and Pd2Si Schottky barrier detectors presented on Fig. 3. By comparing the responsivity data. it is evident that, at the present time,
the PtSi detectors are more sensitive in the SWIR band than Pd2Si-detectors by a factor of 3 or higher. A typical value of the C 1 coefficient
of the PtSi detectors is 54.2% as compared to a C 1coefficient of 19.1% for the first generation Pd2Si detectors. Further optimization of the
quantum efficiency of the Pd2Si detectors is possible. This should be achieved by improving the C ! coefficient, which is dependent on the
stoichiometry, thickness of the silicide layer, and the junction depth. We project the following quantum efficiencies for Pd2S detectors in the
MLA-SWIRbands: 20.0% at !.25/am, 14.0% at 1.65/am and 5.5% at 2.2/am.
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TABLE I. SCHOTTKY BARRIER SPECTRAL RESPONSI- - OPERATING TI_MI'IiRATURE TRADE-OFF
MEASURED OR CALCULATED VALUES OFMEASURED VALUES OF
SILICIDE
_BN (EVI _MS (EV) kC (.m) MAX. OPERATING TEMP (k)
JD = 1.0 x 10.7 A/CM2
IRSt 0.93-0.94 <0.18 _7.0 55-65
PTSt 0.88 0.19-0.20 ~6.0 <90
PT2SI 0.78 0.35 3.65 140
PD2SI 0.74 -0.34 ~3.6 145
NISI 0.66 0.46 2.7 180
WSI2 0.65 0.47 2.64 185
TISI 2 0.60 0.52 -2.4 200
The Schottky barrier focal plane (FPA) responsivity, RFpA in Volts/Watt and Volts/Photon can be calculated from the following
equations:
RFp A = R tint To r/ff G V/W (7a)CFD
R (Volts/Photon) = RFPA (V/W)/hv (Joule) (Tb)
where R is the detector responsivity as calculated from equation (6), tin t is the optical integration time, TO is the transmission of the optics,
r/ff is the fill factor (the ratio of the detector area to the pixel area), G is the gain of the output amplifier and CFD is the capacitance of the
floating diffusion amplifier. The FPA responsivity is reduced by the duty factor of the detector if the integration time is less than the frame
time.
The high responsivity attained with the 32 x 64 PtSi-SB area array is demonstrated in Fig. 4. This interline transfer array has a 25%
fill factor and operates at a 60 frames per second rate, G = 0.5 and CFD = 0.16 Pf. For comparison we note here that PtSi SB-FPA
responsivity is comparable to that of the InSl>line array with higher fill factor and longer frame time (tin t = 40 m see). The lnSb-FPA voltage
responsivity at k = 2.65 pm is 9 x 109 V/W.[4I Whereas the PtSi-FPA responsivity is 3 x 109 V/W at the same wavelength. The PtSi-FPA
voltage responsivity in the thermal band is lower and typically in the range between 1.5 x 109 and !.5 x 108 V/W. This responsivity is still
sufficient to resolve 0. I°C temperature difference in the PtSi-FPA thermal imagery.
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Fig. 3. Measured responsivity of First generation Pd2Si
and recent PtSi detectors. Fig. 4. FPA responsivity for PtSi and Pd2Si arrays.
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The measured Pd2Si detector responsivity was used to calculate the MLA linear array responsivity for 30# x 30# detectors at an 80_I, fill
factor, 4.4 msec integration time, G = 0.5 and CFD = 0.05 Pf. This Pd-,Si-FPA responsivity is compared in Fig. 4 to the projected
Pd2Si-responsJvity for an MLA linear array. This design goal is based'on the projected quantum efficiency of next generation
Pd2Si detectors with AR-coating.
Schottky barrier detectors are characterized by a gradual spectral cut-off characteristic. This cut-off characteristic can be evaluated from
the derivative of the quantum efficiency (equation 5):
I dY ! [1 2/[l-_ms),/l.24] ]--_"= _" - (8)
From this relationship the relative spectral response uniformity is calculated for Pd2Si detectors (_kms _ 0.34 eV). The relative response of
Pd2Si detectors will not deviate from the average response for a 100 nm interval betweefi |.i #m and 2.4/_m by more than 10%. This
guarantees a relatively flat spectral response. The PtSi detectors with a lower barrier tO'ms _ 0.21 eV) are capable of higher quantum
efficiency and a more gradual cut-off characteristic.
/ SWIR-FPA read-out structure
The construction of the Schottky barrier detector (SBD) readout structure is illustrated on Fig. 5(a). This cross section shows the
detector and the BCCD channel isolated by P+ channel stops. The N- BCCD implant is used to form N- guard rings around the detector.
The detected charge signal is coupled from the SBD to the BCCD by an n+ diffusion and a surface channel transfer gate. Fig. 5b illustrates
the voltage reset (vidicon) readout mode. During the integration period, tin t (the time between two successive reset operations) the surface
channel barrier is high to isolate the detector from the CCD channel. The detector is reverse biased (V R ;_ 8 volt) by the reset pulse on the
transfer gate V T. The photo-charge is accumulated on the detector node capacitance and transferred to the CCD at the end of the integration
time by resetting the 5BD to channel potential level (2).
The detected charge, QD is related to the change of the detector voltage, AVD, by the following equation:
QD = CD AVD (9)
where C D is the SBD node capacitance.
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Fig. 5. SBD vidicon readout structure.
The breakdown voltage of the silicon 5BD is 35-45 Volt, which is higher than that of junctions formed in narrow bandgap IR-mate_l
(HgCdTe). Therefore, the voltage reset readout mode with reset pulse amplitudes higher than 20V can be used in conjunction with SBD
arrays. In addition, the quantum efficiency of SB detectors allow their operation with 100% duty cycle for typical thermal imaging and space
(MLA) applications. Therefore, the detector integrates photons during the entire frame time and only one reset operation per frame is
needed. The once-per-frame detector-to-CCD transfer of charge packets is more immune to CCD gate threshold and trapping nonunifonnities
than the direct injection readout mode [5]. The direct injection readout mode, also called source modulation or continuous charge skim-
ming, is attractive for detector junctions formed in narrow bandgap lR-material since it requires minimal detector bias which reduces dark
current nonuniformities and the reverse breakdown problems. However, for low background SWIR applications the small current densities
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flowingfrom HgCdTe detectorstoa CCD inthedirectinjectionmode resultinincreasedsensitivitytoCCD inputnonlinearityandnonuni-
fortuity.Therefore,gatecouplingisapreferredreadoutechniqueforcompound semiconductor5WIR detectors|6Jinspiteoftheinherent
fixedpatternoiseandnonlinearityassociatedwiththatCCD inputtechnique.
The measuredoptioaltransfercharacteristicsforScbottkybarrierdetectorswithvidiconmode readoutisillustratedinFig.6.This
measurementwas performedwitha 32x 64 PtSiarray(3-5t_mband)at77K.The netopticaldensities(ro)oftheneutraldensityfilters
usedinthetestareindicatedbelowthecurve.The changeintheoutputvoltageabovethevaluecorrespondingtothethermalbackground
islinearwithirradiance(slope'=I)fromthenoisequivalentirradiance,-untilthesaturationirradianceofthedetector.
Electrical characteristics
The Pd2Si Schottky barrier detector exhibits ideal electrical characteristics below 200K. Typical Pd'_Si dark current density at 120K is
2 nA/cm 2 (at a transfer voltage of'_, I0 volts). The dark current of the Pd2Si detector at 120K is considerably less than that of Ptgi at 77K.
The measured dark current-temperature characteristic of PtSi and Pd2Si Schottky barrier detectors fit the Richardson thermionic
emission model (equation (3), as shown in Fig. 7. The curves are fitted to equation (3) to evaluate/he electrical barrier height (activation
energies): 0.20 eV for Ptgi and 0.37 eV for Pd2Si.
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Fig. 6. Photoresponse linearity of Schottky barrierFPAs Fig. 7. Measured dark current-temperature characteristics
with vidicon readout mode. for Pd2Si and PtSi detectors.
Test imagery
The rms non-uniformity, g, of the output video of the SW1Rarray may be approximately estimated fromthis empirical formula:
AVp.p AVp.p
g = 6You'd-_ = 6 m Vm ._0)
where AVp.p is Me peak-to-peak nonunifonfiity in a frame of video displayed on a scope under uniform illumination, Vout is the mean
output voltage at the same exposure, m is the filled fraction of the detector well, and V m is the output voltage corresponding to a full
detector well. Measu.-ements made on the 32 x 64 Pd2Si-FPA at i 20K indicate high response uniformity, g = 0.2% at m = O.16, g = 0.4%-1.6%at m = 0.008.
Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrate SWIR-Pd2Si imagery obtained without electronic compensation at 130K. These images were produced with a
blemish-free 32 x 64 ('>2000 detectors) areaarray (Fig. 9) and an arraywith one defective diode (Fig. 8). The images were sensed in the dark
with a remote SWIR radiation source (1-3/_m) directed towards the objects."The Pd2Si-FPA operating behind variable aperture Si optics
(f/# "_-1.5) was used to detect the radiation reflected from the skin. This skin reflectance at room temperature is above 30% between !.0 t_m
and 1.5 #m and drops below 10% for longer wavelengths. In addition avideo tape was recorded of outdoor imagery in the SWIR band using
daytime reflected sun light. The scene contrast changed depending on the time of the day and intensity of solar radiation. Similar SWIR
imagery have been produced by 64 x 128 FPAs.
The charge integration process in the vidicon readout mode is self-limiting and no blooming occurs during optical overload. The dif-
ference in the turn-on voltage of the Schottky detector and the parallel n+pjunction is 0.3-0.5 volt. Therefore the CCD channel will not be
flooded with electrons even if the Schottky detector is forward biased during optical overload. In addition, the Pd2Si detector with vidlcon
readout has high dynamic range, 70 riB, and high MTF, 65%, calculated for the proposed MLA sensor array.The high MTF of the Schottky
barrier array imagery is the result of the fact that the carrier generation and collection occur in the same thin silicide layer (no carrier
diffusion to adjacent detectors occurs as in some visible CCD imagers). The resulting imagery tends to be of higher quality than expectedfrom a 32 x 64 element array.
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Fig. 8. Pd2Si SWIR imagery of a man smoking a cigar Fig. 9. Pd2Si SWIR imagery of a face (uncompensated
(uncompensated at 130K). at 130K).
MLA application
The MLA instrument [3] will have several distinct advantages compared to present sateliite-borne remote sensing systems [Table 2].
For comparison, the current imaging systems in the Landsat program, the Multispectral Scanners (MSS) and the Thematic Mapper (TM),
use mechanical scanner technology to provide image information in the cross-track direction. The MLA however will use the satellite's
motion to scan large solid state detector line arrays in a 185Kin wide swath on the earth's surface as shown in Fig. 10. This "pushbroom"
mode of operation will have the obvious benefits of increased dwell time, potentially higher spatial resolution, and inherent reliability.
Furthermore, by simply adjusting the sensor read-out rate (i.e., variable integration time), multi-altitude capability is achieved, which is
something inconceivable in mechanical scanned system due to loss of contiguity between stripes of data. Table 2 compares the system
capabilities of the MSS, TM, and MLA sensors [7, 8, 9]. It is planned that there will be six spectral bands in the MLA instrument, four
bands in the visible (VIS) and near-IR (N1R) and two bands in the SWIR. An additional thermal IR band ('FIR) may be added. The desired
ground resolution across the 185Km swath is 15 meters in the visible/near-IR bands and 30 meters in the SWIR bands. These specifications
call for 12,288 detectors per band in the visible/near-IR and 6,144 detectors in each of the two SWIR bands. Furthermore, it may be de-
sirable that both SWIR bands be placed in close proximity on the same substrate in order to attain maximum band-to-band alignment ac-
curacy. The two SWIR bands will be chosen from the three bands currently understudy, 1.25 V, 1.65/_, and 2.22/J.
e EARTH RESOURCESAPPLICATION• SU VEY 185 km SWATHWITH 30 m
GROUND RESOLUTION
• 4 VISIBLE/NEAR IR AND 2 SWIR BANDS
( 1.1 - 2.35/Jm)
• 1-METER, F-4 TELESCOPEANDPASSIVE
COOLER
SWIR REQUIREMENT:
TWO6,000 ELEMENT LINEAR ARRAYS
ALONG-TRACK
Fig. 10. MLA instrument system concept.
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF MSS, TM, AND MLA SENSORS
MSS TM M LA
Nominal Altitude gl8 km 705 km 705 km (free flyer,
current design)
Multial_tude Lop of contiguiW of d_rJIstrips Yes
"_l_illw.
Same Scan Oscillating mirror, Orcillatingmitt.or Staringarray --
imagein forv_rd imagein forward. Pud_broom
sweep only and backsweep
Dwell time > 10 _ VIS/NIR/SWlR 4.4 m sac
at 705 km 10 #=ec
od_t TIR 40 _ec
Sl_ectral VI5 0.5 - 0.6 0.45 - 0.53 0.45 - 0.52
bands 0.6 -- 0.7 0.52 - 0.60 0.52 -- 0.60
(vm) 0.7 -- 0.8 0.63 - 0.69 0.63 - 0.69
NIR 0.8 - 1.1 0.76 - 0.90 0.75 - 0.90
SWIR 1.55- 1.75 1.55- 1.75
2.06 - 2.35 2.08 - 2.35
TIR 10.4 - 12.5 (10.0- 12.0}
Detector= 6 16 VIS/N I R/b'WlR 12,288 VIS/NI R
per band 6,144 SWlR
4 TIR (I,843 TIR)
Ground BOm 30 m VIS/NIR SWlrR 15 m VIS/NIR
resolution 120 m SWlR 30 rn SWIR
(120 m TIR)
Quantization 1.56% 0.39% • 0.39%
6 bit= 8 bit= ;> 8 bit=
Semor pointing Nadir Nadir -- Nadir
modes -- Fore-aftstereo
-- Crosl-track
Pd2Si staring FPA cameras may be used as radiometers in different SWIR spectral windows to measure target reflectance. The voltage
response, V),, of the FPA at wavelength X for reflected radiation from a resolved target is:
VX = RFPA';_ 47r t-/#2 =PP (11)
where RFPA, x is the voltage responsivity of the FPA at wavelength X, W is the scene illumination intensity in W/cm 2, p is the target reflec-
tivity, _'a is the atmospheric transmission, f/# is the optics focal ratio, A is the pixel area and p is the voltage-reflectance proportionality
factor.
The output voltage of the camera is proportional to the target reflectivity. Thus, target reflectivity, p, can be estimated by calibrating
the FPA output in response to several targets of known reflectance at the identical illumination intensity. In this case, the NEAp, the rms
noise equivalent reflectance change from a background reflectance p at a scene illumination W, is determined by the IRCCD noise equi_
valent signal, NES, in rms electrons, at the same exposure
NEAp = [4_" qf/#2 _ (NES)L R tin t r o r a WA 77ff (12)
Clearly NEAp is a function of the atmospheric transmission and scene illumination at the time of the measurement. The noise equiva-
lent signal (NES) is the rms summation of: (I) the signal generated shot noise, (2) KTC noise sources, (3) MOSFET noise, and (4) CCD
noise. The NES signal, at or above the working level irradiance (WLI), is dominated by the signal photon generated shot noise and some CCD
low temperature transfer loss noise (for long CCD arrays). Equation (12) neglects the radiometric error generated by the temperature uncer-
tainty between the time of calibration and the time of the measurement as well as the quantization errors. Table 3 demonstrates the required
radiometric resolution [ 10], for the SWIR bands. These calculations assum_ typical working level irradiance in the image plane, and the
corresponding scene illumination based on f/# = 3, To r a -- 60% and 100% scene reflectance. NEAp values are calculated based on tin t =
4.4 msee, A = 9 x 10--6cm2, r/ff = 0.85, NES valuesof 721,638 and 414 (electrons) in SWIR bands I to 3 respectively, and the Pd2Si pro-
jected quantum efficiency. Clearly the projected NEAp for the Pd2Si arrays is better than the required (NEAp) radiometrie resolution.
Alternatively, the target reflectivity, p, can be evaluated by comparing the output of the FPA corresponding to the target, VT, to that
due to a reference surface, Vr, of known reflectivity Pr [ l 1 ] :
vT-VD
P =_ Pr
V r - V D (13)
where V D is the dark level voltage. Equation (13) assumes that both the target and the reference are illuminated by the same irradiance.
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TABLE 3. RADIOMETRIC PERFORMANCE OF Pd2SiSENSOR
Scene Limit Error in
Required WLI Radiance Projected Relative Measurement
Band NEro (/_W/cm2) (W:mW/cmZ-Sr) (NEro) of 10% Reflectance
'1.2-1.3/_m (1) 1.0% 9.2 0.55 0.19% 0,1+0.0015
1.55--1.75/_m (2) 1.0% 7.2 .0.43 0.22% 0.1±0.002
2.08--2.35/_m (3). 2.4% 3.5 0.21 0.56% 0.1+0.006
The maximum fractional uncertainty in the reflectance measurement described above is given by:
APmax
where (S/N)T and (S/N)r are the signal-to-noiseratio of the targetand referencemeasurements,_ the quantisation error in the A/D con-
verter, DNES is the nois_equivalent signalat no illumination andTCE is the radiometric error due to temperaturecalibrationuncertainty
betweenthe referenceand the target measurements(calibration uncertainty betweenthe referenceand target measurementscausedby
changesin the level and shotnoise of detector dark current). For the Pd2Si-FPAoperatingat 120K with I°C temperature uncertainty,
thisTCE error isnegligible.
At the photon shot noise limit for short line arrayswith negligibledetector Ill noise, neglecting DNES error in comparisonto the
noiseequivalentsignalunderilluminat_n (NES), the limit uncertaintyis givenby:
APmax q__] 2_ fp
= + ! + _ + + TCE (15)
P P
Using equation (15) we calculate the limit fractional uncertainty in a 10%target reflectance measured by comparing to a 100%reflec-
tance, assuming 1 Volt: 4096 quantization. In Table 3 we show these maximum fractional errorvalues calculated for this relative measure-
ment. Increasing the A/D resolution reduces this maximum fractional uncertainty.
MLA sensor design
The sensor envisioned for the MLA application would consist of multiple chips placed end-to-end to produce the desired two linear
arrays of 6,144 detectors each. Each chip would consist of two rows of detectors with on-chip CCD multiplexers and associated output
amplifiers. The overall module configuration for this monolithic integrated circuit is shown in Fig. 11. A 512 x 2 dual band device is thought
to be the optimum choice considering yield, data-rates, and focal plane, complexity. This would result in a twelve chip MLA focal plane.
There is confidence in proposing this 1024 detector module based upon the demonstrated yield in the technology. Of particular note is that
blemish-free 64 x 128 Schottky-barder areaarrays have been fabricated [ 12].
PARALLEL TRANSFER
512 DETECTORS
PARALLEL TRANSFER
OUTPUT, REGISTER
TEMPERATURE . UN ELECTRICAL INPUT SENSE
1_J O|ODE P •VIDEO -2
Fig. l 1. MLA dual band sensor design.
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Mechanical end-to-end butting is the preferred butting technique. It avoids the vignetting and optical/mechanical alignment problems
found in optically butted systems, as well as, the tight chip packaging (along-track) and data reformating required in staggered offset con-
figurations. Experiments indicate that end-to-end butting may be done with less than 40/j inactive area across the abutment seam (20/j
on each chip edge). This would permit a minimal loss of image data at the eleven abutment seams required for a twelve chip focal plane.
The packaging concept for an MLA focal plane may be seen in Fig. 12. The chips are back-side illuminated through a baffled aperture.
The cold mount would be attached to the package cover. The package material studied has an excellent match of thermal expansion coeffi-
cient to that of the silicon chips. Based on experience with visible CCD image_ [ 13] operating at room temperature, and calculations of low
temperature induced stresses, it appears that this packaging concept would maintain 5/j alignment tolerances (chip-to-chip).
• The desirable detector pitch (center-to-center spacing) for the MLA instrument is 30/jm, This pitch would result in a focal plane with a
7.25" active scanning dimension. This aggressive pitch is coupled with a fill-factor requirement of 85%active area per 30 _tx 30/j detector.
The power dissipation and operating temperature of the dual band sensor are important figures of merit. The dissipation of the 2 x 512
sensor is projected to be I!mW at the nominal data rate. Thus, the full twelve chip focal plane would dissipate 132 roW, which is well •
within the passive cooler performance range (typically 1 Watt at 120K operating temperature).
Table 4 summarizes the projected performance for an MLA dual band Pd2Si sensor.
COLD MOUNT SURFACE
EPOXY MOUNTED MODULES_
INTERCONN
pATTERN
EPOXY MOUNTED---_
CHIP COMPONENTS
I NON-REFLECTIVE
BAFFLED APERTURE
AR COATED SILICON
FILTER-WINDOW WITH EPOXY SEAL
OXIDE OR NITRIDE COATED
SUBSTRATE
!ELECTRICAL INSULATING THERMAL
CONDUCTIVE E_XY SEAL
Fig. 12.MLA focalplaneconcept.
TABLE 4. DUAL BAND SENSOR DESIGN
Number ofDetectors 2 x 512
Center-to-CenterSpacing 30/4
Fill Factor 80-90%
ProjectedQuantum Eff;ciency
X = 1.25 20%
X = 1.65 14%
X = 2.22 5.5%
OperatingTemperature 120K
Dark Current (120K) 2 nPJcm2
Signal-to-NoiseRatio 200-555
(at 705 Km altituo.) 1"
Pixel Lossat Seam 2
MTF at Nyquist Frequency 65%
X, Y, Z Alignment Tolerances ,: 5/J/Chip
PowerDissipation(On-Chip) 11 mW
tEmploying NASA specifiednominal irradiance/integrationtime.
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Summary
In addition to the PtSioSchottky barrier IR.-CCD which we have previously developed for thermal imaging {NEAT) applications; we
have presented here our recent results on first generation Pd2Si IR-CCDs. The Pd'_Si-FPA is intended for NEAp applications in the SWIR
spectral range at intermediate temperatures. The Pd2Si-FPA may also be used in t[_e NEAT application of hot target detection end discrim-
ination in early warning satellites [ 14].
Table 5 demonstrates the different staring FPA technologies availal_ie. From. the point of view of adequacy to space applications re-
quiring passive cooling the Schottky barrier and HgCdTe technologies offer feasibility. Monolithic Schottky barrier arrays, however, are more
suitable for high density sensors with largenumbers of elements. We have demonstrated that the responsivities of Schottky barrier arrays
meet the NEAp requirements for accurate classification of earth resources features. We have detailed our concept for an MLA instrument
SW1Rfocal plane utilizing high-density dual band Pd2Si detector arrays.
• TABLE 5. STARING FPA TECHNOLOGIES
OPERATING TYPICAL NUMBERIR BAND TYPE OF FPATEMPERATURE OF ELEMENTS
(Hg, Cd)Te 3 -- 5 tJm 77 (to 190) K HYBRID
8 -- 10/2m 77K MONOLITHIC
CID (area) 32 x 32
CCD (line) 64 x 64
InSb 3 -- 5/_m 77K HYBRID
OR MONOLITHIC
InAsSb 3 -- 4/_m CID (area) 32 x 32
CCD (line) 64 x 64
EXTRINSIC
In:Si 3 -5/_m 45K HYBRID
MONOLITHIC 32 x 32
Ga:Si 8 -- 14pm 25K CCD 64 x 64
PtSi 3 -- 6/_m 77K MONOLITHIC 32 x 64
SCHOTTKY (40 - 90K) CCD 64 x 128
256 x 1
Pd2Si 1 -- 3.5 _um 40 - 145K MONOLITHIC 32 x 64
SCHOTTKY CCD 64 x 128
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ABSTRACT
This document summarizes a Goddard Space Flight Center program of science
studies, and research and technology development to provide the basis
for future earth observation sensors employing multispectral linear
array (MLA) technology.
SCIENCE ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:
1. Science Requirements Study
2. Establishment of _LA Performance Parameters
3. Performance Modeling to Assess MLA Instrument Parameter Recommendations
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES BEING DEVELOPED INCLUDE:
i. Short-Wave Infrared(SWIR) Detector Arrays:
a. Primary Approach (HgCdTe)
b. Alternate Approach (monolithic Schottky barrier)
2. Vislble/and Near Infrared Detector Arrays
3. Passive cryogenic coolers
SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:
i. Test and Field Instrument Development
2. Focal Plane Research and Assessment Laboratory
3. System Simulatlon Laboratory
4. Calibration Sources and Techniques
5. Optics
6. Thermal Infrared Arrays (TIRA)
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INTRODUCTION
This document summarizes a set of science studies, and research and
technology developments which will provide the basis for future land
observing research mission sensor systems utilizing multispectral linear
array (MLA) technology. These sensors will support important research
in agriculture, forestry, geology, water resource analysis, urban manage-
ment, and environmental assessment. MLA technology provides the potential
for significant advances in performance beyond the Thematic Mapper.
An MLA sensor can provide very high spatial and spectral resolution
data, improved mapping, multispectral stereoscopic data, and capability
for multi-altitude operations.
An MLA sensor will be developed in the near future for a land observing
remote sensing research program. Science studies are being initiated to
establish objectives for the land observing research mission and to
convert these scientific objectives to a set of required MLA sensor
parameters. A technology development program in selected areas is being
generated to permit the sensor to be brought to fruition with reasonable
technical risk to the mission objectives. Finally, a laboratory and field
research program is being conducted to provide a base of expertise at
GSFC in the reduction and analysis of MLA sensor data and in the
complexities of detector array technology.
This program is managed by the Earth Observation Systems Division of the
Goddard Space Flight Center. Major supporting roles are provided by
other divisions within the Applications Directorate, by the Engineering
Directorate, and the Mission andData Operations Directorate.
Objectives:
i. Perform studies to provide an improved science basis for earth
resource applications of a future MLA type sensor.
2. Develop and demonstrate focal plane array technology for the visible
near infrared, shortwave infrared, and thermal infrared specral regions.
3. Design and fabaricate field test instruments, conduct evaluation
tests and provide data for scientific assessment.
4..Perform engineering studies in technical areas critical
to MLA instrument development.
Justification
An MLA sensor operating in the pushbroom scan mode can meet difficult
research requirements. A pushbroom mode sensor provides:
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a. Long dwell times which permit high spatial resolution and
radiometric sensitivity.
b. Fixed detector array and optics geometry which result in improved
mapping.
c. compact optics which allow a pointable fleld-of-view to
conduct atmospheric effects and stereographic experiments.
The key technical advancements that are necessary for a land observing
research mission will be addressed by this program.
Approach
Instrument and mission requirements are belngdeflned based on science and
engineering studies. Principal technology drivers have beenldentlfied, and
development activities are being initiated to assure timely availability
of critlcal MLA technology.
An in-house capability is being developed to evaluate sensor concepts,
assess advanced detector arrays, conduct field test experiments and
provide a calibration capability.
Expected Results:
i. Science and engineering studies, including feasibility and risk
assessments, will be provided for use in defining experimental and
technological objectives for MLA sensors.
2. Visible, NIR, SWIR and thermal IR focal plane arrays for MLA
type sensors will be developed, tested and evaluated.
3. Data from airborne field test instruments will be used to develop
and test science algorithms.
4. Studies in other technology areas critical to MLA development
will assess the state-of-the-art, identify required technology developments,
and provide potential design solutions. These studies will include:
a. passive cryogenic coolers.
b. wlde-fleld-of-vlew, broad spectral range optics.
c. narrow-band stripe interference filters deposited on silicon
detector arrays.
d. dlchrolc beam splitting techniques.
e. calibration techniques.
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A Focal Plane Research and Assessment Laboratory as well as a System
Simulation Laboratory wlll be completed. Advanced detector arrays will
be evaluated and end-to-end hardware/software MLA Instrument simulations
•will be conducted
1.0 SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
Science support for the MLA development program is focused on three areas:
(a) further the basic science of remote sensing,
(b) establish the initial scientific basis for selection of performance
parameters for a land observing research mission, and
(c) establish relationships and trade offs between experimental
sensor/system/mlsslon alternatives.
i.i SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS
The deslgn:of an optimum land observing research mission requires a
thorough understanding of the current state-of-the-art in remote sensing,
and of the additional capabilities offered by•available new and developing
techniques (e.g., MLA). A thorough review of available documentation
and associated R&D activities is therefore being performed to provide a
basis for the mission design.
A Multispectral Imaging Science Working Group has been established, with
representation from NASA centers, other federalagencles, unlversitles
and not-for-proflt industry. This working group will provide in-depth
review and analysis of current remote sensing techniques. Potential
future research and experimental approaches for the detection, identifi-
cation, and measurement of renewable and nonrenewable resources will
be examined using new technologies as required. These efforts will be
directed toward definition and priorltizatlon of experimental objectives
for the proposed land observing research mission.
1.2 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The short term science goal is the establishment of the scientific Justifi-
cation for a land observing research mission payload. Initial efforts
have concentrated on identifying instrument parameters, and performing
critical research activities where definitive parameter selection is not
yet supportable. This research will build on present knowledge a_d will
include field experiments as appropriate. The schedule of this activity
will be coordinated with the mission schedule and will provide the latter
with the necessary inputs. Major instrument parameters being considered
are:
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\SPECTRAL: Band location and width, spectral band information content
and redundancy.
SPATIAL: Instantaneous field-of-view (IFOV), sampling rate, registration,
textural information, mixed resolution utility.
TEMPORAL: Revisit frequency, illumination conditions, global coverage.
RADIOMETRIC: Calibratlon, atmospheric correction, adjacency effects,
quantization, polarization.
OFF-NADIR: Bi-directional reflectance, atmospheric correction, ground
resolution and registration, height resolution, and base-to-height
ratio (stereo)
The interrelationships and tradeoffs between these parameters are also being
studied.
1.3 PERFORMANCE MODELLING
Preliminary identification of the performance parameters will allow work
to start on the definition of parameter extraction algorithms. These
algorithms will form the basis for performance modelling and simulation.
The work will begin on existing image analysis/geographic information
facilities while other alternatives, for instance, the Landsat Assessment
System, will be examined for suitability for use in the future. Integra-
tion of target emisslon/reflectance models, atmospheric path models,
sensor/system/mlsslon performance parameters, accuracy and position
requirements, classification techniques, and test data bases will allow
trade-off analyses to be conducted using the experimental objectives and
the payload and mission alternatives. Results will be used to define
further research activities and field experiments. Performance modeling
will allow verification of the initial instrument/payload parameters
and the refinement of the system and mission capabilities. This activity
will be coupled with that of the System Simulation Laboratory in the
Engineering Directorate, to provide an overall sensor/sclence/require-
ments modeling capability in support of the land observing research mission.
It is anticipated that the land oservlng research mission will be a very
flexlble/versatile tool for numerous remote sensing applications. These
simulation activities will hence eventually provide the capability for
assessing the feasibility of new experiments prior to the implementation
on future missions.
2.0 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
Emphasis is being placed in two areas: (i) high priority development of
technologies critical to MLA sensor development; and (2) engineering
studies and hardware development In related important technical areas.
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2.1 CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES
2.1.1 SWIR Focal Plane (1.0-2.4 m_crometers)
The preferred configuration consists of photovoltalc HgCdTe detector
arrays coupled to a silicon multiplexer. Key Parameters:
(I) Spectral region 1.0-2.4 tun;
(2) pltch-30 micrometer;
(3) number of detectors - 6200;
(4) temperature - 130K (nominal);
(5) sensitivity - NErho = 0.5% (for scene reflectivlty of 50%)
Items to be developed: Detector material, module (i00 to 500"detectors),
5 module Test Assembly and a 6200 element Focal Plane Assembly. Proposals
have been submitted to GSFC.
Two contractors will be chosen to conduct parallel 42-month development
efforts. Anticipated starting time is early CY 1983.
The programs will involve two phases and will include the following:
Phase I --Study followed by material, module and Test Assembly development,
The Test Assembly will incorporate five modules. Phase 2 - a fully
populated Focal Plane Assembly of 6200 detectorswill be developed.
The modules, Test Assembly, and Focal Plane Assembly will also be
delivered to GSFC for in-house test and evaluation
2.1.2 Alternate SWIR Array (1.0-2.4 um)
Because of the importance of the SWIR spectral bands to a future MLA
sensor, an alternate array technique will also be developed. Proposals
have been submitted to GSFC to develop a monolithic PdSi Schottky barrier
diode array. Key parameters are the same as stated in 2.1.1, except
that the nominal operating temperature is IIOK and the 6200 element
Focal Plane Assembly will not be provided.
The proposed 24-month program will design, develop, test, and evaluate
monolithic Schottky barrier SWIR chips and a 5-module Test Assembly
2.1.3 VIS/NIR Array (0.4-i.0 um)
Although VlS/NIR arrays are not considered a technological problem for
the MLA, there are very few off-the-shelf devices to choose from, and
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those that are available have no_ been optimized to meet MLA requirements.
The purpose of this activity is to develop a VIS/NIR integrated silicon
circuit (chip) optimized for an HLA sensor. The chip would be available
in time for incorporation into an _fLA sensor. Proposals have been received
and are being evaluated.
The proposed 24-month program is to design, develop, test and evaluate
a VlS/NIR chip with 4 parallel arrays each having an interference filter
in close proximity and a 5-chlp Evaluation Focal Plane.
2.1.4 Passive Cryogenic Cooler Study
The SWIR detectors will require cooling in the ii0 to 190K temperature
range, with thermal loads on the order of 1.0 watt. A passive cooler of
this capacity is substantially larger than those NASA has flown to date.
The potential development risks and problems associated with such a
cooler need are being addressed in a detailed study. The study is a
9-month effort to size a passive cooler for an MLA sensor and to fabricate
a breadboard heat transfer device.
3.0 SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES
3.1 TEST/FIELD INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
In order to assess technology capability, evaluate radiometric
properties and examine calibration and information extraction techniques,
pushbroom type airborne sensors will be developed and flown. The first
of the GSFC radiometers Was flown in CY1979. Sensors near completion
include an advanced visible sensor and a short wave infrared sensor.
Sensors planned for the FY1983 through FY1985 time period will utilize
area SWIR and VIS/NIR arrays in an imaging spectrometer mode to provide
multispectral data for algorithm development. The main effort wlll be
to develop an airborne MLA Experiment Simulator. Sensor definition is
underway. The aircraft sensors are built In-house. These include:
(a) LAPR-I (3 VIS/NIR channels);
(b) LAPR-II (4 VlS/NIR bands with selectable spectral
channels);
(c) SWIR/LAPR (i band, 1 - 3 micrometers);
(d) MLA Experiment Simulator.
Laboratory instrument developments include both SWIR and TIR pushbroom
array sensors. The laboratory instruments include the following:
i. 9-element HgCdTe array, TIR imager (i0 - 12 micrometers)
2. 90-element HgCdTe array, TIR imager
3. 64-element PbS, SWIR imager
Each of the laboratory sensors is complete. They are being used in
several in-house studies.
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3.2 FOCAL PLANE RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT LABORATORY
The purpose of this laboratory is to perform science and engineering
studies to validate characteristics of detectors and detector arrays,
post-ampllflers, multiplexers, etc. during the device research and develop-
ment phase, and to evaluate modules and arrays operating in the visible, NIR,
SWIR, and TIR spectral regions.
Emphasis will be placed on achieving accurate measurements of detector
radiometrlc properties, stability, sensitivity, spectral and temporal
response. This laboratory is required to provide an independent assessment
of MLA detector performance.
3.3 SYSTEM SIMULATION LABORATORY
The purpose of this laboratory is to perform end-to-end hardware/software
simulations to support MLA flight and/or ground system trade-off, optimiza-
tion and evaluation studies. The simulation activity will concentrate on
the electro-optlcal signal processing chain and will provide a capability
for technology development, assessment, and evaluation of critical subsystem
elements in a "system" environment. The MLA focal planes and optical
breadboards as well as signal processing breadboards developed in the technology
program will be utilized in the simulations. This laboratory will: provide
MLA "hands-on" experience; provlde capability for independent testing, assess-
ment and validation of instruments and subsystems; lead to realistic instru-
ment specifications; and lead to improved techniques for synthesizing and
evaluating focal plane assemblies, signal processing electronics, wide
field of view optics, spectral separation concepts, and high data rate
information handling systems.
3.4 CALIBRATION SOURCES AND TECHNIQUES
The MLA requirement for high radiometrlc accuraey (+5% absolute and _+1%
relative between spectral bands) requires frequent on-orblt calibration
of detectors using sources of high stability. High quality sources for
ground calibration traceable to NBS are also required. GSFC has tradi-
tionally provided ground sources to calibrate earth viewing sensors, and
this capability is being extended to support the MLA requirements.
3.5 OPTICS
A requirement generated by the need for MLA type sensors is for wide
field collecting optics (up to 15 ° FOV) that are achromatic over the
spectral region from 0.4 to 2.5 micrometers. An In-house capability to
design and analyze complex optical systems has been developed over several
years and a variety of sophisticated computer programs are available
(ACCOS-V, GENOPTICS, CODE V). These are being used to examine potential
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optical systems for MLA sensors. Extensive work has already been done
which indicates that an all reflective Swarzschild is one desirable candidate.
However, other optical forms need to be examined and optimization studies
performed. A breadboard optical system of one or more of these designs
will be fabricated and tested.
Another key technology item in the optics area is the problem of spectral
band selection. Techniques such as dlchroic beam splitting, use of
narrow stripe interference filters deposited directly on the linear arrays
are also being addressed.
3.6 THERMAL INFRARED ARRAYS (TIP.A)
Thermal Infrared Arrays will be required for research in resource applica-
tions such as geology and/or hydrology.
A program has been underway for several years to develop Thermal Infrared
Array (TIRA) technology. The major thrust has been directed towards
hybrid HgCdTe structures. Up to this time, 9 element and 90 element
photoconductive array imagers have been fabricated and successfully
tested.
The present thrust of the program is the development of a hybrid photovoltalc
HgCdTe module capable of being assembled into large linear arrays.
A program is underway to develop the photovoltaic HgCdTe module
with the Honeywell Electro-Optlcs Center. The study phase of the program
has been completed and the fabrication phase is underway.
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MULTISPECTRAL LINEAR ARRAYS FOR
TERRESTRIAL REMOTE SENSING
677-27-01
OBJECTIVES:
_D
• DEMONSTRATE REQUIRED MLA FOCAL PLANE TECHNOLOGY FOR RESOURCE
OBSERVATIONS
• DEVELOP A SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA.
• DEVELOP CRITICAL ASSOCIATED TECHNOLOGIES.
MLA SCIENCE PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE:
TO PROVIDE A SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR THE SELECTION OF MLA
SENSOR, SYSTEM AND MISSION PARAMETERS FOR FUTURE
SATELLITE-BASED LAND REMOTE SENSING
APPROACH:
IN-HOUSE STUDIES AND FIELD EXPERIMENTS UTILIZING SUPPORT
CONTRACTORS TO EXAMINE:
• SPATIAL PARAMETERS: IFOV, MIXED RESOLUTION, TEXTURE
• SPECTRAL PARAMETERS: LOCATION, WIDTH, SHAPE,
SELECTION
• ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION: ATTENUATION, PATH RADIANCE,
ADJACENCY
• OFF-NADIR PARAMETERS: BI-DIRECTIONAL, REFLECTANCE,
STEREO
• OTHER ISSUES: CALIBRATION, REGISTRATION
STATUS:
ALL ACTIVITIES UNDERWAY
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AVAILABLE FROM SPATIAL, SPECTRAL,
OFF-NADIR
HYBRID SWIR TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
OBJECTIVE:
TO DEVELOPAND DEMONSTRATEA SWlR FOCAL PLANE DETECTOR/
MULTIPLEXERARRAY.
APPROACH:
• TWO PARALLEL42-MONTH CONTRACTS TO DEVELOPA HYBRID
HgCdTe DEVICE.
• PHASE I--DEVELOP 25£_ELEMENTMODULE AND _MODULE TEST ASSEMBLY•
• PHASE II--DESIGN, FABRICATEAND TEST 6200-ELEMENTFOCAL
PLANEASSEMBLY•
STATUS:
• PROCUREMENTPACKAGECOMPLETE.
= RFP RELEASE 2/82• • • • • • • • • • • • • o e o e e o e o o o o o o •
CONTflACTS 1/83 "O ,. ooo oooeoeooooeo oo oooo oooooo, •
A CONCEPT HYBRID SWlR ARRAY
5-MODULES=TEST ASSEMBLY _o_" .."'" _ '
\_-'_}'_ . * "" HgCdTe ARRAY
1128ELEMENTS)
CdTe
INDIUM JINTERCONNECT
_D
EPOXY
LPE LAYER
PREAMP SILICON
READOUT
INTERCONNECT MUX CHIP "
COLD PAD ON
SURFACE FLEX CABLES si CHIP
TO OFF-FOCAL
_PLANEELECTRONICS DETAILOF A MODULE CONCEPT
1100TO 500 DETECTORS)
SWIR FPA
KEY CHARACTERISTICS
• SPECTRAL REGION i.1 1"O2.4 MM
• BANDS 1.2, 1.6, 2.2 MM, <10% BW
• DETECTOR SIZE 30 MM PITCH
• ARRAY = 6200 DETECTORS
• BLEMISHES LESS THAN 1%, INCLUDING BOTTS
• SIGNAL-TO-NOISE 100 P-P/RMS AT WORKING LEVEL IRRAD
..., • STABLE LESS THAN 1% DRIFT IN 25 SEC
Q
• UNIFORM LESS THAN 10% STANDARD DEVIATION
• MULTIPLEXING FIRST LEVEL ON FOCAL PLANE
• OPERATING TEMPERATURE 130K OR WARMER
• HEAT LOAD 40 MW PER DETECTOR
-- RELIABLE
- TESTABLE
-- REPAIRABLE
-- AFFORDABLE
- TIMELY
MONOLITHIC SWIR TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
OBJECTIVE:
TO DEVELOPAND DEMONSTRATEA MONOLITHICSCHOTTKY BARRIER
DETECTOR/MULTIPLEXERMODULE AS A BACK-UPTO THE HgCdTe
DEVELOPMENT.
APPROACH:
O
-- • 24-MONTH CONTRACTTO DEVELOPAND TEST PdSi/Si MONOLITHIC
DEVICE.
• DEVELOPMODULESAND 5-MODULE TEST ASSEMBLY.
STATUS:
• RFP RELEASE..............................;.................................................................... 11/81.
• PROPOSALS DUE...........................................................................................2/2/82.
• CONTRACT AWARD ..........................................................................................7/82.
VIS/NIR DETECTOR ARRAYS
OBJECTIVE:
DEVELOPA VIS/NIR DETECTORARRAY DEVICETHAT WILL SERVEAS THE BASIC
UNIT FORA MLA FOCALPLANE.
APPROACH:
_, • 24-MONTH CONTRACTTO DEVELOPA SILICON DETECTORARRAY DEVICE.o
• EACH CHIP--FOUR 1024-ELEMENTDETECTORARRAYS, FOURSPECTRAL
FILTERSAND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS.
• DEMONSTRATEBUTTABILITY.
STATUS:
• PROPOSALS DUE 2/8/81• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • e e e e o e e o e e e o o o e o e e e eo e
• CONTRACT AWARD ................................................ 7/82
CONCEPTUAL VIS/NIR DETECTOR ARRAY
CHIP 2 4 SPECTRAL
BAND SENSE LINE
_;_ CHiP
L_ II i II I II I I I II i I I I I I I II I II I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I iIii III II II I I!1 I II I I I II I II I !1 II ! II II II! I III
O..-. _ I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I i I I I I
"¢"_ _ I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
• i
v,oo4 SPECTRAL BANDS PER CHIP FILTERS
1024 ELEMENTS PER BAND (NOMINAL) _
DETECTOR SPACING 15/Jm
< 2 MISSING ELEMENTS/BUTT JOINT
VIS/NIR DEVICE LAYOUT
,I" 0.6047" =]
SUPPORT ELECTRONICS
1!
"_ TBD
o_,=, "-T- 1024 ELEMENTS . , -
SUPPORT ELECTRONICS
-_0.00059 (15/_m)EACH
"} 4 DETECTOR
DEVICE: ';;;;',',;;;;;;' _ _ ARRAYS FOCALPLANE:
1024 DETECTOR """ ...... ! _ PLUS3 EQUAL 12 DEVICES LONG (7.256")
ELEMENTS/ARRAY ............ t "" SPACINGS 12,288 ELEMENTS/ARRAY
4 ARRAYS/DEVICE / 49,152 ELEMENTS/
4096 ELEMENTSIDEVICE 0.00413 (105/_m) FOCAL PLANE
OPTICS DESIGN AND FABRICATION
OBJECTIVE:
DESIGN,FABRICATEAND TEST CRITICALOPTICALCOMPONENTS REQUIREDFOR
MLA SENSOR.
APPROACH:
O
O1
• NINE-MONTH $100K STRIPE FILTERDEVELOPMENTAND EVALUATION.
• FOUR-MONTH$45K STUDY OF MLA DICHROICBEAM-SPLITTERS.
• IN-HOUSEASSESSMENT OF IDS OPTICAL SYSTEM DESIGNSAND
DEVELOPMENTOF GSFC DESIGN.
STATUS:
• STRIPE FILTER CONTRACT/WESTINGHOUSE ........... COMPLETE 2/82
• DICHROIC FILTER STUDY/PERKIN-ELMER .............. COMPLETE 9/81
.....
o
m
z
y
MLA BEAMSPLITTER DESIGN STUDY
PRISM ASSEMBLY
MLA BEAMSPLITTER DESIGN STUDY
BAND 4
BAND 3
i BAND 1
' BAND 2
DICE i
CEMEN10
- , TOTAL REFLECTION
t
,-- DICHROIC
o DICHROIC _\-., DICHROIC
BAND6
I
CEMENT S//BAND = I
10 MM
X PR|SIV_ASSE_I_BLY _ 1CROSS SECT|ON
PASSIVE COOLER DESIGN
OBJECTIVE:
DEVELOPA DETAILEDDESIGN FORA PASSIVERADIATIVE COOLER
THAT WILL FULFILLTHE REQUIREMENTSGENERATEDBY A MLA SENSOR.
APPROACH:
$100K CONTRACTFOR RADIATIVECOOLERDESIGNTO MEET IDS
REQUIREMENTS
O
= REQUIREMENTS:
lW ELECTRICALDISSIPATIONAT 125K.
400 SIGNAL LEADS.
50 CM HEAT TRANSFERDEVICE.
STATUS:
RFP RELEASE ................ 11/81.
CONTRACTSTART............. 1/82.
MLA COOLER STUDY
BACKGROUND BLACK BODY
TEMPERATUREBOUNDARY
(285±15K)
.ORBIT ENVIRONMENT _ _._ / _ .._
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OBJECTIVE:
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APPROACH:
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AIRBORNE MLA SENSORS
OBJECTIVES:
• DEVELOP EXPERTISE IN THE DESIGN CALIBRATION AND TESTING OF MLA REMOTE
SENSORS.
• EXAMINE TECHNIQUES TO CALIBRATE AND REMOVE SENSOR ARTIFACTS FROM
MLA DATA.
e SUPPLY CALIBRATED MLA DATA TO THE SCIENTIFIC USERS.
APPROACH:
DEVELOP AIRBORNE LINEAR ARRAY PUSHBROOM RADIOMETERS (LAPR) AND ELOS
. j:=,,
SIMULATOR(S)
STATUS:
• LAPR I w RETIRED m 9/81
• LAPR II -- DELIVERY -- 9/82
• ELOS/SIM m PRELIMINARY DESIGN -- TBD
THE IMAGINGSPECTROMETERAPPROACH
ExecutiveSummary
John B. Wellman
Jet PropulsionLaboratory
CaliforniaInstituteof Technology
May 11, 1982
SUMMARYOF CONCLUSIONS
(1) A need for advancedmultispectralcapabilitieshas been defined
by a significantsegmentof the disciplinegroups. Needs includemultiple
spectralbands, high spectralresolution,and the abilityto tailor the brand
choicesfor the researchapplication.
(2) Two importantdesign driversare the requirementfor spatial
registrationof the spectralcomponentsand the implementationof the advanced
multispectralcapability,includingspectralbandwidth, number of bands and
programmability.
(3) The'dispersiveapproach,fundamentalto the ImagingSpectrometer
concep_achievesthese capabilitiesby utilizinga spectrometerto disperse
the spectralcontentwhile preservingthe spatialidentityof the information
in the cross-trackdirection. Area array detectorsin the spectrometerfocal
plane detect and store the spatialand multispectralcontentfor each line of
the image. The choice of spectralbands, image IFOV and swath:w_dthis
implementedby programmedreadoutof the focal plane. These choicesin
conjunctionwith data compressionare used to match the output data rate
with the telemetrylink capability.
(4) Progressin the key technologiesof optics, focal plane
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detectorarrays,onboardprocessingand focal plane coolingsupportsthe
viabilityof the ImagingSpectrometerapproach. Continuedsupportof the
currenttechnologydevelopmentactivitieswill permit the implementation
of a space flight system in the late 1980's.
THE NEED FOR ADVANCEDMULTISPECTRALCAPABILITIES
Differingobservationalrequirementsof the severaldiscipline
groups combineto justifyan advancedcapability. Several.disciplines,which
can be individuallysatisfiedwith a few spectralbands, requiredifferent
sets of bands, therebynecessitatinga wide varietyof bands to choose from.
Other measurementgoals are optimizedby making the spectralbands narrow.
The problemof removingatmosphericeffectsfrom multispectraldata sets may
necessitateadditionalspectralbands to characterizethe atmospheric
contribution. Finally,there is a need to explorethe accessiblespectral
regionsto determinethe most useful bands. These needs can be met by a
programmablesensorwhich possessessufficientgranularityin spectralband
selectionto exploitthe known spectralsignaturesand to explorenew
spectralcharacteristics.
KEY DESIGN DRIVERS
The parametersof IFOV, swathwidth, radiometricsensitivity
(NEdR),and data rates determinethe system designof land remote sensing
systemsin general. Spatialregistrationof the multispectralsamplesis
extremelycriticalin discriminatingamong instrumentapproaches. In critically
sampledMLA-typesystemsa fundamentalloss in multispectralinformationoccurs
when the misregistrationexceedsabout 0.3 pixels. In the range from 0.3
to 1.0 pixels,resamplingwill not producea significantimprovement. For
misregistrationgreaterthan 1.0 pixel, resamplingwill improvequality,
butnot the level of completelyregistereddata.
For advancedmultispectralsystemswith high spectralresolution
capability,three considerationsare critical-- the spectralband width
(or granularity),the number of spectralbands,and the spectralprogrammability
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of the instrument. With the NEdR specification,spectralband width
determinesthe requiredsystemaperture,a major determiningfactor in
instrumentsize and cost. The number of bands directlyinfluencesdata
rate. Programmabilityimpliescomplexityin the onboardelectronics.
THE DISPERSIVEIMAGINGAPPROACH
A.varietyof ImagingSpectrometerinstrumentconceptsare under
study rangingfrom aircraftinstrumentswith limitedimagingcapability
(AirborneImagingSpectrometer)to free-flyingspacecraft-bornesystems
capableof meetingboth researchand operationalneeds. An intermediate
design suitablefor space shuttleand possiblespace platformapplication
is describedin the attachedviewgraphsand paper (ImagingSpectrometer
Technologiesfor AdvancedEarth Remote Sensing,Wellman,e_al, paper
No. 345-04,Proceedingsof the Societyof Photo-OpticalInstrumentation
Engineers,May 6, 1982).
The instrumentprovides20 nanometerspectralresolutionover the
wavelengthrange from 0.4 to 2.5 micrometerswith lOm IFOV in the VNIR and
20m IFOV in the SWIR. A 60 km swath width is Obtainedfrom 300 km. Although
internaldata rates are high, a wide varietyof multispectralimagingmodes
can be commandedwithin the data rate constraintsimposedby the Shuttleand
TDRSS.
PROGRESSIN KEY TECHNOLOGIES
As part of this programthe key technologiesof optics,focal
plane detectorarrays,onboardprocessingand focal plane coolingare being
developed.
An opticaldesign conceptcenteredon a multiple-passSchmidt
system has been shown to satisfythe spatialand spectralresolution
requirements. Linearizationof prism dispersionis accomplishedby using
a multipleelementprism. Breadboardingof criticalelementsis planned.
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Planarhybrid HgCdTearea arrays of 32 by 32 format have been
fabricatedand tested. Developmentof 64 by 64 elementmosaickablearrays
for the 1.0 to 2.5 micrometerregionhas begun. An alternativetechnology
using InSb has been demonstratedwith 128 elementlinear arrays. The
extensionto area arrays is planned.
The Block AdaptiveRate Controlled(BARC)data compression
algorithmimplementedfor the Galileomissionto Jupiterhas been modified
and demonstratedwith representativeterrestrialscenes. Electronicsfor
the programmablereadoutof area array detectorsand real-timeradiometric
calibrationrestorationare being breadboardedfor use with the existing
HgCdTeSWIR arrays.
A radiativeco61er suitablefor free-flyingmissionshas been
designedand analyzed. A new approach-- the adsorptionrefrigerator--
has been chosen for study in connectionwith a shuttlemission. This cooler
providesclosedcycle coolingover a wide range of temperatureswithout
the concernof limitedlifetimesattendantto mechanicalcompressors.
Progressin these technologiesis sufficientto projectflight
readinessin the late 1980's.
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ISSUES
SPATIALREGISTRATIONOFI_IULTISPECTRALDAT SETS
_" BYWHATAMOUNTCANSEPARATESPECTRALSAKPLESBEMIS-REGISTERED
' II
_'IITHOUTDEGRADINGTHEI',_HERENTQUALITYOFTHEDATA
SUGGESTEDANSWER:
(1) FORMISREGISTRATIONLESSTHAN0,1TO0,3PIXELSTHEDATA
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SIGNIFICANTLOSSINCLASSIFICATIONACCURACY(10%)I'IILL
OCCUR,RESAMPLINGWILLNOTPRODUCEA SIGNIFICAI_IT
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(CONT)
(3) FORMISREGISTRATIONGREATERTHAN1 PIXEL,RESANPLING
CANIMPROVECLASSIFICATIONACCURACIESTOTHELEVEL
INDICATEDIN(2),WITHOUTRESAMPLINGERRORSOF10TO
30%WILLOCCUR.
(1) SWAIN,P,H.,VANDERBILT,V.C.,JOBUSCH,C,D.,
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THEMATICMAPPERDESIGNSPECIFICATIONS,"1981
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(2) ROOT,G.R.,"REGISTRATIONBETWEENSPECTRALBANDS,"
APPENDIXA,INAPPLICATIONOFSOLIDSTATEARRAY
TECHNOLOGYTOANOPERAHONALLAND-OBSERVINGSYSTEM.
JPLDOCUMENT715-82,OCT31,1980.
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Imaging spectrometer technologies for advanced Earth re-ore sensing
J. B. Welln_n, J. B. Breckinridge, P. Kupfe_n, R. P. Salazar, and K. B. Sigurdson
Jec Propulsion Laboratory, California InsciCuCe of Technology
48U0 Oak Grove Drive. Pasadena, California 9_109
Abstract
A major requlremenc of mulcispecCral imaging systems for advanced Earth remote sensing is
the provision for greater spectral resoluclon and more versatile spectral band selection.
The imaging speccromeCer InsCrumenC concept provides chis versaciliCy by che comblnaclon of
pushbroom imaging and speccra£1y dispersing opCics using area array dececCors in Che focal
plane. The Shuttle Imaging Spectrometer concept achieves i0- and 20-meter ground instanta-
neous fields of view with 20-nanomecer spectral resoluclon from Earth orbit. Onboard proc-
essing allows che selection of specCral bands during flisht ; this, in turn, permics the
sensor parameters Co be Cailored co Che experiment obJecclves. Recent advances in opcical
design, infrared detector arrays, and focal plane cooling indlcaCe che feasibility of the
instrument concept and support Che praccicabillcy of a valldacion fllghc experiment for che
Shuttle in Che lace 1980s.
Introduction
The broad range of user requirements for advanced land remote sensing _is addressed in a
companion paper.l From Chis s_udy and others, Che need for greater versaCiliCy in spectral
coverage and spectral isolation within che 0.4- co 2.5-,m region emerges as a significant
consideration in the design of future systems. The application of speccromecric techniques
to pushbroom imaging2,3,4 offers a method by which versaCility in defining che individual
spectral bands and che ucilizatlon of narrow spectral bands (high spectral resolution) canbe realized.
Instrumenc concepts sulcable for free-flying spacecraft, Shuttle-attached payloads,
potential space platforms, and research alrcrafc have been studied. These concepts provide
inherent re_iscraCion of the many specCral channels in addition co Che spectral versatilicy.
Imp.lemencatlon o_ the. imaglng speccromecer concept requires technological advances in area
array oe_ectors :or une v%sual and near-infrared (VNIR) and short-wavelength infrared (SWIR)
spectral bands, in optical systems chac provide imaging and spectral dispersion over the
broad wavelength region, in focal plane cooling necessary for che achievement of acceptable
signal-co-noise raClos, and in onboard electronics.
In che following presentation, we describe Che Shuttle Imaging Spectrometer (SIS) as a
prococypical example of the Instrument system cechnology, discuss its performance capabil-
Icies, and review c_ree supporcing subsystem cechnologies: opclcs, focal-plane arrays, and
focal-plane cooling.
Shuttle Ima_in_ Speccromecer design
The formulation ofobservational requirements and needs for che S_S is based on the need
for an instrument Chac would serve both as a research tool and a mechanism for verifying the
cechnoloEy. The constraints imposed on che SIS design include compatibility with the Shuc-
cle, low cost in comparison co a free flyer (in consideration of the shorc duration mis-
sions), and a corresponding decrease in complexity. The intent was Co develop a simple
design that reCalned che major Cechnological elements and fundamental performance capabil-
icles, but dispensed with Che operational requirements, most notably, swath widch and com-
plete global coverage.
From our analysis of the broad ranse of user's needs, a basic sec of performance require-
men_s was derived_- They are shown An Table i. The spatial resolution of the system As
specified by the ground inscancaneous field of view (IFOV), an idealized measure deflned'by
che cross,Crack geometric proJeccion of a deCeccor element or che along-crack dlscance cor-
responding Co the integration time (following the usual convention, chese distances are
designed co be equal) The radiomecrlc precision is expressed as the noise equivalent
change in reflectance (NEdR), which is defined as chac change in ground reflectance chac
produces a change in detected signal equivalent co che instrument system noise level.
The dispersive approach, the key co che imagins spectrometer concept, uses area array
detectors and accomplishes spectral separation by use of a spectrometer section added after
the imaging optics. The concepc is illuscraced in Figure I. Radiation from the scene is
imaged upon a slic (oriented normal Co the plane of the figure). The slic defines
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Table 1. Shuttle Imaging Spectrometer the system field stop and determines the foot-
Performance Requirements print on the ground. Radiation passing through
Value the slit is dispersed within a spectrometer and
Parameter VNIE S_R reimaged at the camera focal plane. Since the
Ground IFOV, m l0 20 spectrometer is designed to maintain the spatial
Spectral resolution, nm 20 Z0 resolution present at the slit, the image at the
Swath width, km 60 60 spectrometer camera focal plane is a series of
Radiometric precision, 7. 0.5 1.0 images of the llne in object space, but displaced
orchogonally in the spectral dimension as shown in
Figure 2. This mapping of spatial and spectral
information corresponds co a single llne on the ground. The data co be transmitted by the
instrument is read out from the focal plane in a short period of time. Within chls time
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trotter
optical Figure 2. Shuttle imaging spectrometer
concept focal surface arrangement
interval, the spacecraft motion moves the line image into the next position so that the
imaging process can be repeated. The procedure is repeated continually to build up an image
in the pushbroom manner.
With the information arranged in the focal plane as shown in Figure 2, considerable
selectivity can be employed in the readout process. Individual spectral channels are con-
fined to single rows within the detector; thus they can be extracted individually. Further-
more, the ability to sum a_acent rows in the readout structure of a charge-coupled device
(CCD) permits broad spectral bands co be collected on the focal plane and read out as a
single channel.
This dispersive approach offers several advantages over llnear array approaches discussed
elsewhere. 2,3 So long as the area arrays are oriented perpendicularly to the slit image,
spectral registration is assured. The spectral dimension is typically one to two orders of
magnitude smaller than the spatial dimension; thus the alignment problems are reduced by the
corresponding factor when compared to the llne array approaches. The dispersive approach
provides higher spectral resolution and the opportunity co select a variety of spectral and
spatial modes simply by varying the readout process. This degree of control can be exer-
cised by ground command.
The signiflcanc disadvantage of the dispersive approach is complexity. The optical sys°
tern is po_enClally larger and contains more elements. To preserve the desired radiometric
precision at the narrower spectral channels, the aperture size must be increased, resulting
_n a weight penalty. The development of area array detectors is generally more difficult
than that of line arrays. The supporting electronics must process more dace at higher
rates, which suggests increases in the power requirements. Although these penalties exist,
the design efforts indicate that an instrument using the dispersive approach is technically
and economically feasible, and that its performance advantages conmmnd it for further
development.
An iterative system design process was used to develop the instrument parameters that
satisfy the stated performance requirements. The key detector parameters of element size
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and noise performance were determined on the basis of experience with state-of-the-art
detector arrays and feasibility studies for advanced array capability. The instrument aper-
ture is sized to permit the achievement of the required NEdR. The resulting design charac-
teristics are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. S_S Design Characteristics SZS performance analTsis
_arame_er Value
Equivalent aperture diameter, cm 30 Major constraints on choice of system
Telescope focal length, cm 120 parameters arise because of limitations in
Physical sllt width, ,m 40 the data rate, maximum size and speed of
Ground-projected sllt width, m 10 the optics, length and flatness of the
Altitude, km 300 focal plane, llmltations in the butting of
Swath width, km 61.44 detector arrays, maxim_ detector array
Detector size (pixel), _m 40 x 60 format and mlnimumpixel sizes, development
Line time (for 10-m IFOV), ms 1.38 of a linear prism disperser, and maximum
Encodln_, blts/plxel 8 integration times determined by the llmita-
Raw data rate (VNIE), bi_s/s 2.27 x 109 tlons imposed by pushbroom imaging. The "
(S_qR), bics/s 0.57 : 109 design, developed in adherence to these(Total), bits/s 2.84 109 constraints and summarized in Table 2. must
satisfy the radtometrtc precision specifi-
cation. The radlometrlc analysis is "
described in _he following para_'Eaphs.
We define NEdR to be that change in ground reflectance that produces a change in detected
signal equivalent to the noise. The signal source is considered to be a perfectly diffusing
target on Earth that reflects sunilghc, which is attenuated by the a_mosphere, towards the
instrument. The NEdR is based on a reflectance scale of 100 percent, and the noise is a,
combination of signal and background shot noise and detector array readout noise.
The performance requirements in Table £ call for differing spatial resolutions fo_ the
VNIR and SWIR. Since both arrays have the same format and physical size, _he instantaneous
footprints for the detectors are equal and designed to be I0 m. The 20-m L_OV for the SW_R
channels is created by integrating for t-_ice the basic llne time and by sunmLtng the plxels
in pairs during the readout process. These summations increase the signal-to-nolse ratio
because they occur prior to the readout amplifier. The data race is reduced by a factor of
four by these processes.
The working equations that incorporate these concepts are defined below. Equation (I)
gives the signalper detector as a function of system parameters, Equation (2) the scene
"radiance at the instrument, Equation (3) the definition of noise, and Equaclon (4) the
definition of NEdR.
where
SI - signal in electrons for each band
A = effective primary area
- angular FOV subtended by the ground ZFOV .,
t = integration time derived from given IFOV and spacecraft altitude
n_ " detector quantum efficiency
T_ = optical transmission of the system
N_ - radiance of source at the aperture results from the solar irradiance attenuated by
the a_nosphere, isotropically scattered by a ground target of a given reflectance.
and again attenuated by the a_mosphere (Although not included hare, the contribution
to the signal from upwelllng at_nospheric radiance may be included in the design.)
- -;- cosi in. +
where
.FA= solar irradianceoutside the a_mosphere
R_ = ground reflectance
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i - solar zenith angle
%_ - acmospherlc transmission
_SA + B + R2 (3)
N
where
N - rms noise in electrons
SI - signal in electrons
B - background sisal in electrons. B is a function of background (instrumental) tem-
pera_re and _tector area, and is integrated over the entire detec_o5 spectral
bandwidth. Zt is negligible for the 0.4- to 1.0-um region
R - read noise in electrons (taken as 300 for the VNIR and 1000 for the SWZR)
NEdR --_
where N, SA. and Rx are defined above.
Using these relations, the NEdR as a function of wavelength is shown in Figure 3. The
solid curve corresponds to the desiEnspectral bandwidth of 20nm. The dotted curve indi-
cates the improvement in performance
L01 { / (smaller NEdR) galned by increasing the
spectral bandwidth to 3Ohm. The dashed/
curve shows the degraded performance
/ " (larger NEdR) achieved by decreasing the
/ spectral bandwidth to 10nm. The dis-
/ continuity aC 1.0 um results from the
/ //4 change from I0 m ZFOV at shorter wavelengths
// /I to 20 m IFOV at ionxer wavelengths and the
_A-10_ change in the detector noise figure from
/ VNIR to SWZR values. The prlmaryreason
/ .n.//,>. ...../Ifor the use of differing IFOVs for the VNIR
_5 \. . / / _k. _ and SW_R is to mainta the desired NEdR
-- / """nm this analysis, the required NEdRs of 0.5/ ..... percent for the VNIR and 1.0 for the SWIR
/ ...""
are met by all of th 20-nm spectral bands.
........."'+ This analysis assumes than the spectral
dispersion Is uniformacross the spectral
range. This condition does not generally
0 . , , , , , , hold for a prism spectrometer. A current
_4 _S 1.2 L6 2.0 L4 design activity is to choose a combination
of prism materials that will minimize the
WAV_RG_, pm variation in spectral resolution over the
Figure 3. Radiometrlc performance 0.4- to 2.5-um resion.
characteristics of the
SIS Optical desisn
The most challenging optical design
requirements are the field of view and
spectral range over which the imaging performance is to be achieved. For_the SlS require-
ments, a field of view of 8.6 deg must be provided over a spec_ra_ range _rc_n 0.4 t? 2.u ,m.
These requirements resul_ed _ the desiSn of an all-reflectlng system wlth _he s%ng_e excep-
tlon of the dispersing element. The wide spectral range, spannlnE three octaves in wave-
length, combined with the low dispersion required and the high optical throughput goal,
s_ronglyarsued for _e use of a priemrather than a diffraculon grating. Based on a careful
nradeoff study, the Triple ReflectinE Schmldt, Liturow Prism desiEn_ developed for the free-
flyer _stru_ent was selected. The design presented in this paper is a scaled version of the
origlnal design.
The optical design approach for the Shuttle Imaging Spectrometer, shown in Figure 4, con-
sisus of three reflecting Schmidt cameras, one for the foreoptics and two for the
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Figure A. Shuttle imaging spectrometer optical configuration
spectrometer. The large primary mirror is shared by the three systems. Radiation enters
the instrument through an aperture directly above the large primary mirror and strikes a
D-shaped reflecting Schmidt corrector plate, located near the center of curva_re of the
spherical primary mirror. The corrector has the surface figure of a circular aspheric
plate, but with the axis of sy_netry passing below the bottom edge of the element. Radia-
tion reflecting from the aperture corrector illuminates the upper portion of the primary
mirror to produce an image at the primary focal surface, which is a sphere.
At the primary focal surface, a reflective sllt defines the field stop and serves as the
entrance slit for the spectrometer section. Serving also as a field flattener° the reflect-
ing slit illuminates the lower portion of the primary, which now serves as the spectrometer
collimator. A plane folding mirror directs the beam to the shallow prism. Radiation pass-
' ing through the prism is reflected by another Sc_nidt corrector plate similar to the one
used at the entrance to the foreoptics. The radiation is further dispersed as it makes its
return pass through the prism, is folded back co the lower portion of the primary, which now
serves as the spectrometer camera, and is imaged at the spectrometer focal surface. A small
tilt in the spectrometer corrector displaces the spectrometer focal surface below the pri-
mary image focal surface, thereby leaving room for the detector arrays that populate the
spectrometer focal surface.
The use of the fold mirror provides a large unobscured volume i_nediately behind the
focal plane; this volume facilitates detector cooling and the convenient location of the
supporting electronics.
The optics were ray-traced for design, tolerances, and focal-plane metrology using the
• ACCOS V inreractlve computer-alded design program. The focal surface lles on a spherical
surface of 2.5-m radius. Ic is curved slightly with a deviation from the chord of 0.63 _n
at the short wavelength end. This slight curvature can be accommodated by adjusting the
locations of the detector arrays in the alignment of the focal plane. Designs chat reduce
this curvature are currently being evaluated.
.The image quality of the system can be inferred from the isometric views of the point
spread functions shown in Figure 5. The boundaries of each plot define the 40-um-square
pixel size. The spatial coordinate is indicated by Y; the spectral by X. The polarization
of the instrument is less than one percent and is probably limited by the residual polariza-
tion present in thin-film mirror coatings.
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(_ Focal-plane _:plemen_a=ion
The most significant challenge in the
implementation of the S_S is the short-wavelength
infrared focal plane. Detector arrays of the per-
fozmance and format needed do notpresently exist,
al_hough a major development program is un6erway.
Based on an assessment of the several ZR technol-
ogies belngdeveloped, the hybrid approach using
mercury-cadmlum-cellurlde phoCodiodes with a 2.5-
.m cutoff wavelength has been selecCed for this
design. The arrays consist of two parts: a phoco-
diode array made of che appropriate IR dececting
material, and a CCDmultlplexer, which collects _he
phoCogeneraCed charge and Cransfers it to anon-
chip amplifier for readout. The two elemencs are
Interconnected with an array of indium column
bonds, one for each pixel. This technology has
been demonstrated, but not for the specific wave-
length performance characteristics and format
needed by SIS.
Developmenc of mercury-cadmium, telluride detec-
cot arrays for imaging spectrometer applications
has been underway at che Rockwell in_ernatlonal
Science Cencer.O Three 32 x 32 element hybrid
arrays with 68-.m-square plxels and a 4.5-.m cutoff
wavelength have been fabricated and tested prior Co
delivery to the Jec Propulsion Laboratory for char-
accerlzat_on and use in che Airborne Imaging Spec-
trometer./ Indium column interconnecC yields of
I00% have been achieved. A significant improvemen_
in pixel-to-pixel uni_ormlty ofresponse can be
seen in che decectlvi_y histogram of Figure 6.
Arrays with a 2.5-.m cutoff wavelength will be
Figure 5. Optical poinC spread developed and evaluated in the next phase of the
functions: (a) on- effort.
axis; (b) full-fleld Forecasts of the technology sug-
_01 .... , *_ ,., . *, . gested chat a development soal of a
I 54-by-64 element format with a2.5-.m cutoff wavelength could be
met within the next few years, and
" uha_ flight quality arrays could be
'produced with sufficienC yield to
support a space flight program in
400 the latter half of the decade.
Accordingly, the SIS design wasdeveloped around chls bu lding
block.
= The visual and near-infrared
• _ * de_ectors, covering _he 0.4- to
8UP 1.0-.m spectral range, chosen were
= _ silicon CCD imagers. By comparison
to Che SWL_ arrays, the silicon CCDs
do noc represent a major technology
challenge. For the purposes of this
design, the detectors were defined
as having the same format and •
dimensions as the SW_R arrays. The
0 .... _ ---=--_-_ ,, _ ' '' ''' focal plane configuration shown in
I_ I_ IoI° l_l Io_ Io13 Figure 2 is a mosaic of both tTpes
DETECTIVIW.cm _I12 W-I of array. The arrays are mosaicked
or butted on _wo sides co create a
Figure 6. Detectivicy (D*) histogram for 32 x 32 focal plane with 6144 elements in
the spatial dimensions and 64 ele-HgCdTe hybrid detector array at 77 K
and high background (5 x 1015 phocons ments in each of the SWZR and VNZR
cm-_s-_), spectral dimensions. A total of 96
arrays in each wavelength group is
needed to populace _he focal plane.
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An alternative approach for del::ecCion in the SWIR wavelength range is the relatively
mature indium-antimonide photodiode technology (developed by Cincinnati Electronics Corp.)
coupled with a novel multiplexed readout technlque.O,_,£u A 128-element linear array wlch
good unlfoi_nity and more than adequate deCectlvity for the application has been demon-
strafed. A 512-element linear array is under development @sing the same technique. Use of
multiple linear arrays in place of area array detectors offers the possibility of a near-
term demonstraClon of the imaging spectrometer technique prior to commitment to the full-
scale development of the SIS.
Focal-plane coolin_
To perform properly, the infrared detector arrays must be cooled co Ce_eraCu_es on the
order of 130 K. (The alternative focal-plane technology using indlum-antimonide detectors
requires temperatures below 90 K.) Studies conducted in conjunction with the free-flyer
design indicate that the required temperatures could be attained using an advanced, pas-
t IIslve, radiative coole . A Shuttle mission poses different problems, mos_ notably the
inability of a radiator to view cold space. The alternative that appears to offer the best
po_enclal for meecln S temperature and hea_-load requirements rellability for long Shuttle
or platform mlssions is the adsorption refrigerator. In this system, high-pressure gas is
supplied to a 3oule-Thomson refrigerator by an adsorption compressor. Zn the compressor,
the working gas is adsorbed by a solid ac low temperatures and pressures, i Low-quality heat,
either waste or solar, is utilized to desorb the gas. The resulting high-pressure gas is
then passed through a Joule-Thomson valve, which cools _he gas. The heat load from the
detectors is transferred to the gas, which flows hack to the compressor/adsorher (exchanging
heat with the incoming gas along the way) where it is readsorbed upon cooling of the com-
pressor. This results in a closed system that has only self-operatlng check valves for
moving parts. _ is thus expected to be inherently reliable for long-life applications.
A conceptual diagram of this system is shown in Figure 7. The two compressors shown
would be used alceruately to insure a continuous supply of cold gas to the refriseration
HEAT HEAT chamber. A heat source and sink
AOD REMOVAL must be alternately connected and
_ disconnected from the compressor
I for the syscam to operate. TheC_CK / two heating sources envisioned areVALVE2 , solar heating, usin K elec_rically
CHAM_.RA -- supply, or waste electrical heat,
using thermal switches. Both
VALVE I,_ C_ approaches would have few moving1 r l v,_v_3 parts and would be Inherently
. __ ,h CHAM_R reliable./ e
, The adsorption refrigerator
, offers the strong advantages of
P_COOLER_- i reliability, a lower power require-
HEAT ! J CI_CK merit, and insensltivi_y CO space-craft configuratio and orbit over
RF_OVAL : ' VALVE4 a broad of operating temper-
atures, r_:-- _ l device is applicable
Co large space platforms, whereas
I radiators are unlikely to be
COtteR- _ I usable because of geometry prob-
' lems. IC can also be used in anFLOW _ HEAT
HEAT t ADD evolutionary manner on short Shut-
cle flights by replacing the
EXCN._I_R ._ adsorptlon chambers with a mechan-
ical compressor or an expendable
supply of high-pressure gas.
Conclusions
J_VALV_ -- m -- The SIS insc"n=nenc design is
/ responsive to the future require- •
_-- ' ' "--] manes of both r,s,arch- and appli-
R_:R_G_PA_OH cations'oriented users. As an
CHAM_R experimental Cool, the S_S provides
.. a great deal of versatility with
t which the spectral domain can beREFRIG_RATIOI explored at hish resolution. Themad
Figure 7. Adsorption refrigeration block diagram
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technology elements on which the SIS concept depends are being pursued both within this
program and on relaced efforts.
The optical design presented here and several variations under study are capable of
satisfying the performance requirements and can be implemented with standard optical fabri-
cation processes. The reflecting slit poses some unusual fabrication challenges, which will
be addressed in future work. Further exploration of linearizing the spectral dispersion and
correcting the focal-plane curvature are expected to simplify the focal-plane mosaic imple-
mentation.
The required SWIR performance levels have been achieved with two materials -- mercury
cadmium telluride and indium antimonide - and suitable multiplexing techniques have been
demonstrated. Challenges remain in optimizing the performance for the 1.0- to 2.5-um
spectral region and in developing structures suitable for mosaicking into large focal-plane
arrays.
Cooling methodologies for both Shuttle and free-flyer instz-ament concepts have been
examined. Both the adsorption refrigerator and radiative coolers are capable of providing
focal-plane operation at temperatures as low as 80 K; thus the detector choices need not be
severely restricted by temperature constraints. The development of a breadboard adsorption
refrigerator sized for the SIS application is planned.
We conclude that the performance requirements identified in this paper can be met and
that continued progress in the supporting technologies will permit a space-flight verifica-
tion of the imaging spectrometer approach in the latter half of the 1980s.
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ABSOLUTE RADIOMETRI_ CALIBRATIONOF ADVANCe) RZM3TE SENSZNG
P. N. SlaY_r
Commltr_e on Remora Sensing
0p_.IcalSciences Canter
UnlvarsltT of Arizona
ABSTRACT (for example an aaricultural, yield). Ex_resse<Y
_iffetentlv, those concetnet_ with relative
The dAs_tnc_Ac_ be_en the uses of relative calibration use data described in digital counts,
and absolute spec_._radim_=tc c_tAon of re- while those needinq absolute calibration use data
mo_ sensing systems Is discussed. The advan_a_ms referenced in terse of radiance units at the
of de•actor-basedabsolu_ calAb=a_.ic_are deso_, entrance nUl_ilof the sensor (in this case, the
and the cata_orles of feAsT.lyeand absolu_ sys_m radium•triocallbratlon of Re sensor is invoked to
caJ.lhratlonare listed. The IAnAtar.lc_sand convert the diglt81 value to spectral radiance).
pr_le_s sacrA•ted vi_.h _rse c_on mev_ods used We nmat emphasize that the radiance value is of no
fur the absolu_ caAAhra_.on of z_moca sensAnq _o_e ,mrth to the average user _ the dlgltal
sys_8 ira dAsc_sed, value, as bo_h refer to an incident radiance level
at the sensor ove_ broad, unequal soectral
Two •clOuds are proposed for th_ An-flAsh1: paesbands, over which the sp_-tral reflectance of
absolute caAAhra_Lon of advanced =mA_ the feature beinq observed can chanqe by a
iAnesr az_ay (_A) sys_as. One sakes use of a sun- slqnlflcant but unknown •scant. However, there are
Lll_uL_r_d panel in f_nt of the Hmmr, _e two reasons for c_averti_ the digit_l value to
radAan_ of which Is nonlt_zsdby a sl_c_'a].ly radiances first, in nultitemporal asnsir_, to
_Aat p!r_elecmrlc radAcm_a_. The other _es a account for any duo•me,ted chan_ea of radio•merle
la_qe, unAfcz=, hAqh-radAance refewenc_frodnd su_ calibrationwith time_ second, to test or utilise
fact. The _oun_ and a_s_erlc _su=sme_ physical _de18 in vhlob _he q_ound teflac_.anc_and
required as in_ut to a radialLy• t_an_fer p_qrms at=_ospherio effect_ are eemmred and/or calculated
to prsdAc_ _he radiance level at the entrance pupal over identlcal spectral paeebenda as e_ploysd by
of the c_-itaA sensor a=e discussed, and _e the space san•or.
_mmd _ta_n As daac=ibed.
Perfect relative radlcsmtrlcresponse occurs
_ords, ItadAc_e_ry1Ca1_atAon, Itmm_ Sen•esq. when the ont_uts fro• all de•so•ors in a hand are
emml or can he ao_Justed _u_inq preptccessinq to he
eo_al, when the incident _-_al radiance is
I. S_C_OI_JOXOI_E_XC CA_X_J_?XO_--_O _ X?? co_etant ac_Is Re semloz'e field of view. (Note
that tha number of dete_oze An a band can be as
For purposes of this 'discussion, _e c_munity few al six for the l_ultispect_alScanner Sym:,m
of re_¢e sensing data users can be divided into (_) on Lm_eat end a8 sumy aa 18,500 on fu_e
two aroun_s _ _ systems.) This co_dition mint he _et
indepanden_Ay of the spe_ral nontent of the scene.
i. Users re_slrin_ relative, but not When t_le condition is not _t, the _ appears
necessarily absolute, spec_oradic_etric se_or stri_. IX it ia _ot sceae-_e_e_ent, e_ipi_
calibration. These include _rkers in c_mutsr- of_n can be _letely r_m_d by the hllto_ra_
ai_ed scene classification, cartographers, i_a_e squalls••los _etJ_d! thus, relative radic_e_ic
processors, photointerpreters, and beoole concerned precision can be high even _oeh the accuracy
with _posin_ lares mosaics, in_0lved nay be low. In this equalisation
procedure Re hiatoqr TM of each detect_r on•put ia
2. Users _t_ulrlnq absolute s_ectro- cclpared with that of m_ other detsc_or, after •
radium•trio calibration. These include physical large number of ds_ samples (_2 x 10s) bays been
soles•Lets concerned with relatlnq gronnd-_easured recorded. It is •estmed that, if the scene Ls
parameters and/or a_ecic characteristic• to s_atially and s_ec_•lIy rande_, the his_m for
_he s_ectral radiance at the entrance pupil of the a larqe number of ss_ples will be iden_.ical. If
scare sensor, the histo_rm are not i_entical, adjustments are
nade durin_ _he _'eprc_tssinq ste_ to make them so.
The distinction can be drawn that: the forner Yhia procedure can be repeated for scenes of.
are noncerned nrissrilv' with _akin_ an inventory or different avernce radiance, and the rela_tve
c_milin_ a nap of _ronnd features. The latter are responses can _hen be equalized over the d_Tnmio
concerne_ _rL_arLZ? with understandinc and range of the de•erects. This procedure does not
charac_cerizlnq the physical interactions _akinq _ork if the stripin_ is scene-_e_endent (R•f. I).
place, usually through _cdels and often with a view Fortunately the design and the s_ectral band
to ontlni_.inq (for example an irri=ation schedule) location fo_ the Yhe_atic _a_per and future I_A
or _o nredictinq a chance in a oarticular process sen•ors will not qive rise to a scene-de_endent
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strioin_ nroblem of the maunitu_e of that in the 2. 0_R-_SED RADI0_TIIXC CALIBRATION
MSS.
The recent work at the US National Bureau of
_na_eauatelv corrected relative detector-tO- Standards on self-callbrated photodlodes is
_.ereccor response causes unslghtlv strlpln= In the described only briefly here. For'sore details the
ima0erv. Strioin.a can cause inaccuracies in" interested reader is referre_ to references 7-12.
automated scene classification. In addition, even
th0uqh the human nhotolnterpreter is usually more The calibration of the ohotodlode is
foroivino than a computer, if the striping is accon_lished by either of two differently applied
severe it can cause errors in photointer_retation, blaslnq procedures, deu_ndina on the wavelength
Uncorrecte0 striolng can be aagravated b? the region of interest. At short wavelenaths, a
a._llcation of some imaae orocessing algorithms, negative bias is a_lle_ to remove the
Thus, it is important to reduce striping as much as recombination centers at the SI-SiO interface at
._oselble for image proceeslnq and classification the front of the detector. To do this, a contact
.ourDoses. The relative response of the individual is made with the front surface usinq an electrode
defecators is also important for ratloinq purposes, i_ersed in a conductlnc] liquid, or the surface can
However, once the In-band tolerance has been met, he exposed to a corona dlsoharce. For long
the concern is with the relative stabilltv of wsvelenaths, a back-blue is a_lled to extend the
response because many a_plicatlons utilize the depletion region to a depth beyond which incident
cc,marison of multitem_oral ban_ ratios, flux _enetrates. The exverimental procedure is to
irradiate the detector with a constant
The utilization or verification of Dhyslcal monochromatic flux level and to increase the bias
mo_els usually reaulres the use of data calibrated volta.ca until further increase no lor_.er gives rise
in an absolute sense. Until recen_.ly the highest to an increase in output signal. For both the
In-orhlt absolute radlometrlc accuracy has been short and the long wavelenoth ranges, the internal
little better than 10t. This low accuracy, has been quantum efficiency saturates at a value extremely
due to: [a) the fact that the calibration in orbit close to unlty, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus the
has often been for the focal plane only, not for m_4num increase in signal out-put obtained as a
the c_lete sVstem! (b) the loss in accuracy result of blasin_ can be used to determine the
acc_n_anvina the transfer of calibration from the internal quantu_ efflcien¢_ of the det_.-tor withou_
standard source at the national laboratory to the biasing, as it will be used in orac_clce.
factory o_. laboratory calibration slte_ (c) the use
of source-baaed calibration procedures. _ ,._(J
As described Late_, the use of detector-based _ _,e - /
calibration prc_iees to reduce the a_proximately _ __. ,
10% error to l_. To what extent we can afford to _ I
relax o_ st=ire to exceed the it potential can beet _ _:
he dete_mine_ from a set of w_li-coordinated
measurement and _odelin9 exercises conducted as _--
9art of an experimen_sl M_A mission. The reeul_s
.4
of work to date on this sub_e_c are in _ ms,
disaoree_ent. On one hand we kr,_ that natural or
scene variabillt-V is sel_M_ lees than it and we ;i _eo I _ 1
also know from atmompheric ._x_elin_ work (no_ yet zoo ,_e _o _e _o
experimentally verified} that we can e_ wav[umm_ (.m)
considerable a_mom_heric-scatte_-in_uced spe_:al
radiance ctosstalk between nsighborin_ g_onnd FLa. I. Typical photodiode internal suant_m
sables owina to the so-called adjacency or efficiency without biasin_ (lower curve) and with
boundary, effect: {Re£s. 2-5). On _e other hand, biasing (upper curve), reference 9.
the sensor simulations made to date (Ref. 6)
indicate there is an isp=ovesent in classification
accuracy in qoin_ from 6-bit to 8-bit quan_.tzation. The only significant loss in _he external
Eight_-blt _uantization in available on _ost future quantum efficiency of the ohot_iode is caused bY
sensors. A puriat miuht Coatsn_ tha_, if B-blt reflection. This can be re_c_ to Inaiqnificance
ra_io_et_ic resolution is really Justified, it by aakin_ use of three photo, Lades accordin_ to the
should, for maximm, utility., be associated with geometry sketched in Tie. 2.
commenSurate (<0.4t) error in absolute radiomet_io
accuracy!
In summary, we know that sue_oradicmnttic _ _d._ ''d_''_
calibration is InuOrtant and that the need for _"
relative or absolute calibration _epends on the
application for the _ata. However, we do not know z.
how accurate the calibrations should be,
particularly the absolute callbtation. The most
encouraein_ aspect of the situation is tha_ we now
have the potential of utilizir_ S-bit quantizatlon
resolution with c_m_nsurate absolute cadi_etric Fig. 2. A three-diode arranee_ent to
accuracy in an orbital ima_er at least over the 400 mininLize 'specuLar reflection losses.
to 900 nn range. This potential should be
exploited as fully as possible as an i_ot_ant
component of an_ sys_ and applications research
associated with an ex1_erimen_l land-obsezvin_ The cutout signals frc_ the three diodes are
system havlnq an 8- to 10-bit quantization susmed to ,rovide the el anal correspondln_ to a
capability, black deter:tot of overall auant_m efficiency that
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can be aasume_ to he unitY. The second diode radicmetrlcallv calibrated source and ootlcal
_eflects the s_ecular reflection from diode i to System. The drawbacks to this crocedure are that
diode 3, which acts as a retroreflector. The any chanae in the transmission of the imaqe-formlnq
Incident flux thereby, undercoes five reflec_:ions, ootics of the sensor system, due to the
and at a 10% value the final •.specular reflectance condensation of out_assed contaminants, will be
is down to 10-_of the initial incident radiance. It undetected and the on-board calibration system is
is cla/me¢_ (Ref. 12) that the diffuse reflectance also assumed to be stable through launch and
losses for clean detectors are ty_icallv much less unaffected by the vacuum, high enerav particle
b.han1%. The ohoto_iodes used in similar irradiation, and zero-_ environment at orSital
calihratlon facilities at MS and at the University altitudes. The The_atlc MapDer and the
of Arizona, O.otical Sciences Center, are EGG UV MultisDectral Scanner System on Landsat-D are
444B. examoles of remote sensing systems calibrated in
this manner.
The discussion at the end of this paper refers
to the use of self-calibrating N78S detmctors for (2) The sun or an on-board calibrated source
the sDectroradlometric calibration of an MLA can "be used to irradiate the focal plane throuqh
system. However, as shots in Fig. I, the ur±lased the imaqe-for_Inq optics. The drawbacks to this
cuantum efficiency is wavelength dependent, approach are the uncertalntv in the _nowledqe of
Because of oossible changes in the passband (a) the Irradlance of the sun above the atmosphere
posltlon of s_ectral filters during lonq duration and (b) the out_0ut of the callb_ated source system,
space flights, it may be advisable to use the MS for the reasons mentioned earlier. Furthermore, in
detectors to calibrate a spectrally flat examples of the use of this procedure (MSSs i, 2
_yroelectrlc detector, at the 0.i-0.2% level, and and 3 and SPOT), the calibration beam passes
for that to be used in the in-orbit callbratlon, through only a small nortlon of the aoerture of the
syst.em, thus not simulating the actual oDeratlon of
the system. When Imaalng the ground, the system
3. 8POAD CLASSII_ZCATIOIq OF CALIBRATION PROCEDURES entrance aperture is irradiated over its entire
area by flux incident over a rcuchlv three
Sc,_e of the most commonly used orncedures for steradlan solid ancle. In the imaqlnq •mode there
the calibration of remote sensing systems are is much more stray light present in the system and
referred to in Fig. 3. The two major divisions in incident on the focal plane. If this additional
the flours are bet_men relative and absolute Elux levQl is unknown, it may introduce a
calibration and between the statlc maCTO-Lma_e substantial uncertainty /nto the absolute
ready,nee and the dynamic micro-lma_e response of calibration of the system.
the aT.stem. Some aspects of relative calibration
were discussed in the first pa_t of this pa_r and (c) Reference can be made in-fllqht to a
tocether with dynamic micro-lmaqe response will nou ground area of known sl_ectral radiance. If at the
be discussed further, beyond r_aarklr_ that the tlme the sensor system is Imaging the known area,
dynamic micro-hna_e ram)ones is of vi_al interest measurements are made of the atmcspberlc c_ndltlons,
in any pixal-by-pixel analysis of remotely these data can be used with an atmospheric
collec_ed Imagery. The rest of this pa_r deals radiative transfer program to predict the spectral
with the absolute calibration of remote sensing radiance at the entrance pupil of the sensor. The
systems, and only the static macro-lma_m response main unoertaint_ in this approach is that of
will be considered in this center, as is usually detsrminin_ the atmospheric aerosol content well
the case. enough. The a_roach is also limited to scenes
havin_ large uniform areas of high radiance. For
The procedures for the absolute calibration of exaemle, althouqh many. water bodies are of "
a remote sensinq system fall into the three sufficient size and uniformity, they are not
cate_orles shown in the botto_ right of Fi_. 3 : appropriate for calibration purposes because their
radiance is too low to provide a calibration of
{I) The absolute calibration of the system is sufficient accuracy or to cover much of the dynamic
made only before launch. In fllqht the calibration rants of the sensor. Fortunately, some suitable
is checked by irradiatin_ the focal Diane with a areas do exist, particularly in the arid re_ions of
I
I
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• Fi_. 3. ClasaiflcaC!on of _adiomet_Ic calihra-..!on pz_:edur_s.
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the worl_, for example at :;hire Sands, _;ewMexico, check for linearitv of response, several different
in'the Unite_ States. Irra_lance levels on the panel should be used.
This irradiance level can be changed convenlentlv
The rest of thl._ caper is _evote# to bv insertino heat-reslstant neutral densltv filters
discussion of the factor- and in-flicht calibration in front of the stabillzed xenon arc source.
cf an _ sTstem usinc t_e self-calibrated
chotcdlode approach and the use of a ground The profiles of the spectral filters should be
reference area for calibration purposes, measured in a spectrcohot_eter uslna the same
P/No. beam as the MLA. If they are inte<_ral wlth
the array, they should be measured using a double
4. CALIBRATION .rN_ FACTORY AND IN ORBIT monochrcmator, aaain with the MLA P/No., before
installation in the focal plane. Care should be
The concept proposed for the factory taken to cover the whole wavelenq1:h sensitivity.
calibration is similar to the _r.oposed orbital range of the detectors, the off-band suppression
procedure, the main _Ifference being that an belng particularly Important for detectors with the
artificial source is used In the factory_ and the wide spectral response of silicon.
sun is used in otblt--slm_ly a matter of
convenience in the former case and of convenience The procedure proposed here for _n-fllght
and raliahilitv in the latter case. In the calibration is similar to the panel method sketched
factory, redundancy is not at a premium and our in Pip. 4, but it uses the sun as the source. We
requirements for a source are sims17 power, believe that the irradlance over the panel can then
spectral flatness, and stabilitT, we do not need a be considered to be uniform and known soectrall7 to
standsr_ source although an array of standard _S better than i_ absolute. (Several solar
PEL tunasten halogen lamps could be used, if their measurement proaras_ are currently belng c_nducted
polarization characteristics can be tolerated (Re_. with this accuracy as a goal. So, ever, if the
13). A xenon arc selected for minimum arc wander uncertainty/ is thought to be greater than 1%, a
and with a hlahIy stable oo_er su_iv and a _roelec_ic det_._:ot could _ used to mea_te _/_e
feedback loop would suffice, direc_ sola_ flux in orbit, over the wavelength
intervals of interest and at the same tame that the
The source would be use_ to irradiate a system is being calibrated.) The calibration would
near-r.ambettian, naar-unitT-reflectance, be carried out in the few minutes while the
white-surfaced panel pethans i m x 0.$ m in size in spacecraft is sun-ill,minored but before it Images
front of _he sTst_m. (An integrating s_here could the sun-illuminated earth. The absolute ra_ioaeter
be used, but it would have "to be very lar_, and containing the p_oelectric detector would now be
unlfotmlty checks can sometimes the_salves needed cult to check for any deterioration in the
in_oduce non-uniformities.) A self-calibrating reflectance of the panel omlng to _uEe to the
_S-st_le radiometer, with the incident beam space envirme_ent and sho_t exposures to
_erhsps defined by two or three apertures, and unattenuated UV and other high energy radiation
using spectral ban_ass filters matching those used from the sun and from space. In this last re_,
in the MLA, would be used to determine the radiance the panel would usually be stowed in a
of the panel in each band. The _L_ would image the well-shielded cc_par_ent and exposed only during
panel out of focus, but bein_ an extended object, actual calibration checks. Also, when deploFe_, it
its lnmqe would have exac_.l 7 the same irradiance in would not interfere with no_Lt c_eration of the
or out of focus. The arrancmnt is sketched in sye_:em, as it vould be vie_e_ by the s_:are_ el:rot
Fin. 4. in one of i_s extra positions. In this re_
it is fail-safe.
IELF-CAL I $RATI MG
_.o_o,oo[ 5. _ SANDS AS A CALXBIUkTXON
Aac To keep the decription of the theory of the
method brief, s_e_ral dependencies are not
included in the following discussion. In all cases
_,n the spectral dependence, is i_plied, the spectral
sca[[_ L,._a vaJue having the same wevelere_th dependence am the
_._ spectral response of each band of the sensor being
,LA svs'rr_ calibrated. The theoretical basis for the
calibration method is straiahtforward.
The radiance at the sensor, Ls, is determined
Fin. 4. The factor7 prc_h_e for absolute with respect to the _tound radiance, Lo, the
sDectroradi_met_io calibration, reduction of this radiance bY the upward path
through Ithe atmos_ere, T'ex_ see e (where r'ex_: is
the atmospheric extinction an_ 0 is the nadir scan
To avoi_ mroblems _ue to the nonuniform an_le), and Le, _, the atmospheric path radiance
irradiation of the panel, the H£A should be rotated (where _ is the azimuth angle of the observa_ion).
to se_uentiali7 irradiate the focal plane with the Thus,
is_/e of the same small area _at is sa_led by. the
radiometer. The reason for a large panel is to L_ = Loex_(T'ex_ c sacS) + L%,_
simulate the viewin_ conditions from space in
which, de,ending on the baffle design, significant The path radiance term, L_,_, in the equation
out-of-the-fielc_-of-view stray liaht could be is unknown and can be determined only by the use of
_noident on the inane plane to modify the a radiative transfer calculation. Such
calibration. For this reason it would be calculations requ.ire a knowledge of r'ex_, ground
worthwhilo to conduct at least one calibration reflectance, the Irradiance incident at the top of
using a white panel several me_ers in diameter. To the a_mosphere, the aerosol optical depth and phase
4
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.Cunctlon, the ootlcal depth _ue to ozone and water _eoth measurements {Ref. 17) and aureole
,,e_or, the solar zenith angle, the nadir angle of measurements (Ref. re). Sc_e of these
_he sensor, an_ its azimuthal shale with respect to measurements and analyses, particularly the
t._esun's direction. These cadlative transfer polarimetric, fall into the research cateaorT.
calculations assume an £nf!nlte, flat, Lam_ertian They ceoresent atten_ts to Improve the accuracy of
reflectinq surface with an atuuosphere composed of the calibration _rocedure and, because of their
plane homogeneous layers. Althouoh these untested nature, reGuire vallaation. However,
assurmn,tlons are never exactly met, they are closely without them we anticipate an overall accuracy of
a_roximated hv the nearly Lamhertian flat surface about--3% absolute. This reoresents an in_rovement
of _he qvnsum at _Th_te Sands and the small field of over the ±5% value claimed in reference 19, and is
view of the space sensors. _ue to our anticipated *_1%aPsolute acc"4racT,of
calibration of the around instrumentation.
The auantltv m' -x- can he determlne_4 frcnu the
solar radiometer" dat_'_n the following way. The The nroposed basic deslan of the
solar radlcmeter records the irradlance E%z at the instrumentation is similar to that being desianed
Ground as a function of the solar zenith angle and built at the University of Arizona for the
during the morning of the overpass. If the Investiaatlon of solar Irradlance variations over a
a_osoherlc conditions are stead7 durlna that 23-year period. It employs a Dreclsion alt-azlmuth
period, the Langley plot of In Eez aqalnst sec% is trackino stand, with stetm_er motors to drive the
a straiaht llne of slope T' ex_" The extrapolation two axes, so that it can he _olnted in a]m_ost any
of the line to a seCez value of zero gives the direction or be held in all.anment with the sun. A
value of the irradlanoe above the at:uos_here in the mlcrooroceesor based _ter system will he used
measurement oassband. The value of the around to control the motors as well as the _ata
radiance L o is determlne@ at the time of the acaulsltlon and processlnq system. A conceptual
overfllaht by. the solar radiometer looking at the view of the instrument is shown in Fla. 5, further
qround at the same % and $ orioles as that of the details qf its deslcm will be presented at the
space sensor. The ground radiance value can be symposium.
converted into the reflectance resulted as Input to
the radiativQ tranSfer Droqram in one of two ways. ,,s_,. Y0,
First, the qlobal irradiancs can be measured by the \ /
solar radlmmter with either a horizontal cosine vz*r.ca ,, _ /
diffuser or an inte_ratln_ sphere, with horizontal S_t\ / /_........__
the solar radlo_atsr. Or second, _he solar
The cosine diffuser av_roach is preferred because
its small surface can be conveniently e_ored to
minimize contamination. Intercce_parisons will be
• ade, during the six _on_hlv re_alibra_ions of _he
field equit_ent, between the cosine aiffuser global
irradiance and the Las_ertian white reference
surface _easuremen_s of the qround reflectance. _ _az,,,1_
o_aervation point, the solar zenith an_le, and the _t*_0_ 0sire ELEVA_ 0azimuth of the satellite nadir anqle to the sun's
direction are all readil_ determinable. Such _z_.um 0a_v_
_uantities as a_ospherio :ressure, hu_i_Ity,
surface and air temperature, etc., are routinel_ Pig. 5. Conceptual vlw of spec_m_tadicm-
_£toted by the Atmoe_heric Sclen_s Laboratory at e_ar for ground and at:aospharic measurements.
White Sands. These da_a will _ fo_matted with the
radiation da_a and telametsre_ to Wallops Island.
Virginia, United S_a_es.
The difficult quantltles _o determine for
cadiative _._ansfer calculations are the _ wish to thank J. Geist, S.J. Martinek, J.M.
charac_erlstlcs of the aImsosphsrlc aerosols. Palmer and E.F. Zalewskl for the benefit of useful
Portunately, we can make reasonable assuneptions discussions. This work was supported unda_ ;ran=
re_.ardinq their values based on prior results. For number _G 5-196.
example, 79 aerosol profiles have been _easured at
White Sands (Ref. 14) to establish an a_mospheric
..:dell the effec_ of aerosol complex refractive 7. _u=r_
index and slse diat_ibution on extin_-_ion and
abso_tion for the wavelenath ranqe 0.55 to 10.6 um 1. Sla_ P _ 1980, _mo_ Sm..s_._j: Op'_.os
for desert atmo_=heres ace re_orted in reference O_c=_ S_8r_ws, Readin_, M4ss., Addison-
I$1 an_ reference 16 re_x_rts that the Imaclnar7 Wesley, 481-484.
_efrac_iv_ index is 0.007 at 0.6 Um and shows
llttle del_n_ence on w_veleno_h over the range 0.3 2. NASA Cont=a_ _$5-23639 1977, A s_ud_ o_
tO 1.1 MS. _S e_ O_ _ _no_r_l_'_ on
We intend to investioate some new "technlqusa
for _eterminlr_ aerosol chac_eristice that are 3. Oav_ J V 1980, Zffac_ of a_snpheric cundl-
under develooment and that make use of sky. __ionson r_ sensln_ of a surface non-
_olarization measurements. We also intend to homocjeneitT, lsRo¢og'R_ _'_J & _no_ Sensing
explore methods of _onitoring the aerosol size 46(9), 1173-1180.
distribution from inversion of the s1_.ctral optical
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4. ._,_SA Tee.4 Memo 83818 1981, Yne e_f_cv of
-ini:_ f!_Zd size on :_ssific=_-'on _nd
•--_r,_s_.her-_cc_rrec_x'_n, by Kau_n Y J
Fraser R S.
5. Tanra O e_'. al 1981. _.nfluenca of _ha back-
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JPL AIRBORNEINSTRUMENTSACTIVITIES
AN OVERVIEW
Gregg Vane
Two instrumentsintendedfor flightaboard aircraftfor research
in advancedremote sensingof the earth are under developmentat JPL:
the Airborne ImagingSpectrometer(AIS)and the AirborneVisible-lnfrared
ImagingSpectrometer(AVIRIS). The AIS utilizesa Rockwell32 x 32 element
HgCdTe CCD array to gather lOnm spectraldata, initiallyin the 1.2 - 2.4_m
range,with 32 pixelsof cross-trackspatialdata. The instrumentacquires
128 channelsof spectraldata by using a gratingspectrometerwhose grating
is steppedthroughfour positionsduring a fractionof an IFOV time on the
ground. With an IFOVof 2 mrad, the GIFOV at the design altitudeof 3 km
is 6m. The instrumenthas severalon-boardprocessingcapabilitiesincluding
ax+b correctionsfor detectorcalibration,cross-trackand down-trackpixel
summing,spectralband summing,and variableintegrationtime to allow
flightat variousaltitudesand velocities.Flightsare plannedfor
September1982, over the CoaldaleMiningDistrict,Nevada in a mineral
identificationstudy,and in November1982, over the Pico Anticlinearea,
Los AngelesCounty,Californiain a geobotanystudy. Becausethe detector
array used has a cutoffwavelengthof 4.5_m, the instrumentcan potentially
be reconfiguredto cover the mid IR regionas well.
The AVIRIS instrumentconceptis an outgrowthof the study by
Vane, Billingsleyand Dunne appendedat the end of this paper, in which
leadersof the variousremotesensingresearchcommunitieswere asked for
theirappraisalof spectraland spatialresolutionneeds for the next
generationof spacebornesystems. The fundamentalconclusionof that study
was that while there are promising,and in many cases proven uses for high
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spectraland spatialresolutiondata, the data base itselfis too limited
to specifywhich combinationsof spectralbands and IFOVswill providethe
optimumdata sets within the constraintsof data transmission,handlingand
storagecapabilitiesto be availableby the time such a spacebornesystem
might be launched. Hence there is a considerableneed for such a data set
at this time, to allow such trade-offstudiesto be made in a systematic
manner.
The purposeof AVIRIS then is to gather data, as distinctfrom
demonstratingadvancedtechnology. Hence its design is conservative,using
off-the-shelftechnology. The heart of the instrumentdesign is the InSb
line array detectorsmade by Cincinnati Electronics,for the short wave-
length infrared_ Area array technologyis not sufficientlywell developed
yet to make it an option for AVIRIS,whereasthe line arraysmade by CE
are extremelystable,linear in response,and are readilyavailable. Indeed,
it is the availabilityof such detectorsthat make such an instrumentconcept
possibleat this time. For the visibleportionsof the spectrumsilicon
reticonline arrays are equallywell-developed.
With the existenceof high qualityline arrays in the visibleand
SWIR, the design of choice for AVIRIS uses a proven scanningmechanismto
acquirethe spatialdata in a whisk broom mode, obviatingexpensiveand
difficultto build wide angle optics. The line arrays are oriented in the
spectraldirectionat the focal plane of a spectrometer,coveringthe
entire spectrumfrom 0.35 to 2.5 _m at bandwidthsrangingfrom 10 to 20nm.
The instrumentIFOV is 0.5 mrad giving a GIFOV of 5m at the designaltitude
of lOkm. Variable integrationtime is providedto permit flying higheror
lower than this for atmosphericstudiesor for a more stable platform
(e.g.,the ER-2). The scan angle is 60 degreesso that data can be
collectedfor the assessmentof off-nadirviewing. Finally,becauseInSb has
a cutoffwavelengthof 5.2 _m, the instrumentcan be Configuredto acquire
spectraldata in the mid IR. Instrumentdesignactivitiesare currently
underway at JPL and a proposalwill be submittedto NASA in August 1982.
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f__ AIRBORNE IMAGING SPECTROMETER (AIS) "_INSTRUMENTDES IPTION
• DETECTOR: ROCKWELL32 x 32 HgCdTeCCD.
• • TELESCOPEOPTICS: FI3 SCHWARZCHILDCONCENTRICOBJECTIVE
WITH 70.Z mmEFL
• SPECTROMETEROPTICS: SLIT- 4.23 mmx ]42.24/J.m
COLLIMATOR- 3oo mm EFLFI3 PARABOLOID",.,4
_0
GRATING- 42 Glmm, BLAZE1.05-3.]6 p.m
CAMERA- 150 mmEFLFI].5 PARABOLOID
• ELECTRONICS: AX+ B CORRECTIONALGORITHMFOREACH
PIXELWITH UPGRADINGTOMORESOPHISTICATED
ALGORITHMIF NECESSARY
CROSS-TRACKAND DOWN-TRACKPIXEL
SUMMING
SPECTRALBANDSUMMING
VARIABLEINTEGRATIONTIME
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__ AIRBORNE IMAGING SPECTROMETER(AIS)OBSERVATIO AL CAPABILITIES
• SPECTRALRANGE: ].2- 2.4/.Lm
• SPECTRALBANDWIDTH: 9.6 nanometers
• SPECTRALCHANNELS: .]28
OO
• IFOV: 1.9mrad
• GIFOVAT3 km: 5.7 meters
• SWATHWIDTHAT3 km: 183meters
• DATARATE: ]00kbpsINEACHOF4 CHANNELS
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
Jft 3602 $ It 11113
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___ AIRBORNE IMAGING SPECTROMETER (AIS)FLIGHT OPERATIONS F R 1982
SEPTEMBER AIRCRAFT: C130,AMES
ALTITUDE: 1_,000 feet
GIFOV: 8 meters
AREA: COALDALEMINING DISTRICT,NEVADA
APPLICATION,. GEOLOGY- MINERALSTUDIES
GO
NOVEMBER A IRCRAFT: DC3, DRYDEN
ALTITUDE: 7,500feet
GIFOV: 4 meters
AREA: PICOANTICLINE,LOSANGELESCOUNTY
APPLICATION: GEOBOTANY
\ i
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
JPL 3602 S It |1173
__AIRBORNE VISIBLE --INFRARED IMAGING SPECTROMETER(AVIRIS)
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
• EXPLORETHEUTILITYOFHIGHSPECTRALANDSPATIALRESOLUTION
DATAANDDEVELOPNEWEXPERIMENTMETHODOLOGIESFOR
USINGTHESEDATA
,-, • PROVIDEHARDEXPERIMENTALGUIDANCEFORFUTUREOBSERVATIONALco
REQUIREMENTSFORSPACEBORNESENSORS.SPECIFICALLY:
• ESTABLISHOPTIMUMSPECTRALCHANNELSFORTHEMAJORREMOTESENSING
DISCIPLINES
• ESTABLISHTHEEFFECTSOFSPATIALRESOLUTIONONSYSTEMPERFORMANCE.
• ASSESSTHEEFFECTSOFOFF-NADARVIEWING.
• ASSESSTHEEFFECTSOFTHEATMOSPHEREONSYSTEMPERFORMANCE.
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
JPL 3602 S I 11113
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__AIRBORNE VISIBLE -INFRARED IMAGING SPECTROMETER(AVIRIS)
PROGRAM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
• AS A RESEARCHINSTRUMENTDEDICATEDTOACQUIRINGDATA,AVIRIS IS
DESIGNEDFORMAXIMUMRELIABILITY, USINGPROVENTECHNOLOGY
• AVIRIS IS A SCANNINGINSTRUMENTUSINGSILICONANDINDIUM
ANTIMONIDELINEARRAYSTO"COVERTHE0.4 TO2.5/zm REGION
co e THEINSTRUMENTWILLPROVIDEIN-FLIGHTCALlBRATION
• AVIRIS WILLBECAPABLE-OFOPERATIONATSEVERALALTITUDES
• DATAPROCESSINGPLANSWILLBEGENERATEDIN ADVANCE
TOPROVIDE4-8 WEEKDATAOUTPUTIN A FORMAT
USEABLEATTHERESEARCHER'SHOMEINSTITUTION
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
JPL 3402 $ I IIIz_
I-
__AIRBORNE VISIBLE --INFRARED IMAGING SPECTROMETER(AVIRIS)
INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
' INSTANTANEOUSFIELDOFVIEW 0.5 mrad
DESIGNALTITUDE l0 km
GROUNDIFOVAT10km 5 meters
SCAN ANGLE 60degreesGo
u_ SWATHWIDTHATl0 km ll. 5 km
NUMBEROFBITSPERPIXEL 8
SPECTRALCOVERAGE 0. 35-2.55/_m
SPECTRALBANDWIDTH 10-20nm
NUMBEROFSPECTRALCHANNELS IZ0
DATARATEAT200knots,l0 kmALTITUDE 55Mbps
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
JPL 3602 S I 11173
__AIRBORNE VISIBLE -INFRARED IMAGING SPECTROMETER(AVIRIS)
SPECTRAL COVERAGE
SPECTRAL SPECTRAL J OF
,.., BAND RESOLUTION SPECTRAL DETECTOR NEdR
o,_° (micron) (rim) CHANNELS MATERIAL
O.35- O.70 I0 35 Si O.5
O.70- 1.O0 10 30 Si O.5
1.00- 1.40 I0 40 InSb 1.0
1.40-_1.85 15 30 InSb l.O
1.85- 2.55 20 35 InSb 1.5
JET PROPULS_N LABORATORY
ADVANCEDCOPY
Airborne Multispectral Linear Array Instruments
at
Goddard Space Flight Center
James R. Irons
James C. Smith
William L. Barnes
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The fabrication of airborne instruments is contributing to the
development of multispectra ! linear array (MLA) technology at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). GSFC's first MLA instrument, the
Linear Array Pushbroom Radiometer (LAPR-I), was built in 1979 to demonstrate
capabilities for acquiring digital image data using linear arrays (Fig.
i). LAPR-I employed three arrays of 512 silicon photodiodes each to
simultaneously acquire three channels of data for spectral bands within
the visible and near-infrared portions of the spectrum. LAPR-I was
operated from aircraft during 1979 to 1981 and useful imagery and thematic
maps were derived from the digital image data (Wharton et al., 1981).
A second instrument, LAPR-II, is being built to enhance data acquisition
capabilities for scientific investigations (Fig. 2). LAPR-II will use
four arrays each consisting of 512 silicon detectors. A filter wheel
containing six spectral filters will be used in conjunction with each
array to allow filter changes in flight. This capability will facilitate
studies into the utility of various bands Within the visible and near
infrared portions of the spectrum (0.4-1.0 _m). LAPR-II's aircraft
mounting will allow off-nadir pointing (plus-or-minus 50° fore-and-aft
and side-to-side) which will enable investigations of the radiometric
and geometric effects of off-nadir viewing. The spatial and spectral
characteristics of LAPR-II will be quantitatively characterized and the
radiometric response of each detector will be calibrated before the
instrument is flown in 1983 (Irons et al., 1982). Fabrication will be
completed and test fights will be conducted in the late summer of 1982.
LAPR-II will provide investigators with a well-described, flexible source
of digital image data for scientific research.
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A third linear array instrument has recently been completed for
sensing energy within an additional portion of the spectrum. The Short
Wave Infrared Radiometer (SWIR) will use a single array of 64 lead-
sulfide detectors to acquire data for spectral bands within the 1.0 _m
to 2.6 _m region (Fig. 3). An 80-hertz chopper blade is used to minimize
electrical noise and drift. A filter wheel provides a selection of
three spectral filters which can be switched in flight. SWIR has been
operated in the laboratory and test flights are planned for the late
summer 1982.
In the future, consideration will be given to the development of an
airborne area array instrument (Fig. 4). This instrument would employ a
two-dimensional array of detectors where each row of detectors would
sense a narrow spectral band. An investigator could select data from
any combination of detector rows or could integrate the signal from
several adjacent rows to create a spectral band configuration which
meets the requirements of a specific mission.
The creation of the airborne instruments is developing expertise in
the design, fabrication, calibration, and operation of multispectral
linear array systems. Furthermore, the instruments will provide investigators
with a versatile source of digital image data. The instruments will
familiarize both scientists and engineers with the attributes of MLA
technology.
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F_gure 4. Conflgurat[on of an Airborne Area 6rrsy Instrument
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SENSORDEVELOPMENT
OVERVIEW
e OPERATIONALSENSORS
* o THE_IATICMAPPERSIMULATOR(TMS)(0,46.-12,3.)
o S-191FIELDSPECTROMETER(0,45.- 2,5.)
o THEMATICMAPPERADIOMETER(0,45.- O,gO.)
e DEVELOPMENTALSENSORSU1
* o THERMALINF_REDMULTISPECTRALSCANNER(TIMS)(8,2.- 12,2.)
e DESIGNSTUDIES
* Q VARIABLERESOLUTIONMULTI-LINEARRAYPUSHBROOMSCANNER
(0,45.- 1.10_)
o ACTIVE(TARGET- ILLUMINATING)_IULTISPECTRALSCANNER(0,45.- 1,10_)
o SCANNINGTERRAINPROFILER
e MICROPROCESSORCONTROLLEDSPECTROMETER(0.40.- 14,0")
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IN1971.
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o FIRSTFLIGHTONMAY30,1980,WITHFLIGHTEVALUATIONJUNE-SEPTEMBER,1980.
i
_ 12MISSIONSCONDUCTEDOVER6 TESTSITES,INCLUDINGDOSTESTSITES.
e SYSTEMOPERATIONALOCTOBER,1980.
e SPECTRAL/SPATIALCAPABILITIES.
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NSTLSPATIALRESOLUTIONA ALYSISYSTEM
+ BACKGROUND:7 BANDTMSIMULATORDATAWASACQUIREDAT30,25,20,15,10,AND5
METERRESOLUTIONSBYOPERATIN_AIRCRAFTATDIFFERENTALTITUDES.
ANALYSISEXTREMELYDIFFICULTDUETOATMOSPHERICPATHLENGTHSAND
RESULTINGDATAPERTURBATIONS.
. OBJECTIVE: TODESIGNANDBUILDA.VERYLOWCOSTVARIABLERESOLUTION(SPATIAL)
- MULTI-LINEARRAYDEVICETOPRODUCE5-30P]ETERDATAFROM40,000FT.
. FEATURES: 4 DISCRETECHANNELSWITH512ELEMENTARRAYS
3-30METERRESOLUTIONFROM40,O00FEET
FORE-AFTOFFNADIRVIEWINGWITHVARIABLELOOKANGLE
MULTIPLESPECTRALBANDPASSFILTERSELECTION
ON-BOARDELECTRONICROLLCOMPENSATION
ON-BOARDARRAYPARAMETER(RADIOMETRIC)CORRECTION
IN-HOUSEDESIGNANDFABRICATION
, FUNDSOURCE: DISCRETIONARYFUNDS- $25KFOR FLIGHTPROTOTYPE
IMAGE DATA COMPRESSION
APPLICATION TO IMAGING SPECTROMETERS
A Progress Report
Robert F. Rice Jun-Ji Lee
August 1981
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IMAGE DATA COMPRESSION
INTRODUCTION
JPL has long been involved in the development of imaging data compres-
sion concepts and techniques primarily aimed at space program applications. A
subset of these techniques will be key elements of the Galileo and Voyager (Ura-
nus) imaging systems as well as in a ground based application to the transmission
of IR weather data for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). This year's efforts have focussed on investigations of .the potential of
these techniques to satisfy the anticipated mission requirements of Imaging Spec-
trometer missions as currently defined.
Background
Noiseless Coding. Noiseless coding of data sources means compression
techniques which allow exact bit for bit reconstruction of the original data. This
is illustrated in Fig. I.
INPUT DATA FEWER
SEQUENCE BITS I, ,
Fig. i. Noiseless Coding
Coder _b[-] maps data sequence X into coded sequence _[X] from which X can be
retrieved precisely using a decoder or inverse, _-i[.]. Typically, _b[X] will
require many fewer bits than input sequence X. The average number of bits
required by _b[X] will vary depending on a "data activity" term called entropy.
_b[X] is generally considered to perform efficiently if the average number of bits
required by _b[X] is close to the entropy. JPL developed "universal noiseless
coders [I]-[3] which adapt to changing data statistics to ensure that such effi-
cient performance occurs at all entropies. The general result is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
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!I •
DATA ENTROPY, bits/sample
Fig. 2. Universal Noiseless Coder Performance
In image applications to deep space photos and NOAA IR weather satellite
images [4] noiseless coding could be expected to reduce 8 bits/picture element
(bits/pixel or b/p) by, typically, 2:1 to 4:1. Ho'wever, some military reconnais-
sance photos required over 5 bits/pixel.
Rate Controlled Compression. The variability of the compression factor
derived by noiseless coding poses an operational problem for some applications.
Further, the noiseless constraint was unnecessarily restrictive in many situations,
limiting the compression factors obtainable to the range noted above. These fac-
tors led to the development of rate controlled compression with the general char-
acteristics noted in Fig. 3. A graph of image quality vs. rate in bits/pixel is
i
shown in the figure. The two points discussed thus far are shown for no com-
pression and noiseless coding where the absicsa (rate) for the latter is data
dependent. The new feature is to be able to specify the rate: per image for a
two-dimensional algorithm .called RM2 [ 5]-[6] or per line for a one-dimensional
algorithm called BARC. [7] If a selected rate is above what is required for
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Fig. 3. Basic Rate/Quality Tradeoff
noiseless coding (= entropy) then BARC or RM2 will return coded data which will
allow exact reconstruction.
A gradual reduction in selected rate below what is required for noiseless
coding will yield reconstructions with a corresponding gradual decrease in quality.
At selected rates above 3 bits/pixel the relative performance between RM2 and
BARC have generally been observed to be small, whereas at much lower rates
(below 2 bits/pixel) RM2 clearly performs much better. On an absolute scale,
either RM2 or BARC yield what might generally be considered "archive" quality
at selected rates above 3 b/p. Here "archive" quality generally means that all
objectives for which the data is intended, subjective and quantitative, can still
be accomplished. If there is a constraint for archive quality or no need to
achieve compression factors much beyond the 3 bits/pixel range then the simpler
BARC should provide a more practical solution. The real potential advantage for
RM2 and imaging spectrometer missions is the broad user controlled rate/quality
tradeoff that could be applied both spatially and across multi-spectral bands to
Z07
properly emphasize features of primary interest. This is discussed further in a
later section.
CCA.[8] Another development in data compression and processing at
JPL which should, .in some form, be applicable to the IS program is a process
called the Cluster Compression Algorithm (CCA). CCA obtains data compression
by working directly on multi-spectral vectors as a multi-dimensional adaptive
quantizer. It has the unique property that standard supervised spectral classi-
fication procedures can be performed directly on the data in compressed form.
While one might operate CCA with a 4:1 to 6:1 compression factor, the computa-
tion required to obtain classifications can be reduced by factors of 1000:1 or
more. This enables such classification in real-time using low-cost computer ter-
minals rather than special purpose hardware. While CCA has produced excellent
rate/quality performance in earlier studies its most significant advantage may be
on the ground as a preprocessor for classification.
FY81 Direction
The primary emphasis in data compression investigations for Imaging Spec-
trometer missions has been devoted to further development of the BARC algorithm
• concept. The primary motivations have already been alluded to in prior discus-
sions and are noted below:
l) Link requirements for near term demonstration missions suggest
that compression factors of 2 to 3:1 would adequately match instrument data rates
(for primary modes) with the expected downlink capabilities.
2) Sophisticated adaptive modes involving user directed rate/quality
tradeoffS had not been adequately studied to incorporate in demonstration missions
: : (with high probability). Archive quality on all data would preclude user objec-
• tions. The groundwork for understanding the potential usefulness of RM2 or
CCA should be established, however.
• "3) Implementations at expected 300 megabit/sec input rates was a
far more likely practicality for the simpler BARC.
w
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DATA COMPRESSION INVESTIGATIONS
This section firsttreats our primary efforts to improve BARC and then
investigates the potentialimpact of a more powerful RM2 to IS missions. Time
did not also permit an investigationof CCA which seems best suited for ground
application.
Efforts to Improve BARC
The original BARC algorithms are described in Ref. 7 as well as Galileo
design documents. Efforts to make BARC a realizable element of a 300 Mbit/sec
Imaging Spectrometer (IS) mission dealt with several issues: l) Attempts to sup-
plement basic BARC with sub-sample modes to extend its efficient rate-quality
performance to lower per pixel rates (recall the drop off at rates much below
3 bits/pixel in Fig. 3; 2) modifications to BARC which provide more modularity
and ease of parallelism needed for high rate implementations; 3) modifications
which provide more accurate rate allocation procedures to enable the modularity
improvement; 4) investigations of correlation detection/correction procedures to
minimize the impact of channel errors on compressed data; 5) quality evaluations
on data relevant to IS mission objectives.
Improvements at Low Rate. As noted earlier, if the number of bits
allowed for an image line equals or exceeds the requirements of noiseless coding
then a BARC coded line can be exactly reconstructed. If the number allowed is
inadequate to enable such noiseless coding then the basic BARC algorithm achieves
the needed reduction in bits by selectively reducing the linear quantization in
blocks of 64 pixels across the line. This is a fruitful operation until the i'emain-
ing entropy in a block drops below roughly 3 bits/pixel. Further reductions
begin to yield contouring effects. This fact leads to the increasing disparity in
performance between RM2 and BARC at low selected rates (Fig. 1). In an effort
to extend the one-dimensional BARC operation to lower rates we investigated
supplementing the quantization reductions with small decrements in spatial resolu-
tion as illustrated in Fig. 4.
As shown, the subsampler preceeding BARC deletes 1 of E = n + 1 pixels
(in a staggered line by line pattern). As a result, an overall rate of R' is
achieved with BARC operating at a higher rate of ER'. Missing pixels are
replaced by linear interpolation.
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Fig. 4. BARC with Subsampler
We considered E values of 1.0, 1.2, 1.25, 1.33, 1.5 and 2.0. The results
are shown in Fig. 6 for two deep space Voyager images: a rather inactive Jupiter
image and an active image of the satelliteCallisto (we did not at the time have
data which more closely modeled IS characteristics). The graph plots selected
rate in bits/pixel vs. root-mean-squared-error (rmse).I'
For the less active Jupiter image the subsampling modes were quite effec-
tive in lowering the rinse of BARC at per pixel rates of 2 and less. However,
the combination was stillin general much less effective than RM2, particularly at
rates of 1 bit/pixel and less. Subsampling provided littleadvantage to the more
active Callisto image which is closer in characteristic to IS data. The conclusions
are then :
a) Subsampling could improve BARC performance at low rates for
some applications if an adaptive mechanism for selecting subsample modes can be
found.
b) It probably is of no value to IS missions.
Improved modularity, BARC2. The basic BARC performs quantization
reductions over blocks of 64 pixels whereas the noiseless coding functions are
performed over 16. This was partly to minimize the overhead associated with
identifying the choice of quantization as well as with assuring adequate operation
of the procedure for determining how quantization is determined in each block. [7]
tThe standard deviation of the pixel errors in data numbers, DN.
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Fig. 6. BARC/Subsample RMSE vs Rate
Experience in the Galileo design suggested that performing both quantization
reductions and noiseless coding functions over the same block of 16 pixels could
effect simplifications in implementation, particularly in high rate applications such
as IS missions. A new method of determining block quantizations needed to be
devised to avoid excessive variance in the actual number of bits used over a
prescribed data span (e.g., a line). The solution has turned out to be not only
simpler and actually more accurate than the old method used on blocks of 64.
Compression performance is essentially the same for either approach.
Henceforth, we will assume this new approach and call the overall algo-
rithm BARC2.
Error Protection. The effect of communication errors on compressed data
such as from RM2, BARC2 or noiseless coding is much more severe than on un-
compressed data. For BARC2 or pure noiseless coding the effect is a propaga,
tion of the error across a line until interrupted by a known sync word or other
mechanism for a restart. For RM2 the loss may be several two'dimensional blocks
of data until restart. If error events are very infrequent then the real damage
is minimal. The solution for deep space is the implementation of a concatenated
Reed-Solomon/convolutional-Viterbi channel. [ 5] , [ 9]-[ ll] This channel produces
"virtually error free" (<10 -I0) communication at the same link signal-to-noise
ratio that an uncoded link would have error rates higher than 1/100. NASA is
considering the application of these same Reed-Solomon codes to high rate earth
orbit communications. However, the exact characteristics of communication links
for IS missions is not totally defined at this time. Hence we considered the
question of what could be done to accomodate errors when they occurred, however
rare. Whether further error protection coding would be desirable could be
answered at another time.
We first developed a normalized measure of correlation between • lines (and
defined for each pixel) v_hich tends to hover about unity for the data sets we
have thus far investigated. Applying this measure to decompressed BARC2 data
will yield similar results, unless a communication error Occurs. In the latter
case, the correlation measure will eventually diverge, usually very quickly, thus
detecting an error event. _
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The simplest use of this error detection information is the replacement of
subsequent data (up to the next restart) with either the line immediately above or
or perhaps the average of the line above and the line below. When error events
are extremely rare this is probably a completely adequate solution. However,
by projecting back to the point where the correlation began to diverge one can
consider correcting the error by alternately changing bits and preceding forward
until the correlation measure no longer diverges. These observations are illus-
trated in Fig. 7.
NORMALIZED
CORRELATION
IF ERROR
I
I
I
PIXELNO.
CHANGE
BITSHERE
Fig 7. Correlation Detection/Correction
We are still in the process of developing the error correction procedures.
However, an example of automatic line replacement resulting from error detection
is shown in Fig. 8. The image on the left is the result of an error rate of
roughly Pe = 10-5 affecting an image compressed 2: 1. The right hand image is
the result after detection and replacement.
We anticipate that a sophisticated combination of detection/correction/
replacement should enable effective BARC2 operation at much higher error rates
but are focussing on the simpler task of P -< 10-5 which probably bounds IS rais-e
sion requirements.
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JUPITER 2:1 Pe = 10-5 AFTER DETECTION/REPLACEMENT
Fig. 8. Detection/Replacement
Application to 15m Multi-spectral Data. Band 4 of a selected aircraft
derived 7-band multi-spectral image of Ventura County, CA., is shown in Fig. 9.
The 2410 pixel by 956 line, 8 bits/pixel image shown provides 15 meter resolution
and covers the spectral range of 0.52 _m to 12.5 _m. Band 4 represents the
range from 1.0 _m to 1.3 _m. The four regions enclosed by white borders are
512 x 512 subsets selected for computer processing.
BARC2 runs at 3.24 bits/pixel (or 2.5:1) on bands 1-7, subset 2, pro-
duced an overall rmse of 1.79. This is a quite accurate representation for an
image with an average band entropy of just over 5 bits/pixel and a standard
deviation about the data mean of nearly 30. The pictorial representation of these
results is given in Fig. I0. The image in the upper left is the original Band 4
of 512 x 512 Subset 2 in Fig. 9 whereas the upper right is the BARC2 result at
3.24 bits/pixel (2.5:1). It is impossible to see the difference. The 128 x 128
bordered region in both images is severely blown up directly below. These
results should support the "archive quality" assumption made earlier.
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Fig. 9. Ventura County, Band 4
RM2 Application to 15m Ventura
The RM2 algorithm noted earlier was also run on the high resolution
multi-spectral image of Ventura County, CA. The results are illustrated in the
pictures of Fig. Ii-13 and the rate vs. rmse graphs in Fig. 14. The images deal
again with Band 4, Subset 2 whereas the rmse plots are composites over all 7
bands.
An original 8 bit/pixel (b/p), 512 x 512 rendition of Subset 2 (Fig. 9),
band 4 is shown in Fig. ii along with RM2 results at 2.0 b/p (4:1), 1.33 b/p
(6:1) and 1.0 b/p (8:1). This is followed in Fig. 12 with the corresponding
"diff-pics" which display the error between the original and compressed images
shifted to an average value of 128. Selected blowups at 256 x 256 appear in
Fig. 13.
Degradation is difficult to observe in the more realistic 512 x 512 displays
for rates down to 1.33 b/p. Image quality is quite good but probably not of
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Fig. 10. BARC2 on Ventura, Band 4, Subset 2
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Fig. 11. RM2 on Subset 2, Band 4
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Fig. 12. RM2 Diff Pies on Subset 2, Band 4
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Fig. 13. RM2 256 x 256 Blowups
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Fig. 14. RM2 rinse results, Subset 3
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archive quality at 2.0 b/p. Note that rmse data points in Fig. 14 lie along a
straight line which roughly extrapolates back to the data entropy, which for
band 4 is 5.03 b/p (a completely random field would an entropy of 8 b/p). This
extrapolated graph will lie slightly below the data point for BARC2 at 3.24 b/p
(and illustrated in the pictures of Fig. 10). The results are consistent with the
introductory discussions.
It is important to note that the rate/quality tradeoff evidenced by these
images and rinse graphs is a continuous one and is not limited to only the selected
sample points presented here. A user could arbitrarily tradeoff spatial quality
for spectral coverage in virtually any combination, and change his options at
any time.
RM2 Global Rate Allocation. Additional gains are potentially possible if
one looks further into the rate control structure of RM2. RM2 partitions a single
band image into subpictures of size 32 x 32 or 64 x 64, and determines an activ-
ity measure for each. This results in an array of activity numbers as shown in
Fig. 15 for an N Subpicture image. The activity numbers reflect the relative
need of each small area for bits. Given B total bits to use in an image an RM2
rate allocation procedure utilizes this information to designate B. bits to be used1
to code the i TM subpicture (where i = 1, 2, ... N) so thatt
N
B. B where B arbitrary (1)1
i=l
Subpictures with larger activity measures tend to receive more bits than the less
active subpictures. Such allocations Could in principal be applied across spectral
bands or even sequences of images.
Geographic Boost. This global rate allocation procedure thus focusses
bits and hence quality towards regions based on a natural measure of activity.
The next potential step in performance might be obtained by simply fooling the
rate allocator. Suppose for example that a certain geographic area of say 256 x
tA subpicture to be completely edited (not sent) receives zero bits by this
procedure.
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Fig. 15. Rate Allocation
256 size within a very large image (e.g., 2048 x 2048) was known to be of criti-
cal importance to a user. He desired 7 full bands at very high quality in this
region but the link could support all 7 bands only at an average of 1 bit/pixel.
If the position of this region could be (roughly) designated then the user's prob-
lems are easily solved. By artificially boosting the natural activity numbers, Ai,
of the subpictures in the designated region, the rate allocator would unknowingly
allocate a greater number of bits (and hence quality) to those subpictures at the
expense of the remaining regions. Since the selected region is only 1/64 th of the
total this would have little impact on remaining regions. In general, the amount
of boost would reflect the relative importance and perhaps size of the selected
region over other areas. This is illustrated in Fig. 16.
Auto Boost. More generally, artificial boosts to activities might be deter-
mined by independent pattern recognition devices which looked for special features
of interest. When certain features were found to be present in a subpicture i the
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Fig. 16. Geographic Boost to Acitvity (=_ quality)
device(s) would call for a boost to the natural activity measure A. leading to1
additional bits and hence quality into subpicture i.
These considerations are summarized in Fig. 17 where _i >-"1 is the user
generated geographic boost associated with subpicture i (a user would not pin-
point subpictures but whole regions), and _i -> 1 is the corresponding artificial
boost determined by some pattern recognition device. Note that these two forms
of added direction to a limited number of bits has no impact on RM2 itself and
could be developed or considered as later supplements.
Principal Components. The following investigation is incomplete but offers
the possibility of better performance at low rates. We now preceed RM2 with a
spectral transformation which maps each multi-spectral pixel onto a new set of
basis vectors which are the eigenvectors of the data covariance matrix. Such a
transformation is called "principal components," or Karhunen-Lo_ve (K&L) and
other names as well. We will stick with the name principal components.
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Ideally the result of this transformation is a set of new spectral bands
which are no longer correlated and for which most of the image energy has been
concentrated in only a few of the new bands. The real hope for improved com-
pression is that principal components makes use of band-to-band correlation which
we have so far ignored. Ready and Wintz [12] obtained some encouraging results
using less sophisticated spatial compression than RM2. However, their test sets
were significantly less active than the Ventura image, Fig. 9.
RM2 Conclusions. It would seem clear that the RM2 concept offers the
potential for significant increases in real information transfer rates. This would
come from sophisticated user and autonomous direction of the rate/quality trade-
off provided by the RM2 rate control structure. How and if that flexibility fits
within the spectrum of IS missions needs to be considered. A more thorough
investigation of RM2 capabilities as well as implementation assessments should be
completed.
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On-Board Image Compression
Thomas J. Lynch, NASAGSFC
On-board image compression has seen limited use on NASASpacecraft.
An example of successful on-board compression was the system designed at
the Goddard Space Flight Center and flown on the Radio Astrononmy Explorer
in lunar orbit !RAE-2) in 1973. In this case, the image compressed was
that of the long flexible radio-astrononmy boom antennae that also provided
gravity-gradient stabilization. The requirement for compression in this
case came about because of the mismatch between the output data rate of the
on-board camera system and the down-link communication channel. As data
rates from future imaging sensors increase, the need for on-board
compression_ill become a more common requirement.
An obviousfirst approachto on-board image compressionis to find a
compressionalgorithmthat will providethe highest possiblecompression
ratio. But the compressionratio cannot be increasedbeyond a certain
point without introducingsome distortion in the reconstructed,or
decompressed,image. For a given image, this point is defined as the
entropy_which is really the average informationexpressedin bits-per
pixel. From the statisticsof the image,one can compute the entropy and
from it obtain a predictionof the maximum compressionratio (for example,
if the entropy is 4 bits/pixeland the uncompreSsedsystemwould normally
use 8 bits/pixel then the maximum compressionratio is 2:1). The utility
of computingthe entropy is that is tells one when to stop increasingthe
compressionratio if only little or no distortionis a system requirement.
Because of the fact that the entropyrepresentsa criticalpoint, the
maximum compressionratio, data compressionschemesbase been classified
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into two basic types: redundancyreduction(RR) and entropy reduction
(ER). The former producecompressionratios below the theoreticalmaximum,
and the latter, above it. In actual practice,there are also compression
schemeswhich are combinationsof RR and ER.
In selecting,designingand implementingan on-boardcompression
scheme,a number of considerationsand tradeoffshave to be investigated.
As indicatedabove, the compressionratio must be traded of against the
allowableresidualdistortion in the reconstructedimage. The type and
magnitudeof this allowabledistortiondepends directly on the particular
applicationof the imagerythat is planned. An includedquestion is the
effect of this distortionon radiometricand geometriccorrection. The
compressionratio also has to be traded Off againstthe complexityof the
on-board design. This includessuch considerationsas adaptive vs
non-adaptivecompression,the number of arithmetricoperationsper _ixel,
buffer storageand the need for error-controlcoding to protectthe
compresseddata from communicationchannel errors.
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.WHATIS,DATACOMPRESSION?
DATACOMPRESSIONISTHEREDUCTIONF.
- DATAVOLUME(SUCHASINA STORAGEMEDIUM)
- DATATRANSMISSIONTIME(SEC,)
- DATATRANSMISSIONRATE(BITS/SEC,)
WHEREVOLUME= :_(TIMEX RATE)
DATACOMPRESSIONISALSOCALLED:
- DATACOMPACTION
- SOURCECODING
EXAMPLES:
- FACSIMILE-TIMEREDUCTION
- VOICE- RATE(BANDWIDTH)REDUCTION
CLASSESOFDATACOMPRESSION
THEREARETWOCLASSESOF DATACOMPRESSIOn:
- ENTROPYREDUCTION
- REDUNDANCYREDUCTION
ENTROPYREDUCTIONREDUCESTHE AVERAGEINFORMATIONIN THE DATA. THE
INFORMATOINTHAT IS LOSTCANNOTBE RECOVERED,SO THAT ENTROPYREDUCTION
IS IRREVERSIBLE.
REDUNDANCYREDUCTIONREDUCESOR REMOVESTHE REDUNDANCYIN THE DATA IN SUCHA
WAYTHATIT CANBE PUT BACKAT A LATERTIME. IN THIS WAY,REDUNDANCY
REDUCTIONIS REVERSIBLE.
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Classes of Data CompresSion
THERADIOASTRONOMYEXPLORER.-2 ON-BOARDCOMPRESSION
0 ONRAE-2INLUNARORBIT- 1973
o COMPRESSEDPANORAMICCAMERAIMAGEOFA;_ITENNABOOIISAND.MOON*
o REQUIREDCOMPRESSIONRATIO:32:1
(CAr.ERAOUTPUT:20,000BPS; DOWNLINK:625.BPS)
0 USEDA COMBINATIONF:
ENTROPYREDUCTION: SKIP3 OUTOF4 SCANLINES(4:1)
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INFORMATIONISDEFINEDINTERMSOFTHELOGARITHMOFTHEPROBABILITY
OFA GIVENOUTPUTFROMA DATASOURCE.
FORA MEMORYLESSOURCE(ALLOUTPUTSAREINDEPENDENT):
I,: -log2
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ISTHEPROBABILITYOFTHEETHOUTPUT
ENTROPYISTHEAVERAGEINFORMATION
FORAMEMORYLESSOURCE:
HI =_ P_I°g2P_
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FORA SOURCEWITHMEMORY,ASSUMINGA FIRSTORDERMARKOVMODEL:
M M
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NATURAL(GEOLOGICAL)IMAGE
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o BUFFERSTORAGE
-= o ERRORCONTROL
Modular Data Transport System (MDTS)
COMPARISON GaAs/SI MULTIPLIER (8 x S}
Si (TTL) Si (ECL) GaAs
MULTIPLY TIME 45ns 19ns 6ns
(TWO 8 BIT NO.}
POWER 0.9w 4.4w 0.3w
MANUFACTURER MMI MOTOROLA ROCKWELL
USGSRF3_DTEIMAGEPROCESSINGSYSTEM(RIPS)
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o DISPLAYRESOLUTION
96x140x6-512x512x16,000000
o MICROPROCEeSSORS
6502.]I,]z_.- 68000_"]z
o f,EMORYSIZE
64K-2000K
o S0_'/ARE
IMAGEANALYSIS-GEOGRAPHICINFORMATIONSYSTEMS
ASSEMBLYLANGUAGE- FORTRAN
o PERIPHERALS
9 TRACK TAPE DRIVE
HARDDISK 5-300]_IBYTES
FLOPPYDISK 80-_YTE
o COST
$4000-$45,000
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SYSTEM APPLEPIPS AIPE MIPS IMPAC
DISPLAYRESOLUTION 96x140PIXELXx 6 COLORS 40x40x16 80x160x16 128x120x16
IMAGESIZE 192x280PIXELSx 4 BANDS 40x40x4 80x160x4 128x128x16
COMPUTER APPLEII APPLEII ATARI800 VECTORMZ
MEMORY 64 K 64 K 64 K 64 K
DISKSTORAGE 124 K 124K 80 K 630 K
LANGUAGE BASIC,ASSEMBLY BASIC BASIC, FORTRAN
ASSEMBLY
SOURCECODE BASICONLY BASIC BASIC, NOTAVAILABLE
ASSEMBLY
COST(HARDWARE, $3,650 $3,150 $2,600 $13,000
SOFTWARE)
CONTACT TELESYSGROUP FREDGUNTHER E.J.MASUOKA EGBERTSCIENTIFIC
SOFTWARE
APPLEPIPS MIPS IMPAC
DENSITYSLICE 1 1 1
IMAGEALGEBRA i i i
HISTOGRAM 1 1
FILTERING 2
HARDCOPYGRAPHICS 2 1 1
COMMUNICATIONSROUTINES 1 1 2
CLASSIFIERS:
PARALLELPIPED 1 1 1
MINIMUMDISTANCE 2
MAXIMUMLIKELIHOOD 2 2
UNSUPERVISEDCLUTTERING 2 2
PRINICPALCOMPONENTS 2
1 = STANDARDSYSTEM 2 = OPTIONALAND/ORUNDER-DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM ERIM RIPS ERDAS
DISPLAYRESOLUTION 240x256PIXELS256COLORS 256x242xq096 256x240x32,000w/1
GRAPHICSPLANE
512xq80x16
IMAGE-SIZE LIMITEDBY DISKSTORAGE 256x2qOx4BANDS LIMITEDBYDISK STORAGE
COMPUTER CROMEMCOZ80 CROMEMCOZ80 CROMEMCOZ80
MEMORY 64 K 64 K 64 K
FLOPPY.DISKSTORAGE 780K 780 K 780 K
HARDDISKSTORAGE 10 M -- 16 M, 80 M0
9 TRACKTAPEDRIVE YES -- YES
FLOATINGPOINT .... YES
PROCESSOR
LANGUAGES FORTRAN,ASSEMBLY FORTRAN, FORTRAN,ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY
SOURCECODE NOTAVAILABLE YES APPLICATIONSPROGRAMONLY
COST $25,000 $21,000 $45,000-$65,000
CONTACT ERIM EROSDATA ERDAS
CENTER
RIPS ERIM ERDAS
FALSECOLORDISPLAY X X X
COLORSLICEDDISPLAY X X X
GRAYLEVELMAPS X X X
HISTOGRAMS X X X
RATIOS X X X
CONTRASTENHANCEMENT X X X
FILTERING X , X
" ' SMOOTHING X _ X
..... IMAGERECTIFICATION X
_ , CLASSIFICATION: ,
MAXIMUMLIKELIHOOD X _ X
MINIMUMDISTANCE _ ,X
SUITSWAGNERALGORITHM X
. UNSUPERVISEDCLUSTERING •' , X ._L
_G,I.S.FUNCTIONS ' _ NONE UNDER IMGRIDi
DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM• GA__SS MIDAS
DISPLAYRESOLUTION 256x242x4096 512x512x16,000,000
MICROPROCESSORS 8086/8087,Z80 68000/8087
MEMORY 2.5MBYTES 2 MBYTES
FLOPPYDISK 1 M
HARDDISK 160M 160M
" TAPEDRIVE 9 TRACK25 IPS
LANGUAGE. FORTRAN FORTRAN
USERS 3 r 1
COST $31,000 $36,600
CONTACT E.J.MASUOKA/GSFC WALTDONOVAN,INFORMATICS,INC.
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R. Nathan
Image Processingvia VLSI
Abstract
The general,purposedigitalcomputer is not able to handle the data
rates and subsequentthroughputrequirementsof data systems in the mid-
80's add early gO's. In particularvast quantitiesof image data will
have to be calibrated,geometricallyprojected,mosaickedand otherwise
manipulatedand merged at rates that far exceed the capacitiesof present
systems. Even the "super"computers,some of which have been designed
explicitlyfor image processing,promiseinsufficientthroughputcapacity.
Implementingspecific image processingalgorithmsvia Very Large Scale
Integratedsystemsoffers a potent solutionto this perplexingproblem.
Two algorithmsstand out as being particularlycritical -- geometricmap
transformationand filteringor correlaticn. These two functionsform the
basis for data calibration,registrationand mosaicking. VLSI presents
itself as an inexpensiveancillaryfunctionto be added to almost any
general purpose computerand if the geometryand filter algorithmsare
implementedin VLSI, the processingrate bottleneckwould be significantly
relieved. This work developsthe set of image processingfunctionsthat
limit present systemsto deal with future throughputneeds, translates
these functionsto algorithms,implementsvia VLSI technologyand inter-
faces the hardwareto a general purposedigitalcomputer.
Objectives
* Design and fabricatespecialpurpose VLSI chips to perform specific
image processingalgorithms.
* Integratesuch chips into interfacesystemswhich are under the
controlof a Centralgeneralpurpose processorassignedto image
processing.
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* In particular,design and test filter system and a cubic spline
geometricreprojectionsystem.
* Examineand developVLSI design concepts for other image processing
requirements.
Motivation
Bracken (1) has spelledout the need for improvingthe processing
speed of image data collectedfrom an ever increasingarray of satellites
each with a larger informationbandwidththan its predecessor. The proces-
sing problem has severaldimensions.
k In order to enable the end user to use new information,the data
must be restructuredto match a previousinformationbase. A com-
mon requirementis to reprojectand registerimages taken from an
obliquesatelliteview to a normal projectionon the surface. This
reprojectionalong with the need to correctfor any systemmatic
camera distortionsrequiresthat images be stretchedlike a "rubber
sheet" to fit the desiredreprojection. This shift which entails
many rotationsand magnificationswithin each image requiresrelo-
cation of interpolateddata to locationswhich may be far distant
from some original position.
* In order to determinethe preciseshift which will bring two images
into registration,match pointsmust be determined. Modified cross
correlationcalculationscan be used to maximizethe best fit of
these match points. Correlationand filteringhave similarmathe-
matical structureand both can be implementedwith a special purpose
VLSl system. The filteringoperationis also used to smooth noisy
data or enhancefine image detail. Image enhancementhas been
appliedrather infrequentlyin spite of image improvementbecause
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it is an expensiveprocess. VLSI operationcan reduce the cost and
\
time of processing. Filteringalso enables certain featuredetection
and extractionalgorithms.
* Another dimensionof image processingrelatesto where in the data
stream the processingis to be performed. Our presenttechnology
,thus far requirestransmissionof unprocessedimages. As high speed
compactprocessingtechnologyevolves, processingcan be moved on
to the satelliteand transmissionbandwidthreducedby several
orders of magnitude.
* Pipeline processingimpliesplacingsimultaneoushardwiredalgorithms
in tandem. Other image processingfunctionssuch as sortingmaximum
values, change detection,developingtime dimensionson accumulated
data bases become accessiblein near real time when thinking in
terms of modular hardware.
Background
Digitalimage processingbecame a working realityin the early Ig60's
with the advent of JPL's Ranger,Surveyorand Mariner series. We (Nathan-2)
had effectivelyestablishedthe requirementsfor variousprocessingalgo-l
rithms from pragmaticpressures. Filteringwas performedto remove system-
matic noises from the camera and geometriccorrectionsalso were required
to correctcamera distortion. Filteringfurtherevolvedto enhance fine
image detail without stretchinglow frequencydata to cause image satura-
tion. In those early missions it was generallypossibleto keep up with
the data load with the processingpower of computersavailableat the time.
No real attemptwas made to do more than refine those algorithmsusing Com-
merciallyavailaWe machines. Since that time the situationhas dramatically
changed in terms of volume while the algorithmshave remained relatively
static
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Severalattempts at creatingspecialparallel processorshave proven
expensiveand unwieldy. A comparisonof several "super"computerswas
performedby Mitre Corporation(3). They were given severalclassesof
very limitedtests againstwhich to measure processingeffectiveness.
Some of the computerscomparedwere the Cray I, the DAP (English),the
PEPE (Army),the'llliac IV, the Cyber 203, the AP-12OB, the CLIP 3 and the
MPP (Goddard-Goodyear).All but the AP-120B are extremelyexpensiv_
(severalmillions of dollarseach) whereas the AP-120B is very much slower.
Mitre judged the MPP to be the best as determinedfrom the given conditions.
But the filter and geometrictest problemwas much too constrainedand
just fit the 128x128area of parallelmemory in MPP. Only a kernal of
20x20 can be filteredagainsta 128x128image. Only a shift of 8 pixels
using linear interpolationis allowed for geometricremapping. These
restrictionshave been hardwiredand only slow software can overcome them.
The heart of the MPP is a generalpurposeVLSI processingunit. The
directionof the concept is still in terms of multiple functionperform-
ance by a particularhardwareunit.
VLSI is a generaltool which can be viewed as an extensionof soft-
ware in the sense of the next generationof computingpower. These con-
cepts have been under developmentat Caltechunder Mead (4). JPL has a
very close relationshipwith the campus. We have recentlybeen working
with Mead to aid in the rapid evolutionof the softwaretechniques for
designingVLSI circuitryand have, in addition,been developingfiltering
hardwareconcepts followinga data flow algorithmfrom Cohen (5) which
allows successivemultiplier-accumulatorsto be pipelined. A modification
in memory handlingallows an extensionto two dimensionsand is being
breadboardedto fit the VLSI design. As a seed effortwe have startedto
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design a VLSI chip which will allow us to create a 31x31 element kernal
that will compete favorablytimewiseand dollarwiseagainstthe MPP.
Approach
VLSI design is still a rapidlyevolving field. Computer languages
are under developmentwhich will eventuallyallow high level statements
to be made which establishfunctionalcriteriaand these statements.would
be convertedto n-channelmetal oxide semiconductor(.n-MOS)or complemen-
tary c-MOS wire lists. These lists are in turn convertedby computerto
drawings of differentoverlaysof metal and metal oxides. The drawings
are then photo-reducedand photo-etchedonto siliconor sapphirewafers
which are then cut and wired to form individualchips.
The amount of logic that can be placed on a single chip is also
evolving rapidly. Today many tens of thousandsof transistorscan be
stored on a surface7x7 mm sq. Within three to five years that number is
expected to increaseby 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. At JPL we are experi-
menting with ways to develop languageswhich will allow variationof
parameters,number of multipliers,number of bits/multipliers,serial or
parallel additions/multiplyand other parameterswhich will allow us to
tailor fit to customerneed without massive redesigneffort.
As we contemplatethe marriage of VLSI technologywith image proces,
sing requirements,not all the pieces are yet in place. Some of the
designingeffort is still initiatedby manual drawingsto meet VLSI design
rule requirements. The logic for multiplicationis still not finalized
as competitionfor area (on the chip) and speed (minimumclock cycles
per multiply)is under study. Conceptualdesign for the geometry opera-
t
tion is under rapid restructuringas variousexperts are consulted
(Billingsley-6). Projects like these are studied by Caltechstudents in
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Prof. Mead's classesand valuableinterchangeis derivedfrom those dis-
cussions. The whole idea is to be able to upgradedesign concepts and
create new VLSI chips as though debuggingcomputersoftware.
In parallelwith the actual chip developmenthardwareis being
developedto interfacethe VLSl toexisting computerstructures. A not
too surprisingresult emergesas this effort progresses. VLSI allows an
improvementin throughputover a serial generalpurposecomputer by a-
factor of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude.We very quicklybecome I/O bound
in terms of magnetic tape or disk. Considerationmust be given to grab-
bing the data once from mass (serial)storage,and performingall processes
at once (pipelineserial) beforesending the restructureddata or extracted
informationback on to tape or out to the customer.
We have spent some time with the initialdevelopmentof a VLSI chip
which presentlyhas four multiplierseach of which stores 20 bits and
multiplies an 8-bit pixel by a 12-bitweight. The chip has been submitted
for fabricationexternal to JPL. Turnaround is about two months. JPL's
role is notto competewith the commercialfabricationprocess,but we
are more interestedin developingmore versatileVLSI design tools.
Some effort has gone into the conceptof a pipelinedgeometryremap-
ping chip. An initial conceptdesignedby us (Nathan)was tried success-
fully by Northrup for the Air Force. But that was only a nearestneighbor
design. We have developedmany softwarealgorithmsover the years, and
recentlythought is being given to a four point modified cubic spline
which should not degradethe image as does nearestneighbor dr linear
interpolation. The conceptis to performtwo orthogonalstretches (or
contractions)along each axis as serial operations(pipelinedin two
VLSI functions)while have direct access to severalmegabytesof random
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accessmemory from the computermain frame. The proposedspeed of trans-
formationis many times that presentlyavailable.
Expected Results
Two sets of hardwiredalgorithmsare to be produced. One algorithm
will performtwo dimensionalfilteringor correlationon an arbitrarily
large image using a 31x31 kernal (at presentdesign --a modifiable
parameter). The other algorithm is a pair of one dimensionalcubic spline
geometry remappingfunctionswhich under software controlwill "rubber
sheet" one image to anotheraccordingto pre-establishedpass points. It
is expected that these systemswill be installedfor use in JPL's Image
ProcessingLaboratory (IPL) and be used in their image processingproduc-
tion mode,
Progress is anticipatedin the developmentof softwarewhich utilizes
the filter hardware to establish"pass points"and these in turn will
generatethe correctiongrid for the geometry hardware.
Also investigationinto class extractionusing the filter hardware
will be started. Studies of this sort exist as software only. It is
desiredto explore increaseddimensionof class search once a fast hard-
ware filter becomesavailable.
Another productwhich can be expected is the ability to reproduce
other VLSl configurationswith minor changes in design parameters. This
ability gives us the power to update new hardwarewithoutmajor mechani-
cal redesignas customerneeds change.
As concepts develop regardingthe utilityof other imagingoperations,
these too shall be pursued.
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DIGITAL MULTIPLIER
• TYPICAL IC MULTIPLIERS CONTAIN REGISTERS FOR MULTIPLIER AND
MULTIPLICAND OPERANDS.
• AN ADDITIONAL RE(;ISTER IS PROVIDED FOR THE PRODUCT.
• MODERN LSI MULTIPLIERS PERFORm1 ADDITIONS IN A RIPPLE FASHION.
THAT IS, EACH SUM IS PASSED ON FROM O_JE ADDER TO THE NEXT WITHOUT
"FHE USE OF CLOCKED SEQUENTIAL CIPCUITC;. THEREFORE. THE
MULTIPLIER IS COMPRISED OF AN ARRAY OF DATES AND ADDERS.
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